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Abstract 

This thesis has several strands relating to the future prospects of the Thai fashion industry, 

which has undergone recent instability in the context of the global fashion system. They 

presuppose a reorientation and/or development of the domestic economy and culture of 

consumption of Thailand to favOlX innovation, originality and personal identity. 

The thesis will present an argument based upon the creation of conceptual models derived 

in part from existing models and theories, from literature St.rVeys and empirical studies. A 

new framework to conceptualise the fashion process in Thailand called, the Thai Fashion 

Process Model is presented. Through the process of the comparative studies, the fashion 

process in the West is set against that which exists in Thailand. 

The Western fashion process modet integIales much previous research about the fashion 

process, fills important gaps that the symbolic interactionist theory of fashion omits, and 

makes a number of new predictions about the translation of social trends into specific 

lifestyles and individual differences within the commodification process. The model 

purposes two important fashion forces: the differentiating force and the socialising force. 

These operate at different levefs (macro and micro) and through different fashion 

practitioners. The empirical studies gathered data tor analysis through interview and 

questionnaire surveys at the miao-leve/ in both the UK and Thailand within the context of 

the conceptual framework. Additional data tor analysis was also gathered relative to the 

macro-Ievel. The studies provide excellent support for the reconceptualisation and, in 

particular, suggest that individual psychological factors might be given a new prominence 

in the overall fashion process and the way in which new fashions emerge. 

The new Thai Fashion Process Model presents a different direction in the fashion change 

sequence, which implies a reorientation of the industry towards a high priority in domestic 

fashion origination and imovation. The socio-cultural economic changes require a 

refocusing towards individual or segmented consumers' motivation, needs, and desires as 

opposed to the conformity that exists in contemporary Thai society in its domestic 

consumption. 
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chapter 1 

Introduction 

1.1 Research Questions 

This thesis has several strands relating to the future prospects of the Thai fashion 

industry. seen in the context of the global fashion system. They presuppose a 

reorientation and/or development of the domestic economy and culture of consumption of 

Thailand to favour innovation. originality and personal Identity. The thesis will present an 

argument based upon the creation of conc:eptuaI models derived in part from existing 

models and theories. from literature surveys and empirical studies. 

In order to develop an argument both for the need for change in Thailand and for the 

evolution of conceptual modelling of the fashion system. the thesis begins by setting out 

the circumstances,which have brought about instabHity within the Thai fashion supply 

industry. It seems appropriate, therefore. first to introduce the contemporary fashion 

atmosphere in Thailand. 

Thailand and her neighbouring countries in the Far East were regarded as the economic 

dynamos of the twentieth century, especially from the middle of the 19508 when the old 

Western industrial economies were slow to recover from the war economy of 1939-45 

(Robison and Goodman, 1996). The wealthy economy elevated living standards for 

people as well as introducing a new atmosphere or microclimate referred to as -rampant 

consumption- or ·consumerism-. OVer the same period, for Thai people fashion 

consumption became a new indicator of class, taste, aesthetic sensibility and lifestyle 

within the narrow constraints and guidelines of govemment policy. Fashion always easily 



penetrates wealthy, socially mobile societies, diffusing from West to East, from capital 

cities to the provinces, and from urban to rural environments. Fashion exaggerates the 

self-perception of the wearer's modernity in a dynamic culture. The concept of modernism 

present in the consumer's mind was a means for achieving particular government policies. 

Consumption is an essential mediator for capitalist evolution/developments. 

What are usually described as the Big Tiger economies, for example, Japan, Korea, 

Taiwan and Hong Kong (but excluding Thailand), have found themselves able to initiate 

technologies of production rather than merely became consumers of foreign commodities, 

as has been the case in Thailand, and there are several reasons for this. 

In the fashion arena, for example, these countries have been able to harness indigenous 

creative potential and innovation, and are consequentfy far ahead of Thailand in 

maintaining and developing their textile and fashion industries. This is particularly 

apparent in the textile industry of Thailand, where research and technical development in 

both raw material and fabric lack the high technology productive processes of, say, Japan 

whose expertise in micro-fibre science and product development has secured dominance 

of the market The other tiger economies, likewise, al have their own fashion brands 

supplying their domestic markets and the region. Many Japanese designers, Including 

Issey Miyake, Yohji Yamamoto, Kenzo and Rei Kawakubo, for instances. are accepted in 

the international fashion wOOd as icons and major contributors to global fashion (Mendes 

and De La Haye, 1999). Analysis of the differences between the tiger economies in terms 

of approaches to consumption and production reveal the weak point in Thai economic 

and industrial development. Thailand, in common with the other tiger economies, 

experienced some periods of the fastest and highest economic growth rates in the world 

in the middle of the 19808 and in the earty 19905 (see Table 1.1.1). They had enjoyed a 

period of great prosperity with high consumption serviced by highly rigorous supply 

(Dixon, 1999; Robison and Goodman, 1996). During this period the entire domestic 

fashion market of Thailand was, and still is, supplied by two main sources. The middle to 

low markets are shared by domestic suppliers, whereas the higher level markets are 

mostly supplied by imported goods (Suphachalasai, 1994). In common with other 

countries, the classification of market levels mentioned implies class in the order and 

accessibility of the consumption process. In other words, Thailand's progress towards 

becoming a full-blown capitalist country has inevitably resulted in class differentiation 

based on spending power, which dominates most aspects of everyday Thai life. The 

acquisition of goods (consumption capability and display) indicates social class and status 

(Beng-Huat, 2000; Heller, 1984). 
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Year Growth of GDP% Exports (US $m) Manufactured Exports (US $m) 

1970 6.6 710 76 

1971 5 827 113 

1972 4.1 1039 190 

1973 9.9 1527 343 

1974 4 .. 4 2402 422 

1975 4.8 2162 397 

1976 9.4 2950 572 

1977 9.9 3451 683 

1978 10.4 3996 1039 

1979 5.3 5207 1402 

1980 4.9 6369 1886 

1981 7.6 6849 2019 

1982 6 6797 2014 

1983 5.8 6275 2058 

1984 5.5 7279 2583 

1985 3.5 7056 2800 

1986 4.5 8786 3944 

1987 8.4 11629 6125 

1988 11 15902 8192 

1989 10.8 19976 11453 

1990 10 23002 14796 

1991 7.9 28324 18903 

1992 7.2 34473 21672 

1993 7.9 37137 29863 

1994 8.8 44611 36618 

Table 1.1.1: Key Features of Thai Economy, 1970-94 (Source: 
Thailand Textile Institute) 
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Many Thai manufacturers are contracted to international fashion labels to supply high 

quality fashion products to the world markets and to Thai consumers. Goods 

manufactured in Thailand for foreign brands can be imported back into Thailand and sold 

as premium products. This implies that Thailand does not lag behind other countries in 

terms of capability in manufacturing quality products. The inability to generate brands 

indicates that brand commodity is not merely about capability in manufacturing. In the 

case of fashion, as with other branded goods, a specific set of conditions is required 

domestically before indigenous branding can occur (Farrel, 1998). If Thailand is not 

initiating fashion, then there must be something missing from or different in the conditions 

prevailing within the Thai fashion process. Whatever these differences or shortcomings 

may be, there is a major problem for fashion producers in Thailand, where the higher 

market levels of consumers are ready to spend money on fashion commodities, but not 

on any which have Thai fashion labelslbrands (Beng-Huat, 2000). Thai fashion brands 

have failed to develop comparably to those of the other tiger economies to the extent that 

they have not gained a position of respect nationally or internationally. 

Several questions arise from this situation: 

• Why are Thai designers unable to dominate even their own domestic lTI8Ikets? 

• Why are Thai people subjected to ... overload eX luxurious imported fashion 

commodities? 

• Why do Thai consumers hold their own branded fashion goods in such low 

esteem? 

• Why do fashions that are successful in Thailand usually emulate from sources 

external to Thailand? 

• What is the nature of needs, motives, and desires that propel fashion 

consumption and behaviours in Thailand towards foreign fashion? 

• What are the strategies that would lead to the Thai fashion industry achieving 

leadership of the domestic fashion market and establishing an international 

reputation for fashion? 

These are central questions in the minds of Thai manufacturers and fashion suppliers. 

This research is aimed at providing a conceptual framework, which might enable some of 

the answers to be discovered. 

These questions are based upon evidence gained from research into the Thai fashion 

industry, which is fundamental to an understanding of the potential for development within 

the contemporary situation. 

Firstly, imported fashion goods dominate the domestic market. Secondly. fashion styles 
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taken up in Thailand are usually.the same as, or similar to, those initiated in the West. In 

other words, fashions from the West usually diffuse through Thai society. Thai society 

easily adopts Western fashions at the upper level of the market. Thai manufacturers also 

provide fashion diffusion, domestically, to the lower level of markets, derived from the 

same sources. Thirdly, Thai consumers have a stronger desire to possess Western 

products than those which are made and designed in Thailand. Paradoxically, as 

previously stated, some of those Western products may have been made in Thailand, 

exported and re-imported, suggesting that consumption in Thailand is based upon 

preconception. Fourthly, there must be some force or set of conditions that drive Thai 

people to prefer the imported products to domestic products. Finally, Thai manufacturers 

and fashion suppliers have failed to compete with international fashion brands by 

establishing respect or a perceptual desire in the consumer for their own brands. 

It has been a mystery why Thai fashion suppliers have not responded to the needs of 

their own market. The result has been that most of the high fashion markets are shared 

by international fashion brands, while the lower markets are left for domestic suppliers 

imitating Western fashions. It would be desirable ultimately to develop frameworks or 

strategies, which enabled domestic suppliers to implement 8 restruchMing of the domestic 

market, segments and share through ccmmerciaI competition. Policy should focus on 

developing a domestic market, which invofves fashion direction led approaches rather 

than following westem fashion dictates. 

Before we can implement such strategies, some aitical questions need to be answered, 

such as: 

• Do Thai domestic fashion suppliers have a proper understanding and 

appreciation of "fashion" and its related mechanisms, such as "fashion process·, 

"fashion diffusion'. and "fashion adoption'? 

• Do they understand the forces behind a fashion phenomenon? 

• Do they concern themselves with the true needs of Thai consumers in fashion 

consumption? 

• What is the Significance of the fashion language used in Western fashion to 

communicate with its consumers? 

• Should Thai domestic fashion suppliers concern themselves with social 

movements, social issues, and other aspects of consumers' concerns? 

Should customer profiling be extended to include data other than merely 

demographic and economic statistics? 

This thesis attempts to question the focus of fashion and fashion consumption in Thailand 
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in the realms of "how" and "why". It aims to find a holistic concept to encompass the Thai 

fashion industry and system, with a determination to move forwards fresh insights. 

Research into fashion in Thailand is extremely rare. When it has been undertaken, the 

approach is invariably from a marketing perspective. Seldom if ever is there any research, 

which investigates fashion as a progressive sociological phenomenon. Interdisciplinary 

research or related research projects bringing together the socio-economic, cultural and 

political dimensions have yet to be undertaken. This thesis goes some way towards 

attempting to link these different aspects. 

Fashion is not solely a supply point issue: it is far more complex and is intertwined with 

many adjoining twigs and branches, which combine to create its context. The context of 

fashion, its industry and system, both position and determine the nature of the 

commodity. Accordingly, commodities and their consumption are viewed in this thesis not 

merely demographically: they are a source of contemporary perspectives on consumers' 

motivations, goals and desires which suppliers, manufacturers and marketers can utilise. 

-It is obvious that fashion is more than an economic activity which brings higher 

standards of living and new trends in consumption. The pursuit of the fashionable 

entails much more than the simple acquisition of goods. • 

Finkelstein (2000, p. 225) 

It is hoped that this thesis will ultimately shed light upon two crucial questions: 

• "Why is Thai fashion design underrepresented in its share of the domestic 

fashion market, particularly at the high /eve/? and; 

• "How could Thai originated fashion deSign reach a position of prominence both in 

the domestic market and internationally? 

1.2 organising the Research 

1.2.1 In Search of the Answer 

The above questions are raised throughout the research, as if it were being undertaken 

by or for Thai fashion suppliers, including designers, importers, manufacturers and 

marketers. Accordingly, these research questions revolve around fashion, consumers, 
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and their behaviour related to consumption. It is therefore necessary to investigate the 

roots and origins of such key factors as the emergence of fashion, fashion process, 

consumerism, class and order in consumption, and background factors of Thais' 

characteristics of consumption. 

-Fashion Adoption 

-Fashion Procell 

-rashlo n UrtfUSJon 

-Symhnlir. TM nry 

Western Society 

-SubcuKure 

-lJIe.tyle 

-&cIal Identity 

-Theory of 
Shopping 

Research 
Diagram 

, , , 
: , , 
: , , 
: · -UK Fashion IndUlltry i 

-ThaI garment Industry • 

-Gobah •• bon 

-Asian Economic 
Crisis 

, 
: 
I , 
I · · , , 

Thai Society 

Initial Conceptual Model 
of the Fashion Process 

: · , · · : 
: 
: · · : 
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Figure 1.1.1: Research Diagram 

An organising framework for the research is shown in Figure 1.1.1. The Figure shows the 
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core plan of the research, which centres on a comparative study of fashion processes in 

the West and in Thailand. The research is divided into six stages as follows: 

phase I: Literature Reviews 

The first phase of the research was to gather secondary data from sources such as, 

textbooks, joumals, conference papers, and statistical reports of relevant 

institutions/industries. The data divided into three major areas, namely, fashion theory, 

the fashion consumer, and the fashion supplier. The impact of global economiCS is a 

context within which the three areas operated and therefore to some extent to their 

context may be understood to be affected by the dynamiC of that context. The first area 

includes a number of carefully selected significant and related fashion theories, i.e., 

. fashion semiology, fashion process and fashion diffusion theories. The second area of 

investigation is about consumer theoIy, culture, sociology and anthropology. Theories of 

shopping, consumption and lifestyle are discussed. The third area of investigation 

includes manufacturing, marketing, design management and design process in the UK 

and Thai fashion industries. 

A model of the literature review process (Saunders, at aI., 1997, p. 37) is adopted in this 

research. The process consists of eight sequence steps: research questions and 

objectives; define parameters; generate and refine keywords; conduct search; obtain 

literature; evaluate; record; and draft review. 

Fashion definitions are considered in Chapter 2. Major literature reviews of fashion 

theories and fashion commodification will be found in Chapters 3 and 4, respectively. 

phase II: constructing a Conceptual Model of the 
Western Fashion Process 

In Chapter 5 a conceptual model of the Western fashion process is initially constructed, 

based on the secondary data, Le., the Symbolic Interactionist (SI) Theory of Fashion (by 

Kaiser, Nagasawa and Hutton); the Macro-Micro Continuum (by Ritzer and Hamilton); 

fashion leadership theory; fashion adoption; fashion diffusion; etc. 

At this stage, the conceptual model is constructed by the dialectic method. This 

methodology consists of thesis and antithesis, in which the former is the Symbolic 
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Interactionist Theory of Fashion and the latter is the Macro-Micro Continuum, and 

incorporating aspects of details derived from other existing theories. The conceptual 

model is aimed at providing theoretically an understandable mechanism of the fashion 

change process. 

phase III: Empirical Research: Fieldwork Survey and 
Case Studies 

In the third phase, after gathering the secondary data by reviewing relevant literature and 

forming the initial model, it is necessary to search for primary data. Due to the initial 

conceptual model being divided into two significant realms, the macro- and micro-levels, 

different research approach and methods are used for investigating these two realms. 

The research approach, discussed in the introductory of Chapter 6, draws on a 

combination of phenomenological and positivism methods including quantitative and 

qualitative surveys. The purpose of the empirical studies is, then, to emphasise. validate 

and support the theoretical model, either in terms of bridging gaps or of enhancing and 

refining the initial conceptual model. 

At the micro-!evel, hypotheses are set out based upon the argument central to the 

construction of the conceptual model. The study aims to ground the relationship. between 

fashion adoption by individuals and or those identified as fashion adopters, and the 

psychOlogical impulses that propel them taNards the different levels of adoption, through 

empirical study. The hypothesis that deals with the macro- or society level is more 

phenomenological. in order that it is more appropriate for it to be examined through 

observation (Saunders. et.al., 1997). 

Discussion and argument in the setting up of hypotheses as well as the survey process 

and results are in Chapter 6. 

phase IV: Model Refinement 

In Chapter 7, the model is further refined by additional theories, in order to provide 

greater detail in the model mechanism. 

phase V: Model comparison 
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Chapter 8, the second half of the thesis, is an investigation of the Thai fashion system, 

and is divided into three main sections. These are 1) a historical perspective on the 

development of "fashion" since it was introduced into Thai society; 2) a study of class and 

its formation of Thai society; and 3) the dominance of the consumption power of the new 

rich in Thailand. 

Chapter 9 is concerned with a comparison between the conceptual framework (discussed 

in Chapters 5 and 7) and fashion phenomena and the fashion process in Thailand. A 

conceptual model for the Thai fashion industry is then constructed, based on a 

comparison between the two fashion industries (Westem and Thai). The result of this 

comparison is the discovery of two divergent pathways. Potentially. there are either 

different models of the fashion process in Thailand, or a model similar to the prototype 

constructed on the basis of the Western model. 

Chapter 9 aims also to explore some strategies, by which Thai suppliers might re-

orientate themselves towards domestic fashion origination and the attainment of 

international prestige, enable them to exploit global markets. 

phase VI: Final Outcome 

Conclusions and an overall review of the research findings are in Chapter 10. 
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chapter 2 

Terminology of Fashion 

The essence of Buddhist philosophy is the cycle of life. Every cycle must consist of four 

phases, namely birth, growing to maturity, waning and decline, and finally death. This 

cycle is true for all of us and is a basic template, which governs all human activities. The 

closest thing to the human body is its clothing and by extension this also becomes our 

mode of expression. Consistent with the nature of "fashion- is that it traces our life 

changes. There is another tenet in Buddhist philosophy, which is expressed in the 

proverb that ·Change is a certainty". It seems that for many people continuous change in 

their human existence is not desirable and they are likely to feel it is uncontrollable. On 

the other hand, change in fashion, unlike in life, is apt to be desired and controllable. It is 

controllable in the sense that it is dependent upon people's needs or desires. Seasonal 

changes in fashion have long been a conventional and useful necessity in Western 

society, partly becau" of climate variability. There are very taw certainties in life. It can, 

however, be said that ·Change in fashion is a certainty". When discussing fashion, there 

are many pitfalls because fashion can mean many different things to different people. It is 

important from the outset of this thesis to establish terms and definitions. This chapter, 

therefore, is concerned to establish a basic terminology, which will both ensure 

consistency in meaning throughout the thesis and facilitate a link to concepts. 

2.1 Existing Definitions 

In general, the word ·fashion" can relate to any commodity such as furniture, motor cars, 
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or electrical appliances as well as, in particular, to clothing (Braham, 1997). Having 

clearly understood the generality of the term "fashion", it must be more specifically 

defined to enable us to focus on the particularity of its use in different situations. 

Fashion has been defined in various ways, from many viewpoints, by many theorists and 

from the viewpoint of various disciplines. The following are samples of some definitions of 

fashion. Each of these definitions stems from the varying perspectives that depend on the 

discipline of the authorities. The following definitions are therefore grouped under 3 main 

headings, namely: style, concept and process. 

2.1.1 Fashion as a Style 

. Fashion as a style is defined as: 

• "the mode of dress, etiquette, furniture ... adopted in society for the time being." 

(Oxford English Dictionary, 1901) 

• "the custom or style of the dressing that prevails among any group of persons." 

(Fairchild Dictionary of Fashion, quoted in Perna, 1987) 

• "the popular style of clothes, hair, behaviour etc at a particular time, that is likely 

to change." (Longman Dictionary of Contemporary English, 1995) 

• "nothing more or less than a prevailing style at any given time." (Nystrom, 1928) 

• "a currently accepted or popular style in a given field." (KoUer, 1980, quoted in 

Orgle, 1985) 

• "a style of dress adopted from previously adopted styles." (Jamow, et al., 1981) 

• "the styles ... that are socially prescribed and socially accepted as appropriate for 

certain social roles." (Barber and Lobel, 1952) 

• ·a style of consumer product or way of behaving that is temporarily adopted by a 

, discernible proportion of members of a social group because that chosen style or 

behaviour is perceived to be socially appropriate for the time and situation.· 

(Sproles and Bums, 1994) 

2.1.2 Fashion as a Concept 

Fashion as a concept is defined as: 

• "a concept of what is currently appropriate." (Daniels, 1951) 

• "the pursuit of novelty for its own sake." (Robinson, 1958) 

• "a way of dressing, behaving ... that is considered especially up-to-date or 
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noticeably following the contemporary trend.' (Webster's Unabridged Dictionary, 

1966, quoted in Sproles and Bums, 1994) 

• "that by which the fantastic becomes universal.' (Oscar Wilde, quoted in Pema. 

1987) 

2.1.3 Fashion as a Process 

Fashion as a process is defined as: 

• "a series of recurring changes in the choices of a group of people, which though 

they may be accompanied by utility, are not determined by it." (Ross, quoted in 

Hurlock,1929) 

• "an elementary form of collective behaviour: (Lang and Lang, 1965) 

• "a process of social contagion by which a new style or product is adopted by the 

consumer after commercial introduction.' (King, 1964) 

• "is to impose and suddenly to accept as a new or norm what was, until a 

minute before, an exception or whim, then to abandon it again after it has become 

a commonplace, everybody's thing: (Poggioli. 1968. quoted in Finkelstein 1996) 

It is essential to understand the real meaning d fashion. The main points in the above 

definitions can be summarised as follows: 

• Fashion can be a style, a mode or in the form of an object, e.g. clothing, shoes, 

accessories, fumiture and styles of hair, as well as the manner in which people 

do things. However, apparel is most frequently thought of in relation to the term 

fashion. The manner of doing something is usually involved with affectations of 

manners, thus, in a sense, adorning appearance. Fashion involves the effect of 

making the idea or commodity or aesthetic perspective into a seemingly inclusive 

category. In other words, a characteristic of the idea or commodity, which typifies 

a number of similar ideas or commodities of the same category. This is defined as 

a style. A style, therefore, may comprise many designs with some features in 

common. 

• A style or a mode of something that is adopted by a number of people in a 

society. That style must be adopted by some discernible proportion of the whole 

Society. The number of discemible people can be either a small group or a larger 

group. However, a style adopted by a small group is called a sub-cultural style. 
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• The adoption is temporary. As mentioned before, change in fashion is a certainty. 

Fashion is always adopted for some period of time. Once the fashion gains 

popularity, its value' declines. Society is likely to look for a new style to replace it. 

. This adoption period seems to be shorter than in the past, because these days 

there are many commodities provided in the market. In addition, modem 

marketing and retailing techniques vigorously and effectively persuade 

consumers to consume. Ultimately, an adopted style will be quickly replaced. 

• Fashion is a process of adoption and also a process of change. As long as new 

fashion emerges, society will respond. The response is either quick or slow, 

gradual or immediate, once the process of adoption begins. Once it gains an 

initial discernible proportion of followers, the rest of the members will be forced by 

a socialising impulse to conform to the new popular style. It can be called a sense 

of belonging to the group. 

• Fashion is appropriate for a particular society at a particular time. The adoption of 

new fashion is based on the perceptions and appreciation of fashion leaders and 

society's willingness to follow. They perceive the new fashion to be appropriate 

and compatible with their life in certain sociat ciR:umstances. 

Its centre. of meaning lies in the idea and ideal fA continually changing appearances 

(Sproles and Burns, 1994). A dynanic process fA change becomes a basic need. 

Polhemus and Proctor stated in Orgle's (1985) MXk that: 

·'n recognizing that the increased modemizalion of contemporary society has 

institutionalized chanQe, we can also begin to appreciate that, in the context of 

modernization, change and its symbolic reptesentation in the fashion system are 

appropriate -naturar expteSSions of the -process of modernization {which} is a kind 

of permanent revolution without any final goal .• 

(Polhemus and Proctor, 1978) 

Polhemus also stated in ·Street Style- that: 

-Fashion is trendy. It celebrates change and progress. Change, because This 

Year's New Look always elbows aside Last Year's New Look in a perpetual 

pursuit of novelty. Progress, because of the implicit assumption - one, which 

characterises modem society - that the New is also - by definition, ipso facto-

the Improved. Both a product of modernism and its ultimate expression, fashion 
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faces resolutely towards the future. It has the capacity to generate the new and 

fresh, a capacity which has always made it appealing to those who subscribe to 

the view that change is preferable to the status quo and that tomorrow holds more 

promise than yesterday. ". 

(Polhemus, 1994: p.8) 

Blumer reinforces the notion of fashion change: 

-The area in which fashion operates must be one that is involved in a movement 

of change, with people ready to revise or discard old practices, beliefs, and 

attachments, and poised to adopt new social forms ... " 

(Blumer, 1969) 

Barnard discussed fashion in the sense of revolution and evolution . 

•.. . fashion may be seen as consisting in B series of changes, but the idea of those 

changes being B final, onoe-and-lor-all change is surely meaningless. The very 

idea of fashion involves I8fet8nce to the idea of constant change and it is 

therefore incompatible with the idea of ffNOIuIion as B complete and final change 

in conditions and circumstances. .. • 

(Barnard, 1996: p. 122) 

In which case, consumer behaviou", or the way that people consume fashion, leads to a 

process of change in appearances. This factor must be taken into account in the 

evaluation of fashion change and in relating to social change. If a change of fashion is a 

suitable response to social change. it can be deduced from the initial step that fashion 

contains a certain utilitarian element, which can variously be desaibed as the fulfilment of 

an essential social function eOrgIe, 1985). 

2.3 Fashion & Clothing: the Distinction 

Fashion and clothing are seen to have an ambivalent status. Fashion is always used as a 

term in relation to some materiat items such as clothing. furniture, shoes as well as ideas 

and behaviour. As such, many people include newly available commodities, i.e. clothing, 

furniture and shoes, as new fashion. However, it is not easy to include all commodities in 

the market place as fashion items. Barnard clearly explained the relationship between 
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fashion and clothing. But this could easily apply to fashion and any other commodity. 

-... while all clothing is an adornment, not all adomments are fashionable. Some 

adomment might be terribly unfashionable. It could also be said that, while all 

clothing is an adornment, not a/l clothing is fashion, for the same reason. And it 

could be said that, while a/l fashion is adornment, not all fashion is clothing. Some 

fashion is tattooing or cicatrisation. Similarly, while every item of dress will be in a 
particular style, not every style item will be the fashion, as styles go in and out of 

fashion. And, while every item of dress will be after a certain fashion, not all 

fashions will be stylish; it is well known that some fashions set out to be anti-style. 

It could finally be said that, while all fashion is in style, not all fashion is an item of 

dress; some fashion involves changing the colour or shape of the body. -

(Bamard, 1996: p. 9) 

Barnard suggests that fashion is entangled with clothing, style and adornment. These can 

be subsets of each other depending on which point of focus is adopted. Fashion has 

been variously defined as objects, a consuner product. a component of the product. the 

symbolic meaning attached to the product, and the process by which the product is 

adopted by individuals and sociaf groups. Meanwhile, Barnard stated that the Oxford 

English Didionary lists several senses fA the word "fashiorf: "the action or process of 

making", -a particular shape or cut", "fonn'", "manner or and -conventional 

usage in dress· (ibid.). The aiticism that fashion is not ., object, was also discussed 

-Clothing is not an item of fashion until someone wealS it to indicate their actual or 
ideal place in a social structure ... a particular piece of garment IS not an item of 

fashion, but it should be possible to ascertain whether a particular piece of 

clothing is functioning as fashion". 

(ibid.: p. 16) 

Flugel had reached the same conclusion much earlier and he also states clearty that: 

-to create a fashion, it is not sufficient to make a new design. For the design to 
become a fashion it must be worn, and not merely at a mannequin parade-

(FIOgeI, 1930) 

From these inSights, it is now becoming clear that not all clothing in a market place is "in 

fashion". Clothing fundions as fashion whenever it is worn to express a particular style 

that represents the social concept of a particular period. 
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2.4 Arriving at a New Definition 

If it can be clearly shown that the style of an object or of a behaviour can be a fashion if it 

is adopted by a sufficient number of members of society, then an object cannot be an item 

of fashion until it is used or has exhibited its social appropriateness. 

In order to be consistent with the content of the research, the term "fashion" has to be 

specifically defined and consistently used throughout this study. This study is particularly 

concerned with the fashion system in which clothing represents the fashion movement. 

My definition of fashion, therefore, is based on a review of the extracts of various 

definitions of fashion above, and is as shown in Figure 2.4.1. 

'fa.hion i. a style of an appreciated concept in dre •• ing 
that is te.porarily adopted and socially 

identified by a nu.ber of people.' 

Figure 2.4.1: Definition of Fashion 

For my definition, it is assumed that the style of a concept or behaviour is specified in 

terms of dressing. This implies that in this study fashion involves decoration of the body 

by clothing to alter appearance. Dressed adomment includes clothing, shoes and 

accessories. All other items are excluded. 

There are, however, other dimensions to fashion implicit or explicit wi!hin my definition. It 

is important, therefore, to clarify several associated aspects of fashion. 

2.5 Fashion: the Functions 

Although clothing and fashion are inextricably linked, in some respects clothing is 

subordinate to fashion in as much as it is fashion that gives meaning to clothing. For the 

purpose of this study, we should explore the variety of the functions of fashion in relation 

to the wearing of clothes. 
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Clothing is one of the basic necessities of human existence. It is worn in order to fulfil 

various motives and functions for individuals and for society (Attfield, 2000). Some of 

these functions can be fulfilled without the involvement of fashion but others cannot. 

Barber and Lobel (1952) listed three functions: the utilitarian, the aesthetic, and the 

socially symbolic. Similarly, for the purposes of fulfilling the needs of comfort, protection 

and communication of social meanings, clothing must contain functional, aesthetic and 

expressive characteristics (Lamb and Kallal, 1992). 

In the following subsections, an attempt will be made to clarify those clothing functions, 

which involve fashion and those, which do not. 

2.5.1 utilitarian Purpose 

The most basic product characteristic of clothing is that it should fulfil functional needs 

and requirements. People wear clothing for many purposes such as for protection, for 

acIomment, for modesty, and for status indication (Rees, 1971; Kemp, 1971; Renboum, 

1971; Slater, 1986). The ultimate satisfaction is comfort It is really the most vital property 

of life. Every living aeature is constantly wishing to maintain or ertIance its level of 

comfort. The attempt may be either deliberate or instinctive. 

Comfort can be into physical, physiological and psychological aspects (Tarafdar, 

1995). The climatic conditions, activity, a person's state of health and clothing are all 

important modifying factors in regard to physical comfort The physiological point of view 

can be subdivided into specific negative comfort sensations, which are sensory, thermo-

physiological and garment-fit discomfort. 

The psychological aspect is a subjective response resulting from many stimuli such as 

fashion, colour, garment style, fabric construction, and suitability for an occasion, etc. 

Research has shown that the best way to measure comfort is to measure discomfort 

attitude (Cholachatpinyo, 1998). 

If comfort is the ultimate satisfaction in wearing clothing, it can be concluded that comfort 

satisfaction has two aspects: the physiological and the psychological. It can further be 

argued that within the usual definition of utility, the physiological dimension of clothing 

substantially fulfils the comfort satisfaction requirement since it is a clothing to body 

interaction. Arguably fashion and associated aspects such as colour, relate more to 
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psychological wellbeing and comfort than to physiological wellbeing and that these are 

somehow separate. If psychological wellbeing is an aspect of comfort satisfaction, which 

cannot be detached from the physiological any more than the mind can be detached from 

the body, then fashion is an integral part of utility or there is a proportional relationship. 

There are those who think that this question of the separateness or proportional 

differentness of the physical and the psychological, the body and the mind, clothing and 

the fashion item, is crucial in determining the role of fashion in a cultural context. Which 

view is adopted, that they are separate or interdependent, may well be a consequence of 

individual priorities. 

2.5.2 Aesthetic Purpose 

. Aesthetics is concemed with beauty or the appreciation of beauty, or of pleasing 

appearance. Human beings feel the need to beautify their bodies with adornment in the 

form of clothing. Fashionable clothing is currently a form dominated byomamentation. 

Omament as adornment within a garment inevitably becomes more than protection and 

utility. People think of the latest fashion as a way of being aesthetic, that is to say being 

appealing or of pleasing appearance. This perception links more strongly to the 

psychology of individuals to the extent that the wearers of the latest fashion derive mental 

comfort from the admiration of society. Beauty is to a great extent a social construct 

which, when linked to individual sensibility, results in a need 0( requirement fO( the 

presentation of the individual accOfding to a presaibed standard. As with all facets of the 

human condition, socially presaibed standards are subject to change. These changes 

become fashion style. 

Although within a social context visual aesthetics can serve several purposes in relation 

to fashion and clothing such as those articulated by FIOgeI (1930) and Laver (1969a), in 

the context of this thesis it will become apparent why at this stage the minimal definition is 

sufficient for our purposes. It should, however, be stated that individuals' interpretation of 

what makes them beautiful in relation to the social standard is highly subjective. 

2.5.3 Expressive Purpose 

Clothing has long been used as a means of identifying the wearers as belonging to 

certain status groups (Goffman, 1959; Feinberg et al., 1992). It helps them feel more 

secure. Conformity is a way of expressing and fulfilling a need. The individual's 
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appearance, which is mainly created by dressing, functions as a tool in social interaction 

and communication of meanings in the social world (Stone, 1965; Baudrillard, 1983; 

Kaiser, 1990). 

Similarly, people deliberately and powerfully use clothing to help reflect their self-image 

and to prepare themselves to deal with business affairs (Grubb and Grathwohl, 1967; 

Sirgy, 1982). 

In a complementary way, the perceiver is likely to infer the subject's background and 

personality from their clothing and appearance management (Schneider, 1973). As a 

result, clothing can be described as a high-involvement commodity, which the wearer 

uses to build up self-image and self-concept (Lamb and Kallal, 1992; Grubb and 

Grathwohl, 1967). Marx's term "social hieroglyphics· indicates the way we treat those 

clothes which conceal the social status of the wearer even as they communicate 

(Barnard, 1996). 

The expressive purpose of dressing is discussed further in the following chapter. 
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chapter 3 

Fashion Theories 

This chapter will review a range of existing fashion theories, which willialer be employed 

in the construction and development of a conceptual model of the fashion process as it is 

understood in the context of Western socio-cuJtU'aI and economic conditions. The 

theoretical frameworks selected have relevance to the subjective aspects of fashion and 

include such topics as the emergence of fashion, its process, and its arbiters and 

agents. 

3.1 Fashion & social communication 

Many fashion theorists discuss fashion as a communication tool (Barnard, 1996). The 

notion that fashion in some way communicates social values or reflects the condition of 

society was first expounded through the study of anthropology and sociology. Most 

people involved in fashion theory would consider J. C. FIOgel to be the significant figure 

in the development of this theoretical approach. In developing the argument in his thesis 

the author has selected supportive abstracts which lead the discourse rather than 

choosing to set out a chronology of the history of the idea. 

Finkelstein (1996) characterises fashion as a social, economic and aesthetic force, and, 

more often than not, all three at the same time. Fashion can be used to indicate social 

change and progress that shape modern life. Fashion, as it has been defined, is 

something, which is adopted by a discernible proportion of the members of a SOCiety, 
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therefore, it is related to social conditions. The term "society" has been defined, for 

example, by Polhemus as follows: 

"A society or culture is a system of values, beliefs, prescriptions and proscriptions 

of behaviour, assumptions about social categories, a typology of role models and 

a model or map of itseH. In order that these ideas should be communicated 

between persons and between generations it is necessary that they be translated 

into some material of expression. " 

(Polhemus, 1988) 

Polhemus (ibid.) also mentions how members of society are able to communicate. There 

are two main ways that people use as a means to convey their ideas. These are verbal 

and non-verbal languages. Verbal expression seems to be the most important and the 

most popular means of communication. It has, however, limitations, which are evident 

when it is used to express a concept. In social interaction and behaviour, it is not always 

appropriate to communicate verbally. This is particularly the case in many formal 

situations. Fashion in formal dress codes plays an important part in supplementing verbal 

communication. In semiotic theory (Barthes, 1960), a social concept or idea that is 

expressed by the use of signs and symbols is called -signified". Meanwhile, the media 

themselves; the signs and symbofs, are called -signifiers-. Therefore, it might be 

concluded that fashion, which is represented as a social concept, is signified. Clothing, 

on the other hand, which is desaibed as a plane of expression, is a signifier. The roles of 

semiotics will be discussed in more detail in a later chapter, for now it is sufficient to 

mention that codification, which is a mechanism of communication, can be understood 

through this method. 

The coding and transmission of meanings through fashion in clothing is one thing, but the 

perception and reception of those meanings is something else. The social status and role 

of people are judged on the basis of what they are wearing. Barnard quotes Marx as 

expressing a view of the relationship between man, thing and society as: 

•.. . commodities, items of fashion and clothing appear to be the clearest example 

of the way in which a definite social relation between men ... Bssumes ... the 

fantastic form of a relation between things". 

(Marx, 1954, quoted from Barnard, 1996: p.7)' 

Since SOCiety consists of various groups of people who contribute to the prevailing order 

in different ways from different disciplines, or perhaps bring different perspectives and 
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values to the feast, it follows that fashion, if reflective of society, will be involved in many 

aspects of social activity. 

Wasson (1968) and Blumer (1969) suggested that fashion has an effect in the area of the 

pure and applied arts, entertainment, medicine, industry, business decision making, 

literature, philosophy, political thought, religious interest and science. Lofland (1981), 

however, perceives that fashion is involved in items (physical objects), in ideas 

(philosophy), in the use of words, in activities and in life-styles. On the other hand, 

Winnakor and Goings (1973) stated that fashion affects nearly every aspect of daily life 

(Orgle, 1985). 

If this is true then fashion is a common medium communicating the complexity of society 

at any given time, and consequently as society changes so does fashion. The changes in 

fashion of a society can be small or large. The mechanism through which fashion and 

social change are communicated is codification, understood through semiotics. 

3.2 Fashion & social phenomena 

As fashion is involved in every aspect of society and its activities, there is an underlying 

implication that fashion is a major issue in as much as society and people of every group 

within it communicate with each other via fashion. As previously stated, then, fashion is 

the meaning and clothing is the medium. Society has many facets, which operate 

dynamically. Just as society is more than a single element and contains diversity, there is 

more than a single fashion present at anyone time. The various facets of society 

represent certain concepts with which members of that society freely choose to be 

involved. Some of these concepts may be generated through social interaction, others 

may come from culture at large. Society and culture are inextricably linked since one is a 

tangible realisation of the other, but on closer scrutiny I find that I am looking not at a 

single entity but rather at a loose affiliation. 

The term "culture", a notoriously ambiguous concept, is defined by Williams as: 

•... a particular way of life which expresses certain meanings and values not only in 

art and learning, but also in institutions and ordinary behaviour. II 

(Williams, 1965, quoted from Hebdige, 1979: p.6) 

As such, ordinary behaviour is included in a particular way of life, a particular culture. 
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Since I have argued that society contains within itself many groups, facets and concepts 

which subscribe to a value system, while at the same time being pre-occupied 

with other issues, the tangible manifestation of society which I suggested is culture must 

likewise have sub-divisions. This gives rise to the idea that there is also sub-culture. 

As discussed earlier, fashion, a signified concept, can be used as a means of 

communication. In other words, it is used to express meanings and values. As a result, 

Bamard (1996) states that it is a cultural phenomenon in that culture may itself be 

understood as a signifying system. Fashion, in this sense, encompasses both society and 

identities of individuals within the society in terms of beliefs, values, ideas, and 

experiences. 

Ortoleva (1998) states it is useful to see fashion as a "total social phenomenon" in which 

society manifests all of its values and conflicts. 

"There is a tendency to see fashion as more than the narrow symbols of status: 

rather, a potentially limitless variety of symbolic universes. One of the most 

significant consequences of this shift in outlook is the attention now focused on the 

transcultural aspects of fashion. The IDle that is played in shaping it and modifying 

it by the instances of encounter and awn conflict between the different cultures 

that now coexist in the space of the metropolis. Moreowr, the emergence of an 

anthropological analysis has focused attention on the variety of phenomena that 

can be ranked under the term and on the existence in every society of 

stable differences among groups and subcultures .• 

(ibid.: p. 64) 

A society, especially a metropolis, consists of a variety of phenomena, or subcultural 

phenomena. The recent trend prediction, from the Premiere Vision 2000-2001, 

demonstrates a feeling of the movement in a metropolis. It is a feeling of the mixture 

exemplified in multiculturalism and a movement of cosmopolitan colour. Fashions are 

nowadays influenced by ethnic styles, shifting from Chinese to Japanese and so on. This 

raises the question of whether or not the wearers feel their characters changing when 

they adopt different ethnic styles. 

We can summarise this by saying that, in a particular society, a particular culture consists 

of various subcultural phenomena or subcultural styles. These fashion styles signify 

meanings, values and ideas through their social communication. The social phenomena 

of each society are unique. 
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3.3 Fashion & Emergence 

3.3.1 Capitalist Society and class 

Capitalist societies have always consisted of different classes. Classes, by Marx's 

definition, are divided by economic conditions. In other words, economic conditions 

separate the way of life, interests and culture. The way of life, interests and culture of a 

particular class form a particular taste as well as lifestyle, therefore, class, taste and 

lifestyle are products of different economic conditions. 

-Some aspects of social class are variable, that is, they can change due to social 

mobility. By increasing one's income or acquiring a better job or more education, 

one can change social class .• 

(Kaiser, 1985: p.377) 

Relative to Marx's observation, in other types of society or socio-cultural systems, such 

as a pure form of communism or one which has a religious dominant and which is also 

striving for conformity, fashion is inhibited because the primary function of fashion is to 

differentiate. This statement may seem self-evident, however when one investigates the 

micro-aspects of subculture or social diversity within a single society, it is important to 

differentiate between those subcultural groups which are in a particular sense benign, 

and those which impact on and change the nature or take over other groupings. 

As discussed, individuals and society communicate their tastes and lifestyles via fashion 

and clothing. In other words, fashion and clothing are the ways in which class identity is 

represented, constiMed and reproduced (Barnard, 1996). 

3.3.2 The Birth of a New Fashion 

According to the ideology of capitalism, class exists in a hierarchical system where 

inferior» classes tend to move upward. The idea of fashion as deception is usually 

employed by those aspirant groups within a specific class who try to dress as superiors, 

thus representing themselves as members of a superior class. Altematively, this strategy 

can be employed for social mobility in order to disguise the superiors' class origin, which 

might inhibit fluidity of social interaction. 
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Whenever a fashion style becomes popular, those in society who perceive themselves as 

·superiors", reappraise their value of that fashion, which subsequently diffuses. As a 

result, they seek another new fashion to redefine their differences. A new fashion is born. 

This tends to happen whether the style becomes popular in the society at large or within 

the confines of a class or peer group. 

Clearly, the demands of exclusivity and variety in purchasing and using fashion as a 

statement of superiority are more important than those of imitation and social acceptance. 

To differentiate oneself from others, the ·superiors" seek different and unique styles. One 

way is to adopt a new fashion early. Fashion innovations, which are symbolic in nature, 

are created by changes in social meaning attached to an existing style. The social 

meaning assigned to that form is new and makes a style that has existed for a long time 

new and innovative, even though the physical shape of a style itself may not be 

dramatically different from previous ones (Park, 1997). 

'The consumption of symbolic innovations may be viewed within a sociological 

context as rePf8senting the individual's attempt to assimilate roles and to 
communicate reference group identification to others.· 

(Hirschman, 1980) 

As a result, an individual, who attempts to become assimilated into a reference group or 

who is not certain of the meaning of a new style, seeks and imitates styles accepted by 

the reference group. These fashion followers accelerate, mature and complete a fashion 

cycle in the fashion process by following already accepted fashion styles. Fashion, which 

is adopted by a social class, can be seen to supplant the existing norm. As soon as a 

current item is exhausted, another takes its place, and so on. Consequently, the desire 

for another latest model is instantly satisfied by the cycle of fashion in postmodemity 

(Barnard, 1996). 

"Fashion rep/aces the relative stability of custom and costume which codified and 

prescribed the appearances and forms of presentation of different social groups 

with a series of models that varied over time and required one and a/l to move as 

quickly as possible in adopting these new models .• 

(Ottoleva, 1998: p. 60) 

It seems that to adopt superior style in order to move to superior class is the end of the 

game. Instead, the fashion seems to move away with no final destination. Fashion is 
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referred as a "compulsion to innovate signs ... apparently arbitrary and perpetual 

production of meaning -. a kind of meaning drive" (Baudrillard, 1981, quoted from 

Barnard, 1996). In addition, postmodem society is a society "driven to create a perpetual 

desire for need, for novelty, for endless difference" (Faurschou, 1988). 

"It would have been useless to follow the shifting changes of fashion over time, 

because those changes were considered excessively rapid and substantially 

meaningless, given the inevitable cyclical returns 10 a cerlain sameness. What 

counted for all these thtnkers was to understand the logic of the change, and this 

underlying logic was substantially always the same. • 

(Orlo/eva, 1998: p. 63) 

It seems to be suggested by the literature at this point in the review that the birth of new 

fashion is as a consequence of conditioned aspiration and discontent within which 

individuals find themselves. 

3.3.3 TWo Competitive Forces 

According to my definition Of fashion and the influence of social mobility, superiors initially 

adopt fashion in order to explore newness and alternatives. That is because the social 

mobility or hierarchy system creates a tension between classes. 

From a psychological point of view, fashion has been explained as a form of 

exhibitionism. It conceals the body and simultaneousfy exaggerates its differences. 

Consequently, it creates a continuaf force between the competitive desires to display 

oneself and to retain a sense of modesty (Finkelstein, 1996; FIOgeI, 1930). That is a basic 

negotiation between the need of exhibiting (individualising force) and the need to conform 

to the social norm (socialising force). Similarly, Simmel (1971) explains that there are two 

social tendencies involved in the development of fashion. The two tendencies are the 

need for union and the need for isolation. 

"Two social tendencies are essential to the establishment of fasntOn and, should 

either of these tendencies be absent from or lacking in a society, 'fashion will not 

beformed'.Q 

(ibid.: p. 301). 

Seemingly, people simultaneously need to be social and to be individual. The complex 
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set of desires or demands may be negotiated through fashion and clothing. 

"In more complex societies, with a number of clearly defined and segregated 

groups, presumably, the forces encouraging members of that society to submit to 

the demands of that society are countered more strongly by the desire for 

individuation, and fashion can develop.· 

(Barnard, 1996: p. 11) 

In addition, Douglas and Isherwood (1979) propose the argument that "goods are neutral, 

their uses are social; they can be used as fences or bridges'. The basic purposes of 

using clothing as fences or bridges correspond to Simmers social tendencies of the 

differentiating and socialising forces. 

It would therefore appear that the motivating forces which precipitate fashion change are 

the direct consequence of the pluralistic nature of individuals within society, which is 

manifested in the negotiated outcome of the individuals' place in society and recognition 

by society of their individuality. 

3.3.4 The Key Agents of Fashion s.ergence 

Irrespective of the perception of individuals, there are underlying mechanisms which 

could be considered as conditioning their actions as participants in fashion. To 

understand the forces that stimulate and direct changes and the development of fashion, 

it is essential to understand the vast complexities and mechanisms of our total social, 

cultural, economic and historical milieu (Sproles and Bums, 1994). 

Sproles and Bums state that 5 key agents contribute significantly to the emergence of 

new fashion. We should fully recognise: 

1. The social and cultural context of change 

2. The roles of the fashion marketing system as producer of change 

3. The special powers of extraordinary events as inspiration to change 

4. The creative roles of consumers as agents of change 

5. The unique historical context in which change evolves from year to year. 

In my view, Sproles and Bums exclude the significant role of fashion designers. In other 

words, fashion designers have a special role in contributing interpretations of social 

needs through fashion products. Therefore, it is essential to include: 
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6. The creative roles of fashion designers as interpreters of social needs. 

3.3.4.1 Social and Cultural Context 

Fashion is a reflection of socio-economic, political, and cultural changes (Behling, 1985; 

Bush and London, 1960; Lauer and Lauer, 1981; Robenstine and Kelley, 1981; Wilson, 

1985). According to my definition of fashion, the adoption of fashion is a social 

appreciation. In addition, it is adopted at a given time. Hence, FIOgel (1930) and Blumer 

(1969) describe fashions always evolving towards the latest modernity, or to symbolise 

the ·spirit of the times". 

"In every period, costume has some essentiallina and when we look back over 

the fashions of the past we can see quite clearly what it is, and we can see what is 

surely very strange, that the forms of dresses, apparently so haphazard, so 

dependent on the designer, have an extraordinary relevance to the spirit of the 

age. . .. We touch here something very mystetious, as if the TIme Spirit were a 
reality, clothing itself ever in the most suitable garments and rejecting aI/ others. " 

(Laver, 1969b) 

If clothes truly express the spirit of the age, we can use changing fashions as an 

indication of a changing society (Lauer and Lauer, 1981). Appendix I shows some 

examples of the link between social change and the emergence of new fashions. 

The process of social change can be examined on several levels: the type of change 

occurring, the origins of the change, and the channels within a society, which facilitate the 

change. Within any society there are three types of patterns or units that undergo 

change: socio-economic patterns, political patterns, and cultural patterns. 

"The origins of change and the channels within a society, which facilitate the 

change comprise three forces: planned change by the fashion industry, unplanned 

changes where new fashions become an outgrowth of major or extraordinary 

events in society, and changes inspited by creative consumers ranging from public 

celebrities to average consumers. " 

(Smith, 1976). 

To recap, the above literature suggested that at the same time as the individual is 

motivated to change, the context within which he or she exists is also motivated to 
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3.3.4.2 Historical context 

Fashion Ie ., evoIuIiDnary .",'811 and elabClllItion d exiating faIhionI 

(P •• NIbecker, 1997). Faahion may be noticed as ..... d challg .. but the idea cf the 

c:I'IangM can be COIIIidIIred .. continI.Iou. raIher ttwt campIeteIy diffelW1I or 

AMJIutiona'y. 

-From • hiIItoItceI (lfIIfIp8diwe, , appetItS IhtJt lite tlIhouetIetI end cfmenIions IX 

fashion objecta fJIOIII888l/1ong tepIItIIing C)dts IX change. • 

(SptoIea end Bums. 19fU: p.33) 

N:aJ4di1lg to the ayII8m cf hiRJliQII COI1tirUty in change, • dilmlltic dwIge would be 

W'llikely to OCCU" flY« • Ihort period. One major reaeon Ie that it would 188m to be too 

itII'1cMItiYe to be accepted imrnedi ... ", moet cotIUIWW it the c:u'fWi style ware 
suddenly abandoned . 

• .86'erJCiage *IS oftM MtIemeIy IJtIwnotJd - ,.,., and..." .... aIttIfIfJ IX 

his time. A8. IfIIIUII ",. cIaIhIIlQ *IS cIIfit:uIt lor many people to undetItrInd, end 

he ... moll by • .",., oolfJtIII IX fIIIIhIon oonno/IIMn, IndutIInQ 

other de..,.,., such as Hubett de GIvenchy, wIIom he inIItaIoed. • 

(Steele, 1.7: p.22J 

Indeed, faIhion AtvoIution in lenni d • COIIIpIaIe end once .Id-for-all dw1ge rw.tIy 

OCClI'I, end if it Ie to do 10, It needa lOIII8 ..... diWy r.dDrW or irnpIICIS IUCh .. war, 

economic criIia or pofiticeI dec:ne (8M 8ection 8.1.1). 

3.3.4.3 Extraordinary Events 

Aa we h8ve been I88ing, fIIIhion d8_ ia • carIIIinty, .. aIIO is the filet hit dwIg8I in 

falhian can be indIcatiYe fA chalge. in 1Odety. Some IOCiIII can be ..... VY 
powerful and pert8IiYe, and IhII _ been particuIa1y true fA the ...... cenUy. 

AppendIx I aIIO d.men ....... how IOCiaI dW9t In the PIlI inIIuInCed fIIIhion change. 
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change .... foIIon: 

• Rapid challg8 ia 0CIUring hquenIIy .-1d even COIIItantIy; 

• Change occwa .. eequentiaI cheina 01 ...... which reverbMIte throughout 

many I8gIn8IIts d alOOiety; 

• Change II hquenIIy pe.1i'I8d, or 18 • NUt 01 daIibeIate innovation; 

• The ..-nat. a.ctiIoIogy. and IOCiaI aIrategiM for cnating change .. rapidly 

acpandIng; 

• Changa II • normal 0CCCMrWI08 afrectiag a large runber d individL8 

eJCp8rieIa. Met function .. apects 0I1IOCiety and _ a.pects 01 life .. exempt 

from ..... 1nfIuencM 01 chMge. 

Apart from the above aitllIItions. there ant some events that ant COIIIider8d .. being 

extraonfilay ph,"oma .. a. whiCh can powerfully ItinUaI8 IOCiIII cIw1gI. They .... for 

inItance ..... economic reee •• iOn. political nt¥OIuIion and t8chnoIogic8I invention. 

The maaiYe and 8Uddan dw1ge in faIhion cl.Iq Wortd W. II _ an .... 01 the 

impact d that event on 80Ciety ... whale. FIIIhion tumid from luxurious styles into 

ItmpIe deIign and • mi'*1IIIIa.- 01 mil. iIII. 

-Clothes coupott8 ... diItribuItJd, wIh • gIIIIfIIN7t COtIIin(I • 0fIItIin 

numbtIr of t:t:JtI(JtJM, 8o-cafItId doIhtItI'", W1IrIt:h met gtMJmII'ItIIII """,."., 

... fIOId at fixed ptIoes. NkJIJoMI teaItidJon 0tdenI .... /mpt»«J, ImiIln(1 the 

yar __ and the .".. ",. could be ptOtIuoed. .,.". number 01 buttoM, 

p/eIIII, and por:IfMa ... all8I1C£i\Wd 10 ... bOth /eboUr and .....".,.. • 

(SIeeIe, 1.7: p. If). 

AftM the war. the New look 011947 by ChriItian Oior ,eftashed the fahion 1ituItion. The 

New Look collection __ IhII'IIIdI 01 faIhion ..... In 1947 who .... .-dy for • 

change from wartime 8UItertty. Since then, ..... chellgM in faIhion have reamed • 

normal cycle 01 ct. •. but till« alhorter time epan. 

The economic COII8pIa in llIIIifand Met ..... Aa PacIfic NgiOn recentfy pnMdIId a aapert» 

example d the IOCiIII and c:uItLnI ct.va pheilOlnanot L It ....... many MpeCt8 01 the 

Thai 1ifeItyIe: from haYing 8ICCI.,1ve CRdIt to no ad; from being to baing 

from having lata oIavingI to baing and from to 

COI'IIIdIred conamption. 

M ....... 111IIi fIIIhion changId flam apuIanca to pIIIi., ••• ; from UIIng eMPeI •• 1iIcI 
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with golden metallic yam to cheap synthetic fabrics; from buying imported fashion goods 

to making do with domestic fashions; and, a precipitous drop, from carrying exorbitant 

Louis Vuitton handbags to carrying "Kipling", a cheap nylon rucksack. 

From my survey of the changes in Thai culture and costume (see Appendix V and VI), it is 

clearly evident that these changes in dress were influenced by govemment policies and 

by politics in general. The changes in costume in the period of King Rama IV (the period 

of "The King and I") and King Rama V were influenced by the threat of Westem 

colonialism. The Kings, as head of state, directed the country towards a more civilised 

"modernity" (Western capitalisV Western friendly), by trading and importing Western 

commodities such as fashion goods, shoes, socks, hats and lace fabric. There were also 

indirect influences upon the country via the Bowring Treaty of 1855 (see Chapter 8 for 

details) (Suphachalasai, 1994). From those times Thai costume changed from an wholly 

indigenous Thai style to a mixed style somewhere between Thai and Western, and finally 

to an almost completely Western style. 

Technology is one of the most important influences on fashion change. Modernism and 

postmodemism have the development of technology at their core. The technology for 

producing textiles has been developing continuously. Innovative changes in the 

characteristics and properties of fabrics and related materials always guide the direction 

of fashion. 

MIn the development of new approaches to garment engineering that will 

potentially change the appearance of fashion, Issay Miyake and Mikiko Minagawa 

have developed techniques of cutting and bonding th6rmOpIastic fabricS with an 

electric charge, and their fluid iridescent nylon textile can be heat moulded to form 

the shape of the garment. • 

(Crocker, 1995: p. 6) 

The invention of "Lycra" is another example. Lycra by Ou Pont has been widely and 

immediately accepted for use in many kinds of sportswear (ibid.). Its extensible and 

recoverable properties superbly serve the needs of comfort clothing and increase the 

possibility in creating new shapes in fashion. All kinds of fashion sportswear have been 

produced with Lycra. In addition, it has penetrated the whole range of fashion materials. 

Lycra has become a trademark and a value-added addition to brands as familiar as the 

wool mark. 

As discussed above, fashion change can be planned deliberately or unplanned. Changes 
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are, however, indicative of social appropriateness for a given time. 

3.3.4.4 Consumers 

Consumers are believed to be more powerful change agents than the industry (Kaiser, et 

al., 1997). Generally, in the marketplace there are a tremendous number of retailers 

providing products in various styles. Consumers choose what they want They also create 

a new look by mixing and matching the fashion items in the marketplace. For the fashion 

conscious brands, retailers are aware of the rapid change of fashion direction. During the 

season the new looks, often created by consumers, cause the industry to produce 

another supplementary collection to serve the market at the right time and with the right 

style. As a result, the industry has created some production management strategies such 

as "just in time", "quick response" and others. Consumers, thus, influence the "lookS· and 

demands while the industry provides the assortment of products. 

To exemplify this argument, the fashion characteristic of London is distinctive. Since the 

1950s, London has been the centre of a vibrant youth culture in which "the girl in the 

streer influences its fashion system. A quote from Women's Wear Daily, 19508, reads 

"The old guard no longer sets fashion ... The mood is youth-youth-youth-

(Steele, 1997). 

Nowadays, British fashion is still influenced by street youth fashion consumers. As a 

result, London Fashion Week has been the place for designers who target the creative 

youth fashion market This has led to the atmosphere of the event being simple but 

creative and weird, contributing to London's being known as the cutting edge fashion city. 

There will never be any fabulous or luxurious evening dress, as in the French style, 

presented in London. It is clear that British youth consumers can exert powerful influence 

as fashion change agents. 

In summary, fashion designers and marketers cannot dictate what fashion innovations will 

be accepted. Consumers themselves become important leaders in the actual process of 

fashion acceptance. While professional change agents can only offer products for 

acceptance, the buying and wearing choices of consumers ultimately constiMe fashion 

leadership. Consumer change agents are models of behaviour whose tastes set the 

standard of excellence that others fO/low. 
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3.3.4.5 Marketing System 

Marketers and retailers perform business-oriented roles as professional promoters of an 

innovation on behalf of their employers or other advocating clients. 

Kean (1997) believes that industry is the more powerful change agent in the fashion 

system, rather than the consumer. The industry, from my point of view, includes 

manufacturing, marketing and retailing. Fashion commodities are edited at each level of 

the fashion system: from deSigner's design prototypes to garment prototypes; from a 

whole range of garment samples to a selected range; from a full range of colour schemes 

to a minimal set; from an original ideal material to a saleable and prOfitable one; from 

buyer to retailer; and so forth. In addition, Kean believed that industry manipulates choice 

for consumers. Consumers, however, perceive choices at the point of purchase. From 

. Kean's point of view, products in the marketplace are homogeneous. This refers to the 

same style of garment at different price levels. 

On the other hand, Kaiser, at al. (1997) conclude that globalisation influences the degree 

of heterogeneity of goods available in most marketplace settings. This implies a different 

viewpoint from Kean, namely that each manufacturer provides a different style of goods 

for the same competitive market, possibly for the same age group. 

3.3.4.6 Fashion Designer 

The role of the fashion designer in the changing of fashion is excluded from the viewpoint 

of Sproles and Bums. A contrary viewpoint is that fashion designers have dominated the 

evolution and revolution of fashions since high fashion emerged. High fashion is one of 

the most important components of the fashion industry in which new fashions usually 

originate from those high fashion designers (Arnold, 2001). 

Designers have a key role as interpreters of social needs and creating subsequent 

expression of that in the form of fashion objects. In support of this statement, the 

revolutionary fashion change after wartime austerity is an example. The "New Look" by 

Christian Dior created a fashion revolution, which corresponded to majority needs and the 

readiness for a change. In the 1980s when the world economy was healthy, fashion 

designers provided alternative styles different from those of the 19705. "Dress for 

Success· was the major theme of these styles, followed by styles of "Too Much Never 

Enough" (Steele, 1997). In that period, a number of contemporary designers emerged 
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(such as Karl Lagerfeld, Christian Lacroix and Jean Paul Gaultier). Those designers, who 

were able to design the right styles to serve social needs at the right time, were the 

change agents of the era. 

Textile designers should also be recognised as change agents. Crocker (1 995) points out 

that designers use textiles as the means to express fashions. Textile designers develop 

new structures, patterns, surfaces and colour, and fashion designers use these textiles to 

create styles. 

3.4 Fashion Process 

After careful study, the fashion process can be observed in four quite distinct contexts. 

These are: 

• The process by which fashion is fed by individual need: "fashion adoption". 

• The process by which fashion change is engaged in by an economic/cultural 

system: "fashion diffusion". 

• The process by which fashion is bridged between the diffusion and adoption: 

"fashion interaction". 

• The process by which fashion is driven by the commercial sector: "fashion 

retailing" . 

• 

Negotiation with 
Self 

NegoUauon with 
Others 

Macro 

Cultural System 
Arbiters 

Figure 3.4.1: Macro-Micro Continuum (After Hamilton, 1997) 

3.4.1 Fashion Adoption 

Fashion adoption is the process by which a new style is adopted by the consumer after its 

commercial introduction (Forsythe, et aI. , 1991). In other words, fashion adoption is the 
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individual decision-making process used for the adoption of any given style. Kaiser 

(1990) describes this fashion process as the individual level. In addition, Hamilton (1997) 

argues that fashion adoption is a situation of negotiation with self or at micro-level in the 

macro-micro continuum of the fashion process as shown in Figure 3.4.1. 

Kaiser, et al. explain the idea of negotiation with self as the first stage of fashion process. 

"The micro-subjective realm would accommodate the interpretations of the 

resulting including negotiations of meaning to make sense of symbolic 

ambiguity. " 

(Kaiser, et al., 1997: p. 185) 

Many researchers have believed that individualism is influenced by modem Western 

culture (Kaiser, et aI., 1995; Guisinger and Blatt, 1994; Triandis, 1989). Kean explains 

this point, based on Triandis. 

-According to Triandis (1989), an individualistic culture is characterized by 

complexity, affluence and to a lesser degree, mobility (within and among social 

classes). The more complex and affluent the culture, the more emphasis thfHe is 

on individualism, self-reliance, independence and Ct88Iive seif-«Pfession. Se/f-

identity is often reflected through manipulation of possessions such as 

appearance and dress.· 
(Kean, 1997: p. 172) 

Many researches have tended to focus on the characteristic of fashion adoption led by 

fashion innovation and innovator. Full references which illustrate this point has been 

provided by Behling (1992) (see Endnote). 

3.4.2 Fashion Adoption Process 

Many researchers have proposed models explaining the procedure of adoption process. 

We may mention, for instance, Rogers (1983), Robertson (1971), and Sproles (1977). 

Forsythe, et al. (1991), Sproles and Burns (1994) summarise all of those three adoption 

models in Figure 3.4.2. According to Figure 5.1.1A the adoption process generally starts 

from awareness of new fashion; then the level of interest is developed either by 

evaluation, comprehension or trial; and then the last stage is decision-making. Forsythe 

describes the adoption influences based on Sproles' model that: 
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UThis process is influenced by the adopter's identity, adopter motivations, and 

influences from the adopter's environment. N 

(Forsythe, et a/., 1991). 

On the other hand, Robertson (1 971 ) divides his model into three main stages. These are 

cognitive activities, affective activities and behavioural activities. The cognitive or thinking 

activities consists of problem perception, awareness and comprehension. The affective or 

feeling activities consist of comprehension, attitude and legitimation. The behavioural or 

"doing" activities consist of legitimation, trial and adoption. There are also two forms of 

non-rational decision-making influencing individuals to go on to the doing stage. They are 

psychosocial form and impulse form. One may skip stages of the process, return to 

previous stages, or reject the innovation at any time. 

Robertson's Model 

Problem Perception 
Awareneu 

comprehension 
Attitude. 

Legitimation 
Trlol 

Adoption 

Dissonance 

Roger's Model 

(pr1or Condition) 
Knowledge 

Persuasion 

Implementation 
COIIflrm.tlon 

Sproles' Model 

ot Object 
Interc'ir 

Evaluation 
IdentrTtc..ltlQn or 

Altelfl.ltn,'c !) 

In'/entory of Clothlnq 

V>e 

Figure 3.4.2: summary of Adoption Models (After: Forsythe, et 
al., 1991; sproles and Burns, 1994) 

3.4.3 Fashion Innovation 

Rogers defines an innovation as an idea, practices, or objects perceived as new by an 

individual, while Barnett (1 953) defines an innovation as any thought, behaviour, or thing 

that is new because it is quantitatively different from existing forms. Sproles and Burns 

(1994) conclude with a definition of fashion innovation based on Rogers, as a style or 

design perceived as new by an individual. 

In the acceptance of fashion innovation, there are five characteristics of an innovation 

that confront an individual (Rogers, 1983): 

Re/ative advantage. Consumers perceive a fashion innovation as more 
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satisfactory than previous fashion by comparison. In other words, they perce,ve 

the innovation as more fashionable and consider it as having a relative 

advantage over the ·current fashion. 

• Compatibility. Consumers perceive a fashion innovation as consistent with the 

existing norms and values. The compatible innovation is likely to be adopted 

more than one that violates prevailing norms and values. 

• Complexity. Consumers may feel the innovative style is too complex and difficult 

to use appropriately in their lives. It may be rejected as the consumers find it 

difficult to co-ordinate the new fashion item with other clothing and accessories 

into a total look. 

• Tria/ability. Consumers may be offered items by a commercial agent to test the 

innovative fashion on a small scale or over a short period of trial time. Innovative 

and inexpensive products like cosmetics, brassieres, perfume and accessories 

can be easily trialled. 

• Observability. The innovation is used to ascertain to what degree it is visible and 

communicable to others. New fashion should be visibly communicable. The 

communicability characteristics of new fashion influence the adoption and 

diffusion process. 

Several researchers (Robertson, et aI., 1984; Wilkie, 1990) added a sixth characteristic: 

perceived risk. 

• Perceived Risk. This refers to negative results which a consumer imagines 

may come from adopting an innovation. New fashion may have economic, 

social and technological risks associated with it. For instance, from the 

economic viewpoint, consumers may wonder whether a new style is worth the 

money. From a social risk viewpoint, consumers may wonder whether friends 

will approve of, or be impressed favourably by, the new style. Consumers 

may worry, from the technotogical viewpoint, whether the style will maintain 

its attractive appearance through multiple wearings and cleanings. 

3.4.4 Fashion Life cycles 

The adoption model was initially conceptualised by Ryan and Gross (1943) and further 

developed and refined by Rogers (1962). In the study of the diffusion of innovations, 

Rogers is the most influential in this area. The classic bell-shaped curve or the fashion 

life cycle curve is one of his contributions. The curve represents stages of adoption 

plotted over time and corresponding to a normal distribution curve (Behling, 1992). 
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Additionally, it is a graphical representation of a frequency distribution showing 

consumers' acceptance of a specific style. Figure 3.4.4A shows the curve, which consists 

of five ideal types of fashion adopters. 
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Figure 3.4.4A: Rogers' Bell Curve and categories of Fashion 
Adopters (After: sproles and Burns, 1994) 
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Figure 3 .4.4B: stages of Fashion Marketing (After: sproles and 
Burns, 1994) 

The axis x represents the length of time, which the diffusion takes. The curve also shows 

the speed with which consumers adopt the object as time passes, as well as the level of 

acceptance of the object at each point in time. The curve is constructed by counting the 

number of consumers who adopt the style at each point in time and drawing a graph of 

this acceptance. The first group to adopt a new fashion is the innovators, 2.5 % of the 

total adopters' populat ion. The next group, the early fash ion adopters, is 13.5 % of the 
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total adopters' population. The early majority adopters, 34% of the total adopters' 

population and the late majority, 34% of the total adopters' population, are the next 

groups, respectively. The final one is called the laggards, which is 16% of the total 

adopters' population. The innovations may not be fully adopted, and there would in that 

case be an additional group, referred to as non-adopters (Rogers and Shoemaker, 1971). 

According to marketer's viewpoint, the life cycle curve can be divided into four stages 

which are commercial introduction, inventory accumulation and promotion, mass 

merchandising, and clearance and obsolescence as shown in Figure 3.4.4B . 
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Figure 3.4.4C: Consumers' Acquisition and use of Fashion (After: 
Nystrom, 1928) 
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Figure 3.4.40: variation in Fashion Diffusion across social 
systems (After: sproles and Burns, 1994) 

Figure 3.4.4C shows the two diffusion curves, which are an acquisition curve and a use 

curve (Nystrom, 1928). Consumers may continue to wear a style for some time after they 
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have bought it, thus, the fashion use cycle is likely to be longer. Figure 3.4.40 shows the 

differing diffusion of a fashion within three types of social systems of differing 

innovativeness. Figure 3.4.4E shows the comparison of curves between a fad curve, an 

ideal fashion curve and a classic fash ion curve. 
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3.4.5 Fashion Adopters 

Based on Rogers' curve, the fashion adopters are divided into five groups: the innovators; 

the early adopters; the early majority; the late majority and the laggards. Paradoxically, 

Sproles and Burns (1994) divide the curve into five groups, but on a different time scale 

from the adoption as shown in Figure 3.4.4A. The five groups are fashion innovatorsiil
, 

fashion opinion leaders and early conformists, mass market consumers, late fashion 

followers iv
, and fashion isolates and laggards (details of definition and researches on 

fashion innovator and follower in Endnote). The consumer leaders, from Sproles and 

Burns' viewpoint, are defined and divided into subgroups as follows: 

The Innovators: They are the first group to adopt an innovation. They are a/so the 

first to display a new product, thereby bringing attention to it, and they play 

leading roles in the early history of an innovation's acceptance. Fashion 

innovators may simply be the first to wear new styles of the fashion industry but 

often they are creative consumers who invent new looks themselves. This may 

come from many sources: mixing and matching styles currently on the market, 

Central Saint Martins College of 
Art & Design Library 
Southampton Row. London WC1 B 4AP 
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• 
shopping second-hand stores, or even creative home sewing (see Endnote). 

The Opinion Leaders: They influence adoption and diffusion through 

interpersonal communications and contact with others. Their influence occurs in 

face-te-face interactions with others, such as during informal conversations with 

friends or co-workers, where they can socially legitimise the acceptance of an 

innovation. They may have especially powerful influence as visual 

communicators of styles. 

• The Innovative Communicators: They simultaneously perform the roles of 

innovator and adoption leader. That is, the innovative communicator is both an 

early buyer of a new product and an interpersonal communicator of information 

and influence concerning the product. Such a person is of obvious importance to 

fashion diffusion, since the wearer of a new style can both visually and verbally 

communicate information about it. 

(ibid.: p.87) 

In summary, these fashion innovators, opinion leaders and innovative communicators are 

aucial to the fashion process. Their preferences constitute the basis for new fashion 

trends. Fashion leadership by consumers is a widespread and diversified fann of 

innovative human behaviou'. They can be people who are public celebrities, movie stars, 

singers or those who are frequently topics of the mass media. 

The second groups includes the kind of consumer termed an early adopter, who may not 

necessarily qualify as a fashion leader but who is still an early adopter of the fashion 

trend. The third group is dominated by mass-market consumers. The fashion by that time 

becomes widely available in retail stores and is adopted by the largest number of 

consumers. Consumers who adopt fashion after this stage can be grouped as fashion 

followers. The final stage is when the fashion declines, thus late adopters are called 

laggards and isolates may make their first decisions to adopt the fashion. 

3.4.6 Fashion Diffusion 

The fashion process can be approached at both the individual level, which is fashion 

adoption, and the collective level, which is fashion diffusion. Fashion diffusion is the 

phenomenon of the collective movement of styles through a social system. In other 

words, fashion diffusion is the spread of an innovation within and across social systems. 

It centres on the decisions of a majority of members of society to adopt an innovation 

(Sproles and Bums, 1994). 
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3.4.6.1 Influential Factors 

Communication has beconie an important element in the functioning of the diffusion 

process (Rogers, 1983). Communication can take place in the mass media, personal 

communications among adopters and potential adopters, and the persuasive influence of 

consumer leaders and other change agents. In other words, communications can be 

verbal and visual interactions. 

Information and influence conceming an innovation can be spread through a SOCial 

system by interactions between individuals. A society also communicates with outside 

information agents such as the mass media, the marketing system, or contacts with other 

social systems. Final/y, awareness of the innovation is diffused to most members of the 

social system through the combined influence of extemal sources and interpersonal 

communications within the system (Sproles and Bums, 1994). Each person begins the 

adoption process at the time he or she first becomes aware of the innovation. 

The following are the factors influencing the diffusion process. 

• Geographic Location: Geographically accessible areas will receive innovations 

earlier than will those that are isolated from contact with the outside world. 

• Mobiftfy: Social systems whose members are mobile, or who travel and have 

other types of contacts with outside social systems, are likely to receive early 

exposure to an innovation. 

• Norms Governing Innovativeness: Social norms must favour innovative behaviour 

if acceptance of an innovation is to occur. 

• The Marketing System: A marketing environment composed of many retailing 

outlets offering many choices is likely to stimulate diffusion of innovations. 

Innovations will be offered early, and marketing communications are likely to 

promote interest in innovative behaviour. 

The basic kind of fashion diffusion occurs within the social system. The innovations may 

be invented and diffused first in the most actively contemporary social systems, then as 

time passes, the innovations will be introduced to and diffused in traditional or less 

innovative social systems. 

-The diffusion of innovations is affected by mass marketing, mass 

communications, and retail availability of styles in different areas of the country. 
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Diffusion is also stimulated by the high level of social and physical mobility of the 

population, which transmits and legitimizes new styles within and across 

subcultures or social systems. Finally, since the fashion industry and a large part 

of its clientele are concentrated in Europe and in large cities in the USA, these 

have become important starting points for fashion trends which then diffuse to the 

rest of the world". 

(ibid.: p. 85) 

3.4.7 Mass Diffusion 

Mass diffusion is the process of diffusion among larger groups of people. It is explained 

. as a process of collective behaviour among large numbers of people. Lang and Lang 

(1961) also desaibe the fashion process as "an elementary form of collective behaviour, 

whose compelling power lies in the implicit judgement of an .anonymous mUltitude". In a 

complex and heterogeneous mass society, social contacts between individuals are 

typically limited and impersonal. Most people have direct associations with small groups, 

but the vast majority of the society is to the individual an anonymous multitude. 

Individuals may perceive societal fashion norms from mass media and on the streets. 

This perception influences individuals to evaluate fashion in the adoption process. This 

reaction is evident in mass fashion adoption when people perceive and judge the 

appropriateness of their behaviour by what they see in the larger society. 

"Under such circumstances, the style of fashion selected becomes a reflection of 

a collectively endorsed standard that the individual perceives. This theory implies 

that the fashion process involves a continuous mechanism of collective conformity 

to a newly emerging societal norm." 

(Sproles and Bums, 1994) 

Collective behaviour is based on emergent norms although collective behaviour can 

occur spontaneously and sometimes irrationally (Turner and Killian, 1987). 

"Fashion should be analysed as a process of collective selection of a few fashions 

from numerous competing alternatives. Innovative consumers may experiment 

with many possible alternatives, but the ultimate test in the fashion process is the 

competition between altemative styles for positions of fashionability. " 
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(Blumer, 1969) 

Blumer also identifies three factors that shape the process. The first is the historical 

continuity of fashion change, and the second is the influence of modernity. The gradual 

formation and refinement of collective tastes is the last factor. AJI these factors are 

reinforced by the continued popularity of fashion magazines, and the coverage of the 

fashion trends by major newspapers. More than 50% of consumers watch what others are 

wearing and keep informed on fashion trends (Horridge and Richards, 1986; Sproles, 

1977). The most pervasive of massed collective forces of the fashion process lies in the 

widespread social monitoring of fashion. Hence, the increasing visibility of a new style 

leads to increasing collective behaviour in fashion, or the more stimulating consumers' 

awareness of the style and motivation to accept it. 

However, it is not necessary that all styles receiving high social visibility will become 

collective fashion. Consumer tastes are tending to be homogenised by mass fashion 

marketing and mass communication of information on new styles. Additionally, the styles, 

when manufactured and promoted, often simulate one another. As a result, the notorious 

knock-off copying further promotes a simiJarity in style. New fashions are advertised 

through the mass media, presenting social status and prestige, consequently building 

social desirability and encouraging consumers to accept them. In addition, the social 

visibility of the style can be created by some social forces such as urbanism, the social 

class system, social mobility, and an increasingly active lifestyle. 

Collective behaviour can be found in various circumstances in a diverse society. 

However, the behaviour relating to fashions is more complex, happens over a long 

period, and occurs over many different geographic regions. In addition, as many new 

styles are provided to the innovators and fashion leaders, they are selectively adopted. 

This leads to a considerable degree of competition and social differentiation in emerging 

new styles. As such, coflective behaviour towards fashion has no uniformity; thus, mass 

fashion trends embody variety. 

3.4.8 symbolic Interaction 

The symbolic interactionist (SI) theory of fashion was proposed by Kaiser, Nagasawa and 

Hutton in 1991. They point out that many researchers explain the process of fashion 

diffusion through a society. The SI theory, however, attempted to explain the reasons and 

mechanism of the social process and the manner in which individuals negotiate with 
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ambiguity via appearance styles. 

The SI theory was constructed based upon the work of three theorists, namely H. Blumer 

(1969), F. Davis (1992), and G. Stone (1962). Blumer's work has provided the notion of a 

fashion process from a macro level, viewing fashion as a process of collective selection. 

Symbolically, fashion helps individuals to adjust to social change. However, Blumer's 

theory is debated by some theorists who maintain that it is incomplete because of the lack 

of demonstrable relationship between the expressive symbolism and unconscious 

meanings in the realm of visual expression. The SI theory picks up this point, specifically 

the aesthetic sphere of appearance communication. 

Davis' work focused on the processes of fashion change from the macro level to the micro 

level, framing fashion changes in the context of ambivalence. The inspiration in design is 

provided by a continual resource of social ambivalence. 

Stone's work explains fashion at the micro level, viewing appearance as communication. 

Stone proposes two main ideas that: 1. Appearance is an integral component of identity; 

and 2. Appearance is a process of interpersonal negotiation of self, which is based on the 

senders' establishment of programs and any receivers' reviews of those programs. One of 

the receivers' perceptions is the symbolic ambiguity in the interpretive thought processes. 

Figure 3.4.8A shows the linkage of their work at different levels. Blumer's work is on the 

macro level, Stone's work focuses on the micro level, while Davis' work is in between. 

Micro Macro , , ) 

Stone's Work 

I 
Davls'Work 

I 
Blumer's Work 

Figure 3.4.8A: synthesising Three Fashion Theorists' works 

The SI theory synthesises the three researchers' works as shown in the above Figure. 

Blumer's work generates the aspect of negotiation in collective processes. Davis' work, 

on the other hand, suggests the ambivalence about identity; and Stone's work provides 

the aspect of symbolic ambiguity. 

Kaiser, et al. divide these ideas into two fashion processes: the change in appearance 
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styles, and the appearance processes in the post-modem context. According to the 

former, they explain the process of changing in appearance styles as being in five stages 

as follows: 

• Principle of human ambivalence 

• Principle of appearance - modifying commodities in the capitalist marketplace 

• Principle of symbolic ambiguity 

• Principle of meaning negotiation and style adoption 

• Principle of an ongoing dialectic: ambivalence and style change. 

Human 
Ambivalence 

\ Avallabdlty It 
Symbolic 

Mearung Ongoing Ulalecbc 
Appearance- f=¢ f=¢ Negotiation between 

Modifying Ambiguity in and Style Ambivalence and 
Commodities Appearances Adoption Style Change 

CapitaHst 
Marlcelplace 

Figure 3.4.8a: 51 Theory - Individual scale (After: Kaiser, et 
al., 1995) 

Cultural 
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of Appearance-

and Style beMeen 
Ambiguity in 

Adoption in Ambivalence and 

I Commodities Appearances 
Group and Style Change 

Sub-Cultural 
Late Contexts 

(Advanced) 
capitalist 

Marketplace 

1 
Figure 3.4.8c: SI Theory - society scale (After: Kaiser, et al., 
1995) 

Figure 3.4.88 shows the model of the fashion process: changes in appearance styles. 
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The later process is also described in five stages and is shown in Figure 3.4.8C. 

• Principle of cultural ambivalence 

• Principle of heterogeneity in appearance-modifying commodities 

.• Principle of symbolic ambiguity 

• Principle of meaning negotiation and style adoption 

• Principle of an ongoing dialectic: ambivalence and style change. 

The construction of the SI theory is presented in three parts, Parts I, II, and 11/ (Kaiser, et 

al., 19958; 1995b; 1996). Part I explains the bridge between macro level cultural forces 

and micro level appearance processes. Part " presents hypotheses, the verbal 

statements of fashion axioms and theorems. Part 11/ is the context of explanation. 

3.5 Fashion leadership Theories 

This chapter focuses on an understanding of fashion process theories. The four existing 

theories are: upper-class leadership, sub-culturalleadership, selection, and the 

mass-market theory. The principal difference between the theories lies in who or what is 

seen as constituting the fashion leadership and the nature of their influences throughout 

the diffusion process. In other words, the differing construction of society and culture at a 

period of time influences the processes of fashion diffusion in different ways. 

Leadership theories may be based on a dass system, or they may rely on other varieties 

of social stratification or differentiation. 

We now review the literature relating to the four significant fashion leadership theories, 

which will be discussed in order to set up hypotheses in the following Chapter. Each of 

these theories attempts to explain the roles of leadership relating to social structure. 

3.5.1 Upper Class Leadership Theory 

In 1957 a German social philosopher, George Simmel, proposed the trickle-down or 

upper class theory. The perspective describes the diffusion of a product as taking place 

in a vertical direction, from initial adoption by the highest socio-economic class to 

subsequent adoption by successively lower classes. Sociologists believe that a primary 

factor in this process was the lower classes' motivation to look rich by imitating the upper 

class (Simmel, 1971). Imitation and demarcation are the two functions in the fashion 

process. The upper class's style is imitated by the lower classes in cheaper versions. 
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When the upper class's style is widely copied it loses its symbolic prestige. The styles, 

thus, are abandoned and new styles are sought to give the influential distinction. This 

method, therefore, is to develop a line of demarcation between themselves and the lower 

classes (Kaiser, 1985). 

In the light of social c1assv
, Karl Marx and Max Weber both argued that the ownership of 

property for exchange and propertylessness are the basiC categories of all class 

situations. The sociological significance of classes, thus defined, is that class 

relationships are the key to analysis of social structure in general, and economic and 

political life in particular. Edgell (1993) investigates this point in his book ·Class· and puts 

forward the conclusion that in this sense industrial capitalist nations, such as Britain and 

America, are still class societies. Also, class rules and c1asslessness remain a dream 

rather than a reality. However, class boundaries at present are weakened by the 

changing of social and cultural structures, in particular the increasing consumer affluence 

and the faster transmission of information in the mass media (Davis, 1992). 

Clothing is a symbol of stratification that symbolises a person's status, affords prestige, 

represents a form of privilege and influences power negotiations. Two diverse systems of 

stratification were identified by the sociologist Max Weber (1961): socia' class and status 

group systems. Social class is determined by demographic criteria such as occupation, 

education, and income. Among these, clothing can most reliably indicate occupation. 

Fashion change is not nearly as dramatic nor as democratic in occupational attire as it is 

in dress that is symbolic of status group membership. The latter form of dress is stratified 

by consumption patterns and lifestyle variables, such as interests in sports and other 

forms of leisure. Thorstein Veblen (1912) identified several forms of consumption patterns 

that confer prestige on a wearer: conspicuous consumption, conspicuous leisure, and 

conspicuous waste. These concepts are more applicable today to status groups than to 

social classes, as they were in Veblen's time. 

Most sociologists agree that a social class system is stratified primarily by occupational 

and economic criteria, and that class membership is largely determined by an individual's 

amount and source of income. Weber (1961) recognised that an individual's share of 

social honour is not always based upon social class. Consumers in the same class have 

common "life chances· with regard to the ability, but not necessarily the tendency, to buy 

items of similar economic values. 

A status group system is stratified according to consumption patterns. This system 

operates on the premise that individuals with the same income may spend their money in 
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different ways, depending on lifestyle factors. The implications for symbolism of social 

class through clothing are to individual roles related to the demographic determinants 

of social class (Kaiser, 1985). 

·The true essence of fashion ... was the interplay between the different and the 

identical, the equal. In short, the interpretation is as follows. The need for identity, 

for equality, pushes the lower social classes to follow the example set by the 

upper classes, creating a StX;B11ed trickle-down effect, which leads fashions to 

spread from the top of society toward the bottom. The same process led the upper 

class, in a quest for markers of their own distinction, to reiterate their class status 

from time to time, originating an unending series of trends and new styles .• 

(Ortoleva, 1998: p. 63). 

Veblen (1912) proposes in his book ·The Theory of Leisure Class· that the increasing 

wealth of the leisure class gives rise to what he terms "conspicuous consumption" of 

products symbolising wealth. When people achieve upward mobility they may adopt new 

patterns of consumption to symbolise their new social position (Barber and Lobel, 1952). 

-The trickJe..down effect is 8 mechanism for maintaining the motivation to strive for 

success .. .in a system in which dIfetentjaJ success is possible for only 8 few. 

Status-symbolic consumption goods trickle down, thus giving the Ulusion of 

success to those who fail to achieve diIIerentiaI success in the opportunity and 

status pyramid .• 

(Fallers, 1954) 

In the modem trickle-down theorist's viewpoint, Robinson (1961) reaffirms the trickle-

down theory, but adds the implication of a simultaneous horizontal flow of fashion within 

social classes. 

3.5.2 sub-Cultural Leadership Theory 

Fashion trends were dominated by haute couture and upper class people until the 1960s. 

Trickle-down theory began to wane around that time. The power of class structure was 

very strong. Youth challenged the traditional values and norms of adult society. Anti-class 

occurred and roles in society changed. Many sub-cultures became highly visible parts of 

society. These sub-cultures created new forms of status symbolism, which evolved into 

new fashions (Sproles and Bums, 1994). Thus, modes of dress may be considered as a 
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means of cultural expression. The dominant culture reflects the positions and interests of 

the most powerful class, and the major cultural pattern reflects class structure. Sub-

cultures are defined as sub-sets of the larger cultural pattern (Hall, et al. 1976). The sub-

cultural leadership theory suggests that fashion leaderships can originate with the lower 

classes of a society. 

MThe unique style of a sub-culture may be noticed by the larger population and 

admired for its creativity, artistic excellence, or appropriateness to current 

lifestyles. By this stage, the style can emerge from its sub-cultural origin and 

diffuse into the larger population. The style might skip from the originating sub-

culture to the upper class and then trickle down. Or, the mass-market mechanism 

may take control, as mass production makes the object available throughout the 

consumer markets. " 

(Sproles and Bums, 1994: p. 133) 

Sub-cultural leadership can be found in many groups such as ethnic groups, racial 

groups, the youth culture and the labour class. 

-Lower class consumers have no traditionally honored social position to protect, 

and therefore, can creatively select any style. They might engage in fashionable 

behaviour to escape psychologically from poverty, or to appear upwardly mobile. 

Or, the lower class might have to originate its own sIyIes because it is not catered 

to by the fashion industry, which emphasizes middle-income markets. Finally, the 

lower class may have its own standards of living that define a different norm of 

fashionability from those of the mass population. Such factors can account for the 

birth of new styles in the lower class, but it will still be necessary for some gap-

bridgers to endorse and legitimize the style if it is to diffuse. " 

(ibid.: p. 127) 

Additionally, Orgle (1985) identifies three starting points where fashion can originate from 

sub-cultures. The first point is that sub-cultural groups may be perceived as having status 

as early adopters and fashion innovators, and can influence other consumers. The 

second way is that the upper class may adopt sub-cultural styles, which may then trickle 

down. The third point is that sub-cultural styles may be taken up by clothing designers 

and may thus be manufactured and promoted for the mass market. 

Adoption may then take place via trickle down or mass market mechanisms. Whatever 

the fashion, adoption will spread through the population, but the role of sub-cultures in 
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fashion leadership is the main point of the theory. 

3.5.3 collective selection Theory 

The collective selection theory is based on Blumer's research (1969) and on the 

sociological theory of collective behaviour. The theorists, Tumer and Killian (1987) 

suggest in their research that: 

-There is abundant opportunity for popular selection and for establishment of a 

partially spontaneous consensus through crowd mechanisms operating within the 

channels of the established status system .• 

(Tumer and Killian, 1987) 

Blumer's theory proposes two principles: the existence of a collective consensus of taste, 

and that this is more significant than individual leadership. He states that fashion 

leadership is no longer exercised by the upper class. 

-The fashion mechanism appears not in response to a need of class differentiation 

and class emulation, but in response to a wish to be in fashion, to be abreast of 

what has good standing, to express new tastes which are emerging in a changing 

world. • -it is not the prestige of the elite which makes the design fashionable but, 

instead, it is the suitability or potential fashionableness of the design which allows 

the prestige of the elite to be attached to it .• 
(Blumer, 1969) 

Blumer also suggests two important factors; the significance of the individual's deSire for 

differentiation from society and integration with society. The way in which individuals 

differentiate themselves from the old and the discredited is the expression of new tastes. 

On the other hand, a way to conform to society is to adopt the majority's tastes. Blumer's 

theory was disputed in terms of the fact that the theory seemed to view sociological 

methods as inadequate when compared to the enormous complexities of the fashion 

process. In addition, Shibutani (1988) points out that the theory lacks the notion of 

expressive symbolism and unconscious meanings in the realm of visual expression. 
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3.5.4 Mass-Market Theory 

King (1963) is credited with the origination of the mass-market theory, which was later 

called the trickle across theory. The first formal statement of the theory presented by King 

is as follows: 

• During a fashion season, the fashion industry's marketing strategy virtually 

assures simultaneous adoption of new styles by consumers in all socio-economic 

groups. The new styles, including silhouette, fabric, colour, and detail changes, 

are usually available to all consumers at the same time. 

• Consumers may freely choose from a large variety of existing and new styles in 

each new season, and freely satisfy their personal tastes and needs rather than 

follow the lead of an upper class. 

• Each social class has its own fashion innovators and opinion leaders, who play 

key roles in starting new fashions within their peer social networks. 

• Fashion information and personal influence "trickle-across" each social class, 

with fashion influence between social equals predominating over the vertical flow 

of fashion from upper to lower classes. 

The theory emerged as a logical aHemative to the trickJe...down theory. The mass-market 

theory suggests that the mass of the public exercises a choice and adopts fashion among 

those offered by the industry, without the mediation and leadership of the upper class. 

Sproles and Bums conclude the theory as follows: 

"The theory proposed that the system of mass production in the fashion industry, 

combined with mass communication of fashion information through many different 

media, makes new styles and information about new styles available 

simultaneously to al/ socio-economic classes of the population. This makes it 

possible for diffusion to occur simultaneously in each class, and the trickle-down 

process is effectively eliminated. n 

(Sproles and Bums, 1994) 

Robinson (1961) points out the importance of a horizontal spread of fashions from central 

loci in the social hierarchy. The real leadership of fashion, based on the principle of the 

theory, comes from within a person's own social class, and especially from peer groups. 

People look to certain individuals from their own station, instead of looking to a higher-

status class. Additionally, modern marketing creates conditions favourable to a process of 

mass fashion-acceptance. Fashion can be mass-produced quickly and inexpensively for 

the ready-ta-wear market. The instant information about different fashion styles offered 
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makes the possible rate and level of fashion change far greater than ever before. With all 

the possibilities of greater choice offered by the industry, groups or individuals who 

seek to differentiate themselves must adopt new styles with greater rapidity. In other 

words, rapid communication about new styles through the mass media and 

merchandising programmes of retail stores ina-eases consumers' awareness of new 

styles. A multiplicity of styles is available in the mass market, serving nearly every 

functional need and life-style within a heterogeneous population. Increasingly, society is 

becoming a vast and heterogeneous middle-class, with varied lifestyles and vaguely 

defined sub-classes within it. 

·Upper and lower classes remain, but they are a small part of the population. With 

this contemporary class structure in mind, it is plausible to reason that diffusion 

takes place in one great mass of social equals. " 

(Sproles and Bums, 1994) 

This is to suggest that the traditional trickle-down process of fashion leadership might 

have less chance to occur. Katz and Lazarsfeld (1955) study the existence of fashion 

opinion leaders in different social classes. Their research indicates substantial 

concentrations of opinion Jeaders in all major sociaJ classes, and most relations involving 

fashion opinion leadership are among people of similar status. In expanding these 

studies, King (1963) finds that fashion leadership is dispersed across social classes and 

income groups, rather than concentrated in the upper classes. 

"The elite designers and their clientele are watched closely by the rest of the 

fashion industry, and styles adopted at that level are frequently copied by less 

well-known manufacturers. When this occurs, the mass-marketed styles are at 

least "partially distillations of upper class taste"." 

(King, 1963) 

Sproles and Bums (1994) argue that this does not mean consumers consciously follow 

fashion from the upper classes; rather, it merely indicates that the styles available in the 

market have previously been offered by exclusive designers to an elite clientele. 

Grindereng (1967) finds the same basic silhouettes and design detailS seiling to all 

classes during the same time period. King's research (1963) finds a distinction between 

the consumer adoption process, and the initiation or manufacture of new designs. He 

states that a vertical flow definitely operates within the industry between exclusive 

deSigners and their lesser colleagues. The major and prestigious manufacturers are 

watched and copied by less expert competitors. He also states that design piracy is a 
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well-established competitive strategy. The trickle-down mechanism can no longer be 

applied to the consumer adoption process because of the rapidity of modem 

manufacture. According to the complex processes of present-day fashion adoption, the 

mass-market perspective would seem to be a comprehensive and an appropriate theory 

(Orgle, 1985). 

3.6 Conclusion 

After careful study, it can be summarised that fashion is involved in every aspect of 

society and its progress. Fashion changes along with social changes inasmuch as it 

becomes the representative of the social mood, in the way in which it is collectively 

formed by the majority of the society. Therefore, fashion can be said to be the product of 

social movement. In the micro scale, fashion acts as a means of individuals' expression. 

The SI theory of fashion sees individuals sort out their ambivalence through fashion. 

Their expression becomes a true tool of communication. The symbolic use of fashion can 

signify social status, taste, subcultural group, as well as a response to social issues. 

According to the literature, there are two significant ideas explaining the emergence of 

fashion. Fashion emerges as a consequence of the two social tendencies to display the 

desires of differentiation and conformity. On the other hand, fashion emerges in response 

toa new social issue. These two ideas are vital in the understanding and comparison of 

the fashion change process of both Western and Thai society. However, changes in 

fashion have take into account the six key fashion change agents listed in 3.3.4. 

Fashion process can be observed in feu distinct contexts, including fashion adoption, 

fashion diffusion, fashion interaction, and fashion retailing. While the Roger's bell curve 

suggests that fashion is adopted by different groups at different time scales. The fashion 

spread from innovator, as the leader, is explained by different theories, including the 

upper class leadership, the subcultural leadership, the collective selection and the mass-

market theories. The mass-market theory seems to be the most suitable to explain the 

present fashion process in the Western society. It is clear that each facet of the fashion 

system has historically produced different theories. Because of the nature of the fashion 

industry and the range of specialism required for its effective function, it ;s difficult to 

identify a single cohesive fashion system theory, which explains its totality and overtime. 

This Chapter in identifying and setting out the major fashion theories, in relation to those 

aspects of the social forces which motivate fashion change, has reviewed these theories 

in order to provide the foundation for the development of the conceptual model discussed 

in the following Chapter. 
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Endnote 

I Bamard in "Fashion as Communication", quoting K Marx, Capital, Vol. 1, 1954, Lawrence and 

Wishart, London. 

"The term "inferior" in relation to class is used in this context to denote the psychological condition, 

which provides or motivates the aspiration for change. 

iii Fashion Innovators have been characterised as people who are more likely to use clothing as a 

way to express individuality, more interested in fashion, more interested in shopping and more 

involved with Clothing than non-innovators (Darden and Raynolds, 1972; Davis 1987; Lennon and 

Davis, 1987; Schrank and Gillmore, 1973; Stanforth, 1995). Fashion innovators read more 

magazines, more fashion magazines, experiment more with clothing and styles, feel more strongly 

about clothing, exhibit clarity in their decisions about clothing, are more tolerant of ambiguity, and 

are more socially secure than non-innovators (Baumgarten, 1975; Painter and Pinegar, 1971; 

Pasnak and Ayres, 1969; Reynolds and Darden, 1973; Schrank and Gilmore, 1973). Innovators in 

general have been found to be more willing to take risks in purchase of new products (Robertson 

and Kennedy, 1968). Fashion innovators also have a greater needfor variety in the form of mental 

stimulation, have higher levels of cognitive complexity, and are more inner-c:Jitected than non-

innovators (Lennon and Davis, 1987; painter and Pinegar, 1971; Stanforth, 1995; WoOOnan and 

Johnson, 1993). They wear clothing styJes for a shorter period of time, dispose of clothing due to 

fashionabillty or confonnity reasons and spend more on clothing than non-innovators (Baumgarten, 

1975; Chun and Davis, 1988). In a review of the literature, Behling (1992) Identified six 

demographic variables (i.e.. age. children. education. occupational status. gender. race). five 

psychographic variables (i.... sociability. self-confidence. narcissism. confonnity. inner-

directedness). and one other variable (i.e .• interest in fashion) related to fashion innovators. (After: 

Behling. 1992) 

Iv Fashion Followers tend to be the most cautious of the fashion consumer groups. Unlike fashion 

innovators. who are the first to adopt new fashions. and fashion opinion leaders. who influence 

fashion adoption be legitimising an innovative style, fashion followers are less willing to take risks in 

the purchase of new fashions and adopt a style only after it has been proven successful and is 

widely available (Baumgarten. 1975). They have less need for variety than other fashion consumer 

groups (Workman and Johnson. 1993). (After: Behling. 1992) 

v The followings are the definitions of the three major social classes. Working class individuals are 

likely to belong to middle or lower positions in terms of economic benefits. They are generally paid 

hourly wages. The term "middle class" is frequently associated with white-collar workers employed 

in salaried positions in offices. stores and other businesses (Kaiser, 1985). SociolOgists who 

operate with a pure occupationally-based class model tend to refer to the richest class as the upper 

class, or the dominant class (Edgell, 1993). In marketing. Socia-economic classification are often 

linked with occupation in order to identify market segmentation. For instances. senior 

professionaVmanagerial. managerial, and semi/unskilled manual workers are usually classified as 

the upper, middle and working class. respectively (Jacl<son and Shaw. 2001). 
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chapter 4 

Fashion commodification and 
Retailing 

4.1 Fashion Industries 

This Chapter attempts to clarify the commodification process by desaibing the 

interrelationship of the diverse and often separated manufacturing and non-manufacturing 

based industries, which comprise the totality of what has come to be recognised as the 

fashion industry. In other words, this Chapter is to distinguish the significant components 

in the role of fashion supplier that work systematically to support and perpetuate fashion. 

The well-established supply system is recognised as the significant integral part of the 

emergence of fashion. On the other hand, this Chapter also defines the characteristics of 

an industry in the way in which its role is not functioned as a fashion supplier. These will 

become a conceptual basis, which will be, in tun, experienced by Thailand of what 

components that the Thai apparel industry excludes in its development towards becoming 

the regional fashion centre. 

4.1.1 Definition and Its Importance 

The production of clothing can be found in every country, whether industrialised or not. In 

a similar pattern of development, most countries begin their industrialisation by building 

upon their textile and garment capability. The developing garment industry creates an 

important economic flow, producing wealth in an exceedingly complex and organic 
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manner. However, there comes a point, decided by internal or external market forces, 

which requires a transition from the supply of basic garments to a capability to produce 

fashion items. 

Fashion is a hybrid activity consisting of material and immaterial, function of use and 

function of meaning. Fashion commodities are material products with contents similar in 

many ways to other creative endeavours, such as film, music or software production. In a 

single product, fashion commodities are created by combining fibres, yams, fabric, cutting, 

shaping, style, signs and meanings (Malossi, 1998). 

4.1.2 Differentiation 

Industries that focus on producing for the purpose of "fundion of use" should be called the 

"apparel industries". The apparel industry produces basic ready-to-wear garments and, to 

a lesser extent, fashion influenced gannents. These kinds of garments are called staple 

goods, such as basic shirts, jackets, trousers, and underwear. The styles of these basic 

garments are very slow to evolve and where there is a fashion link it is tenuous or 

accidental. This sector can be typified as suppliers of basic need. 

Industries that aim to produce for the ptI"pOS8 of the "function of meaning" should be 

called the "fashion industries", i.e. Britain, France, Italy, America, Japan, Hong Kong and 

so on, a" self-consciously subscribe to the doctrine of supply to desire as oppose to need. 

This is the industry which directs fashion influences from the interaction of change agents, 

including consumers, designers, and marketers, within the economic and cultural 

atmosphere. These fashion commodities are changed seasonally, which has the dual 

function of offering different styles for different climate conditions and providing 

opportunities for economic activities through an annual cycle. These fashion-leading 

countries also maintain an apparel industry within their total provisions. This sector is, 

however, increasingly giving way to importation. 

" ... the fashion industry adds an important design dimension, which is capable of 

providing a continual and varied flow of products. This dimension is marked, in 

particular, by the ability to single out, in an intemational context, the spirit of the 

time in aI/ its variability. Thus, the fashion industry provides consumers not only 

with clothing but also with an existential platform, on which they can find 

recognition, establish their own identity, and keep that identity up-to-date .• 

(Balestri and Ricchetti, 1998: p. 160) 
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Charles Revson, founder of the Revlon Corporation, stresses not only his corporate motto 

in the statement that "in our factory we manufacture clothing, but in our stores we sell 

hope", but also a truism, which emphasises the dual function of use and meaning. 

4.1.3 Structure 

The fashion industry consists of many different industries and sectors, including the 

design activities, fibre and yam production, fabric and garment manufacture, wholesale 

and retail distribution. The role of those industries is mainly the supply of their individual 

contribution in the form of the right products for the right market at the right time, generally 

referred to as the supply-chain. The industries have to work together in a co-ordinated and 

systematic way in order to create produds for future need. 

The conspiracy in the direction of fashion has to be planned at least eighteen months in 

advance, linking in to the seasonal cycle. Fashion trends are usually predided by the 

sedor of industry labelled trend forecasting, which provides information, ideas and 

concepts and can be considered as the cutting edge of marketing. The trend-forecasting 

agents convey information step by step, derived from both the industry itself, from sources 
such as fibre, yam, chemical dye, and fabric industries, right tIlroustI to the final industries 

manufacturing garments, accessories, and shoes, and also from sociological souroes 
(Jackson and Shaw, 2001; Perna, 1987). Conventionally, the fashion trend forecasting is 

upstream and 1-2 years ahead, while the downstream industries, such as retailing operate 

6 months or 1 year ahead. 

4.2 production and Trade 

As fashion and apparel industries evolve in the domestic context, that is within the 

economy of the nation state, there inevitably comes a point when viability didate supply 

comes from extemal sources. 

In general, the UK clothing and textile manufacturers produced 16 billion pounds worth of 

goods in 1997, employed 364,000 people, and accounted for the ninth largest category of 

exports. However, over the last decade the textile and clothing manufacturers have shed 

28% of their workforce, while the footwear manufacturing industry has declined by 50 % 

since 1987. This trend looks set to continue as demand for competitively priced 

commodities is maintained in the mass market. The strong pound, combined with slowing 

domestic demand and increased imports, are the main reasons cited. With a slowdown in 

retail growth, manufacturers are under pressure to deliver goods at /ower costs. Large 
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retailers have already moved to reduce the number of suppliers they deal in order to 

develop higher quality supply chain relationships where they can exert more control. Many 

are also looking to increaSe their overseas production in order to reduce costs and are 

always lOOking for cheaper labour costs in the third world countries. UK textile and 

garment manufacturers have in recent years invested heavily in such areas as South-East 

Asia and the developing former Soviet Union. 

Retailers are also increasingly lOOking for more speedy and flexible forms of manufacture 

and this could help UK manufacturers secure their future. It is expected that UK 

manufacturers will increasingly focus on supplying short orders and value added products 

while at the same time maintaining a long-order sourcing of the rest from overseas. 

4.3 Fashion Retailing and Distribution 

Fashion retailing and distribution in the UK dominates both the manufacturing sector and 

consumer choices in as much as it controls and is able to balance competitive price 

structure (homogeneous range of commodities) and style availability (heterogeneous 

range of commodities). The fashion buyer in retailing and distribution is one of the most 

powerful agents determining the style dominance in any given season. Although there is 

no supportive research on the vitaf rofe cI the fashion buyer, they are the most welcome 

and valuable delegates in the world fashion trading fairs, i.e. the London Fashion Week. 

-If we try to assess the relative contributions to what is prrxJuced and what is 

consumed in fashion, there is a good case for saying that (major) fashion retailers 

(and the store buyers who act for them) are more significant than manufacturers, 

designers and even, the fashion-consuming public itself." 

(Braham, 1997: p.149) 

Fashion retail can be broken down into several different sectors: from the giant multiples 

to tiny independent fashion specialist stores and shops. The various types of retail outlets 

are defined in Appendix II. 

Fashion retailing is fragmented and there are many forms of distribution. Clothing and 

footwear multiples have a leading 28.8% share of the total market for clothing and 

footwear, followed by variety stores, which have a 19.6% share (led by Marks and 

Spencer). These two sub-sectors are growing their dominant positions by expanding 

square footage, adding to the general pressure on independents, who have a receding 

13.1 % share of the market. 
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Mail order/direct mail, with a 9.4% share, is expected to expand as a channel of 

distribution, primarily because of the growth of direct mail and the entry of some of the 

major retail brands such as M&S and Arcadia. The impact of the Intemet as a sales 

medium has yet to be evaluated. 

The department store sector has an 8.6% share, with leading players such as Oebenhams 

and House of Fraser putting fashion at the centre of their offerings. 

The influence of sportswear and trainers on the fashion market is reflected in the 7.8% 

share of sports shops and dubs. After rapid expansion by a number of multiples, a 

slowdown in sales growth is also prompting this sub-sector to consolidate with the coming 

together of the two largest players, JJB and Sport Division. The leading players are still 

expanding, but now that sportswear is a fashion item, the market is more volatile, and the 

trend is firmly towards clothing and footwear associated with outdoor/extreme/active 

sports. 

Discounters, with a 3.9% share, have not fared particularly well as a group, although there 

are some highly successful operators, because of a tendency to trade up during the boom 

years of 1996/97. By the same token, the curent economic slowdown has favou'ed this 

sector. 

Supermarkets have a 2.7% share, but are significantly stror IQ8I' in childrenswear and 

smaller items such as hosiery and underwear. 

Fashion retailing has seen a well .. stabfished trend towards fewer larger businesses. 

However, the average number of outlets per business is still remarkably small. There were 

15,274 doflling retaiters operating 33,133 outlets in 1996, or only 2.16 outlets per 

business. 

An additional dimension to the UK domestic retail sector is the introduction of international 

brand owned high-street outlets. The production supply of garment and fashion items in 

these outlets is entirely produced outside the UK production sources. 

Fashion Market sectors are generally divided into six categories, womenswear, 

menswear, childrenswear, sportswear, jeanswear, and accessories. 
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4.4 Fashion Design in the UK 

The role of the fashion designer in the commodification process cannot be 

underestimated. Fashion design not only mediates the diverse requirements of economic 

viability, manufacturing and production limitation and/or technological innovation, 

consumer needs/desires, social and lifestyle changes, and marketing strategies, but also 

innovates creatively. 

The British Fashion Council is constantly striving to establish closer links between 

deSigners and mainstream manufadurers as well as with the retail sedor. It has 

established teams of representatives to devise effective means to increase awareness of 

British fashion on a domestic and international level. Its retail committee is dedicated to 

forging links with designers and persuading British stores to feature British fashion talent 

. in promotional adivity, particularly around London Fashion Week. The British Export 

Council also plays an important role in promoting the UK fashion industry abroad. 

Attention is focused on two main events in the calendar - London Fashion Week and the 

British Fashion Awards. Around 50 designers show at the London Fashion Week twice a 

year. 

UK fashion designers have established an international reputation for innovation and 

creativity in mediation process, previously mentioned. This is in part due to the nature of 

designers' education. There are estimated to be 88 degree COLI'S8S in fashion or fashion 

and textiles at 44 different colleges of art or faculties of art and design in universities. I tf on 

average each course has an intake of 70 students at any given time there will be 6160 

graduates per year. This critical mass of talent operates at many levels of the 

commodification process and generates activities, which contribute to the evolution of the 

fashion industries. It also contributes to the new economic strategic policy called "the 

creative industries·. 

4.5 Fashion Marketing and Advertising 

The roles of fashion marketing and advertising are as a transmitter and a persuader 

respectively. Market research is carried out to direct and advise the marketing and 

advertising of products. Marketing is an integral part of the fashion industry infrastructure, 

as opposed to advertising, which is a bought in ·service· from specialist companies. 

-The fashion industry is by nature image-consdous, operating in a fickle consumer 

environment. /n a market where scores of similar products and brands complete, 
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developing a strong image is crucial and advertising can be the key." 

(MTI,1999) 

The importance of marketing and advertising are reflected in the speedy and dynamic 

movement of market change and in their contributions to maintaining their client 

organizations in a leading competitive position. Indeed, the increase in advertising 

expenditure in most product sectors in the UK retail business in recent years, which had 

risen to £ 118.75 m in 1997, is further evidence of the importance of these activities. It is 

reported that advertising expenditure on sport shoes alone was the highest of all fashion 

sectors in 1997. In instances such as this, the marketing sector has to look carefully at the 

prolonged popularity of sportswear and related products in youth fashion, since it is 

inevitable that at some point there will be a change in direction or emphasis. 

Marketing and advertising operate through various channels, roughly divided into two 

main areas of indoor and outdoor campaigns, i.e. TV, printed media, radio, and the 

Intemet on the one hand, and billboards and events on the other. Print campaigns are 

employed in the largest proportion of advertising activities. It is estimated that 64% of total 

advertising expenditure in 1997198 was printed media. 

4.6 summary and conclusion 

Beginning with the assumption that the fashion designer is one mediator, we have 

discussed the mechanism of interaction between all those involved in the commodification 

process. We have considered whether the fashion designer should be regarded as more 

or less central to the system; or whether the fashion designer is only one among equals 

and therefore other agents are no less important to the discussion. 

Regarding differentiation between garment and fashion production, we have noted that in 

garment production all mediation of fashion/style is achieved outside the system. Fashion 

forecasting agents play an important role in feeding infonnation to the garment production 

industry. On the other hand, fashion production focuses on providing goods for the 

function of desire, and mediation of fashion/style is achieved both from outside and inside 

the system. In fashion production, the fashion designer is the major contributor to the 

creative process, who either plays a central role or is a part of the innovative process. 

Instead of seeing the fashion designer as the most important agent in the fashion industry, 

Antonelli (1998) views innovative activity as the most dynamic and efficient factor in 

generating fashion innovation. 
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"The innovations in the company upstream encourage innovation in the 

companies downstream - but they do more. ... The relationship among apparel 

companies that experiment with new models and new products, the textile 

companies that try new fabrics and new combinations of fibres, the finishing 

companies that work with new dyeing processes, and the machine-tool 

manufacturers and chemicals companies that develop new machinery and new 

intermediate products - all this is fundamental to the maintenance of innovative 

capacity for each of the subjects involved. " 

(Antonelli, 1998: p. 188) 

In summary, the commodification process as mentioned above is a process of inter-

industry modemisation where an innovative fashion commodity is the outcome of 

collaboration in innovative activities within firms and between sub-industries. 

Endnote 

I This figure is taken from the number 01 courses fisted in "A Guide to First Degree and Post 

Graduate Courses in Fashion and Textile Design", published by the Association of Degree Courses 

in Fashion and Textile Design, 1999. It should be stressed that the estinated figure does not include 

very many B-Tech (HNO) and NVQ courses, which also offer training to would-be fashion deSigners. 
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chapter 5 

Initial conceptual Model 

The purpose of this Chapter is to construct a new framework within which to conceptuaJise 

a general process of fashion in contemporary Western society. Hitherto, there has been 

no single model in existence, which precisely explained the whole scenario of the fashion 

process. As can be seen from the literature survey, there are vast arrays d fashion 

theories from different disciplines that have emerged to desaibe fashion from different 

specialists' perspectives. These fashion theories are often not connected to each other. 

As a result, the fashion process as a total phenomenon can not be fully comprehended 

through existing fashion theories. Moreover, many of them were first created a long time 

ago, so that they are unlikely to be compatible with the specific social aspects of present 

day, so long after the era in which they were devised. This view is supported by Esterik 

(2000) and Scharfstein (1989), whom she quotes as follows: 

We often assume that theory is totalizing, coherent and authoritative. But its 

power can be judged by its usefulness to guide analysis and critique previous 

theory that has claimed too mUCh, gone too far, and been accepted without 

challenge or observation. Models help us to -see the relatively simple in the 

intricate, and the relatively clear in the vague". (Scharfstein, 1989: p. 168)" 

(Esterik, 2000: p. 201) 

After careful study, it has become apparent that not only do many of the existing theories 

and established findings of previous researchers need to be reinvestigated, but benefit 

could be derived from linking theory to theory. For example, the trickle-down theory was 
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devised in the period of haute couture dominance of fashion, aptly called the fashion 

dictator. Mass-market by way of contrast, established in the 196Os, a period of 

materialism and conspicuous consumption, more accurately describes the present 

situatiOr1 given a certain amount of necessary revision. These examples of earlier theories, 

devised in a specific period and context, cannot be satisfactorily applied to the present 

fashion process phenomenon, which is taking place in what might be described as the 

post-rnaterialist, post-consumption or post-industrial era in Western society. 

5.1 constructing the conceptual Fashion Process 
Model 

As outlined in the research proposal, the essential purpose of this research is to 

understand the mechanisms of the fashion system. In order to do this, I have to acquire a 

perception of the complex balances between the various socio-cultural and economic 

forces at play and the dynamic of change, which precipitate and perpetuate the fashion 

phenomenon. We have seen in Section 3.4, the IiteratLr'e sUrvey and analysis, how the 

roles of fashion change agents have to be taken into consideration. In addition, it is crucial 

to understand all the existing fashion theories and to apply them to explain the fashion 

phenomenOn systematically. The rasean:h must investigate in depth not only .how" a 
fashion changes but also "wI¥ it changes, at both the individual and the social levels. 

There is a relationship between indiYictlals (members of society) and society as a whole in 

terms of fashion changes. In other words, there is an interaction between the micro-/evel 

(individual) and the macro-Ievel (socio-dynamic) forces. Of the existing fashion theories, 

the Symbolic Interactionist Theory of Fashion (or SI theory, see details in Section 3.4.8 

and Figures 3.4.88 and 3.4.8C) is the most recent to encompass both micro- and macro-

levels. The theory was established by Kaiser, et aI. (1995a, 1995b, 1996) in order to 

explain the complex relationship of the interaction between individual and society. It is 

important to stress that it consists of five principfes: 

1). Human/cultural ambivalence; 

2). Appearance-rnoclifying commodities in the marketplace; 

3). Symbolic ambiguity; 

4). Meaning negotiation; and 

5). Style adoption. 

Soon after the SI theory came into existence, there was debate amongst fashion theorists. 

Kean (1997) argued that the SI theory raises more questions than it answers about why 

fashion changes and the dynamic of its change. 
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Kean (ibid.) also wondered "what are the forces underlying the increasing range of 

available appearance-modifying commodities?" Hamilton (1997) raised various issues. For 

example, SI theory was based on the view that only one underlying factor is responsible 

for the changing fashion trends. She argued that there are various ranges of fashion 

commodities presented by the economic/cultural system from which individuals may 

choose as they construct their individual appearance. Secondly, she argued that SI theory 

gives insufficient attention to the interaction between cultural arbiters at the macro level. 

Indeed, the SI theory cannot cope with the question of "how the macro systems influence 

individual fashion negotiation". Finally, SI theory is unclear in describing and defining the 

link between the macro- and micro-levels. 

In addition, Burns (1991) argued that the SI theory of fashion has not yet been able to 

answer the following questions: 

"1 What is involved with the interpretive manner in which symbolic meanings are 

constructed by consumers? 

2 What is the process by which consumers associate cultural images with fashion 

products? What characteristics of the image, product, and! or consumer contribute 

to or affect this process? 

3 Are there differences between fashion innovators and fashion followers in terms 

of tolerance of symbolic ambiguity, need for uniqueness, and other related 

characteristics?" 

I Macro-Subjective 
Realm 

Micro-Subjective L Realm 

Macro-Objective I 
Realm 

Micro-Objective 

Realm -.J 

Figure S.l.IA: Division of Investigation 

(ibid.: p. 43) 

The present analysis does not directly criticise the SI theory of fashion, but tries to offer 

another perspective on the fashion process by integrating significant existing fashion 

theories. It is based on the assumption that many fashion theories were constructed to 
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explain fashion phenomena from different viewpoints. The integration provided here may 

allow a clearer view and explanation of more aspects of the fashion issues raised 

by 81 theory. Therefore, the following disrussion, based on existing fashion theories, re-

orients the central aspects of 81 theory and has a number of consequential implications of 

interest. 

Basing ourselves on the assumption that there is an interaction between society and its 

members, I propose a single model consisting of these two levels - the individual and 

social. Hamilton (1997) suggested linkage of the macro-micro continuum, which had been 

proposed by Ritzer (1991) as shown in Figure 3.4.1. In addition, Kaiser, et al. (1997) 

interpret the macro-micro continuum of Hamilton. The division of investigation shown in 

Figure 5.1.1 A is divided into four sub-levels, namely: 

• Macro-subjective level (economic values/assumptions that legitimise particular 

activity) 

• Macro-objective level (marketplace and economic activities) 

• Micro-objective level (interaction between individual and variety of fashion objects) 

• Micro-subjective level (psychological phenomena of individual and of the 

interaction among individuals) 

However, the macro-miao continwm is not a linear continuum from the macro stage to 

the micro, or vice versa. Rather, it is a mutually reflective fashion phenomenon. Actually, it 

is easier to view fashion change as only macro- and micro-subjective. The macro-

subjective level represents social needs and the overall fashion trend, while the small 

scale, the micro-subjective level, represents individuals' needs and a particular fashion 

change via the interaction between individuals and others. This interaction can be either a 

symbolic interaction of seIf-demand or a symbolic interaction of social needs. The 

individuals express the interaction by adopting a fashion. 

In other words, fashion objects, i.e. clothing, in both the macro-and micro-objective mode, 

are tools of individuals in expressing their ambivalence. In the post-modem culture, 

conflict, occurring in the micro- and macro-levels, creates ambivalence that eXP9rienced 

by individuals. Fashion objects are used to find a compromise resolution of the conflict 

and thereafter to become an expression of that ambivalence (Davis, 1985). 
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Figure S.1.1B: Decision-Making Model (After: Robertson, 1971) 

The changes of fashions therefore go along together in terms of the subjective and 

objective realms. In other words, the former is conducted by consumers and the latter is 

conducted by suppliers. In using the above structure, it is our intention to use the macro-

micro continuum as a framework to synthesise a new fashion process model. 
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5.1.1 The Macro-Subjective Level 

It is at this level that fashion change reflects social needs. Social needs emerge in an 

ambiguous fonn, which is called ·zeitgeist" or ·spirit of the time· or "the issue of the 

changing trend". There are some forces, from the historical documentation and analysis of 

fashion, which may be seen as being d major importance to emerging social needs. 

These are the socicrpolitical and economic forces, the historical context, the innovation of 

science and technology, and other special events. All these factors influence society and 

bring about change. They are reflected in what society calls 'social trends". Since a 

society comprises a number of sub-social or sub-cuHural groups, the patterns of 

behaviour, attitudes and practices of these entities are known collectively as ·lifestyles·. 

This opens up the possibility for the markets to differentiate between different groups of 

people. 

5.1.1.1 prediction of social Responses 

The nature of modem society is continual change, and lifestyle is a feature of the modem 

world that differentiates people. However, the distinctive characteristics of each lifestyle 

are blurred. Chaney (1996) stated that 

·The rigidities of established cfstinction become inaeasingly hard to sustain in 

eras of rapid social and physical mobility. New forms of distinction ate continually 

being elaborated. Thetefore the manner of our concern with tespect for (or 

repugnance against) the various possible modes of others' civilisation becomes 

crucial in constituting the normative hierarchies of structured difference". 

(ibid.: p.6) 

In SI theory, culture does not send strai{tltforward messages to individuals as to what is 

appropriate, thus cultural ambivalence appears at this level (Hamilton, 1997). People 

respond to the cultural ambivalence in diverse ways. Hall (1959) stated that three levels of 

culture (tonnal traditions, informal traditions and technical capabilities) contribute different 

strengths to the emotional resistance to change. Ukewise, this section attempts to predict 

the major responses, which occur when people encounter a new social trend. 

In Figure 5.1.18, Robertson (1971) divided his model of the adoption process into three 

main stages: the cognitive, attitudinal and behavioural. It can be said that there are two 

categories of attitudes of response: positive or negative. The following figure illustrates 

four possible relationships between the three fields: the cognitive and behaviour fields are 

represented by "interest" and "involvement" activities, respectively, and the positive or 
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negative reaction takes account of the individual's attitude. 

+ Interest 

- Interest 

+ Involvement 

+ Involveaent 
+ Interest 

(Confonnlty) 

+ Involveaent 
- Interest 
(Modification) 

- Involvement 

- Involveaent 
+ Interest 
(Concealment) 

- Involvelllent 
- Interest 
(Antl-Conformlty) 

Fi gure S.1.1e: Cross Relationship between Major Adoption 
Activities 

Regarding the cross-relationship between the three major decision-making activities as 

shown in Figure 5.1.1 C, the following interactions can be hypothesised: 

Positive Interest & Positive Involvement: This is a situation that leads to 

change. People are able to accept and then pursue a change eagerly, because 

they have both positive interest and positive involvement. This kind of reaction 

could be called "conformity". 

Negative Interest & Negative Involvement: These people have neither interest 

nor involvement in change to the new situation. This pattem of negative reactions 

could be called "anti-conformity". Such people wish to behave and express their 

feelings in the opposite way in order to resist the evolving norms. 

• Positive Interest & Negative Involvement: These people are aware of change; 

however, they do not want to become too much involved. They behave in a very 

basic way in order to meet the minimum requirements of the social norms. They 

do so with the least risk. They are conservative in their choices. This could be 

called "concealment". Indeed, these people largely ignore what is happening in 

the world and their ways of living change very slowly and imperceptibly. 

• Negative Interest & Positive Involvement: These people are not really 

interested in new situations but for whatever reason they have to engage 
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themselves in the change. Therefore, in order to keep an internal social balance, 

they cleverly modify the dominant trends (so as not to conform too strongly) and 

create a middle path which is different from the mainstream. Their adoption is 

expressed in the modified semi-influenced way that conforms with the new sOCial 

direction but is different from it. This reaction could be called "modification". 

These four possible reactions can be applied to the four clusters of trends illustrated in 

Figure 5.1.10, suggested by Cathelat, et al. (1998), in the publication • Social Trend: 

Fashion Trend", recently presented at Premiere Vision Exhibition in Paris as follows: 

• Conformity is as Accept Dress 

"Accept dress is a way of dressing and accepting the rule of evolution: the socia-

waves disruptions are accepted, the main tendencies defined by the socia-trend 

are accepted, with resignation and conformism. The world rules are played as 

they are with enthusiasm or resignedly. " 

• AntJ-contonnity is as Alternative Dress 

-Alternative dress is a totally different attitude to resist the world's evolutions of the 

socio-waves, and to the directions given by the socio-Irends: the dress code is 

therefore antHstablishment in otrJer to express rejection, and to state the 

opposite utopia of our dreams. • 

• Concealment is as Escape Dress 

-Escape dress does not oppose the world's evolution either. It reflects a strategy 

of avoiding problems, a tentative to camouflage, a way to take a stand, looking for 

the zero risk and the maximum discretion. This is often a mass tendency. " 

• Modification is as Adapt Dress 

"Adapt dress describes a middle-of-the-road tendency, looking for a balance 

between submission and protest. This is a positive and constructive attitude which 

encourages to create a new dress style, in order to go along with the socio-trend 

without being dominated by it. " 

(ibid: p. 13-14) 

According to the survey by Cathelat, et al. for the Premiere Vision L'Observatoire 1998199 

(ibid.), there were five major issues that ·post-modem,,1 society encounters: 

• feminine power; 

• high tech power 

• crisis; 

• ultra liberalism; and 
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• multi-cultural expanding world, 

each of which must generate sub-trends or lifestyles. When the four clusters of lifestyle 

are applied to those five major issues, this implies a very large spread of possible lifestyle 

trends, all striving to emerge in our global society. Socia-trends or lifestyle trends become 

fashion trends in the fOllowing stage. Many fashions emerge at the same time, as shown 

in Figure 5.1.10 and Figure 5.1.1 E. 

A C.luster of Fashion Trends 
Numberous Branches of Clothing Adaptations 
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Fi gu re 5 .1.10: A Cl uste r of Fashi on Trends (A fte r: L • 
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Central SaInt Martins College o{ 
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The Tree of 1998/99 Fashion Trends 

FEMININE POWER 
UL TRA·LIBERALISM 

HI· TECH POWER 

CRISIS 

Figure S.l.lE: The Tree of 1998/1999 Fashion Trends (After: 
L'observatoire, 1998/99) 

In order to illustrate this phenomenon, globalisation and the related, multicultural 

influences were examined. This attempted to trace the origination and development of a 

fashion idea from the social trend to the fashion object. Globalisation is a social 

multicultural trend that can be divided into four separate trends. These were named by the 

Observatoire (ibid.), as Heritage Wear, Sect Wear, Planet Market Wear, and Ethnic Wear. 
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Premiere Vision AIW 1999 forecast a number of fabric themes. One of these was 

"multicultural-. They presented a range of fabrics to represent the idea. These were, for 

instance, plain tweed spotted with multicolour novelty yam, double faced fabric and 

layered fabric to represent layers of culture. Alongside this, Indigo presented printed 

design using transparency and layered images to again represent the overlapping 

cultures. Alexander McQueen in that season's collection designed overcoats made from 

patchwork leather, and Jean Paul Gaultier created a Pop Art T-shirt printed with 

contrasting cultural images, one on the body and the other on the sleeves. 

Ethnic costumes around the world have become sources of inspiration for designers to 

pick up as a theme of design every season, moving from one cultural style to another. 

Burberry, a traditional English brand often using a check design, has collectively hit the 

British domestic and international markets. Different ethnic styles have become influential 

and representative of the global Citizens who want to be involved in the multicultural theme 

but within the safe cultural constraints of their traditional English style exemplified by 

Burberry. The latter is used to balance the invasive influx of the global multiculb.nl styles. 

5.1.2 The Macro-Objective Level 

This· is the stage at which investors, through suppliers, gasp the social needs and 

interpret the four clusters of lifestyle trends into tangible concepts of fashion. These 

individuals and organisations include designers, manufacturers, and marketing people. 

Their roles in contributing, both high or lower market capitalisation and supply, are 

dependent upon appropriate timing in approaching particular markets. The emerging 

fashion concepts or trends provide ideas of fashion to consumers. Distributors, especially, 

play an important role in symbolising particular lifestyles. 

The interpretation of the symbolic significance of new lifestyles becomes the most crucial 

part in the emergence eX fashion form. Avant-garde designers get inspired initially and in 

tum seek to represent those lifestyles in their work. Avant-garde fashion magazines imbue 

these signs with a function in order to present the emergence of the new lifestyles as well 

as the new fashion styles. The concept of new lifestyles and fashion styles is as 

·signified-, while the fashion commodities become ·signifiers- (Barthes, 1983). Barthas 

also pointed out that the current forms of fashion commodities decrease in value and are 

subsequently abandoned when the new signifier readily provides a replacement for the 

previous Signifier. Fashion is an illusion in his opinion. 
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Figure 5 .1 .2: Fashion process within the Macro-subjective and 
objective Realms 

In addition, Baudrillard referred to fashion as a "compulsion to innovate signs ... apparently 

arbitrary and perpetual production of meaning - a kind of meaning drive" (Baudrillard, 

1981 , quoted from Barnard, 1996). The meanings drive individuals to seek out those new 

commodities that could signify them. The meaning can be produced perpetually but the 

forms of clothing are limited and can be used to signify different meanings repeatedly 

used (Brenninkmeyer, 1962). There are different speeds and degrees of participation in 

fashion themes due to the degree of negative-positive cross relationships evident for each 

lifestyle, and also the degree of differentiating and socialising forces of those participants. 
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Blumer (1969a) stated in his collective selection theory that: 

·when fashion trends are screened and manipulated into fashion objects, 

simultaneously, innovative consumers may experiment with many possible 

altematives, but the ultimate test in the fashion process is the competition 

between altemative styles for positions of fashionab!i/ity. • 

(ibid.) 

The collective selection theory can apply to the overlapping of both macro and micro 

stages. Under such circumstances, the style of fashion selected becomes a reflection of a 

collectively endorsed standard that the individual perceives (Sproles and Bums, 1994). As 

time passes, some lifestyles, as well as fashion fonns, collectively emerge and become 

more and more visible. At the same time, others appear with a small but discernible 

population, although some are eliminated from the system. 

The mechanisms by which the maao strudl.res or components present particular forms 

and suggest particular meanings to individuals to select and reject in their personal 

negotiation were considered by Hamilton (1997). The above discussion, especially the 

clusters of lifestyles, which become the fashion trends interpreted by suppliers, and the 

collective selection phenomenon, are clearfy able to explain that issue (see Figure 5.1.2). 

5.1.3 The Micro-Objective Level 

The micro-objective realm is the level at which individuals interact with fashion objects in 

the marketplace. It is the level where fashion objects are selected by individuals to create 

their looks, in order to conform to the social concepts of the time. Hamilton (1997) defined 

this stage as negotiation with others. The retailing system influences this level of change 

in terms of offering various categories of looks. 

The role of fashion commodity merchandisers is not only to provide assorted collections 

for individuals to choose and create their looks, but also to differentiate them from other 

ranges of styles (as if they are the aiticaI representatives of the sub-cultural group). 

Individuals choose particular fashion shops in the same way they make other decisions 

and choices in society: the two are highly connected. 

Apparently, fashion "brands' become more and more important as they act as signiflers 

symbolic of values, encompassing certain identities in creating community. The 

interactions between self and others within a community are the virtual negotiation in 
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shopping time. Basically, brands provide fashion commodities ranging from the most 

fashionable to the least in which to serve different levels of need, depending on the 

degree of fashion-consciousness in customers. If one acts as an 

informed/sophisticated/streetwise fashion leader, the most fashionable garments will be 

chosen. Figure 5.1.3A illustrates that consumers access through the homogeneous range 

of brands or commodities rather than the heterogeneity of all brands. The fashion adoption 

starts the process within the "homogeneous" consumer choices, commencing from 

fashion innovators through to early fashion adopters, fashion followers as well as 

laggards. The classic bell curve of Roger (1962) can be applied to this phenomenon. 
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Figure S.1.3A: Fashion Process within the Macro-objective and 
Micro-objective Realms 

Paradoxically, as there is no exact boundary of lifestyle characteristics and some lifestyles 

may overlap each other, individuals are likely to access other ranges of commodities. In 

addition, the role of each individual in this dynamic post-modern society is not fixed in a 

particular way: one might behave differently on different occasions. The heterogeneous 
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range of commodities in the marketplace does, therefore, serve all kinds of potential-

growth lifestyles and/or fashions. 

Kean (1997) also stated that competition in fashions is not based solely on price changes, 

but also on societal interpretation of changes in the environment. At the same level of 

price (heterogeneity), all different styles are in competition to provide the signifier forms of 

fashion. On the other hand, within the same style of commodities (homogeneity), fashion 

products truly compete in price and timing of availability (see "the Fashion Retail Model" in 

Section 5.1 .3.1 and Figure 5.1.30). 
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Figure 5.1.3B: Bundle of Fashion Diffusion Process 

5.1.3.1 creating the Fashion Retail Model 

From Figure 3.4.4A (the Rogers bell-shaped curve), the process of fash ion adoption 

starting with the innovators is clearly evident. Innovations can be seen to diffuse to the 
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fashion leaderships, the early adopters, the late adopters and, finally, the laggards. The 

population of each group relates to the area under the curve. 

In order for the curve to conform to a simple geometric model, the bell-shaped curve is 

compared to a geometric shape, in which the reference axes of the curve can be applied. 

As such, a half-circle curve is the most suitable one. The area under the curve is equal to 

the area within a half-circle curve. Each sub-area represents each group of adopters, 

calculated to a percentage and then relocated to the area within the half-circle curve as 

shown in Figure S.1.3C. The half-circle curve represents a life cycle of a fashion style, 

representing an adoption process from first stage until decline as in the bell-shaped curve. 

The new curve is represented in the vertical axis. 
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Figure S.1.3C: From Bell Curve to Half-Circle Curve 

According to the collective selection theory, there are many fashion styles emerging and 

competing at the same time. Sproles and Burns (1994) also state that: 

"If one examines any specific time, one might observe some trends beginning 

their diffusion, others peaking, and some declining. Each of these trends may 

have different levels, rates, and lengths of acceptance .. . " 

(ibid.) 
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All emerging fashion styles can thus be gathered together in order to form a model of all 

fashion styles as shown in Figure 5.1.38. Regarding the half -circle depiction of the cycle, 

the gathering of all emerging fashion styles appears as a sphere. Every life cycle shares 

the same vertical axis, which represents time and stages of fashion process. The vertex of 

the sphere represents the starting point of every style. The colour shading of each section 

represents position of diffusion stage. It can be seen that the different stages of diffusion 

of each style are represented. 

Heterogeneous 
Styles 

Figure S.1.30: The Fashion ReLail Model 

Market Level 

Kean (1997) argues that "the consumer selects products from a homogeneous assortment 

of like items at varying price point". Her statement illuminates the fact that: 

• Fashion consumers usually purchase fashion objects according to their individual 

tastes. Individual tastes can be seen from individual styles, in which tastes hardly 

change. This means that individuals purchase fashion commodities within the 

realm of their styles, but they might survey the commodities at a different price 

point. 

• The different price point refers to the market segmentation in terms of income of 

target consumers. Manufacturers provide similar fashion commodities of the same 

style, but of different qualities and at different prices to serve consumers from 

different socio-economic categories. 

• A fashion is diffused through the same style from innovators to followers. The 

particular style varies in price, related to market segmentation. 
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The above discussion can be absolutely applied to the vertical section of the fashion 

process model. 

According to the 51 theory and the collective selection theory, fashion commodities are 

provided by industry in heterogeneous ranges. Kaiser, et al. (1997) believe that the global 

nature of capitalist society influences the degree of heterogeneity. The collective selection 

theory states that a collective taste reflects a collective choice and many competing styles 

must be available. 

The above discussion also sheds light on the fashion process model. It supports the 

principle that there are many competing styles at a particular time, which are represented 

by many vertical sections in the sphere model. This can be clearly seen from the cross 

sections of the sphere model as shown in Figure 5.1.30. 

If each cross-section represents various styles of the same market level, the vertical axis 

of the model can represent market segmentation in terms of product price level. 

From a retail survey in London, Appendix " shows a variety of brands and also a variety of 

target consumers in terms of age groups. According to the marketing strategy, a fashion of 

one style can be provided to various age groups, not only for one particular group. This 

implies that a particular style can be designed for children, teenagers, and middle-aged 

customers alike. Hence, the radial axis of ead1 style section can represent age range. 

The model, finally, is defined in all dimensions. It can conSistently describe the 

movements of fashion diffusion processes. The model is called "the Fashion Retail 

Model". 

5.1.4 The MicrO-Subjective Level 

It is at this level that individuals interpret the results of looks by "negotiating with selr in 

order to satisfy their needs (Kaiser, et aI., 1995a; 1996). "Negotiating with selr or ·selfing· 

(from the psycho-analysis) in this sense is referred to as negotiating process to achieve 

the ideal presentation of self. Conflict occurs during the embodying process aspired to the 

ideal body, resulting in the emergence of human ambivalence (Boultwood and Jerrard, 

2000). The differentiating and socialising forces are the basic impulses behind the 

negotiation. 
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Min our striving to fulfil both needs, we are driven to seek a compromise. 

Paradoxically, what we achieve is mediocrity. n 

(Boultwood and Jerrard, 2000: p. 308) 

The result of negotiation with self that yields the satisfactory of human ambivalence is 

expressed through fashion objects as if they are a platform of symbolic display of fashion. 

Meaning emerges at this stage to make sense of symbolic ambiguity. (Kaiser, et aI., 

1995a; 1995b; 1996). Meaning negotiation of SI theory can explain this stage. 

There are two forces that create a continuous tension between the competitive desires to 

display oneself and to retain a sense of modesty (Finkelstein, 1996). That is a basic 

negotiation between the need for exhibiting and the need to conform to the social norm . 

. Similarly, Simmel (1971) proposed that new fashions would result if the two forces were 

different. In addition, Douglas and Isherwood (1979), and Bamard (1996), also pointed to 

the importance of two similar forces, the individualising or isolating forces and the 

conforming or bridging forces. 

These two forces are labelled as the ·clfrelwdlatlng force" or "OP, and the "socialising 

forc." or .sp. The meaning of individuality k1 fashion cfiffusion is defined by Park (1998) 

as conSisting of two aspects: differentiation Iftf independence. Differentiation is a force 

that acts on individuals, to a greater or lesser degree, to affect fashion choices. 

Independence has no action in this regard at all. 

Future fashion refers to the need to change or to be different. This is the crucial underlying 

factor in the fashion adoption process. Fashion innovators are the first to adopt fashion. 

On the othar hand, early fashion adopters and fashion followers who have a lower degree 

of OF and a greater degree d SF, adopt fashion in the later stages. When fashion 

becomes popular, adopted by the majority, the late followers are forced to adopt. 

Fashion innovators feel uncomfortable when wearing similar styles and colours that many 

others wear. In addition, the value of newness in possessing commodities decreases. As 

a result, the inner feeling, influenced by OF, drives them to seek new styles to replace the 

current one, which no longer serve the inner purpose. In other words, fashion innovators 

are the first group that adopts the styles that reflect the appreciated meaning. The signals 

for changes are driven by the OF of most individuals, especially innovators. New social 

issues provide the basis for change options. 
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5.2 The Fashion change-Agent Model 

Figure 5.1 .2 shows the macro-subjective level to be the fashion change, which 

corresponds to issues of social needs/desires. The phenomenon of cultural ambivalence 

would occur at this stage. In order to clarify this ambivalence, the industries, particularly 

the designers, interpret the blurred issue to form a tangible concept, which becomes a 

form of fashion object. This further implies that society adjusts itself under acceptable 

conditions, which might be the persuasion of advertising, for example. Evidence of this 

can be found in the continuity of changes in fashion rather than the immediate changes 

(see details in Section 3.4.2). In other words, acceptable fashion usually contains 

historical background. The historical context is bound up with the cultural appreciation of 

that time (see details in Section 3.4.1). Hence, Figure 5.2.1 shows the fashion retail model 

bound within a cultural frame. This also implies that different cultures cannot be described 

by the same fashion change model. 

Social Issue and 
Special Events 

Fashion Movement 

Figure 5.2.1: The Fashion change-Agent Model 

In Sections 3.3.4 and 4.6, it had been suggested that designers and the marketing system 

are the mediators within and for the fashion industry. They embody crucial tools that 

industries use to interpret the specific societal needs/desires. They have also to stimulate 

the distribution of fashion commodities to the right target market. Consequently, whenever 

designers provide the right products and marketers stimulate distribution of these products 

to the right market, new fashions are accelerated and carried forward. The roles of 

designers and marketers are shown in Figure 5.2.1, and are perceived as being the two 

single most important dynamic agents for change within the fashion process. 
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The model is finally developed in order to consistently explain the fashion change in a 

particular society at the macro level. This model, for the purpose of clarity of explanation 

at this stage in the discussion, is called "the Fashion Change-Agent Model". Obviously, 

the model emphasises the consumers as a core change agent in fashion. 

5.3 Holistic perspective on the Fashion Process 

The previous sections have described many of the components, which needed to be 

considered in constructing the fashion process model. These might be considered as 

building blocks in the construction of a piece of architecture. In order to create a cohesive 

artifice or whole, it is necessary to mix the ingredients for the cement, which bind the 

building block. 

It can be clearly seen that fashion emerges and ends its cycle at the subjective level. 

However, in its progress it passes through the objective level. Therefore, as proposed in 

the previous section, fashion progresses from the micro-subjective to macro-subjective 

levels, then is transformed to the macro-objective and micro-objective level in a way which 

enables commodities to be represented as or used as a fashion tool in expressing the 

significant essence of fashion. 

The on-and-off transformation between the subjective and objective process of fashion is 

the essence of the fashion process. It is important to recognise that the current around the 

fashion entity can be represented either by concept, style, consumption or objects, 

depending upon the stage of its progress. The transformation is the key link between each 

realm, facilitating a cohesive whole. It is therefore proposed to entitle this conceptual 

fashion model, which is shown in Figure 5.3.1, "the Fashion Transformation Process 

Model". This model will be used to describe the process of fashion change in Western 

society throughout this thesis. 

5.4 conclusion 

In summary, this chapter suggests that the fashion process is better considered as a 

dynamic process and not as a linear continuum of the kind proposed by Hamilton. I 

propose here that the fashion process begins and ends at the individual level, but that it is 

in a perpetual cycle from fashion concept to commodification through lifestyles and social 

trends, as shown in Figure 5.3.1. The 51 theory proposed by Kaiser, et al. (1995a; 1995b; 
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1996) explains only some aspects of this fashion process (how appearance is modified by 

social interaction), but lacks an explanation of the transformation from the macro-

subjective to objective realms involved in, for example, manufacture, marketing and 

selling. The benefit of the model presented in this paper is to extend the SI theory and its 

macro-micro continuum. It also serves to integrate many existing fashion theories in a 

more holistic manner, thereby removing apparent contradictions in those theories 

(Cholachatpinyo, et aI. , 2002a). 
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The Fashion Transformation Process Model 

Figure 5.3.1: The Fashion Transformation process Model 

The model may also have applications in predicting aspects of wider debates in fashion 

such as those that relate to commodification and predicting fashion changes. The 

conceptual framework offered here does contain certain assumptions, particularly at the 

micro-subjective level. At this level, specific information can be gathered which may 

predict future fashion trends. An important contribution of this model is that it recognises 

the importance of the micro-subjective level factors and acknowledges that fashion (as a 

concept not a commodity) emanates not from a single stream but rather from a series of 
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many influences which are convergent at different times. It is important, therefore, to 

empirically test the status and role of aspects of this micro-subjective level in the fashion 

process from concept to commodification. This is the subject of empirical research, which 

will be presented in -the following chapter. If this model were supported empirically, it 

would predict that fashion changes because c:I continuous micro-subjective level demands 

for change from fashion innovators, e.g. wearers and designers. How quickly fashion 

changes and in which direction, depends importantly on these innovators, but will also be 

determined by social trends, the need to conform, and the various pressures exerted by 

others on individuals to be either the same or different. These micro-subjective forces 

should be predictive of all aspects of fashion commodification (ibid., 2002b). Brands will 

always have brand power but they must also continually evolve to reflect the micro-

subjective level forces. Otherwise, their power will be eroded in proportion to their failure 

to encapsulate the micro-subjective level forces. These forces are, in the end, all-powerful. 

Endnote 

I Post-modemity is an era which, for the purposes d this thesiS, has drawn to a close. The transition 

period we now find ourselves in has variousty been described as ·post-materialism-, -post-

consumerism·, and ·post-industrialism-. 
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chapter 6 

Empirical studies 

Chapter 6 is the empirical investigation of the conceptual model, ·the Fashion 

Transformation Process Moder, theoretically constructed in the previous Chapter. The 

following serial hypotheses 818 focused on the subjective realm of the Fashion 

Process Model. As previously stated, consumers are the core agent of 

fashion change. The hypotheses 818 focused on investigating their roles and functions. 

6.1 Introduction 

In the midst of rampant competition in fashion retailing, the success of each brand, and its 

adoption by purchasers, depends to a considerable extent on efficient management 

strategies. These strategies are not only to provide the right products to the right 

consumers at the right time but also to create the brand and to advertise it to the right 

target There are many complicated dimensions to such fashion retailing. Different types 

of fashion consumers have to be matched with styles of commodities. Generally, from the 

marketer's point of view, marketing activities can be divided into stages correlated to the 

behaviours of consumers in terms of fashion adoption as shown in Figures 3.4.4A and 

3.4.4B. 

Figure 3.4.4B shows a general marketing life-cycle extending from its commercial design 

and introduction, through inventory accumulation and promotion. mass merchandising, 

and clearance and obsolescence (Sproles and Bums, 1994). The Figure depicts the 
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fashion life-cycle· and how the marketer matches fashion adopters with marketing 

activities. 

Fashion consumers have been classified into groups correlated to their behaviours by the 

acceptance of a specific style over a period of time. That classification can be graphically 

represented by the bell curve in Figtxe 3.4.4A (Rogers, 1983). Rogers divides fashion 

adopters into five categories: imovators, early fashion adopters, early majority, late 

majority, and laggards. The curve indicates some variables, i.e. length of diffusion time, 

speed rate, and acceptance level of that fashion style. 

In general, a fashion diffuses from fashion innovators and opinion leaders to early fashion 

adopters. The diffusion, then, moves into the peak stage where a large number of 

consumers begin to adopt fashion. Eventually, the number of fashion adopters reduces 

when the fashion is already established. The adopters at this stage could be called 

fashion followers. Then, the diffusion process moves to the decline stage where the late 

adopters, called "laggards", begin to adopt the fashion. 

Not only one fashion emerges at a time. The collective selection theory of Blumer (1969a) 

clearly stated that there are a \Wiety of simultaneous fashion trend. emerging and 

competing at the same time. Sproles 81d &ms (1994) also point out In the same way 

that: 

-If one examines any specific time, one might obS81V8 some trends beginning 

their diffusion, others peaking, and some declining. Each of these trends may 

have different levels, rates, and lengths d acceptance ... • 

(ibid.) 

These have important implications for the c:onceptuaI modelling cI the fashion process. 

Firstly, one would expect to find many fashions competing for acceptance simultaneously. 

Secondly, one would also expect each fashion to diffuse at different rates and different 

levels. Finally, one would anticipate heterogeneous styles rather than homogeneous 

styles. Fashion is complex and this will be revealed through a diversity of consumer 

practices and designer outputs. 

Whilst I would expect there to be a popular fashion at anyone time, I would not predict 

dominance. The more fashions there are, the more trends. These different consumer 

groups have to be separated in order to fIX the adopter group in a time scale in the 

diffusion process of a particular fashion style. In fact, each brand has to find only its 

targeted consumers. There have been many cases when fashion retailers have produced 
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products and designs that were a financial disaster. One example is the case of the midi 

skirt in the 1970s in USA. where the manufacturers misjudged the fashion scene. After the 

popular of hot pants period, the fashion suppliers attempted to persuade their customers 

to wear long dothes, however, people did not confonn to the predicted fashion. Another 

indirect but good example regarding the lack of brand development is the case of Marks 

and Spencer. In the end of the 19905, Marks and Spencer, who had been the leading 

department store with very high market-share in the UK clothing retailer, failed to achieve 

its position with huge lost of profit also. One of the major factors was the lack of the 

modification of the brand, while all major customers have been developing their age, 

attitude, lifestyle and taste. Marks and Spencer, in a later stage, has heavily invested in 

the product design and brand adjustment to survive in the retailing. This relationship 

between adopters' groups, marketing activities, and "fashionability level" of commodities 

needs to be investigated. The link between fashion adopters' groups and market levels is 

. investigated in two ways. I attempt to provide evidence relating to two questions of 

relevance to my conceptual model: 

• 
• 

wtry do those consumers adopt fashion on different time scales? 

Do adopters follow the same pattern? 

I also attempt to justify a new fashion Iife.cycIe cuve through the hypothesis, which might 

differ from the rong..stabIishe bell cuve ftx.r1d by Rogers (1962; 1983). Finally, it is 

hoped that the empirical investigation wiN reveal some new facet of the direction of fashion 

difl'usion. The following are fa.r hypotheses that suggest themselves in accordance with 

the above theoretical discussion: 

• Hypothesis 1: Fashion innovators have a greater differentiating force and lesser 

socialising force, while fashion followers have the opposite. 

• Hypothesis 2: The decision-making process of imovators in accepting a new style 

differs from the process of fashion followers. 

• Hypothesis 3: The diffusion lif&.cycIe curve based on the mass-market theory 

differs from the classic curve of Rogers. 

• Hypothesis 4: Fashions diffuse from imovators through all directions of 

collectivities. 

6.1.1 Research Design 

The theoretical background expounded above is made explicit in the design of the 

research. Investigating the complexity of consumer behavicus in the process of decision-

making and their inherent psychological impulses needs different research approaches. 

Saunders, lewis and Thornhill (1997) suggest three different ways of approaching 
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research: positivism, phenomenology, and a combined approach. Positivism owes much 

to what we would think of as scientific research and has the following distinguishing 

features: 

1. Deductive; 

2. Seeking to explain causal relationships between variables; 

3. Normally using quantitative data; 

4. Employing controls to allow the testing of hypotheses; 

5. Using a highly structured methodology to facilitate replication. 

Phenomenology, on the other hand, is a research approach characterised by a focus on 

the meanings that research subjects attach to social phenomena. It is the attempt to 

understand what is happening and why it is happening. It is more appropriate when 

studying a small sample of subjects, whereas positivism is suitable for a large population. 

It is possible to combine positivist and phenomenological approaches within the same 

piece of research. Both have different strengths. It depends on where the research 

emphasis lies. 

The hypotheses proposed in the Introduction .. fA different dE9'ees fA importance. 

Hypotheses I and " are major topics fA investigation. while the oChers are minor. 

Positivism is the most suitabfe research approach for Hypothesis I. due to the fact that it is 

deduced from theories and its emphasis proposes a relationship between two variables. 

There are two layers of complexity. each layer of which invofves two variables. The 

different levels of psychological impulses in each adopter grouP. and differentiating and 

socialising forces, are the first two Variables. The other two variables are the relationship 

between the psychological impulses and the major fashion adopter groups. 

Easterby-Smith et aI. (1991) suggest eight features of positivism, of which cross-sectional 

analysis is the one that this research should undertake, where comparison of variations 

across samples is the major element. I Since the hypothesis needs comparative data 

across fashion consumers, the quantitative method is to be employed. A quantitative 

survey by such means as a questionnaire can obtain a large amount of data from a 

sizeable population in a highly economical way. The data are standardised, allowing easy 

comparison. Given the nature of the comparative data as well as the focus on the level 01 

psychological impulses, a questionnaire instrument using the Likert scale concept seems 

to be most appropriate. 

As regards Hypothesis II, it will best be approached using the phenomenological approach 

rather than positivism. This is due to the fact that the emphasis of the hypothesis lies on 
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the way different fashion adopters express themselves, interact and share experience with 

others in society. It is that the decision-making process, as the core emphasis, 

does not merely function as a result of adopters' psychological impulses. Instead adopters 

are aroused by fashion phenomena, social issues and trendy lifestyles. This piece of 

research will be particularly concemed with the context in which the activities take place, 

i.e. shopping, clubbing, attending a fashion show. 

This hypothesis is also seeking the different mechanisms of various adopter groups. 

Saunders, Lewis and Thornhill (1997) suggest that one may use both qualitative and 

quantitative methods, with many cases based on interviews conducted over a short 

period. Qualitative research is considered to be the relevant methodology for dealing with 

complex issues. Qualitative research allows the collection of a small number of samples 

which are, however, of high quality. The Interview method is a purposeful discussion 

between the interviewer and the interviewee, which makes it possible to gather valid and 

reliable data that are relevant to the research questions and objectives (Kahn and Cannell, 

1957). 

Interview methods can be classified into three different types, namely: structured, sami-

structured, and unstrucbnd interviews. The semi-structLl'8d interview has greater 

benefits in explanatory a1d also exploratory study, in that it can be helpful to find out what 

is happening, to seek new insights, and to understand the relationships between 

variables. 

In semi-structured interviews the researcher will have a list of themes and questions to be 

covered, although these may vary from interview to interview. The order of the questions 

may also vary depending on the flow of the conversations. On the other hand, additional 

questions may be required to explore the research question and objectives given the 

nature of events within particular organisations (Saunders, Lewis and Thornhi", 1997). 

In accordance with the above principle, the semi-structured interview allows interviewees 

to explain and explore their social interaction and activities in the decision-making 

process, rather than just give answers to the narrow set of criteria of the structured 

interview method. The focus of the hypothesis is on the past experiences of the samples 

when adopting a new fashion. Data should be recorded by note taking and a pre-coded 

answer list. (See details of the sampling techniques and procedure in Section 6.3.1.3 and 

6.2.1.3.4.) 

The third hypotheSis is minor and is a by-product of the questiomaire SIlVey. It is, 

however, also significant as the result wi" show the population of each adopter group. The 
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fourth hypothesis is also minor, with some supplementary questions attached· to the 

questionnaire survey. Its purpose is to obtain data to support and strengthen the idea of 

fashion diffusion direction as diSQJssed in the previous Chapter. 

In summary, the research approach for the overall research is the method combining 

positivism and phenomenology. However, each is employed separately for major 

hypotheses depending on their emphaSis. 

6.2 Hypothesis 1: Differentiating Force and 
Socialising Force 

In the previous Chapter, the fashion process was divided into four levels: macro-

subjective, rnacro-objective, mia'o-objective and micro-subjective, inspired by Hamilton 

(1997) and Ritzer (1991). This Chapter tests some predictions at the micro-subjective 

level. Kaiser, et aI. (1997) suggest that it is this level that "accommodates the 

interpretations of the resulting "oaks", including negotiations Of meaning to make sense of 

symbolic ambiguity". In other words, Hamilton (1997) defines this level as ·negotiation 

with self'. 

In the conceptual model. suggest that in the process cI negotiation with self, there are two 
basic forces involved. These two psychological processes, I label as the "differentiating 

force· or "OP and the ·socialising force· or ·SP (Cholachatpinyo, et at, 2002a). Those 

two forces are seen as central in an individual's seIf-negotiation between the need for 

exhibiting and the need to conform to the social norm. I proposed that fashion innovators 

are influenced much more by the differentiating force than the socialising force. This is 

why they are the first to adopt a new fashion. On the other hand, fashion followers, when 

compared to fashion innovators, behave in the opposite way in the fashion adoptioo 

process. Consequently, the two psyd1ological forces also affect the fashion diffusion 

process in terms of the adopting hierarchy. The purpose of this investigation is to test 

these predictions of the Fashion Transformation Process Model empirically. In addition, 

the investigation attempts to provide fashion retailers and suppliers with other relevant 

aspects with which to understand the process of fashion adoption. 

6.2.1 Hypothesis 1 

Hypothesis 1: Fashion innovators have a greater differentiating force and lesser 

SOCialising force, while fashioo followers have the opposite. 
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6.2.1.1 Theoretical Framework 

Fashion is explained by FIOgel (1930) as a fonn of exhibitionism. It conceals the body and 

simultaneously exaggerates its differences. It creates a continual force between the 

competitive desires to display oneself and to retain a sense of modesty. Similarly, Simmel 

(1971) distinguishes between two social tendencies in the development of fashion: the 

need for union and the need for isolation. In other words, these impulses are always 

negotiated through fashion and clothing (Barnard, 1996). 

INNOVATOR 

Fashion Adopters 

EARl. Y FASHION 
AllOPTFR 

Figure 6.2.1: Scale of OF and SF 

FOLLOWER 

Sproles and Bums (1994) point out that apart from intrinsic reasons for adopting fashions 

(protection, modesty and adornment), some other socio-psychological needs are related 

to adoption. The needs are to be up-to-date, to adjust to a changing society, to escape 

boredom, for symbolic differentiation, and for social affiliation. However, those needs can 

be categorised into two groups: the need to conform to society and the need to be 

different. Sproles and Burns also point out three roles that fashion adoption plays for a 

changing society: it introduces order to social change, allows individuals the freedom to 

move in new directions, and to become accustomed to and prepare for the future. In this 

investigation, the two forces are labelled the "socialising force" and the "differentiating 

force". It can initially be anticipated that the underlying impulse that drives individuals to 

adopt fashion is the balance between those two psychological forces. This hypothesis is 

based on the assumption that fashion innovators and followers have different proportions 

of the two psychological forces operating in their fashion choices. Innovators are assumed 

to carry more differentiating force than fashion followers do. 
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From the review of texts u.sed, the group that represents future fashion is the innovator 

group. They influence fashion change. Future fashion refers to change or to differentiation. 

It can therefore be assumed that innovators have much more differentiating force than 

SOCialising force and that late followers tend to the opposite. Figure 6.2.1 shows the scale 

of the two forces varying fi"om innovators to late fO/Iowers. 

6.2.1.2 Methodology of Investigation 

Type of Fieldwork: Questionnaire 

Sample Number: 300 

Sample Specification: Female University Students across Multiple Disciplines 

The survey research method used was data collection. 300 questionnaires were 

distributed to female university students in London. The samples were divided into tine 

groups relating to their main subject areas of study: 

• The London Institute representing art and design; 

• London School of Economics and SOAS representing the business and 

management and social science perspectives respectively, 

• King's College and UCL representing pure science and applied science. 

The distribution into three major areas was based on two ideas. Firstly, those samples in 

three major areas were assumed to represent not only a general sample of the student 

population, but also the national culture. Secondly, it was to assist in obtaining a balanced 

range of different degrees of involvement or association with groups of fashion wearers 

and, therefore, a spread of underlying motivational differences. 

The questionnaire instrument will be separately discussed in Section 6.6. 

6.3 Hypothesis 2: Decision-Making process 

The pattern of the fashion innovators' and followers' decision-making processes in 

accepting a new style, it is here suggested, must be different. With regard to the fashion 

life cycle, there is not only difference in the timing of an adoption process, but also in the 

pattern of adoption itself. To adopt an innovation when nobody else has yet adopted it, or 

to adopt it while many people have already adopted it, must be different in terms of the 

timing of the fashion, adopters' classification, social force, and fashion availability. This 

implies that the psychological situations of each fashion adopter differ from each other 
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right from the beginning of the process. It follows that an investigation as to whether or not 

the patterns in adoption of fashion imovators and fashion followers are 

different, must be undertaken. If the outcome suggests it, this can be used as a guideline 

towards further investigation as to how we understand what the innovators need. As 

discussed before, innovators play leading roles in the early histexy of an innovation's 

acceptance. They set the direction for significant fashion trends that spread to the mass 

population. Thus, to understand what innovators need will imply that we are able to 

forecast future fashions more precisely. 

6.3.1 Hypothesis 2 

Hypothesis 2: 'The innovators' decision-making process in accepting a new style differs 

from the process of the fashion fO/lowers.· 

6.3.1.1 Theoretical Framework 

According to the literature review in Section 3.4.2 and especially Figure 3.4.2, the 

adoption process generally sta1s with 8W8Ial8lS d rtf1W fashion, then develops to a level 

of interest either by evaluation, comprehension or trial and error, and then goes to the last 

stage, which is decision-making. Rober1son (1971) divides his model into three main 

stages as shown in Figu-e 5.1.1 B. These are cognitive activities, affective activities and 

behavioural activities. These main activities can be derived, as well as some behavioll"S, 

from Rogers, Wilkie, and Sproles (see Figure 3.4.2 for details). 

The adoption process model of Robertson (1971) has general application to all fashion 

adopters. However, the declsion-making process of fashion innovators and followers may 

be very different. It may not only be different just in the timing of the adoption process 

(relating to the time scale in the fashion life-cycle), but also in terms of the manner of 

innovative fashion adoption. VVhether or not a person wears a fashion may depend on the 

timing of the fashion emerging, social forces, and fashion availability. The psychological 

situations of fashion adopters may also differ at the very beginning of the process. It is 

therefore important to investigate the patterns of these different adopters' groups in the 

adoption process. This may help us to understand what the fashion innovators' needs are 

in relation to fashion commodities. 

The adoption of fashion followers has predaninantly been described in terms of social 

conformity. In addition, many theorists believe that the trickle-down theory cannot apply to 

the present phenomenon: instead, the mass-market theory is a more appropriate model 
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for the contemporary situation. Figure 6.3.1 shows all activities that can plausibly occur 

during the adoption process. 

Cognitive [Thinking] 
Activities 

Problem Perception 

Identincation of Alternatives 
Prior CondHlon 

Knowledge 
Evaluation 

Comprehension 

Affective [Feeling] 
Activities 

P.ersua.ion 
AttltIJde 

Attractiveness 
Liking 
Value 

Legitimating 
Comprehension 

Figure 6.3.1: All Activities in the Adoption Process 

To further elucidate this principle, innovators may view an existing innovation as 

interesting and challenging at first sight or at the first stage. The "feeling" of experiencing 

the innovation may interact at the first stage, rather than conventional awareness. Fashion 

followers may see an innovation as a strange item, so that the general process suggested 

by theorists as to what their reactions might be is generally correct. 

6.3.1.2 Methodology of Investigation 

Type of Fieldwork: Interview 

Sample Number: 20 Innovators, 20 Early Adopters, 20 Fashion Followers 

Sample Specification: No fixed age group, career or status 

6.3.1.3 sampling Techniques 

Sampling techniques provide a range of methods that enable the survey to reduce the 

amount of data needing to be collected by considering only data from a subgroup rather 

than all possible cases. There are significant differences and advantages/disadvantages 

between the two types of sampling technique: probability sampling and non-probability 

sampling. The major difference is that in probability samples the chance, or probability, of 

each case being selected from the population is known and is equal for all cases. For non-

probability samples the probability of each case being selected from the total population is 

not known (Saunders, Lewis and Thornhill , 1997). 
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The techniques for probability sampling are based on the assumption that the sample will 

be statistically chosen at. random. As a consequence, it is possible to specify the 

probability that any case will be included in the sample. However, as regards this 

hypothesis, this is unlikely to be possible and so the sample must be selected in some 

other way. 

Non-probability sampling provides a range of alternative techniques based upon 

subjective judgement. The research hypothesis, questions, objectives and choice of 

research strategy, in this case, dictate sampling. limited resources of a 

sample group are an additional reason to choose non-probability sampling. 

One of the non-probability sampling techniques is called the purposive technique, which 

enables the surveyor to use his or her own judgement to select cases which will best 

enable the research questions to be answered and the objectives to be met. Neuman 

(1991) states that this form of sample is often used when working with very small samples, 

and when one wishes to select cases that are particularly informative. The following are 

examples of the logic on which the strategy might be based for selecting cases. 

• Extreme case sampling focuses on lI'1USU8I or special cases on the basis that 

the data collected about these I.RISU8I or extreme outcomes will enable us to 

learn the most and answer the research questions and meet the objectives 

most effectively. In respect of this strategy, the fashion innovator group can 

be considered an extreme case, where theoretical statistics suggests that 

they are only 2.5% of the total population. 

• Heterogeneous or maximum variation sampling enables us to collect data to 

describe and explain the key themes that can be observed. Patton (1990) 

states that any patterns that do emerge are likely to be of particular interest 

and value and represent the key themes. Patton (ibid.) also suggests that to 

ensure maximum variation within a sample, diverse characteristics (sample 

selection criteria) can be identified prior to selecting the sample. Regarding 

this strategy, please see the details of sample identification in the following 

section. 

• Critical case sampling selects critical cases, on the basis that they can make 

a point dramatically or because they are important. The focus of data 

collection is to understand what is happening in each critical case so that 

logical generalisations can be made. In this case, there are strong beliefs 

based on grounded theory that fashion innovators are important and 

significantly view fashion from a different standpoint. 

From the above logical strategies it can be assumed that the purposive sampling 
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technique is the most relevant method for Hypothesis II. 

The method employed in the collecting of data inevitably requires us to consider in more 

detail the subject of research ethics. This has important implications for the negotiation of 

access to people and the collection of data. This hypothesis provides challenges in terms 

of data collection. In this case it does not focus on who buys, from whom and why, as in 

the first hypothesis. Instead, thete are different ethical difficulties involved in studying the 

purchasing decision in the adopting cI new fashion. The research design in this matter has 

to concentrate on deta collection from the fashion adopter or the purchaser at a time as 

distant from the adoption as tactfulness requires. The ideal population, of course, should 

be the fashion adopter at a time as near as possible to the adoption of a new fashion. This 

could be, for instance, during shopping time in the high street, participation time at a 

fashion show, as well as implementation time at a fashion scene (e.g., clubbing). In other 

words, in Older to yield valid data on the decision-making process, the samples should be 

either in a mood for adopting fashion, being fed fashion information, searching for a new 

look, or engaged in shopping activity. 

The advantage of this ntsearch design for collecting data from those in a mood for 

adopting fashion, is that the rlaaach popUation is lRIW8'8 of the fact that they are the 

subject of research. This is c1Ie to the fact that they are alert, preparing to adopt, or 

implementing their newfy adopted looks, or otherwise searching for new fashion 

information. The prospective Interviewees are afso more likely to participate in the 

interview as they mjght feel the topic relates to a moment when they are -in the mood for 

fashion-. It is rather as if the samples are making conversation with others on the topic of 

fashion in an ordinary manner. 

Because of this consideration, the interviewing samples for this hypothesis are people 

who are found on fashion scenes, such as shopping in a high street, queuing for a fashion 

show, buying a fashion magazine, and attending a night-club. 

6.3.1.4 Instrument and Procedure 

The four-stage process of non-probebility sampling is as follows; 

1. Identify a suitable sampling frame based on the research questions and 

objectives. The sampling frame uses the same criteria as were employed in the 

questionnaire survey. This is due to the fact that, firstly, the sample is not in a 

complete list of all the cases in the population from which the sample will be 

drawn. In other words, the research objective is not concemed with members of 
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any organisation. Secondly, where no suitable list exists, it is necessary to 

compile a special sampling frame. Accordingly, the sampling frame consists of the 

4 major questions listed in 6.6.1. The interview instrument consists of two main 

parts, which are concerned with the classification of fashion adopter groups and 

the investigation of interviewees' decision-making processes, and a minor part 

which concerns personal data. 

2. Decide on a suitable sample size. It was decided that the size of the population 

should be 20 for each adopter group (fashion innovator, early fashion adopter, 

and fashion follower), which makes 60 in total. The sample size of each group has 

to be equal, however, the target quantity is calculated from the ratio of Roger's 

bell ClIVe theory,suggesting that there are 2.5 innovators in 100 of the 

population. In other words, 20 required innovators means that the whole 

population is virtually sampling from 800 samples. 

3. Select the most appropriate sampling technique and select the sample. See the 

purposive sampling technique desaibed in the previous Section. The procedure 

of the interview comprises two sequential stages: adopter classification, and the 

main investigation. The first part of the interview was designed to confirm the 

interviewees' classification based on the principles employed in Hypothesis I. In 

this part interviewees were classified by the established tools (see Section 6.6.2 

Adopter Classification Tool). The second part is the main investigation of the 

interview involving the decision-making process. 

4. Check that the sample is representative of the population. The criteria of adopter 

classification in 6.6.1 can be used to sum up the ratio of representatives of each 

group. Once the population of any of the adopter groups reaches its target, those 

excess sampfes will not be taken into account. The interviewees should be 

classified at the first stage and if they fit any of the required groups the second 

part of the interview should be carried out. 

The first part of. the interview was designed to confirm their classification based on the 

principles employed in Hypothesis 1. At the beginning 01 the interview, interviewees were 

classified by the established tools before proceeding. The total sample of 60 contained 20 

of each group. Sample groups from different social settings were selected, for example, 

from amongst the visitors to Fashion Week, from art colleges and from fashionable areas 

of London, such as Soha, while fashion followers were found in high street shopping 

areas. 

Following on from the literature review, the second part of the interview was set and 

focused on three major activities in the decision-making process: thinking, feeling and 

doing. The questions covered a variety of situations involving the adoption process, 
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derived from Figure 6.3.1. In other words, the interview was concerned with the sequence 

of activities in the process of adoption. For instance, the interviewees were asked to 

indicate their first activity in adopting their present fashion, and to give the order of their 

activities in the adoption process. 

The main interview process was added to by some supplementary questions, i.e., 

questions derived from the major questions and from the questionnaire of Hypothesis I. 

This was due to some interviewees becoming aware of the fact that their behaviours were 

the subject of this research. 

6.4 Hypothesis 3: New Fashion Life-cycle Curve 

The results from Hypotheses 1 and 2 can be demonstrated in the differentiation of each 

group of fashion adopters in terms of the processes in adopting a new fashion and internal 

forces and external forces as the factors, which drive a fashion change. These hypotheses 

can accordingly be used to cIearty classify innovators, fashIon early adopters and late 

adopters. If this is the case, it is essential to remind ourselves that Rogers' life-cycle curve 

is an ideal. It is a contention of this study that fashion diffusion in late post-modemism 

might have a different profile in terms cI quantity cI each adopter group, timing in adoption 

of new fashion and speed cI the process. By virtue of the fact that this hypothesis is a 

derivative of the previous main hypotheses, it is likely that this specific piece cI 

investigation would not yield an the differences in all the parameters. 

6.4.1 Hypothesis 3 

As discussed above, the hypothesis can be formulated as follows: 

Hypothesis 3: ·The diffusion life..cycle curve based on the mass-market theory differs 

from the classic curve of Rogers.· 

6.4.1.1 Theoretical Framework 

According to Rogers, the bell-shaped diffusion curve in Figure 3.4.4A, which was 

researched in 1962, showed the percentages of each adopters' population. This resulted 

in a classic curve. In this study, which is based on the mass-market theory, the effects 

from mass marketing and mass media are taken into account. It appears that consumers' 

interest in new fashion has increased as a consequence of the impact of the mass media. 

This has produced changes in the numbers of the population of each group and the 
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proportion of peaks and troughs relative to the time scale. It is possible that the classic 

life-cycle curve has changed to either or any of the following potential proportional curves 

as shown in Figure 6.4.1 : 
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Figure 6.4.1: potential Diffusion Life-cycle Curves 

• Curve A: high innovator take up, rapid decline; 

Time----"7 

• Curve B: medium innovator take up, high early adoption followed by rapid decline; 

• Curve C: low innovator take up, medium peak in follower take up and decline; 

• Curve 0 : classic bell curve take up and decline. 

This is a separate phenomenon to those profiles discussed in Chapter 3. This hypothesis 

is an extension of and derived from the previous hypotheses, and precisely provides 

characteristics and conditions of each group of adopters in the present fashion era, the 

late post-modernism period. In other words, this crucial information can be used as a base 

to investigate the average population in each category of the fashion adoption process. 

6.4.1.2 Methodology of Investigation 

Type of Fieldwork: Questionnaire 

Sample Number: 300 

Sample Specification: Same as for Hypothesis 1. 
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6.5 Hypothesis 4: Diffusion through the 
collectivities 

6.5.1 Hypothesis 4 

Hypothesis 4: "Fashions diffuse from innovators through all directions of collectivities· 

6.5.1.1 Theoretical Framework 

According to the literature reviews in Section 3.5.4, King (1963) summarises the mass-

market theory as "each social dass has its own fashion innovators and opinion leaders, 

. who play key roles in starting new fashions within their peer social networks. Fashion 

information and personal influence "trickJe-across" each social dass, with fashion 

influence between social equals predominating over the vertical flow of fashion from upper 

to lower classes.' 

Sproles and Bums (1994) condude in the mass-market theory that the system of mass 

production in the fashion indJstry, canbined with mass communication of fashion 

information through many different media, makes new styles and information about new 
styles available simultaneously to all socio-eCOnOmic dasses of the population. This 

makes it possible for diffusion to occur simultaneously in each class, and the trickJe-down 

process is effectively eliminated. 

From my point of view, I agree with the mass-market theory in principle, inasmuch as , 

support the main ideas that: 

• 

• 

The system of mass production, mass communication, mass media and mass 

marketing can provide new fashion objects Simultaneously to all socio-economic 

classes. 

Each Social class and/or age group has its own fashion innovators and opinion 

leaders. 

However, , do not agree with some points implicit in the theory, and the mass-market 

theory cannot therefore, in my view, supplant the existing theory. My critical points are: 

• Fashion does not diffuse through peers within the class itself; instead, it diffuses 

through social collectivities. This distinction in terminology is clarified later. 

• Apparently, King, Sproles, Burns and otherS accept that the class system still 

exists. My critical perspective supports the idea that the diffusion is either through 
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trickle down or trickle across or bottom up, and can come from any direction. 

I also give credence to the ideas of Fallers (1954) in Section 3.5.1, when he suggests that 

trickle down, in the sense of the transformation of status-symbolic consumption patterns, 

is a factor. As I show in the mechanism exemplified in Figure 3.5.1, consumption patterns 

express, reproduce, and potentially transform social collectivities. Holt (1997) created the 

term ·collectivities· in the following context: 

·Collectivities are groups of people who have been socialised in similar conditions, 

are embedded in similar social relations, and so tend to have similar cultural 

understandings. Collectivities, then, are a particular type of group that is more 

macroscopic than groups such as families, organisations, or peer groups that are 

based on sustained interaction. ... Collectivities are constituted and sustained 

through social processes ... Thus, just because people share a common 

demographic characteristic does not mean that they form a collectivity. II 

(Holt, 1997) 

I would argue that there are innovators and fashion leaders in all socio-economic classes, 

but the diffusion process is realised through the collectivities rather than through the peers 

within the same class. The diffusion spreads in all directions cJependent upon the 

innovators' placing in position or status in a collectivity. For instance, an innovator of a 

collectivity may be middle class. His style would influence those members of the same 

collectivity either within the same class, or the lower class or, possibly, the upper class. 

If the result is consistent with the idea of Fallers (trickle down via status-symbolic 

consumption pattern) the mass-market theory must be revised. This might lead to a new 
version of mass-market fashion leadership theoty. As well as the results of the diffusion 

through collectivities, additionally the principle of my fashion process model, my fashion 

retail model, and my fashion change-agent model can be supported because of the impact 

of change in all aspects of socio-cultural and economic activities since the theories were 

developed. 

6.5.1.2 Methodology of Investigation 

Type of Fieldwork: Questionnaire 

Sample Number: 300 

Sample Specification: Same as for HypothesiS 1. 
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The methodology, sample number and specification of this hypothesis are the same as 

those used for Hypothesis 1. 

6.6 Questionnaire Instrument 

6.6.1 component of the Questionnaire 

A questionnaire as the instrument of the empirical studies was developed from the above 

theoretical frameworks aimed at 

• classifying fashion adopters into four main groups: fashion innovator, early fashion 

adopter, fashion follower, and laggard; 

• measuring their ·differentiating force" and "socialising force"; 

• investigating their fashion arbiters or persons who influence their looks . 

The questionnaire as shown in Appendix III consisted of tour parts. The first parts were set 

as criteria to identify the samples in terms of adopter classification. In this part, questions 

were asked relating to their pen:eptions of their: 

• level of creativity and experfenc:e in creativity for self appearance; 

• level of consumption of fashionable commodities; 

• their perception of themselves as a fashion leader; 

• their perception of their image of fashion leader as viewed by others. 

Among these four aiteria, the level of creativity and experience in creativity for self-

appearance is valued as the most important. This Is due to the true fashion innovators 

usually express their response to social issues ahead of the availability of commercial 

fashion products. Fashion innovators may simply be the first to wear new styles of the 

fashion industry but often they are creative consumers who invent new looks themselves. 

This may come from many sources: mixing and matching styles currently on the market, 

shopping second-hand stores, decorating elements, or even creative home sewing. The 

third and foc.rth aiteria are also important because these perceptions as fashion leader in 

the social circle are driven by the differentiating force. The second part was set in 8 

questions to measure the level of socialising and differentiating forces through self-

expreSSion by looking at various factors, i.e., fashion attitude, confidence, expression, and 

choices in fashion and in colours. Those questions provided Likert-scale choices on a 5-

point scale. The third part of the questionnaire was set in 2 questions to measure the 

direction of fashion diffusion. The finaf part asked for personal information. 
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6.6.2 Adopter Classification Tool 

In the first part of the survey, the samples were divided into four adopter groups based 

upon a scoring system as shown in Figure 6.6.2. Each answer in the first part of the 

questionnaire was given a score, for instance, 1, 3, 5, and 7 points for the least to the 

greatest level of creativity, respectively. 

Score 

Innovator 

Figure 6.6.2: scoring Tool 

6.7 Result and Analysis 

The fieldwork survey was divided into two stages: pilot and actual surveys. 

6.7.1 pilot Fieldwork: Methodology 

The pilot fieldwork survey was set up in order to test the questionnaire and interview 

instrument. These were based on the principles that the questionnaire had to be easily 

understood, minimal in length and, in terms of involving the psychological aspect, with 

clear question and answer choices and, finally, an attractive format. 

The pilot sample was 22. The method of survey was interview rather than a method 

involving filling-in boxes. Interviewing can be more interactive inasmuch as during the 

survey some questions can be altered, explained, and alternative questions can be 

devised. All of this refines the focus and intention of the questionnaire and impacts on the 

quality of the subsequent data. 

6.7.1.1 Problems 

During the pilot survey some problems arose which can be summarised as follows: 
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1. The questionnaire contained too many repeated questions. For instances, 

question 4, 5 and 6, each of which was formerly divided into two questions asking 

the same point, one in colour and the other in style. Therefore, these repeated 

questions were merged into one. 

2. Some of the contents had to be revised, such as question 7 needed current 

exemplary situation i.e., wearing a glittering outfit for a millennium party. 

3. Some questions provided insufficient information and choice of response, e.g., 

question about the consumers' purchasing location needed to indicate some 

examples such as Oxford Street, Kensington High St and Bond Street. 

4. Choices in some section were too numerous and the format of the question was 

too long, resulting in either confusion or boredom. There were many sub-divided 

ranges of age of respondents and ranges of quantity of fashion items purchased 

per season. The former version of question 8 was "How much would you be 

concerned if you disagreed about fashion and colour with others in your social 

circle? and Do you care about a disagreement on your fashion and colour 

preference?", in which the later part was deleted. 

5. It was very diffiarlt to find interviewees who might be considered "fashion 

innovators". 

6. On the day of the pilot, which was concIuCted outdoors, the weather conditions 

were bad. 

6.7.1.2 Initial Analysis 

1. The interviewees were roughly classified in three categories. There were 5 

potential innovators, 5 potential fashion early adopters, and 12 fashion followers. 

2. The responses from the innovator group supported the hypotheses. 

3. The responses from the early fashion adopters and fashion follower groups were 

likewise supportive of the hypotheses in general. There was, however, a small 

percentage, which did not conform to expectation. 

4. Most of the fashion followers usually buy fashion garments from high street 

retailers, and most early adopters buy fashion garments mainly from higher 

market brands. By contrast, there were mixed sources of purchasing fashion for 

fashion innovators. This is due to the fact that fashion innovators always modify 

by re-styling, decorating or mixing and matching their garments into their own 

style rather than totally pursue the style suggested from the suppliers. Most of the 

responses from the fashion innovators were at the main maximum or minimum in 

the "Likert scale". While most of high street brands provide popular fashion goods. 
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5. Almost all of the interviewees had had experience in creating their own individual 

fashion looks. 

The notions and experiences derived from the pilot survey were invaluable in revising and 

developing the final version of the questionnaire. Some of the sample categories, such as 

fashion innovators, were difficult to locate in the general environment in which the pilot 

survey took place. It therefore became apparent that this group would need to be specially 

targeted in some other way. 

Laggard Fashion Follower Early Adopter Innovator 

Figure 6.7.2A: Adopter Classification and Frequency of Each 
Adopter Group 

6.7.2 Revised Final Survey: Results and Analysis 

The final version of the questionnaire and interview questions is shown in Appendix Ill, 

300 questionnaires, together with a return envelope and a postage stamp, were 

distributed to the samples (see sample specification in Section 6.2.1). The overall 

response rate was 57% of returned questionnaires. 5.9 % of the respondents were 

innovators, 35.3 % early fashion adopters, 50 % fashion followers and 8.8 % laggards. 

Figure 6.7.2A shows adopter classification and the frequency of each group. 

6.7.2.1 Results and Analysis: Hypothesis I 

All the results of the questionnaire were set against Hypothesis I as shown in Table 

6.7.2A. The collected data clearly showed a good range of respondents in tenns of 

fashion and confirmed the concepts of the differentiating and socialising forces, which was 

the core principle of the hypothesis. 

The degrees of searching for new or individual fashion are shown in Table 6.7.2A 11 . Of 

fashion innovators, 20 % were "always", 30 % "usually" and another 40 % "often", unable 

to find the right fashion style in the marketplace. The major result of early fashion adopters 
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and followers are 38.3% "often", and 48.1 % "often", respectively, unable to find fashion 

styles that they want. It is obvious that all of the major results of those adopter groups are 

similarly in "often". However, the results of "always" and "usually" descend from 

innovators, early fashion adopters and followers. Innovators, who keep looking for 

something new, have always been unable to find the garment, which they want. This is 

because their primary need is not yet responded to by the fashion industry. 

Table 6.7.2A: Results: Hypothesis I 
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In Table 6.7.2AJ2, 40 % of innovators mainly said they "rarely" felt any conflict and 80 % of 

them bought what they wanted. Early adopters' results are 26.7 % "usually", 33.3 % 

"often" and 25 % "sometime" felt any conflict and 63.3 % of them bought what they liked. 

The major responses of fashion followers are downward to 45.8 % "often" and 29.4 % 

"sometime" and 56.4 % of them were sometimes influenced in what they bought. This 

means when making decisions, followers have had more conflicts than innovators and 

early fashion adopters. The outcomes of their decisions are shown in Table 6. 7.2A /3. 

Table 6.7.2Al4, 40 % of innovators said they "always' dressed in a different style and 

colour from others. While the major results of early fashion adopters and followers are 48 

% and 41.2 %, respectively, "often" dressed differently from existing style. The degrees of 

differentiation in style and colour increase from followers to early adopters and to 

innovators. 

Table 6.7.2A 15 shows the highest responses of innovators,.which are 30 % "annoying" 

and 50 % "a little bit annoyinsf. While the highest responses of early fashion adopters and 

followers are "a littfe bit 8I'1I'lOyinsf, and "no problem", respectively. Innovators, who want 
to be different. tend to be uncomfortable when they find the fashion they are wearing is 

widely popular. Accorcfmg to the principle of differentiating force, they usually feel that 

fashion has become boring. Early fashion adopters and followers, on the other hand, feel 

more comfortable when that fashion is widely adopted. 

The degrees of confidence when fashion adopters wear cutting edge fashion are shown in 

Table 6.7.2A 16. Half of innovators said they were ·very confident" and the other half said 

"confident". VVhile 58.3 % of early fashion felt "confident". On the other hand, 

fashion followers' main responses are 45.9 % "just confident". This question is one of the 

indicators of how much differentiating force each fashion adopter has. 

Table 6.7.2A n shows the degree of conformity of each adopter group. 100 % of fashion 

innovators and 68.3 % of early adopters were strongly confident. They do not care when 

their styles do not conform to the majority of the group. Meanwhile, the results of 

followers are scattered, 57.6 % of followers said "don't care", 21.1 % said "change to the 

60s style" and another 21.1 % want to "persuade friends to dress like them". This question 

reveals a combination of differentiating force and socialising force, particularly when these 

forces operate within a small group. It can be seen that the degree of differentiating force 

diminishes from innovators to followers. 

Table 6.7.2A 18 shows the agreement and disagreement with others' opinions in fashion 
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and colour concerned each adopter group to different degrees. 40 % and 50 % of fashion 

innovators said they "ne,!,er" and "rarely", respectively, care about a disagreement. 

Similarly, most of the early adopters' responses were 33.3 % "never" and 45 % "rarely". 

While, 'most of followers' responses were 47 % ·rarely" and 23.5 % ·sometimes· 

concerned with others' opinion in their fashion. The degree of how concerned they were 

about their style with regard to others' opinions inaeases from fashion innovators to early 

adopters and to followers. 

According to the analysis of the suvey, fashion innovators were classified by the four 

criteria in Section 6.6.1. The results show very clear distinction of level in every aspect of 

all measurements. The arrows, shown in the result tables indicate either descending or 

ascending directions, where innovators' results were always the most extreme. The 

remainders of the results were inaementally lower through the early fashion adopters, 

followers and laggards, respectively. Innovators showed their dressing preferences in 

different styles and co/cxn from others. They were negatively effected the most when 

wearing similar fashion with others. They are unlikely to be influenced by friends, social 

circle, commercial strategies or media. Fashion innovators are extremely confident of their 

standpoints, styles, and preferences, in particular when wearing cutting edge fashion and 

tolerance to others' persuasion. 

The results reveal innovators we characterised by the high degree of tolerance In relation 

towards all aspects as well as their inherent psychological desire to be unique or different. 

Indeed, the sense of being diff8l8l1t can be manipulated through fashion. In other words, 

innovators use fashion items to accent their uniqueness. When these two conflicting 

impulses operate, ambivalence is simultaneously aested in which the adoption of new 

fashion is the solution. It can be clearly seen from the survey results that fashion 

innovators is driven by differentiating force more than the socialising force 

In contrast. fashion followers were likely to be radically influenced by others, marketing 

strategies and the media. They were less confident and also likely to adopt a new fashion 

when that fashion had been adopted for a while or when many others were wearing it 

They felt more confident when wearing a style similar to that worn by others. They were 

unlikely to aeate their own look. 

The forces to differentiate and to conform can be seen to be varied in each adopter group, 

which supports the hypothesis. The more differentiating force and less socialising force 

drives innovators to adopt fashion. VVhen the new style has been spreading over for a 

while, fashion followers are driven by the more socialising force and less differentiating 

force to adopt that fashion. 
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Figure 6.7.2B: Fashion Innovators at the London Fashion Week 2001 

6.7.2.2 Results and Analysis: Hypothesis II 

All of the interview objectives were briefly clarified prior to the interview session, noting in 

particular that they did not concern all factors of consumption and/or marketing strategies, 

i.e. price-point, shop location, sales service, advertising and promotion. Instead, they 

revolved around the step-by-step reasons or influences relating to how consumers behave 

when they adopt a new fashion. After interviewing, all the responses were classified by the 

criteria of adopter classification (see 6.6.1). The 59 samples can be classified into three 

main adopter groups. These are: 19 fashion innovators, 20 early fashion adopters, and 20 

fashion followers. Figure 6.7.28 shows some samples classified as "fashion innovator" . 

The first question starts with the general issue of the reason or influence that drives 

consumers to buy a new fashion item. It is the approach question asking "what usually 

made consumers buy a new fashion garmenf'. It is an open question in which 

interviewees felt free to talk. As a result, many of them gave more than one answer. As 

shown in Table 6.7.28, the results show that fashion innovators strongly behaved 

according to Answers 1, 2 and 3, their responses being 18, 14 and 7 in number 

respectively. 

None of them said they were "aware" of their look as indicated in Answers 6 and 7. These 

results give a strong indication that innovators do not dress to impress others, and that 

they are not aware of what is in fashion. Instead they want new fashion items, either 
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purchased or self-made, which they use as a means of self-expression. At the other end 

of the scale, fashion followers tend to use fashion as a way to socialise with their group. 

What usually made you go and buy a new fashion garment? 

1. Some new items to be used to express my new-self while old stuffs cannot do. 

2. Feeling or the need to change 

3. The need to experiment with the way I look 

I like to try many styfes to see what suits me 

My perception of the need to be fashionable 

I need to dress in a certain way that is acceptable to others 

7. An awareness of the way I currenfiy look 

Table 6.7.2B: Interview Question 1 

followings migti be the prime reason when change look for the nexlseason? 

1. Just the feel ing to change the fashion I am currently wearing. 

Something that does not follow the fashion rule or high street chic. 

It is the sense that clothes in my wardrope do not fit my feeling. 

something that is new to me. I like to explore . 

. Any that wi ll be popular. let 's see the mood of people. 

when I try on any new arrival, to see t tike any. 

Simple design that can wear last long. 

B. Influence from favorite celebrities and my social circle. 

Design that made me look good and can get along with people. 

Table 6.7.2C: Interview Question 2 

Table 6.7.2C shows the resul ts of Question 2 which asks "which of the following might be 

the prime reason when interviewees change their look for the next season". This is a close 

question and the interviewer showed 9 alternative choices to interviewees. The results of 
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fashion followers show that 45% got influences from their social icons, 25% updated their 

style to fit social taste, 15% looked for just a basic or classic style to carry on their social 

life or norm (shown in Answers 8, 9 and 7, respectively) . Meanwhile, early fashion 

adopters" responses scattered between Answers 1, 4, 5, 6, 8 and 9. The major result, 

35%, went to Answer 6 - to try on a new arrival and to see whether they liked it or not. In 

contrast, fashion innovators' responses were in Answers 1, 2, 3 and 4, which scored 

15.8%, 42.11%, 31 .58% and 10.50%, respectively. Their major answer was that they 

wanted a style which differed from "high street popular". 

place the following statements in an order 

best describes what you do when you change your style. 

Table 6.7.20: Interview Question 3 

Question 3 focuses on the sequence of the decision-making process. The three steps of 

adopting a new fashion were extracted from Robertson's model (see Section 5.1). These • 

three steps were provided to the interviewees as a jigsaw framework. The interviewees 

were asked to arrange the sequence of how they usually behaved in the decision-making 

process when adopting a new fashion. The results, shown in Table 6.7.20, clearly show 

that 73.7% of fashion innovators said they change style in accordance with their feeling or 

the need to be different from others. In contrast, the results for early fashion adopters are 

quite evenly balanced. In other words, there is no clear pattern for this adopter group. 

Indeed, the major result for the fashion followers is 61 .9%, indicating that fashion followers 

start their process of adoption with their need to be fashionable. 

In order to clarify the pattem of these three adopter groups, Figure 6.7.2C summarises the 

decision-making process of fashion innovators and fashion followers. It can be clearly 

seen that fashion innovators' pattem shows a strong trend in all steps with 73.7%, 63.2% 

and 89.4%, sequentially. In contrast, the fashion followers' pattern can be split into two 

routes: pattern 81 and 82 as shown in Figure 6.7.2C. Although their process of adopting a 

new fashion does not show a consensus, this shows a clear result that the starting point in 

changing their style is to make themselves up-to-date or to be fashionable. 
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Patterns .of the Decision-Making Process 

Pattern A· 
Fashion Innova·or 

Pattem B1: 
Fashion Follower 

Pattem 82: 
Fashion Follower 

89.4% 

63.2% Be Fashionable 

73.7% Trial ___ --' 
Feeling [0 Change 

38.1% 

42.8% Feeling to Change 

61 .9% Trial 
Be Fashionable _______ I 

42.8% 
38 .1% 

Trial 
61.9% Feeling to Change 

_-r"'=------' 
Be Fashiona:::.:bl.::..e ...,..-==--______ ---' 

1st Step 2nd Step 3rd Step 

Fi gure 6.7. 2c: Different patterns of the Decision-Making process 
of Major Adopter Groups 

The results show that the patterns in the decision-making process in changing to a new 

fashion of two major adopter groups (fashion innovator and fashion follower) are different. 

This can be explained by the fact that fashion innovators do not concern themselves with 

what is in fashion. When the present fashion is saturated and firmly established, fashion 

innovators are driven by their "feeling" or "differentiating force" to search for a new form of 

fashion. They search for a new symbolic difference or adopt a new fashion. 

There are various possible situations in which innovators change styles. In cases where a 

new fashion look is unavailable, fashion innovators tend to create new looks for 

themselves. The survey results also support this idea, as most innovators generally create 

their own looks, either by cutting and sewing, decorating, re-styling old dresses, or mixing 

and matching dresses. Alternatively, a newly available fashion, perhaps one which has 

been recently launched, can make innovators feel sufficiently different to adopt that 

fashion look. 

On the other hand, the fashion followers' pattern of decision-making is clearly different. 

Both the decision-making patterns observed start from the same point - the need to be 

up-to-d&te. It can be said that style awareness is the major step which followers always 

concern themselves with. Presumably they feel safe when they wear the fashionable style. 
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At this point it can be stressed that there are two main different inherent psychological 

forces for fashion adopters at the starting point of the adoption process. Innovators are 

mainly forced by their internal impuise to change or adopt a new fashion, On the other 

hand, fashion fo/lowers are mainly forced by the other kind of impulse, which is 

"socialising force", to conform in their behaviour, needs, taste, style, etc. to a basic norm 

that has been established by fashion innovators and early adopters. 

It can be concluded that Hypothesis " is positive. The results and analysis are 

summarised as follows; 

• Fashion innovators have their distinctive pattern in the decision-making process, 

which is -reeling, trial and then to be fashionable". The first step in their process is 

confirmed by other results as ·feeling the need to change". 

• Fashion followers have two similar patterns, with both pattems starting from a 

need "to be fashionable". 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

Fashion imovators change their look because of'their internal impulse, the 

"differentiating force". This internal impulse functions not merely to differentiate 

their style from others, but also to satisfy the need for self-expression, in which old 

or current fashion items can no longer serve their present self. 

Fashion followers are cttven by the "socialising force" to behave at a certain level 

in order to satisfy the need to be acceptable to others. 

The results from the rest of the questions were consistent with these findings. The 

results of the early fashion adopters are diverse, and do not form a significant 

pattern. 

The results of Hypothesis II 81'8 of benefit to all fashion suppliers in the way in 

which the complexity of fashion adoption by different adopters is naw initially 

clarified. Each fashion adopter group is indeed different in many respects, and 

these must be taken into account when supplying fashion. 

The results provide sufficient support for HypotheSis II. The model of the dedsion-

making process proposed by Robertson (see Section 5.1) cannot be applied to 

the behaviour of fashion innovators. However, the model can perfectly explain the 

process of decision-making of fashion followers, who are the major population. 

6.7.2.3 Results and Analysis: Hypothesis III 

The populations of each adopter group are shown in Figure 6.7.2A. As previously 

mentioned, 5.9 % of the respondents were innovators, 35.3 % early fashion adopters, 50 

% fashion fO/lowers and B.B % laggards. Although these four categories are not intended 
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to simulate the five conventional adopter groups classified by Rogers, the results are 

shown in the form of a bell curve. The quantity of the major adopter categories does not 

conform to the ideal. The complete set of the percentages proportionally does, however, 

create a bell curve. 

The results of this Hypothesis suggest the conclusion that the proportion of fashion 

adopter categories, ranged from fashion innovators, fashion early adopters, fashion 

followers to laggards, is not much different from the ideal Rogers' profile. However, the 

prOfile of fashion diffusion in the present era is significantly changed, in the way in which 

the new proportion quantity is larger in the initial stage of diffusion and smaller at the end. 

This new profile can be seen in the imbalance in the curve, where the first half contains 

more population than the second half. 

This reflects the fact that marketing strategy at the present time works much more 

effectively than in previous eras. Marketing strategy in this scenario is implicit since there 

appears to be much more heavily stimulated consumption together with retail supply, 

which provides and distributes commodities in a rapid and accessible way. 

do you think you influence In term 

CLOSE FRIENDS 

_.!:--f---.:1.---f--l'-i.B. OTHER FRIENDS 

ACQJAINTANCes 

FAMilY 

_'::"'-I---=:---f---i.E. COllEAGUes 

BOSS 

SUBORDINATE STAFFS 

H. PEOPLE WHO SEE liE 

Table 6.7.2F: Results: Hypothesis IV 

These results do not conform either to the ideal prinCiple of the mass-market theory. On 

the contrary, the new profile of diffusion population reflects the failure of mass-market 

theory, which actually relies on a co-operation between mass-production, the mass-

market and the mass media, which cannot yield the theory's principle. Even though the 

industry produces mass commodities, the marketplace provides goods simultaneously, 

and the products are propagandised throughout society, fashion objects are still 
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purchased, adopted, and used by different categories of consumers in a time sequence. 

As long as consumers consist of different adopter categories and as long as those 

different adopters have different levels of socialising and differentiating forces, the mass-

market theory cannot be precisely applicable to the fashion diffusion and adoption 

processes. While mass-market theory is appropriate for standard or basic commodities 

like cfothing items, its uses in explaining the phenomena of fashion are limited. 

6.7.2.4 Results and Analysis: Hypothesis IV 

Hypothesis IV is undertaken together with the main hypotheses. The Hypothesis is 

supported by the results as shown in Table 6.7.2F. In general, the results show various 

directions of fashion diffusion from which individual adopters were influenced or influenced 

others. In other words, diverse directions, both to and from higher status, peers, family 

and lower status groups can be seen in the results. The scattering around of the 

responses indicates that fashions may be diffused in and from any direction of the cfass 

system. Regarding cfass structure, the directions at any time can be tricklEHbYn, bottom-

up or trickle-aaoss, and it is possible that fashion might diffuse in a/l directions at the 

same time. 

The other important point is that fashion is mainly diffused through ·collectivities·. As 

described earlier, collectivities are not a group of peers or all people at work, but are 

people who have the same interests and preferences in, for example, hobbies, movies, 

music, social issues, politics, etc. Because of this, cfose friends who are most likely to join 

the same activities can be best categorised as "collectivities·. Another significant group, 

"people you see in leisure and Socialising time", which shows very good results, is also 

considered as a ·collectivity", in the sense that leisure and socialising times are believed 

to be one of the main situations in which social interaction amongst people in a particular 

sub-society truly occurs. 

6.8 Conclusion 

All the Hypotheses are supported overall by the results obtained empirically. Firstly, the 

pattern of adopting a new fashion is different for innovators compared to followers. This 

explains "how" particular groups of adopters behave differently when a new fashion 

emerges. Secondly, HypotheSis I confirms that psychological factors playa part in "why" 

fashion followers display less self-expression than fashion innovators. The proportion of 

the number in each fashion group is consistent with the general fashion-retailing 

marketplace. For instance, 50 % of our samples were classified as followers, which is 
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consistent with the fact that ·about half of all the brands in the marketplace are targeted at 

those followers. Thirdly, fashion is diffused through collectivities from any direction of 

origin. The direction. is started by fashion innovators to early adopters, followers and finally 

laggards, and the innovators may be located in any dass or position in the dass system. 

Hypothesis III was not, however, supported by the results in a way that suggests that 

marketing theory is not applicable to the present era. To put it another way, it is shown 

that fashion diffusion at the present time has a profile similar to the ideal bell curve, but 

OCCUrs more Speedily and the population of each adopter category is slightly different. 

Based on the foregoing discussion, the aux of the issue in this section was to investigate 

the complicated mechanisms operating when individuals negotiate with self. The study 

reveals both the "how" and the "why" of the underlying factors in the fashion adoption 

process. In the emerging of a new fashion, the results of negotiation with self of fashion 

innovators, which create symbolic ambiguities, are the most crucial. Fashion innovators 

create ambiguity that paves the way for a new fashion direction. As a result, fashion 

deSigners and suppliers always search for a new sense of fashion from innovators. This 

activity is known as "cool hunting" (Armstrong. 1999; O'Brien, 1999). The results shown 

here suggest that 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

New fashion always has to be different (although it evolves) from firmly 

established fashion; 

New fashion makes innovative consumers feel differently, thus enabling the 

fashion to begin; 

Our understanding of the direction of fashion is refined by the collective popularity 

suggested by Blumer's collective selection theory (19698). Popularity is indeed 

driven by a socialising force and can be generally found in "collectivities·; 

Fashion followers try to conform to the new conditions detennining social 

approbation by increasing their awareness of "how to be fashionable·; 

High street brands are unlikely, therefore, to provide cutting edge commodities . 

It can be concluded that fashion innovators are at the centre of generating new social 

fashion, as well as providing the basis for fashion change options. 

Endnote 

I Features of positivism include independence. value-freedom, causality, hypothetico-

deductive approach, operationalisafion, reductionism, generalisation, and cross-sectional 

analysis. 
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Chapter 7 

The Fashion Translation 
Process Model 

This is the final stage in the development of the Fashion Process Model as discussed in 

this thesis. Previously. the Fashion Transformation Process Modef divided the area of 

investigation into falx realms. which were designated as being the macro-subjective. 

macro-objective, micro-objective and micro-subjective realms. respectively. The process 

starts and ends at the subjective levef and moves through the realms perpetually in a 

spiral direction. 

7.1 The Garment of Fashion 

The motivaticn for further development of the model was precipitated by the observation 

of Roland Barthes, whose work in semiotics relating to the fashion system is as significant 

as it is controversial.' 'n his book "The Fashion System", Barthes (1983; 1985) studies the 

semiotics of fashion and reveals the distinguishing structures of fashion representations. 

UTo study the garment of Fashion would first be to study each of these three 

structures separately and exhaustively, for a structure cannot be defined apart 

from the substantial identity of the units which constitute it: we must study either 

acts, or images, or words, but not all these substances at once, '" N 

Barthes (1983: p. 7) 
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The above quotation refers to his study of various structures in fashion but is not truly 

about the "fashion phenomenon" per se. Barthes clarifies constructions of fashion in three 

different forms, which he suggests are technological, iconic and verbal. 

·These three structures do not have the same circulation pattern. The 

technological structure appears as a mother tongue of which the real garments 

derived from it are only instances of ·speech". The two other structures (iconic and 

verbal) are also languages, but if we believe Fashion magazines, which always 

claim to discuss a primary real garment, these are derived languages, "translated" 

from the mother tongue; they intervene as circulation relays between this mother 

tongue and its instances of ·speech" (the real garments). II 

(ibid.: p. 5-6) 

However, there are some significant key notions from the above quotation, which are 

worth further consideration, in resped of this thesis. These are: 

• fashion is viewed as some form of language; 

• 

• 

fashion can appear in different forms of language: technological, iconic and text 

garments; 

forms of fashion can be derived by the process of translation . 

There are some arguments and diSQJSsions regarding the above key notions, which are 

aligned as follows. 

7.1.1 Fashion as a Form of Language 

Barthes views the fashion structures as a form of language. There has been a paradoxical 

debate regarding the issue of whether language is a derivative of semiotics or vice versa. 

However, whether it is language (linguistic) or visual representation (semiotic), or both, 

fashion is perceived by many as a means of communication among people. It is agreed 

that fashion and clothing can be used as ways of communicating class, gender, sexual 

and social identities. Bamard (1996) explains that fashion and clothing are also accepted 

as a form of non-verbal communication although some words, like the "brand name", can 

be found on the fashion item. The slogan and brand name on clothing and fashion contain 

far more meaning than its being or its abbreviation. This, however, is the development of 

the fashion language in the late 20s century. 

Eco (quoted in Barnard, 1996: p.26) suggests that "clothes are assembled into something 

like sentences, the outfit or ensemble, in much the same way as words are assembled 
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into sentences". This idea is supported by Lurie .(1992), in the way in which clothes can be 

words and can be assembled into sentences as the language of clothes has its own 

vocabulary and grammar. Figure 7.1.1, a cartoon drawing by R. Chast in the New Yorker 

Magazine, ironically illustrates the communication ability of fashionable clothing. 
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Figure 7.1.1: Language of Fashion (After: R. chast, 1998) 

From another point of view, it can be said that each detail in clothes can be significant of 

something, but only as much as the level of the symbol (symbolic order) can achieve. An 

evening dress can, for example, say something in the way in which the details in the dress 

are combined to make sentences. Further to this for instance; a red colour is usually 

agreed to refer to hotness, confidence and power; shiny textured fabric refers to luxury, 

bias-cut that clings to the body is said to signify glamour and self indulgence; a slit from 

the hem to the hip on one side of the skirt can be a symbol of sexuality; fur and animal 
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skins were representational of sophistication: more recently they have come to suggest 

predatory female sexuality. (Fur or skin simulations by contrast have come to represent 

the ironic or humorous critique of the previous perceptions.) Each detail plays its role as a 

symbol, which refers to a specific point of meaning, but not to a guiding principle or 

direction. The sentence emerges when these symbols are gathered together by 

individuals in a particular way and presented through the gesture of the wearer. Those 

symbols work like vocabulary and combine in a syntactical way in one dimension of 

fashion as communication. Therefore, the fashion item is considered as a means of 

communication and its ability in communicating is equal to the spoken and written 

language forms. 

In another significant dimension, fashion is about sending and receiving messages. 

However, Fiske (1990) and Blumer (1969b) distinguish two Significant frameworks of 

thought in the communication mechanism, which are "communication as a process' and 

·communication as a social interaction-. 

7.1.1.1 Communication as a process 

The first mechanism considered is "communication as a process', in which the sender 

intends to send a message to some receivers via a medium. 

"The garment, on this account, then, is the medium in which one person sends a 

message to another person. /t is by means of the garment that one person intends 

to communicate their message to another person. The message, on this account, 

is the sender's intention and it is this that is transmitted by the garment in the 

communication process. The message is a/so, of course, what is received by the 

receiver." 

(Barnard, 1996: p. 28) 

In this sense, the effect of the sent message on the receiver creates SOCial interaction. In 

other words, social interaction is the final result where the communication starts with the 

sender communicating via a medium to a receiver. Bamard (ibid.) further discusses the 

question of who is the sender, the designer or the wearer? It can be a sort of collaborative 

sending, whereas the fashion item is pre-signified by the designer. For the purposes of 

deve/oping the argument within the confines of this thesis, we shall adopt the standpoint. 

especially relating to the conceptual model, that deSigners interpret what consumers want 

at the initial stage of the design process and provide so-called ·pre-signified" products to 

the market. Fashion commodities are then selected by consumers to form assemblages 
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aiming for their individual looks. Accordingly, fashion objects become the symbols that 

represent what the wearers want to communicate. In this sense, the credit of being the 

sender goes to the wearer rather than the designer. 

Barnard suggests or implies, when he raises the question of who is the sender between 

the designer and the wearer, that a fashion object is a piece of spaceu. According to 

Lefebvre (1991) in "The Production of Space", the third element of space is ·Space of 

Representation', suggesting that a fashion object can be understood as a space, where 

representation is yet to be determined. If this is the case, then the wearer or the body 

determines the representation, or rather the representation is only achieved once it is 

worn. 

7.1.1.2 Communication as a social Interaction 

Communication perceived as a "social interaction" contradicts to some extent the 

assertion of communication as a "process·. The principle of this framework is laid down 

through an opposite mechanism in the way in which people are already social members of 

a culture or community and social interaction is the beginning of the communication 

process, not the result as suggested by the former framework. Douglas and Isherwood 

(1979) imply that communication via everyday goods is a communicative phenomenon, or 

the production and exchange of meanings. 

" ... the structured system of meanings, a culture, enables individuals to construct 

an identity by means of communication. " 

(Barnard, 1996: p. 29) 

"It is the wearing of the baggy, rolled up trousers, puffa jacket, baseball cap and 

expensive trainers that constitutes someone as a Ragga rather than that one is a 
Ragga and then goes out to get the clothes. II 

(ibid.: p. 30) 

In this framework, the negotiation of meanings is the central locale, where the members of 

a community interact and negotiate either with self or with others by focusing on the 

exchange of meanings. Indeed, this framework of communication can be applied to the 

Fashion Transformation Process Model. 
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7.1.2 Three Forms of Fashion Language 

Continuing this discussion, the same existing fashion can be exemplified by three differing 

forms. These can be a real garment, a photographic icon, and a text or verbal description. 

The technological structure defined by Barthes is the real garment, while the other two are 

instances of it. The latter two structures are understood as representatives of the real or 

technological garment in the way in which the fashion garment has to exist at first and 

then there follow the two subsequent forms. Those latter forms, therefore, exist afterwards 

and are usually used for publicity in the mass media, i.e. fashion magazines and 

newspapers. 

It is agreed that the latter two forms, iconic and text, are instances of the technological 

garment, but it can be argued that these three different forms are not the "fashion" per se. 

Fashion is, as defined in this thesis, a style of an appreciated concept in dressing that is 

temporary adopted and socially identified by a number of people. The real garment can be 

said to be just a fashion object. Therefore, all these three different forms are actually true, 

objective fashion instances, attempting to simulate and provide the entity of fashion. The 

real garment is then. an object that is available to be used to represent the weare"s 

concept of living. Meanwhile, the iconic and descriptive garments become a tool to visually 

realise some idea of what the fashion entity is. 

7.1.3 Process of Translation 

Barthas also points out that the instances are derived through a process of "translation". 

However, it can be argued that the derivatives of fashion from the real garment to the 

iconic and verbal garment are not "translation". Instead, there is just "transformation" in the 

way in which its form changes from one to another. In other words, they are copies of 

reality. 

7.2 Sociological and semiological Fashion 
Process 

However, "translation" becomes 8 significant keyword when Barthes distinguishes two 

processes of the fashion phenomenon. 

"Nonetheless, the objectives of sociology and semiology are, in the present case, 

entirely different: the sociology of Fashion (even if it remains to be constituted) 
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starts from a model of imagined origin (the garment conceived of by the fashion 

group) and follows (or should follow) its actua/isation through a series of real 

garments; it therefore seeks to systematise certain actions and to relate them to 

social conditions, standards of living, and roles. Semiology does not follow the 

same path at al/; it describes a garment which from beginning to end remains 

imaginary, or, if one prefers, purely intellective; it lead us to recognise not 

Practices but images. The sociology of Fashion is entirely directed toward real 

clothing; the semiology of Fashion is directed toward a set of collective 

representations. " 

9-10) 

Fashion from the above perception exists in two distinct arenas; sociological and 

semiological. Although their origins (imaginary) are the same, their destinations (the real 

garment and the imaginary garment, respectively) are different. The sociology of fashion is 

manifested by the response of wearers to social conditions, lifestyle, status and position in 

society, which differ from the semiology of fashion. Blumer (1969b) calls the sociological 

process "joint or collective action". 

-Joint or collective action constitutes the domain of sociological concern, as 

exemplified in the behaviour of groups, Institutions, organisations, and social 

classes. Such instances of societal behaviour, whatever they may be, consist of 

individuals fitting their lines of action to one another. " 

(ibid.: p. 16) 

-The typical sociological schame ascribes behaviour to such factors as status 

position, cultural prescriptions, norms, values, sanctions, role demands, and social 

system requirements; explanation in terms of such factors suffices without paying 

attention to the social interaction that their play necessarily presupposes. " 

(ibid.: p. 7) 

The process of sociological fashion of the wearer is a process of being, becoming or 

aiming to become a member of a community in a certain position, for instance, to be a 

manager, a designer, a skateboarder, a football fan, etc. The only form of fashion that can 

respond to this function is "the real garment", which is deSignated by wearers towards the 

sociological functions. 

On the other hand, semiology of fashion is about images and representations. In other 

words, the functions manipulated by wearers are not about practical considerations such 
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as protection, modesty and adornment (Barthes, 1983; p.8). Consequently, the fashions 

that relate to imagination and beyond the sociological fundions are of semiological 

fashion. Other theorists, for instance, Blumer (1969b), Barnard (1996), Kaiser, et af. 

(1995), altogether agree.that meaning emerges from the interaction among members in a 

society and is called the study of "symbolic interactionism". Blumer accepts in general the 

three fundamental premises of symbolic interactionism. H e does, however, have 
reservations. 

"The first premise is that human beings act toward things on the basis of the 

meanings that the things have for them. ... The second premise is that the 

meaning of such things is derived from, or arises out of, the SOCial interaction that 

one has with one's fe/lows. The third premise is that these meanings are handled 

in, and modified through, an interpretative process used by the person in dealing 

with the things he encounters. " 

(Blumer, 1969b: p. 2) 

Blumer's view is that: firstly the meanings are social produCts or creations in the way in 

which they derived from and through the defining activities of people as they interact; 

secondly the use of meanings by people emerges through "a process of interpretation"; 

and thirdly the interpretation is a formative process (ibid.: p. 5). 

Indeed, the process of the semiology of fashion is a process of communicating, speaking, 

deaJing, talking, signalling, coding, encoding, etc. The garment of fashion in this case is 

not servant to the practical considerations. It is, however, used to Signify those practical 

purposes. The garment becomes a "signifier" of a "signified" concept. The wearer and 

observer are involved in the coding and encoding processes. However, coding and 

encoding the meanings becomes the most important role of the semiological fashion 

process. Fashionable clothing in this sense is true communication. Fashion as fashionable 

clothing is used to communicate through the process of translation throughout the 

symbolic representations. 

Both consumers (who employ fashion for either sociological or semiological purposes) and 

fashion objects are in a continuous process of change. In one sense, consumers who are 

involved in the changing process of fashion are themselves a factor of fashion change. 

Fashion objects become a medium that consumers use to send messages to the receiver. 

The objects are expJoited, whereas other objects are waiting to be explOited, and so on as 

in a chain, es in a process. Fashion form and detail are continually being changed. In this 

context, this change is intrinsic to the sociological process. 
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Consumers, on the other hand, are themselves in the changing process. "Themselves· in 

this case refers to their subjectivities or identities. In other words, their subjectivities or 

identities are the subject of change, in which case one's subjectivity is changed and 

evolVed by the fashion to become a new version identity of the person. This latter account 

is the semiological change process. 

7:2.1 constant Repetition Process versus Dynamic 
01verse Process 

Heraclitus (quoted in Popper, 1998) states that "there are no things ... there are only 

changes, processes·. 

-All things are like flames, like fire. A Harne may look like a thing, but we know that 

it is not a thing but a process". 

(Heraclitus, quoted in Popper, 1998: p.156) 

It is fascinating to introduce this idea into this account. Fashion is always a continuous 

process, no( a static thing, despite what many fashion magazines may say: for example, 

that "This summer fashion is a pair of trainer shoes, twisted jeans, and sleeveless shirr, 

devoid of any sociological or semiological Implication. If this idea of Heraclitus applies to 

fashion, then fashion might be seen as a thing at first glance, but as continuous fleeting 

things and/or images. Consumers are stimulated by the commercial sector to pursue and 

possess and consume the fashion object as if their consumption could make sense of 

everyday life and solve the problems that surround them. 

Identity is not stable in the sense that it is carried by its entity. One obvious way that 

identity can be perpetuated, which illustrates my previous statement, is that the individual 

identified or ptoCIaimed, as a virgin must continue that virginity. Unfortunately, people in 

"everyday life·, as proposed by Lefebvre (1971) would have difflaJlty in keeping up their 

purity. They need to be shut down or cut off from outside influences or context to maintain 

their original state. Identity needs, therefore, to be in a process, in order on the one hand 

to retain an entity, and on the other hand to seek for a new identity in order to go along 

with social change. Once a favourite identity is established (or found), one tends to carry it 

on forever or at least as long as possible. The teen years seem to be the most dynamic 

time (or period) in terms of changing identity, whereas identity in mature years is likely to 

be established or fixed. To exemplify this, there can be found older women who still wear 

their favourite styles, with the same hairstyle and make-up, as when they were young. 

As explained earlier, sociological fashion is a process of being at some position in the 
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society. "Being· is static inasmuch as it refers to a process of making oneself continuously 

consistent with one's entity. For the timescales relevant for the purposes of fashion, it is a 

·consistent process· as long as its function is for the purpose of reaching its destination. It 

is "consistenf because the behaviour of being is a kind of routine sameness. Buying 

fashion items to maintain one's leadership, or to join the crowd (be a follower), is routine 

behaviour, which is rarely changed but repeated. Hence, at any time when the fashion 

marketer surveys the market target, the result shows a similar ratio of fashion adopter 

groups. 

Fashion items bought to sustain one's level of fashionability or to position oneself in the 

group is a different stage of fashion than that worn to express messages. As described 

previously, semiologicaf fashion is a process of coding and encoding or negotiating 

meanings. It is not a static process because its production or effect is varied, depended 

upon time and space of the point of the process taking place as well as the message of 

the wearer and the translation of the observer. This becomes the most dynamic situation 

in the fashion process. This process is not constant because it is not for the purpose of 

being, in other words, because it is a shifting stage whereby identity is constructed. Layer 

upon layer of identity is accumulated and becOmeS total in its subjectivity. Moreover, 

because the meanings emerging from this dynamic process are temporary, fashion 

objects, as the medic.m employed, are similatty temporary. 

7.3 Incorporating Barthes' Idea into the 
conceptual Model 

In the light of the above discussion, which will lead to the development of a new version of 

the Fashion Transformation Process Model, it will be necessary to selectively map specific 

aspects of Barthes' ideas into the spaces available. Fashion in the model is not a kind of 

structural object but rather a concept, and it is located in the process of transformation. 

Hence, the three different structures of ga-ment of fashion (the real, iconic and text) 

cannot directly be merged with the model because they were previously stated to be a 

representative of the actual fashion. They can be located in the fashion process 

somewhere, however, and this will be argued in the ensuing discussion. 

Meanwhile, the two different areas of fashion, sociology and semiology, help to craate a 

clearer picture of the fashion process. INhen these two areas are mapped onto the 

Fashion Transformation Process Model. it could initially be pointed out that all the four 

realms (macro-subjective. macro-objective, micro-objective and micro-subjective) are 

solely sociological processes. but later it will become clear that the location of the 

semiology of fashion is a key factor in fashion change. 
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7.3.1 Sociological Process 

With regard to the macro- and micro-subjective realms, these are normally classified as 

SOCiological processes in terms of the way in which fashion is used as a tool to participate 

with others in SOCiety, either confirming the conformity of or distinguishing individuals from 

the group. In other words, people use fashion to negotiate their need to poSition their 

status in society. Subjectivity is expressly based upon the degree to which the socialising 

force and differentiating force are emphasised. 

The process is social evolution and the specific or individual method is semiotic encoding. 

The SOCial process is the process resulting from negotiating the OF and SF, which is used 

to participate in the evolution of social change. The semiological fashion is the mechanism 

that individuals negotiate the OF and SF with, to contribute within their new position. 

In regard to the macro- and micro-objective realms, these are normally classified as 

sociological processes also because they are involved with the process of 

commodification and distribution in order to supply all levels of fashion consumption. 

These realms become the opposite pole of consumption, whenever their purposes in 

commodification and distribution reftect the need of the other side. They produce and 

provide objects to be consumed by subjectS. These are therefore parallel processes of the 

SOCiological fashion process within the subjective realms. 

To exemplify the soc:ioIogicaI process of the objective realms, Jackson and Shaw (2001) 

point out three key efements in the fashion designer's contribution to the overall package 

of benefits in a fashion product. They are product fundion, added value, and fashionability 

(an objective function). It can also be argued that those three key elements are a 

consideration of the SOCiological response to the needs of the market. 

Jackson and Shaw (ibid.; p. 48) also exemplify some product functions that satisfy the 

intrinsic purpose of the fashion product. Designers frame their creative range of fashion 

goods based on the occasion of their use, for instance: 

• Jacket to keep wann outSide; 

• 
• 
• 
• 

Trendy outfit to go clubbing; 

Suit for work; 

Leotard to wear at the gym; 

Bikini for the beach. 

Moreover, added value features are a special influence and stimulus in the decision 

making process. The features include, for example, foldaway hoods, secure intemal 
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pockets, and detachable linings. Therefore added value can be categorised in a similar 

way to that of product function. 

The third key element, fashionability, is designed by the designers or specified by the 

fashion buyers at the commodification stage. Fashionability is the customer perception of 

degree of fashionableness or stylishness of the product. 

-The level of fashion in the product needs to be appropriate for the customer 

aCCOrding to their life-style, personality, fashion attitude and the degree of fashion 

innovation they are comfortable reflecting. ,. 

(ibid.; p. 49) 

It can be clearly seen that the level of fashionability is deliberately considered or produced 

and becomes compatible with the level of fashion consciousness. In the previous chapter, 

the fashion conSCiousness of consumers was divided into four major groups, which are 

fashion innovator, early fashion adopter, fashion follower and laggard. The degree of 

fashion consciousness is driven by a combination of impulses between socialising and 

differentiating forces. These two impulses drive fashion consumers to present themselves 

to SOCiety with different levels of intention. Hence, the third key element is also served that 

is the sociology of fashion. 

Fashion change process in the realm of sociology is tangible and statistical. It is tangible 

because consumer behaviours are understandable, observable, noticeable and 

predictable. It is statistical because consumption patterns can be researched and 

surveYed. Their consumption can be categorised based upon their collective pattems. 

Although consumption patterns can be radicaNy changed when there are substantial and 

powerful factors involved, for instance, economic criSis, war and political instability, 

normally consumption patterns basically evolve rather than change abrupUy. The premise 

is found in the ratio of fashion adopter groups proposed by Roger in 1962, which is still 

being used as the major framework of fashion marketers. Many other marketing strategies 

are used repeatedly and also successfully. 

Fashion change process can be said to be basically understood by fashion distributors 

and marketers in the terms of sociological process. When fashion suppliers undertake 

market research, they usually focus on the sociological point of view. The results each 

year shift up and down in the minutiae, depending upon the variation of population, but 

mostly the results are stable or at least similar results pertain. In general, fashion suppliers 

know how many garments of each range are to be produced, how many colours in each 

line are needed to serve the market, what ratio of sizes, as well as timing of launching 
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each sequence of the whole range are appropriate. In other words, fashion garments are 

produced and are available to the market corresponding to time (season and occasion), 

place (market and location) and quantity of goods (volume) that are expected to meet the 

need of consumers or "everyday life" (Heller, 1984; Lefebvre, 1971). In a clearer example, 

Western fashion retailers always stock more party dresses than usual in a particular 

period like Christmas, while Chinese retailers provide more red colour garments during a 

Chinese New Year celebration. 

7.3.2 Semiological Process 

The critical paint in mapping Barthes' idea onto the Fashion Transformation Process 

Model is where the semiology of fashion should be located. The above discussion clearly 

states that all the four realms in the changing process are SOCiological processes. A 

question arose when considering the enigma of transformation from one realm to another 

as to what kind of mechanism is at work bridging between the realms? 

There are four shifting stages in the fashion changing process including: 

• 
• 
• 

• 

Zone 1: from the macro-subjective to the macro-objective realms; 

Zone 2: from the macro-objective to the micro-objective realms; 

Zone 3: from the micro-objective to the micro-subjective realms; 

Zone 4: from the micro-subjective to the macro-subjective realms. 

Uicro-Subjedive 
Realm Zone 3 

Mlc:ro-Objective 
Realm 

Figure 7.3.2A: zone 1: From the Macro-subjective to the Macro-
objective Realms 
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7.3.2.1 Zone 1 

Zone 1 is the process by which a particular issue has emerged and confronted society's 

constituent members, resulting in collective responses. Cultural ambivalence appears in 

the initial stage in this zone due to the fact that culture does not send straightforward 

messages to its members as to what is considered appropriate. The members, therefore, 

re5pOnd to cultural ambivalence in diverse ways. These responses might be, as predicted 

in the previous chapter; conformity, concealment, anti-conformity and modification. But 

there are also diverse gestures concerning "interesr, "attitude", and "involvement", which 

come into the equation, resulting in a common solution which is "manifested in 

expression". 

Expression is not stated in straightforward language. For instance we might say, "We 

hate globalisation". Those who remove themselves from the multi-cultural expansion 

movement may express their messages via some sort of medium, usually their lifestyle. 

Fashion, one of the conventional constituents of lifestyle, is inevitably employed. In this 

case, wearing indigenous or national costumes, textiles and accessories might be 

conceived as a strong message to say something against globallsation issues, because 

many popular perceptions resulting from the issues are focused upon exploitation. 

National costumes have appeared in many fashion situations over many consecutive 

seasons. When worn by these individuals, clear national isolationist messages are 

transmitted. However, when worn by foreigners, the message may become the opposite, 

i.e., "We love multi-culture".- Expression in fashion is, therefore, dependent on the 

messenger, observer, time and space. There is no guarantee that messages are correctly 

decoded by the receivers. iv 

As a result, "expression" in the macro-subjective realm is a coding message. In order to 

gain the initial start of the commodification process, the fashion suppliers, including 

designers in particular, have to encode or interpret those messages. The first designer 

that can catch the expression is the first who can claim to be the change agent. This role 

is always engaged in by cutting edge designers. 

The semiological fashion can be found hidden within the shifting process or at the 

interface between the macro-subjective to macro-objective realms. 

7.3.2.2 Zone 2 

The macro-objective realm is the process of commodification, messages from society 

translated and transformed into fashion products. The end of the commodification process 
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is the beginning of the micro-objective realm. There is a system to transmit the massive 

volumes of fashion products to the heterogeneous fashion retailers. It is a system in which 

a homogeneous range of fashion objects is distributed to particular retailers in a 

consecutive time scale based upon the structure of the retail model in Chapter 5. At the 

same time, there can be observed the distribution of heterogeneous commodities, 

spreading out through the whole structure of that retail model. 

Figure 7.3.2B: Zone 2: From the Macro-objective to the Micro-
Objective Realms 

For marketers and retailers, it is at this point that the process of transformation usually 

becomes something of an enigma. Commodities have to incorporate messages, 

meanings, or codes as such, in order to distinguish one class from another, one price level 

from another, and one style from another. (This is because different adopter groups 

express their fashion messages at different times.) Similar products can be found at 

different prices and market levels and in different styles. These codes, meanings or 

messages are built under campaigns known as "branding". Branding at this stage is not 

about "Who I am", but merely about "Hey, manl May I say something?" In this stage it can 

be said that there are two layers of brand identity: whereas the first identity is personal, 

the second is dynamic. Personal identity will be discussed in Zone 3. 

The dynamic identity refers to a seasonal message or seasonal concem of a particular 

issue. The medium to signify the dynamiC identity at this stage is of any kind that is able to 

convince consumers to identify with the message via the products. The media can be 
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window display, in-store display, or mass media, especially fashion magazines and media 

celebrities. 

The three fashion garments of Roland Barthes (1983) can be fitted into this stage. These 

different forms are simulations of the actual fashion. The real garment is produced and 

diSplayed in the shop or the window, while the iconic garment appears in the fashion 

magazine dispfay on the ideal stereotype, and the text garment is propagandised 

throughout newspaper, magazine and other visual media. These three forms of garment 

emerge for the ultimate purposes, which is to "exemplify the messageR and then ·stimulate 

the sale-. 

Fashion marketing and advertising professionals for individual companies or brands try 

very hard to distinguish their messages from others targeted at the same market where 

similar ideas are being expressed. The signified details on the garments produced each 

season have to gain popularity coIlective/y. Popularity is immediately established when a 

critical mass of the media pick up those signified details which represent the next 

important fashion. For instance, it used to be the case that the British flag was used as the 

signifier of national unity, The ·Union Jack" these days is used as Signifier by a political 

minority group nostalgic for a past mono-cuItln. The political intention is opposition to the 

reality of Britain as a multicultlnl state and seeks to suggest that their reality, which is 

unreal, is somehow a desired state. 

The flag image has also been exploited by many British fashion designers and marketers 

when proclaiming the supremacy of British commodities. It often appears on T-shirts, in 

knitwear, printed fabric and even on shoes. The flag is redesigned in various forms and 

sizes and has been used as a logo. This evidence is an example of "a temporary and 

transitionaf message change- that utilises the same icon as is used to refer to British 

nationalistic society's need to signify the issue of a distinctive and separate social 

statement of identity. 

This also serves to exemplify the so-called "dynamic identity". This kind of identity is like a 

fleeting image which continuously changes in time and space, and is stated by Weyl as 

follows: 

« The objective world simply is, it does not happen. Only to the gaze of my 

consciousness ... does a section of this world come to life as a fleeting image in 

space which continuously changes in time". 

(Weyl quoted in Popper, 1998: p. 166) 
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POpper (ibid.: p. 166) summarises Weyl's statement as being that "Change is illusion. '" 

There is no change in the four-dimensional objective reality, but only in the way in which 

our consciousness '" experiences things·. 

Dynamic identity is the crucial stage that brings fashion to eternal change. Also, as long as 

the signifl8f can be accepted by society to be significant, timeless and essential, the 

messages can be recreated and represented perpetually. Details in garment construction 

can be repeatedly used to signify. For instance, the use of red, white and blue related to 

the British flag can be permutated in the fashion process, enabling a never-ending supply 

of new ideas. 

80th dynamic and personal identity products can be found in a retail shop, where the 

dynamic one is always put in the window display or in-store display, whereas the products 

of personal identity are usually on the shelves. The personal identity product is provided 

as a kind of bread, while the dynamic identity product is any spread, such as butter, jam, 

chocolate etc. Each brand has to choose to be one kind of bread but spreads itself with 

any seasonal favourite topping. Once the brand has established its static identity, it is 

difficult to change. Radical changes in a static identity can have disastrous result The 

laura Ashley Company, for example, failed to provide alternative products as it expanded 

its prociJctive capacity and retail distribution. After its initial expansion, the market became 

saturated with the products, which had initially distinguished it in the marketplace. 

Thereafter, the braners popularity declined. A change in personal identity might by the 

same token have had a beneficial effect, as in the case of French Connection. This 

company has always kept pace with and initiated fashion change, but in the arena of 

fashion follower at a level of inexpensive commodities supplier. Their re-launch was 

oriented at repositioning themselves in the high street with regard to price and quality level 

while, at the same time, allowing a change of image to that of trend-setter. This is further 

helped by the new logo "fcuk", which is an ironic graphic representation aimed at 

appealing to affluent youth. 

In summary, Zone 2 involves the transformation process of fashion objects from 

production line to the market. The bridge, which brings commodities to the market, is 

indirectly transferring things from one place to another. In fact, the commodities need to 

be manipulated in a deliberate manner in conjunction with targeted channels and the 

encoding of messages. The rule in this stage is to achieve "encoding for society": that is, it 

attempts to meet the right needs of consumers (while the message in the previous stage 

is "coding from society".) Hence, fashion suppliers search for the coding messages and 

transform them into the encoding messages, in turn to serve the consumers. It can be said 

that the encoding process in Zone 2 is a semiological process. 
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Zone 1 
Realm 

Figure 7.3.2c: Zone 3: From the Micro-objective to the Micro-
Subjective Realms 

7.3.2.3 Zone 3 

Zone 3 contains the shifting process from the micro-objective to the micro-subjective 

realms. There is a thin area between negotiating with others and negotiating with self 

(which are the sociological processes of the micro-objective and the micro-subjective 

realms, respectively). This thin area or enigmatic stage occurs between the two realms 

and is the "human ambivalence·, which ;s proposed by the SI theory of fashion (Kaiser, et 

aI, 1995a; 1995b; 1996). Human ambivalence appears when there is an imbalance 

between the self and the others, between the differentiating force and socialising force. 

Negotiating between being the self and being the others is the process of creating or 

seeking for an identity. The message built at this stage is concerned merely with being, 

not with sending a fash ion issue message. 

However, "being" in this case is a seasonal being process that is unlike the permanent 

being process which was deS9ibed in the sociological approach to fashion. Here "being" 

oneself concerns communicating a fashion message about "temporary status" rather than 

about "issue". When one finds a solution in the negotiation stage to becoming somebody 

else apart from the true self, one needs to express this scenario through some medium or 

other, i.e. fashion. 
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"Instead of the indMdual being surrounded by an" environment of pre-existing 

objects which play upon him and call forth his behaviour, the proper picture is that 

he constructs his objects on the basis of his activity. In any of his 

countless acts - whether minor, like dressing himself, or major, like organising 

himself for a professional career - the individual is designating different objects to 

himself, giving them meaning, judging their suitability to his action, and making 

decisions on the basis of the judgement. This is what is meant by interpretation or 

acting on the basis of symbols. " 

(Blumer, 1969b: p. 80) 

Fashion in this stage is about coding and encoding consecutively. It is coded by fashion 

marketers and retailers in a form of communal identity, which is carled "brand identity". It is 

possible for any eX us at any time to become a temporary member. Brand identity acts like 

a community that encompasses all possible characters that subjectively link to an ideal 

identity of the tribe. The ideal identity of one brand usually differs from enother. The 

market target of many brands such as Nike, Adidas, Puma and Reebok are similar and 

overlapped, but their identities can be distinguished. For instance, the gannents that are 

made by Next and Paul Smith (which ae different targeted communities) must be signified 

differenUy, where the former is signified -I am a conservative semi-contemporary middle 

class person" and the latter is -I am a funky yuppie modem-conservative parson-. 

Consumers who seek for their personal identity might take several seasons to sort out 

their solution. It can be found that many customers cannot make decisions when choosing 

similar products from two different brands of the same market level. Meanwhile, loyalty is 

the greatest contribution from consumers, which can be given to the brand because it 

provides the right identity for them. 

The encoding process is a process whereby consumers employ some fashion style 

created by any fashion brand to encode their identity. To dress in order to fit the career 

and SOCietal role is sociological fashion, and is the first layer of identity to be laid clown. On 

top of this layer is the layer of identity that indicates a particular tribe, a sense of belonging 

to a particular community. An outward appearance of a young man may send some 

messages such as, "' am a young manager" (on the first layer" and "I am funky fashion-

conscious· (the second layer). The third layer of identity, a seasonal fashion issue, might 

be "I am a global citizen who is broadminded and will accept other cultures·. 

In the encoding stage of individuals, some difficulties can be seen in coping with 

complexity. Conflict resolution between many conditions is however possible. The solution 

of negotiation with others in the micro-objective realm may not balance with the one of the 

micro-subjective realm. In this case, individuals have to swing their decision-making 
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tactics backward and forward between the two realms before creating a message in the 
encoding stage. 

The above discussion sheds light on the classification of identity. Identity can be 

differentiated into 3 layers, which are: societal, personal and seasonal fashion issue. In 

summary, the societal layer is concerned with dressing in order to fit function, social role 

and career. The personal layer is a sense of belonging to a particular tribe, dub, activity 

and hobby. The seasonal fashion issue is a superficially coated identity that fulfils 

individuals' needs for a particular time. When the social issue declines, a new one is 

available to replace it. This might be the reason why fashions are volatile and keep 

changing every season, while the styles of static commodities evolve much more slowly. If 

individuals live in a capitalist society, where status can be moved up and down, even the 

baSic layer, societal identity, can be changed. None of these identities is fixed perpetually. 

Collective fashion does not mean that of the society have to dress exactly the 

same. Instead, the society comprises multi-careers and multi-roles. As a result, the 

SOCietal identity layer is excluded from the concern of fashion. Fashion is, therefore, 

merely concerned with the second and the third identities, which are the personal and 

seasonar fashion issues, respectively. Consequently, members of the society, such as a 

secretary club, might dress difl'erently (conservative, contemporary, funky, or modem 

styles) because their personal identities are different. However, their third identity layer 

might be the same. For instance, they might choose to dress in a manner indicative of 

·feminine power-, however subtly it is expressed. AlthOugh identity at this stage is multi-

layered, to become someone else can be temporary. In the world of modernity, dynamism 

stimulates people to have many statuses at a time. In the world of capitalism, one's status 

can move upward and downward uncertainly. As WeyJ (1998) suggests "There is no 

change. . .. only our consciousness experiences things": to be loyal to one brand cannot 

fulfil the reality. Consumers, therefore, are faced with the negotiating stages ·with selr and 

"with others" all the time. Hence, coding and encoding in this stage can be stated as 

semiological processes. 

7.3.2.4 Zone 4 

This is the most crucial stage of the fashion process where the real message created in 

the previous stages is sent out or communicated among communities. In the previous 

stages there can be seen a chain of translation, coding and encoding by the two poles, 

demand and supply. The transfation chain creates some messages that are finally ready 

to be sent out. The messages are sent out to other members in the community in the 
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forms of fashion communication. The interpretation of the fashion look, the interaction 

between members, the interconnection among groups and other kinds of communication 

through the clothing, which produces "fashion communication", are all possible channels 

of communication. Bamard (1 996) states in his book "Fashion as Communication" that 

communication emerges through the interaction of a wearer and an observer. The wearer 

may be individual or a group or many groups, while the observer can be deliberately 

speCified or any unspecified person either within the same tribe or from others. Fashion 

communication is thus directly involved with the coding and encoding, transmission and 

reception processes and this stage could be classified as a semiological process. 

Figure 7.3.20: zone 4: From the Micro-subjective to the Macro-
Subjective Realms 

This is the actual stage where fashion communication starts: we can consider the previ?us 

stages as pre-communication stages. Fashion in this sense is merely involved with the 

intellectual process of interpretation and observation of social interaction, ways of living, 

the playing of social roles, etc. Fashion is thus not totally about popular objects that are 

massively successful in the commercial sense. In other words, fashion is not a Japanese 

kimono shape, or twisted-seam jeans, or shiny-glittering embroidery. It is a meaning 

hidden in those fashion objects, which needs to be interpreted. 

The meaning of the communicated messages is varied, and unlikely to be fixed due to 

some significant factors relating to wearer, observer and spatia-temporal in nature. These 

factors become the major concern in the research on consumption (Miller, et aI. , 1998). 

The interpretation of each observer might not be the same, whereas the differing 

behaviour of the wearers within the group and those outsiders may create different 
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degrees of meaning. Time and space are the other major factors in the communication.v 

Fashion worn at a specific time and in a specific place can create a strong statement, 

while it might be meaningless when spatio-temporal changes occur. For instance, the So's 

fashion was the youth revolution statement, whereas wearing the 60's style nowadays can 

be interpreted only as nostalgia. Space and place are usually misunderstood to be the 

same meaning. In fact, their meanings are totally different. Place is an area that provides 

some sense of tangibility. Space can be both a tangible and an intangible area. Space in 

this thesis is defined as "an entity, which can be arranged to represent value, meaning 

and form'. 

In a previous paragraph in Zone 3 it has been explained that a garment worn by members 

of two different communities might be signified in different ways with different meanings. 

However, if this is true then a standard item of clothing, which might be said to be more or 

less meaningless or neutral, can in certain circumstances have a specific socio-cultural or 

sub-cu/tural meaning. The emergence of meaning is dependent upon the wearer and 

observer in a particular time and space or is devoid of a cultural framework. In that case, 

clothing in this sense might be understood as a 'space'. In other words, a fashion item is 

an entity, Which can be arranged to represent value, meaning and form of any social issue 

and context. 

Consequently, the -production d space" (lefebvre, 1991), or in this case the ·production 

of fashion contexr, is communication and interpretation as expression via wearing fashion 

items. The production of fashion is the creation of "fashion context" and atmosphere by 

the use of fashion items, subjectively and objectively, to give a medium of SOCial 

interaction. It becomes a phenomenon where a substantial number of members adopt the 

same fashion and use it as a means of expression, interaction, interconnection and 

communication. 

-All the world's a showroom, evef}' man or woman an advertisement for himself or 

herself, aiming to "impress" and please his or her consumers. " 

(Bowlby, 1993: p. 95) 

Fashion language is, then, emergent and people talk the same issue. The social issue, 

Which is the topic of that moment or "zeitgeisr, becomes clearer. The more the fashion 

objects are adopted and worn, the more the "fashion context" is produced. Fashion in this 

sense is truly a concept of living or social appreciation, which corresponds to the fashion 

definition in the initial chapter of this thesis. The semiological process in Zone 4 is likely to 

be the end of the chain of translation and the place of final reception. However, when the 

fashion process moves into the macro-subjective realm, it can be observed that the 
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conversations in society appear as an echo effect. People are not talking simultaneously. 

In fact, somebody has to start the conversation and there are replies or responses 

subsequently. The originality of first fashion expression comes from fashion innovators, 

subsequently followed by early fashion adopters, fashion followers and so on. The 

differentiating impulse forces fashion innovators to go to some lengths in responding to a 

new social issue in the first stage. The chain of the fashion process has not ended 

completely, rather it has turned one revolution resulting in an overlap with the next 

subsequent cycle. People are perpetually driven to respond to social issues. No matter 

what the Circumstances, people can only respond to issues by acceptance, opposition, 

adaptation or avoidance. These are the four possible choices that are readily set down 

and catered for by fashion suppliers, who presume to fulfil the appropriate responses to 

the social needs. Only those, who manage to live alone in non-influenced space, can live 

outside the fashion chain. 

MACRO-SUBJECTIVE 
REALM 
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ANn-CONFORIolITY 
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Figure 7.4.1: The Fashion Translation Process Model 

It is relevant to Hebdige's modern consumer (1993) that fashion consumption, as 

discussed above, is a complete social and psychological mess, a bundle of conflicting 

drives, desires, fantasies, appetites, of choices to live in the messy everyday world. This 

may also apply to Rosalind Williams' idea (1982: p.3), which can be paraphrased as 

"those who have tasted the fruits of the fashion have lost their innocence - identity". 
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7.4 Conclusion 

After careful analysis of Barthes' and others' ideas, justifying their application in and 

. relevance to the construction of this developed fashion transformation process model, 

which is labelled ·the Fashion Translation Process Model·, the significant evolved 

differences can be summarised as follows: 

1. The discussion above has shown that a close investigation of the relationship 

between the sociological and semiological details within the fashion model reveals 

some differences in contexts relevant to the whole fashion process. My approach 

is rooted in the distinguishing of fashion as a continuous process between the 

sociology and semiology principles. Figure 7.4.1 shows the modified model, which 

is more informative than the previous model insofar as it indicates that the 

sociologicaf process simultaneously operates in parallel with the semiological 

process. As a result the four realms in the previous model have been separated 

by the insertion of a link, the semiological zone, at the transforming point of the 

process. However, the separation is artificial. In order to rectify the situation, it 

became apparent that the model shOUld be re-conceptualised to present fashion 

change in terms of social phenomenon, whereby the mechanism of the change is 

dynamically evolved through symbolic (semiotic) interaction in Society. 

2. The semiological zones, however, are dynamically mysterious in terms of long 

term forecasting. On the other hand, a short-term fashion vision can be obtained 

for those who are ardent followerS of social trends and social interaction among 

the group of fashion innovators. 

3. The model confirms that consumers and their consumption are not separate from 

commodification, instead they mutually reflect the entity of each other. 

4. It is clearly seen that the fashion process is one of the ways in which individuals' 

identity and also social identity are constituted. 

5. Fashion phenomena can be said to be a characteristic of modernity in the way in 

which fashion needs to be new in its essence through a re-combination of existing 

material. If the fashion object is used as a medium of communication and the 

context of communication is changed periodically, therefore, the fashion object 

has to be changed to accommodate the new context. Material abandonment is 

unavoidable when the fashion object no longer serves the need of the 

communication process. 

6. The emergence of fashion communication is constrained by co-operation among 

wearers, observers' perception, time of transmission and social space. The 

"production of fashion contexr is communication and interpretation as expression 

via wearing fashion items. It can therefore be considered to be the ultimate 

fashion phenomenon. 
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7. The analysis has also attempted to ground an understanding of the relationship 

between subject and object in the realm of symbolic interaction. The model 

suggests that an object ;s produced to be available for individuals to subjectively 

express the result of their negotiation through social interaction. 

Finally, the model also suggests that the process of fashion is a continuous process of 

coding and encoding as a chain of translation. The chain of translation is shown in the 

model in such a way as to indicate that both parallel processes, the tangible and 

intangible. are dynamically interlinked and interactive in time. By this it is suggested that 

some aspects of communication are tangible. those that constitute the physical object. 

while others that should be regarded as intangible inasmuch as they determine the 

meaning of an object. 

"There isn't a reality on the one hand, and a representation on the other. Rather, 

there are chains of translation. Chains of transiation of varying lengths. And 

varying kinds. Chains which link things to text to things, and things to people, and 

soon.-

(Callan and Law, 1995: p. 501) 

Endnote 

I As a part of "struduralism", semiotics has been one of the movements of thought and analysis in 

the SCience of symbol and language during the twentieth century. 

Ii Lefebvre suggests that space has three different elements: representation of space, special 

practice, and representational space. 

II This is no guarantee those messages are correctly decoded by the perceivers. 

Iv This lack of guarantee is exemplified later in the comparative model, investigated in Thailamf. 

where the semiological process is either misunderstood or totally ignored; or there is a 

gap/difference for culture reasons between the coded intention and the received perception resulting 

from decoding. 

v "In particular, space and place are seen as crucial elements of consumer identities: (Miller, et al., 

1998: p. 7) 
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chapter 8 

Fashion in the Context of 
Thailand 

An aim of the research is to examine the inter-relationships between the Western-

dominated globaf fashion system and regional needs in maintaining and promoting 

identity, and to ClUte a conceptual model, which explains these relationships. For the 

purposes of this research, the regional focus for the analysis and development of a model 

is the Thai fashion industry and process .. 

The first part of the thesis took diverse existing fashion theories and simply melded them 

into a single construction or oonceptual model of the fashion process. The "Fashion 

Translation Process Moder, as it has now become, is proposed as a structure 

representative of the changing process within the Westem fashion arena.' As discussed in 

the introductory Chapter, the research questions and the major interest are focused on the 

mystery of the fashion context in Thailand, which is usually influenced by Western culture 

and its commodification processes. Kulick and Wilson stress why Thailand has been 

influenced by Westem ideas in so many aspects. 

"Thailand is unique, not only in Asia but in the Third World as a whole, in never 

having suffered colonial rule by another country, never having seen violent 

revolution of the kind that shattered China and never having been occupied by 

foreign armies as China, India and Japan were in the 1940s. This has allowed 

Thai SOCiety to undergo the buffeting of Western ideas without inteffup/ing the 
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authority of its own institutions. " 

(Kulick and Wilson, 1992: p. 5) 

The present Chapter will provide a general, holistic picture of Thai fashion, identifying it as 

being governed, both in the areas of supply and demand, by Western culture but also 

affected by lifestyles and identities indigenous to Thai society. In this way, it is hoped to 

create a significant scenario of the fashion change process in Thailand which will reveal 

some links and Similarities between both the Western and Thai fashion industries, 

systems and processes. 

The structure of the investigation in this Chapter replicates that used in the investigation of 

the Western fashion process model in as much as it divides into two major realms, which 

are supply and demand; moreover, demand as the subjective realm encompasses the 

macro- and micro- realms, while the supply side indudes the macro- and micro-objective 

realms. However, as the Chapter progresses, part of the discourse will inevitably be cross-

referenced in disaJSSion to both the subjective and objective realms. 

8.1 Scenario of the subjective Realm 

This first part seeks to identify Thai fashion in the macro and micro subjective realms 

through the SOCial and cuJtural change process. The key theme of this Chapter is the 

identification of the "lifestyle and identiry- of Thai people, which connects with 

consumption and perception of fashion. Somers (1994) suggests that identity can be 

examined through a narrative of self-deveJopment of a person in spatio-temporal 

experiences. 

Warrative identities are constituted by a person's temporally and spatially variable 

place in culturally constructed stories composed of (breakable) rules, (variable) 

practices, binding (and unbinding) institutions, and the multiple plots of family, 

nation, or economic life. Most importantly, however, na"atives are not 

incorporated into the self in any direct way; rather, they are mediated through the 

enormous spec/rum of social and political institutions and practices that constitute 

our social world. " 

(ibid.: p. 635) 

A "person" in the following investigation is the "Thai people" rather than an individual Thai 

person. The reason for this will become apparent as this Chapter progresses. 
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The development of Thai society can be studied through the ongoing social process that 

shifts and swings like a pendulum according to social development and the effect of a 

variety of significant factors. Du Gay (1996) also suggests in a Similar way to Somers that 

the study of identity can be discursively constructed through and rational" 

factors. Identity in the above quotation is bound with rules, practices and binding 

institutions of everyday living. In fact, the actuality of living of a person involves encounters 

with a heterogeneous range eX options to be chosen. i Hence, as hinted by Somers in the 

above quotation, rules, practices and binding institutions are not rigid and manifest to one 

life, but resilient and manageable. A certain spectrum of influences affects a person in a 

particular time and space, whereas the response to those influences is also unique. One's 

identity, therefore, is unique and cannot be duplicated. In other aspects, identity is not 

static but dynamic, and emerges from a kind of ongoing process. Every Single person in a 

SOCiety is in an evolving process, as stated by Heraclitus. 

"I searched myself, ... what he found was not a thing, but a process: a buming 

fire, a flame . ... the more alive, the more fully ourselves, the more we are awake. 

"we are asleep, if our life processtJ8 are reduced, our souls are haldly any 10l1ger 

a living fire - we are almost dead. • 

(Heraclitus, quoted in Popper, 1998: p. 156) 

The identities of an individual social member and the whole of society in the era of 

capitalism continue to evolve via consumption practices. Shopping is viewed by Chaney 

(1996) as connections between goods and post-traditional identity, which in tum creates a 

pattern of consumption. Members of a society differ from others and socialise with their 

group in a significant pattern of living, called ·'ifestyle-. The trilogy of relationships between 

identity, consumption (shopping) and lifestyle are tied together in capitalist society. In 

other words, the activity that ties people together in society today is consumption 

(Baumann quoted in Beng-Huat, 2000). Shields (1992) stresses the relationship between 

SOCial exchange and shopping activity. 

* ... shopping for goods remains a social activity buiH around social exchange as 

well as simple commodity exchange". 

(ibid.: p. 102) 

The processes of building up or adding in new versions of identity of individuals in society 

take effect in the changing or shifting process of the whole of society. On this account, the 

micro-subjective realm (i.e. individuality) connects with the macro subjective realm (i.e. 

society). One realm is mutually dependent upon the other. 
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In this Chapter, therefore, Thai fashion is approached as a discursively constituted social 

relation, articulated through narratives of the progressive society, aspects of (fashion) 

consumption in Thailand, and the collective characteristics of Thai people through their 

fashion expression. The following investigation is divided into 3 epochs: pre-industrialised, 

industrialised and the present era. 

By understanding the past and present situation of fashion consumption in Thailand, Thai 

lifestyles and identities can be investigated. Throughout, reference will be made to the 

fOllowing key aspects: 

• 

• 

• 

Firstly, it is important to investigate the level of consumption practices, particularly 

those of the new Thai middlEK!ass. 

Secondly, the ways in which changing objects and images have been employed 

by the modem, mobile Thais have, likewise, to be studied. 

Finally, the cultural development and previous governmental policies, which 

moulded modem Thai culture and, therefore, consumption, have to be 

established. 

8.1.1 Pre-Industrialised Era 

This section of the investigation is based upon the hypothesis that Western colonisation 

throughout the history of Thai politics is the major root of consumption and lifestyle of the 

Thai peopIe-. This hypothesis presupposes that different strategies in reaction to or 

interaction with Western colonisation are probably the major cause of a variety of social 

changes in each South-East Asian country. 

As mentioned earlier, the investigation may be placed within the discursive space 

delineated by the interaction of the development of Thai political history since the 

aggressive invasion of colonisation into South-East Asia, and the public practices 

impacting upon identity adjustment. This delineation will draw together the different 

aspects of colonisation as a general process, transforming it from its "engagement form-

manifested through politics, to its economic or cultural forms. The outline of this discurSive 

space may be located in the following manner: 

• Firstly, the investigation will focus on the major events and political policies 

reacting to the attack of Westem culture that affected Thai Society, especially in 

the realm of identity. 

• Secondly, the adaptability of Thais in terms of maintaining their identity throughout 

their changing history until entering the newly industrialised economic era is 

established. 
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• Finally, the picture will show current identity and taste, which, it is hoped, will 

explain the issues of fashion consumption behaviour in Thailand. 

8.1.1.1 From "Mi ss i onary Imposs i b 1 e" to "The Ki ng and I" 

It is generally accepted that Thailand was first contacted by the West at the time of King 

Narai Maharaja in the Ayuttaya Dynasty (the early 18'" century). Holland and Portugal 

were the first nations that sent missionaries to Thailand for the religious conversion of its 

people, and also initiated and facilitated trading (Dixon, 1999). That initial contact did not 

Significantly impact on Thai culture, apart from the subsuming into Thai cuisine of certain 

Portuguese dessert recipes. Thais, then, had realised that there were other, different kinds 

of human beings on this earth, with different religions and other cultural determinates; they 

did not, however, admire them to the extent of significantly changing their existing 

traditions. 

The crucial threat of Western colonisation to the tradition of Thailand seems to have been 

in the period of King Rams N (or the -The King and I· period), Ratanakosin Dynasty. 

From the time of King Rama IV, the development of Thailand has followed Western linesl 

(Numnonda, 1978). The real globelisation started when Thailand was forced to sign a 

treaty in 1855 on threat of colonisation by Sir John Bowring, a British envoy of Queen 

Victoria (Hoskin, 1986; Patana, 1993). The -BOWling aimed at opening up trade 

between Thailand and Britain, but was backed up by the implicit threat of colonisation, 

which had already befallen neighbouring countries. Since then, Thailand inevitably 

became part of the world economy. Many treaties with other European powers and with 

the U.S. followed in quick succession (HOSkin, 1986). 

Patana (1993) stresses that one of the results of signing those treaties was increasing 

nUmbers of foreign residents in Thai/and. The King of Thailand quickly adapted to the 

changing situation. He exercised diplomacy to prevent physical colonisation by allOwing a 

veneer of cultural colonisation. He seemed to pursue what the West wanted, but resisted 

the full impact of enculturation. It was a victory of content over a style. 

-At the same time as this expansion in intemational tracie, there grew in Bangkok 

a community of Westerners, which included diplomats, businessmen and 

missionaries. Of these, the missionaries were the most active agents of Westem 

civilisation, due to their concem about the linking of Westem civilisation with 

Christianity. ... In respect to women, VictOrian cultural attitudes to women were 
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presented to Thai society as a symbol of Western civilisation, and moreover, as 

the symbol of Westemity. It 

(ibid.: p. 2) 

The image of Western countries at that time could be defined as "civilisation" because 

they appeared to come from a different culture, with higher technology and dangerous 

weapons. Thai people had to adapt their lifestyle and social norms to the Western style in 

order to favour Western people, as shown in the film and musical "The King and I·, 

inspired by the novel written by Anna Leonowens. Mrs Leonowens was ordered by the 

King to train some of the palace women in Western etiquette and to dress them in the 

Western style for the formal reception of Lord John Hay's visit (ibid.). She was employed 

by the King to be a governess to teach English to his children and one of them, 

Chulalongkom, later ascended the throne as King Rama V. Chulalongkorn was thus 

educated not only in English language but also in Westem thought Consequently, in his 

reign there was an increase of Westernising cultural forces, both in internal workings and 

outward appearances. Navigamoon (1989) observes that King Rama V appeared in many 
photographs in Western costumes, and that he was an innovator in adopting Western 

dress. He also decreed that civil servants should change their dress for formal occasions, 

i.e. wearing SOCks and shoes, the -Raja-pattem. shirt (invented by the King), and Western 

hair styles (see Appendix V and VI showing the evolution of Thai costume). 

8.1.1.2 First Nationalism propaganda via the 
Elite with western Elements of Appearance 

As King Rama V had visited Europe a couple of times and been educated by a foreign 

governess, he sent most of his children and many Thai students to study in Europe, 

especially in England. One of his sons, Vajiravudh, who ascended the throne as King 

Rama VI in 1910, was the first Thai monarch to have been educated overseas (Hoskin, 

1986). The first nationalist policy was implemented by King Rama VI. 

"He (King Rama VI) viewed the monarchy as the key to nationhood. His offICial 

elite nationalism sought to impose a standardised, homogeneous, centrally 

sustained high culture on its subjects. " 

(Esterik, 2000: p, 98) 

The degree of civilisation of the country was viewed and symbolised through the lifestyle 

and the status of elite women in particular. His concern for civilisation was for appearance, 

as noted by Vella (1978). as is evident in his writing ·please understand that others are 

taking our measure-, One of the three major restrictions on Thai women identified by the 
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King related to their appearance. Although it seemed to be a minor problem, women were 

induced to change their appearance by prohibiting betel chewing (which caused black 

teeth), changing their dress and hair styles (see Appendix V) to differentiate the outward 

appearance of males and females. 

·Vajravudh was particularly concemed because the West did not view elements 

of Thai dress simply as examples of cultural differences in fashions, but as 

deliberate strategies to keep women unattractive, and thus in bondage. II 

(ibid.: p. 154) 

Female friends and relatives were encouraged by the King to wear their hair long and 

more stylishly and to wear skirt-like garments as well as hats in public (see Appendix V 

and VI). From this time the Thai elite leamt the meaning of fashion. Fashion was thus 

originated by the court and widely adopted among the urban elite (Esterik, 2000). 

·On his grand coronation in Dec. 1911, the reception party was arranged for 

representatives from various royal families and governments. All of the ministers 

informed that eligibHity for invitation of government officials and their wives 

would depend not only on the ranks of the husbands, but a/so on the wives' 

appeal8f1Ce and the ways in which they dressed, in order to make a good 

impression on the foreign guests .• 

(Patana, 1993: p. 6-7) 

Not only were Thai people encouraged to change their appearance (fashion), but also 

their culture and lifestyle. Many private and public activities borrowed from Westerners, 

the English in particular, were introduced to the elite and than spread throughout urban 

practice. For instance, women were encouraged to appear in public with their spouse at 

events such as parties or when visiting the theatre (Witayasakpan, 1992). Balls and 

parties and ballroom societies emerged to simulate Western lifestyle and were readily 

adopted. Thai society was like Edwardian England. Indeed, ·socialising" was encouraged 

in Thai Society and became the norm. 

Western colonisation was the major cause shaping many aspects of Thai history 

(Strecktuss, 1993). Thai people adopted and adapted to the colonial rules in a very quick 

process. There were three advantageous aspects to the social changes introduced during 

the nationalist campaign by King Vajiravudh. The king abolished three major restrictions 

on Thai women, namely their limited freedom to socialise with men on equal terms, their 

limited access to education, and the practice of polygamy (Esterik, 2000). Thai women 

themselves had no opportunity to be directly involved in the nationalist campaign, other 
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than by changing their appearance and socialising activities. Western elements of 

femininity were thus imposed on Thai women's identity, rather than reinforcing Thai 

femininity (ibid.). 

8.1.1.3 symbolising National unity 

Another form of King Vajiravudh's nationalism inspired by the British was the trinity of 

"God, King and Country-. Wltayasakpan (1992) note that the British trinity was adapted to 

"Nation, Religion and King-, and at a later stage the old national flag was replaced by the 

tricolour flag signifying this Thai trinity. The love and sacrifice of Thais for the nation is 

found in Wrtayasakpan's writing (ibid.): 

-It was important that Thai people fulfil their duty by being loyal and obedient to 

the King and by refraining from opposing or ctiticising 

(ibid.: p. 71) 

Thai people were influenced to follow the leader. Although the idea of nationalism was 

promoted through royal orders, elite propaganda, and literary works, the feudal Thai 

hierarchical system from royalty to oommoner and from elite to lower class was the crucial 

factor in actuslising the campaign (ibid.). 

8.1.1.4 phibun's Nation-Building: Re-Emphasis of 
westernisation 

Six years after the end of absolute monarchy, Prime Minister Phibun Songkhram was, 

during 1938-44 and again in 1948-1957, a powerful nationalist leader in Thai political 

history (ibid.). One of the influences motivating Phibun to implement a nationalist policy 

was his experience of being treated as a "slave" of Western colonial powers while he was 

a military student in Europe. Phibun was bought up in a military context and was educated 

in France, which left its mark upon him both in terms of his dictatorial attitude to his 

conduct of affairs of state and of his attitude to women as icons of modemity. According to 

Witayasakpan (ibid.), Phibun's nationalismlv was a different concept from that of King 

Vajiravudh. Phi bun conceptualised the nation from Thai commoners, whereas King 

Vajiravudh created the new nationhood from the elite group downwards. Phibun, however, 

also based his modemisation of the country on Western models in order to win the respect 

of Westem powers (Numnonda, 1978). Western culture in such matters as dress styles, 

social codes and etiquette were accordingly transmitted to ordinary Thai people. The 

name of the country was changed from ·Siam" to "Thailand" in order to represent a unity 
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of ethnic Tai, and the word "land" was added because it sounded more Western. 

Phibun attempted to decree people to follow the leader, the government, via promulgation 

of laws as found in Witayasakpan's literature (1992). 

70 be Thai, i.e., a 'cultured" Thai, was to dress properly in public. Wearing only 

underpants, or no blouse, or a loose-ended wrap-around cloth, common attire of 

Thai people at the time, was considered impolite, and people so dressed were 

discouraged from appearing in public. The choices allowed were uniforms, and 

proper Western or traditional dress. To ensure that Thai people complied with this 

guideline, a law was issued that stipulated that dressing properly was the patriotic 

duty of Thai people for maintaining national prestige. " 

(ibid.: p. 115.) 

Figure B.1.lA; Afternoon Tea Dress, a Fashion during the Nation-
Building campaign 
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Phibun modemised Thailand after Western models in lifestyles and appearance. His 

policy was criticised for being pro-Westem but anti-Chinese and anti-monarchist. He 

considered that the adoption of Westem dress was indicative of the cultural level of the 

nation. Men were required to wear Western-style trousers, shirt, jacket, bow tie, socks and 

shoes, while it was suggested that women should wear a skirt, blouse and shoes, and 

also gloves on formal occasions (see Figure 8.1.1A). Both men and women had to wear 

hats (Numnonda, 1978, Punyaratabandhu, 1971, Witayasakpan, 1992). An article from 

the Bangkok World newspaper indicates, however, that many people were not at all happy 

to follow their leader in all this: 

"Thinking of going to market made her {an old housewife] sick at hearl, but not 

because she was too lazy to walk to the Giant Swing area where her favourite 

market place was located. A conservative woman, she had done al/ the shopping 

herself every day for years since she had married, and she had been happy to do 

so without complaint. Now, however, she was reluctant to go out. She had had 

such a feeling for the past several weeks because she was now required to be 

"dressed up· before appearing in public places. ... She could not help feeling 

embarrassed appearing among people in her -new fashion. " 

(Punyaratabandhu, 1971: p. 16) 

8.1.1.5 The zenith of the lOSS of Identity 

Witayasakpan tells us that women wearing full Westem-style costume came to symbolise 

SOCiety at the zenith of civilisation (1992: p. 9). It can be argued that Thai identity had sunk 

to its nadir as far as appearance is concerned after Phibun's period of nation-building. 

"The Thais are a well-dressed nation", was one of the definitions of Thai national 

characteristics in Phibun's campaign. Thai women were promoted as "the Flower of the 

Nation". The expression "properly dressed" in relation to time, space and occasion was 

developed as part of the strategy. 

"Women received particular attention for the implementation of these dress codes. 

Far from being invisible, women were the public embodiment of Thai culture, and 

the state made use of women's bodies in a number of ways. Many of the 

innovations in the construction of Thai identity concerned women, their dress, 

appearance, and demeanour. " 

(Esterik, 2000: p. 103) 
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Although the above quote is a feminisfs viewpoint of the changes of Thai women's 

appearance, changes in men's appearance were simultaneously introduced. 

It is worth remarking at this point that, when developing a model of the Thai fashion 

process, the considerations suggested by Esterik (2000) in "Materialising Thailand" must 

be taken into account. She writes: 

'How do we integrate these disparate pieces into a framework for interpreting the 

complexity of the Thai gender system? Each provides a parl of the story. But how 

are the parts related to each other and to the past? These examples call for 

integrated theory, compatible with indigenous approaches to gender, rather than 

piecemeal ad hoc interpretation of isolated problems. " 

(ibid.: p. 201) 

She goes on to develop a model or analytical framework for examining Thai gender, which 

will be taken into account when developing our model of the Thai fashion process. 

Conforming to concepts of -civilisation", Thai costume had been replaced by Westem 

dress. For most of the nineteenth centLry in Europe, fashion and its manifestation were 

fOCUsed upon women. This was because men were preoccupied with the wearing of 

military uniform, which was a consequence of regional conflicts. Implicit in the notion of 

fashion is the concept of newness, of what can be interpreted as modem, which was 

particularly significant in the 1930s. The profound changes in women's fashion, which took 

place immediately betaa and after the First World War reflected a new-found freedom for 

women and a new social positioning. 

·Uke Vajiravudh, he wanted them to dress, and wear their hair and make-up in a 
manner that would appear modem and Westem to foreigners. Particularly during 

the Second World War women went encouraged to dress in European style to 

remind the Japanese and the Europeans that Thai wem like Westerners, not Hke 

Japanese. Women were required to wear hats ('Wear a hat for your country", 

'Hats will lead Thailand to Greatnessj, stockings, and phasin rather than 

chongkraben. " 

(Ibid.: p. 103) 

Consequently, the "socialisation" poliCY negated previous social values and customs of 

family and lifestyle and supplanted them in the main by the values of English etiquette. 

Thai people, both male and female, wore a complete set of Westem fashion. Social 

behaviour as conducted in previous generations was re-classified as ·uncivilised", not 
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cultured and impolite. 

Phibun's second period in office, 'rom 1948, continued his modernisation policy, which 

both consolidated and embedded Westernisation into the culture and perpetuated it 

beyond his tenn in power. 

"Political changes and World War II strengthened efforts to develop a Thai 

national identity, and selectively borrow Western paths to modernity and 

progress.-

(ibid.: p. 9) 

These political and economic changes were not without effect upon the nature of the 

selection of fashion clothing made by consumers. There developed from the very 

beginning a hierarchy or elite in fashion purchases. Patana (1993) cites from a Thai 

magazine, ·Satrisan", issued in July 1958, which characterises the interest of Thai women 

in Western fashion as follows: 

MA woman who has not looked at a fashion magazine, has not attended a party or 

has not gone to the cinema for six months will be out of date. This is because 

trends in Thai women's fashion follow those d the West, often with little regard to 
the suitability of these Westem styles. • 

quoted in Patana, 1993: p. 11) 

The above quotation implies that by 1958, at the end of Phibun's Nationalism, Thai people 

and society had completely adopted the campaign. After World War II, the increase in 

development of transportation facilitated the spread of Westem fashion to women in 

remote areas more quickly. 

·Western fashions W6I8 copied by upcountry dressmakers from magazines and 

newspapers. Village women also wore Western style blouses with their traditional 

phasin (skirt-like) while working in the fields .• 

(Patana, 1993: p. 11) 

Figure 8.1.1 B shows the original version of dress contrasting with an embarrassing "new 

look" of a group of Thai farmer singing and dancing after the harvest season. Young 

farmers in the picture wore Westem style dresses with white socks and shoes. and their 

indigenous style of dress is no longer in evidence. 
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Indigenous Style 

Western Style during Phibun's Period 

Figure 8.1.1B: Illustrations of the Thai traditional Dresses of 
Rural Farmers before and after Phibun's Nation Building campaign 
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By contrast, the constraints of changing appearance towards a Westem style, were 

realised by the elite in Thailand in a more sensitive manner because of their urban 

lifestyle. There were instances, for instance at international meetings such as the United 

Nations, when Thai delegates founcl that other Asian delegates were wearing their 

national costumes while the Thai delegates appeared in Westem fashion ("Chao Thai" 

Newspaper, 17 Jan 1961). Thai people abandoned their indigenous lifestyles and 

costumes, and looked forward to consuming what was called ·fashion". 

Within what may seem to have been a catalogue of continuous social and cultural change, 

drifting ever closer through adoption of desirable influences towards the Westem 

manifestation of modern cultt.re, there still remained many anomalies. 

"Thailand sells itself abroad by commodifying its culture and tradition (Reynolds 

1991: p. 15). Heritage and tradition, materialized as Thai culture, are 

simultaneously trivia/ized, celebrated and exploited. Similarly, Thai women in their 

essentialised Bangkok guise have been used both to represent tradition, at times 

an invented tradition, and as signs of civilization with their high heels and hats. " 

(Esterik, 2000: p. 124) 

Indeed, the continual changes of Thai fashion during the post war were stili influenced by 

the -civilisation campaign-, in particular through the practices by Thai women. The 

increase of foreignship cUing the post war brought in diverse foreign cultures, as well as 

tourists into Thailand. The role of tourism in the preservation of original Thai style has not 

been directed to get along with the way the Thai modem life developed. On the other 

hand, cultt.re and tradition became commodities providing in particular for tOUrists, while 

the new version of Thai culture were separately developed. Since then Thai culture can be 

categorised in two styles including original and modem. Esterlk (2000) states that Thai 

culture and tradition was conceptualised by Thais as something that existed in the past 

but could be awaken to revive their spirit in a modem society. 

liThe destruction of the regional traditions as part of the pan-Thai movement in the 

1940s under Prime Minister Phibun is paralleled today by the reinvention and 

repackaging of these same regional traditions for tourist consumption. " 

(Esterik, 2000: p. 124) 

These anomalies seem to persist because they are somehow deeply rooted in aspects of 

the cultural tradition, which are constantly being reinforced. For example, the state religion 

is still Buddhism, practised by the majority of Thai people. To most outside observers, the 

King has equal status and authority to the ·Sangkarar (head Buddhist monk) and the 
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Prime Minister (head of state). 

-Buddhism is important to Thai identity because it is part of the logic of everyday 

life, not only because its texts and rituals structure gender hierarchies. Ideological 

orientations toward non-se/f and impermanence discourage essentialism, ... n. 

(ibid.: p. 6) 

This last observation also has resonance in relation to the proposed model of the fashion 

process, particularly in the area of the -micro-subjective", which will be discussed later. 

The legal system, in its content and codes of practice, stems from tradition (the Buddhist 

moral ethic), although in ritual structure it owes much to the British system. Whilst many 

people speak English as a second language, there is not a single Thai person who would 

only be able to speak English. 

Fortunately, the present Queen (Sirikit, consort to King Rama IX) has directed the deSign 

and development of a range of traditionally linked national costumes. They are now 

internationally recognised as the -national costumes· of Thailand. Many organisations in 

Thailand in art, aaft and culture are specifically under her patronage. Her position and 

responsibility underscore and reinforce the necessity for continuation fA a policy fA 

nationhood represented through dress. 

-Her cultural promotion activities date back to 1960, when she accompanied His 

Majesty the King on a state visit to Europe and the United States. She noticed at 

the time that there were no national dresses for Thai women, unlike the Indian 

Sari or the Japanese Kimono, 10 name only two. She concluded it was time to 

create such costumes for the sake of national identity. With this in mind, Her 

Majesty made a resealCh into traditional costumes that Thai women had worn in 

different historical periods, from the Sukhothai and Ayutthaya to the Ratanakosin 

(Bangkok) Periods. Then she set out to adapt and modify these different modes 

into Thai national costumes for use. " 

(http://www.thaimain.orgleng/monarchy, 1 April 2001) 

The undercurrent of preservation of the indigenous is a facet of Thai contemporary history 

much neglected but one which we shall retum to later. The significance of what might be 

called regional identity is an important factor in both economic development and any 

analytical comparisons between cultures. 
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8.1.2 Industrialised Era 

8.1.2.1 Political Colonisation "Fades Out": Economic 
Colonisation "Fades In" 

As shown in the above reviews, Eng/ish thought and etiquette had been transmitted to and 

imitated by Thai culture. The main recurrent factors established by King Rama V spread or 

were emulated throughout the various levels within Thai society. For example, King Rama 

V sent his children and some other students to study in England; several Thai generations 

graduated from some of the most established of British universities. All of these graduates 

came back to Thailand to take important roles in the development of the country. Thai 

politics and the Thai education system, for instance, were based on the English model. 

The Bangkok transportation system was another organisation in which the logo of the 

institution declares its origin. 

-The establishment 01 the National Economic Development Board was 

accompanied during 1959-60 by the setting up of a series of other developmental 

institutions, notably the BosrrJ oIln'lfl8lmtlnt, the Budget BUl88u and the office of 

Fiscal Policy. These W8t8 heeded by a small number of Western trained 

"technocrats" who came to play major roles in the Kingdom's development policy. " 

(Musest, 1994: p. 65) 

Those conseaJtive generations of students who had been educated abroad were also 

influenced by English etiquette, as can be seen in many popular Thai novels of different 

periods. Particularly good examples of the genre are 'Si Phaen Din" (Pramoj, 1981) and 

"Ban Sai Thong" (Surankhanang, 1955). 

Thai students graduating in England have long been categorised as belonging to a higher 

class than those graduating in countries and/or from domestic institutions. Their career 

progress accordingly unfailingly placed them in positions of power and authority within the 

political and economic system of Thailand. 

Dixon (1999) clearly concludes that the role of the British, who left their influence upon 

Thailand, was as assertive as if Thailand had once been one of their colonial possessions, 

which it never was. 

MFrom the mid-nineteenth century until the 19308 the integration of Thailand into 

the global economy and the related development of capitalist relations of 
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Production took place very largely as an informal part of the British Imperial 

structure. During this period Thailand came to exhibit many characteristics 

common to the neighbouring colonial economies. In genera/, Western control of 

the Thai economy appears to have been less complete and less intense than in 

the colonial possessions. In particular Western economiC activity was not 

supported by the establishment of a colonial state which promoted infrastructure, 

access to resources and conttDIs over labour. A considerable measure of 

indigenous control remained which inhibited Westem activity and, to a degree, 

controlled the nature and speed of economic and social change. " 

(Ibid.: p. 240) 

Mer World War II, development in the South-East Asian region was dominated by 

America (Chiengthong, 2000). Thailand and America became allies in terms of anti-

communist political philosophy, and subsequently Thailand provided a support base for 

the Korean and Vietnam Wars. Thailand was in tum supported by the U.S.A, specifically 

in developing its economy, financially, technically and in human resources (Kulick and 

Wilson, 1992). The number of Thai students funded by the U.S.A inaeased markedly in 

the post-1945 period. As a l8SuIt, an Americ:an-trained generation has replaced the 

BritistHrained individuals in key decisiorHnaking positions resulting, for instance, in a 

huge change in the Thai education system. 

"ThlOU(Jh the 1950s and 1960s, Thailand was transformed from a subsistence-

based agricultural economy to a markef4iented rice economy and by the 

eighties, to an industrialising economy. Meanwhile the Thai military with American 

support provided the stability to make this economic transformation possible ... II 

(Esterik, 2000: p. 9) 

Where once the Oxbridge intellectual canon was the orthodoxy, now the American Ivy 

League version replaced it. 

Foreign loans, again particularly from the U.S.A. in 1946 and the World Sank in 1950, 

were mainly used to develop the infrastructure of Thailand. Consequently, in 1960 the first 

National Plan was set up on the recommendation of the World Sank, whose main 

benefactor is the U.S.A. Dixon (1999) points out that since 1960 Thailand has developed 

the kingdom with foreign loans, grants and overseas investment. These were regular 

features of its development and Thailand was accordingly closely related to and 

influenced by the World Bank and the U.S.A. Thailand was accordingly hastened into 

becoming a capitalist-based economy aimed at maximising economic growth and 

fostering the manufacturing sector (Chiengthong, 2000). 
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-The Third National Plan (1971-76) emphasised the development of an export-

oriented sector and in 1972 the industrial promotion scheme was revised to give 

support to exports .• 

(Dixon, 1999:p. 89) 

Despite the fact that the Thai economy grew at an annual average of 7 percent during the 

1970s, behind this growth imbalances in the process were indicating serious problems. 

Muscat (1994) classified the Thai economy during the latter part of the 1970s as ·debt 

sustained". The IMF and World Bank were the sources of the loans. The Fifth National 

Plan (1982-6) was inevitably directed by the World Bank. 

Thus the period 1980-98 is summarised by Pinches (1999) as demonstrating how the 

economy had achieved its dramatic economic growth (see Table 1.1.1). The restructuring 

of exports and the opening up of the economy were the strategies. During that period, the 

growth rate of GOP reached 11 percent and was among the highest rates in the world. 

However, most of the Thai NationaJ Plans so far have focused on the acceleration of the 

rate of growth of exports, moreover encouraging the country to become a capitalist-based 

economy with little increase and concern for domestic investment The social evolution of 

urban and rural areas has been separate and diver8e. 

• ... the dell8lopments have been heavily concentrated in and around SBngkok, 

thus bypassing the majority of the Kingdom and its population. Indeed, the rapid 

internationa/isstion can be depicted as exacerbating the Kingdom's already 

remarkably uneven pattern of national development. • 

1999:p. 139) 

The unevenness of development in Thailand has caused serious problems, such as the 

abandonment of land, migration of rural population to the capital, and a partial collapse of 

all levels of society. Dixon (ibid.) emphasises that Thailand's present situation is more 

typical of a Third Wood country than a Newly Industrialised Economic entity in the Asian 

region. In the countryside the majority of the population, the rural people, are left behind in 

the modernisation process. It is one of the reasons that this thesis proposes to focus on 

the consumption of urban people, in Bangkok in particular, where the dynamic of over-

consumption has exploded. Later on it may be that the rural majority may have a role to 

play in the regeneration of the economy. 
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8.1.3 The Aftermath or the Present Era 

The Asia Research Centre on Social, Political and Economic Change, established at 

Murdoch University, Western Australia, focuses the research analysis of the newly 

emerging Classes of the Southeast Asian countries. Its book series, titled "The New Rich 

in ASia- and edited by Robison and Goodman (1996), provides many significant and 

invaluable suggestions for further analysis of the consumption phenomenon in South-East 

Asia in general and in Thailand in particular. The general concept employed by this 

research centre for analYSing the consumption phenomenon lays emphasis on the social, 

political and economic construction of a new middle-class or the new rich, which impacts 

on the developmental direction of each country in the region. The same framework is 

applied in this thesis. With regard to the impact of the emergence of a middle-class, Beng-

Huat sheds light on the link between the consumption of the middle-class and the fashion 

phenomenon as follows: 

-The errtetgenCe of the midd/e-dass in every nation meant they began to acquire 

status or positional goods, such as imported fashion, cars and foreign education 

for their children. ThtJ regional expansion of consumption coincided with the rapid 

globaflSBtion of marketing of ·designe" consumer goods. • 

(Beng-Huat, 2000: p. xi) 

Most countries in the South-East Asian region have been systematically transformed over 

time and through many political epochs Into capitalist countries in the same time period. At 

a later stage, all have achieved amazing economic growth rates. However, the direction of 

their growth and the social changes In these 'iger economy- countries differ very much in 

detail one from another, as revealed in the volumes of the "New Rich in Asia- series. The 

impact of the subsequent economic collapses in 1997 spread all over the region; however, 

the direction of social change of each country in the South-East Asian reflected its 

historical backgrotn1 and context. thereby impacting upon the recovery period. Thailand's 

particular differentness is a direct consequence of its unique non-colonial history, culture 

and governmental system. 

Since the poficy deCIsion was taken that Thailand should aim at developing itself towards 

newly industrialised economy (NIE) status, the rapid expansion of consumerism as part of 

daily life has been the most powerful and dramatic phenomenon influenced by capitalism 

in the region. ·Consumerism is not a by-product of capitalism but a self-genersting 

economy- (Chambers, 1990: pp. 47-48). Rampant consumption in Thailand was inevitable 

but was nonetheless unexpected and could not avoid the consequent economic melt· 

down. 
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On the other hand, one of the by-products of being a relatively newly industrialised 

economy has been the emergence of a new middle-class in Thailand (Ockey, 1999; 

Robison and Goodman, 1996). Naturally, economic growth greatly improved the income of 

Thai people who had the opportunity of becoming actively involved in the changing 

economy. The unevenness in distribution of income to individuals, based upon economic 

growth, promoted a significant proportion of the Thai population into a new middle-class or 
"new rich". 

-The Thai middJe...class is a combination of independent entrepreneurs. which 

mostly are Chinese-Thai [Sino-Thai). and white-collar bureaucrats. i.e .• 

govemment and professional employees. " 

(Skinner, 1957: p. 307) 

This new rich was subsequently responsible for the boom in consumption. What follows, 

therefore, is necessarilY an investigation of class differentiation, particularly as it relates to 

this anew rich· Thai population. 

8.1.3.1 Theories of class Classification 

Marx and Bourdieu provide two major ground theories pertinent to the argument which 

best explains the structt.re of class within the context of a capitalist system. Marxist theory 

states that the formation of class within capitalist society can be analysed on the basis of 

ownership of economic capital as a major factor. In other words, the possession of class 

can be explained by the ownership of economic capital and its relationship to the means 

of production. 

In the 195Os, the Thai government was constrained by America and the Wortd Bank to 

abandon state monopolies and encourage private entrepreneurs (Kulick and Wilson, 

1992). The role of government shrank and the private sector increased proportionately. 

Since then, the situation in Thailand has developed in such a way as to encourage 

"absolute capitalism", which is to say that the mode of production becomes industrial. That 

is, the mechanism encouraging capitalised investors to accumulate capital as way of 

controlling the means of production becomes dominant and governmental participation is 

reduced to fostering the correct supportive context andlor trading environment. Meanwhile 

those people without capital have to survive by their own persona' and individual means of 

production, which is usually their own labour (Bamard, 1996). 
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The Newly Industrialised Economy (NIE) era for many Thai people, whether or not they 

take the opportunities offered by the changing economy, has provided many opportunities 

to enhance individual economic control, thereby improving upon their previous capital 

status. Previously, individuals sold their lands (which used to be their mean of production) 

in order to use that money/capital to change their class (becoming the "new rich-) and 

establishing a new means of production. In other words, they subscribed to membership 

of capitalist society by changing the basis of their control of the' means of production and 

progressing to industrialised production status. The credit system proliferated, bringing in 

the opportunity to change status and enhance control still further. A cycle has been 

perpetuated to the present time whereby the rich get richer, the poor are still poor, but 

YUppies emerge (the "new rich") and increase dramatically in number and asset value. 

Wealth is spread more widely, but only in the urban area where the middle-class is 

concentrated. 

Building on Matx's idea, Bourdieu (1995) explains that class can be acquired by ·various 

kinds of capital" or "the relative accumulation of resources", These can be economic 

(economic wealth and income), culh.ral (aesthetics and taste) and educational 

(education), Hence, capital according to Bourdieu is used to signify the acquisition of 

status, which characterises differing positions in a series of social fields (Wynne, 1998), 

These two ground theories are employed throughout our explanation of the emergence of 

the new Thai middfe.dass, 

In order to define this new class emergence in modem Thailand, Wynne (1998) suggests 

that based on Bourdieu's theory we need to be concemed with two important features. 

They are, firstly, the differences involved in the acquisition of upward SOCial mobility; and, 

secondly, the degrees of heterogeneous characteristics of the occupations in which those 

new middle-class have engaged. Likewise, Ockey (1999) divides analysis of the 

development of the Thai middle-class into stnJCtural approaches and historical 

approaches. 

The in terms of structural approaches is defined according to its position in 

the structure of society. The approaches are, therefore, based on structural aiteria. 

According to the literature, positioning aiteria flow from the occupational groups classified 

specifically by Ockey (ibid.), Pinches (1999), and Robison and Goodman (1996) who 

seem to be mostly concerned with the occupations that are sacrificial to capitalist society. 

These occupations are, for instance, banker, architect, engineer, entrepreneur, manager, 

marketer, sales representative, etc. and are to a greater or lesser extent employees of the 

system and thereby expendable as and when reqUired. The pre-capitalist social structure, 
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in contrast, ranked the middlEK:Iass by general professional features, such as university 

lecturer, bureaucrat, police officer, military person, doctor, nurse, and teacher who can be 

regarded as permanent guardians of the system. The acquisition of the latter status group 

rank is inevitably through the process of educational achievement, some might say the 

indoctrination process. It might be thought ironic that those who once were outside the 

system now are vital in its perpetuation. The culture of educational capital has, 

accordingly, spread markedly throughout Thai society. 

To exemplify and extend the discussion, we can cite a specific case from Thai education. 

The entrance examination to universities in Thailand has become the ideal pathway to 

success in Mure life, but has drastic consequences for the family if success is not 

aHained. Beng-Huat (2000) points out that children's education has always been both an 

investment in their future and a symbolic display of the parents' ability to pay. High quality, 

equating with as good an education for their children as can be is perceived by affluent 

parents as a sure ticket to at least retaining their family status and, at best, achieving a 

better status in the flIttn. The path believed to lead to acquisition of secure status can be 

seen from the ranking of the most sought-after subject areas in the entrance examinations 

in Thailand, namely Medicine, Engineering, BUSiness and Architecture, which are in the 

highest demand from modem society In order to display its level of sophistication and 

affluence. Whether the Thai student really wishes or suits the specific study. they are 

forced by market demand and social movement to choose those most desirable subjects 

defined by the system as having the first priority. Students who are high achievers or who 

have high ability progress easily and are readily accepted In the desirable subject areas. 

By contrast the less able student ;s consigned to subject areas such as Education, Social 

Science, Agriculture, Fishery and Humanities. No matter how well they do, however, a 

high proportion return to the examination system again and again in order to make their 

best effort to progress to the socially desired subject areas. One of the consequences of 

this competitiveness for status is intensive, commercially run tutorial courses for the 

preparation of entrance examinations, which are a must for every student and more 

importantly for their family (who have to pay). These essential courses are seen as an 

insurance policy guaranteeing a university place in the most desirable subject areas, and 

thereby avoiding the costs involved in returning to the education process later in life. 

Education is regarded as a commodity both by the state and commercial sectors and by 

parents, and becomes an ideal pathway to the acquisition of status, which in tum 

reinforces the system. 

The historical approaches are described by Frykman and Lofgren (1987) in whose 

concept ·self-created dasses· are those new classes, which have defined themselves by 

creating alternative criteria to those of the higher and lower classes. The purpose of this is 
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to place themselves in an advantageous position relative to others and relative to their 

own efforts at improvement. The emergence of the middle-class in this context proceeds 

from a base of principles of aspiration (towards the upper dass1 and pride in and of itself 

[of the affluence of the class]. In terms of the principle of ·pride in oneself, this middle-

Class constructs a distinct consumption pattem in order to set itself apart from both 

aristocracy and the lower classes. As Beng-Huat (2000) said, when they are able to 

afford more consumption they begin to acquire status. The aspirational status can be 

Virtually obtained through adopting the upper class's lifestyle. However, the emergence of 

the middle-class in these cases is based on their consumption capability rather than their 

inherent change in behaviour. 

VVhenever an integrated capitalist society exists, mobility in society also exists; 

consequently flexibility in the boundary definitions of the strata of society inevitably must 

exist The dass mechanism of capitalist society allows people to freefy move upward (and 

downward if desirable), depending on their abilities. The capability of displaying status, 

power and position in every dass can be exhibited through consumption (and, therefore, 

fashion). Hence, people employ the use of consumption as a tool to enable them to exhibit 

their status and to move upward within the total dass system. On the other hand, people 

usually judge others in terms of status, class and wealth through their outward 

appearance, which is the consumption of clothes or fashion (Barnard, 1996; Kulick and 

Wilson, 1992). This concept can be applied to the oonsumption phenomenon in Thailand, 

where the new Thai middle-class exhibit themselves through consumption in order to 

move upward and to claim to be memberS of the upper class, while the actual Thai elite 

consumes more and more in order to be superior. These circumstances generate a huge 

consumerist phenomenon in Thailand. This phenomenon appears to be focused more 

upon the use of fashion to display wealth and status in the new middle-classes (in relation 

to history) rather than in say the building of new private property or the acquisition of 

expensive motor cars. 

When considering the political dimension of class change related to displays of 

consumerism, Thailand give us two examples, which mark the beginning and end of a 

class boundary change. 

The political evidence seems to indicate that the new middle-class becomes ever more 

powerful as it becomes more numerous and through its improved education. In the recent 

history of Thailand, the uprisings in 1973, 1976 and especially 1992 saw the middle-

classes gradually becoming involved in constructing a new era of democracy. This began 

in 1973 with the first university student demonstration, and then again in 1976. The latter 

disturbance inhibited an attempted military takeover. Although effective it made use of 
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traditional civil disobedience techniques. The uprising in 1992, by contrast, was called "the 

automobile mob" or "the mobile phone mob" (Kulick and Wilson, 1992; Ockey, 1999), 

where the mob was full of car and mobile phones owners and the protestors were 

Predominantly classified as middle-class. Nowadays, many of the new generation of 

young and educated Thais automaticafly become involved in political parties, supplanting 

the older generation's notoriously traditional or corrupt manifestos or policies. This change 

in attitude was especially pronotMlCed in the election of 2000. 

Figure 8.1.3 shows that status or position in society acquired by the middle..class through 

political influence is one of the channels for the new Thai middle..classes to exercise their 

power. 

Ockey (1999) summarises that there are diverse fragments and diverse constructions of 

the middle-class. It encompasses qualifications In terms of education, occupation, status 

and income, to which 8ol.nfieu's concept of class strucb.n is relevant. 

-The diffetences in the midd/e-cIaSS fragments are most clear between the 

consumer midcJIe.cIass, many of them new tich, and the occupational (status) 

mkIdf&.cIass, many of them In the media and academe. Despite considerable 

overlap, these No groups 818 fairly distinct In terms of income and education. 

Many In· the consumer midd/e-cIaSS lire raIBtJve/y well off, but not highly educated. 

The 0WIJeIS of mtJdum-and small-size enterptises offen fit into this category, By 

way of contrast, SCBdemics, teacherS and social 'ItOfkers are well educated and 

enjoy high occupational status, but have income at the low end of the middle-

class,-

(ibid.) 

The emergence of the new Thai middle-class, then, shows three main fadors: education, 

occupation and income as shown in Figure 8.1.3. The high occupational middle-class 

engages high status leading to the exercise of political power, while the affluent middle-

class engages the power of consumption. Latterly, circa 1976 to 1992, a small proportion 

of the educated middle..class has appeared to be moving into the political arena. 

8.1.3.2 consumption practices of lethe New Thai Middle-
class" 

Even though the economic growth rate Thailand achieved was faster than most other 

developing Asian countries during the early 1990s (Kulick and Wilson, 1992), and the 

revenue of the country increased to its highest point in the mid 1990s, the total value of 
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foreign goods imported was in excess of the value of exports. Thailand imported more 

than it exported, which simply indicated excessive consumption over the successful 

period. "The Nation" newspaper (1989) anticipated and warned of the danger of 

emergence of mass consumerism in Thailand. 

[-] 

[+] EDUCATION 

• 
• SALE MAN 

MID CLASS [+] ECONOMIC 

MANUFACTURER • 

[-J EDUCATION 

• SHOP OWNER 

Figure 8.1.3: Class Structure Diagram of Thai Society Relationship 

7he winds of change in the Thai lifestyle are sweeping across this nation with a 

speed that awes even the keenest observers. The vibrant economic growth has 

brought this country to a new level of affluence and with it a degree of 

Westernisation. Now it looks good and feels good to live and consume with style -

the Western style ... The era of mass consumerism is upon us .. . The globalisation 

of consumerism transcends cultural differences and leaves the value of restraint 

as expounded by Buddhism a relic of the past. Consumerism puts the whole show 

on stage. " 

(The Nation, 1989, quoted from Hewison, 1996) 
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8.1.3.3 Bangkok: centre of Everything 

The major and increased consumption of goods by Thai people occurs solely in the capital 

city. Urban life is now totally different from rural life. Bangkok is Thailand, as many people 

say to the extent that everything is concentrated there due to the better facilities and 

infrastrudure. Industries have become congested in Bangkok and its immediate suburbs, 

which have expanded in a/l diredions and continue to do so. Bangkok has become larger 

and larger, and has become the source of all sorts of pollution, not only environmental 

(traffic, air and water), but also mental and SOCial (aime and social deprivation are on the 

increase). 

·Most industry is clustered in and around the capita/, making the area highly 

productive. ... Millions of them migrate in search of wage-labour throughout 

Thailand, and especially to Bangkok. • 

(Hewison, 1996: pp. 146-7) 

Like other capital cities, Bangkok is the best place to find a job, for investing, for travelling 

to other places, for shopping, studying and so forth. TV programmes are produced mainly 

for urban tastes. Magazines and newspapers mainly report urban lifestyles. The top five 

universities and best schools are also located in Bangkok and plenty of modem 

department stores and shopping centres are scattet8d around its precincts. Although a 

white-collar middle-class is emerging across the whole of the country, the major proportion 

of the new rich entrepreneurs and professional employees are situated in Bangkok, where 

produdion, markets and consumers meet each other. 

8.1.3.4 Urbanisation or westernisation 

Urbanisation appears as a significant trend, due to most of the business facilities 

congregating in the Bangkok metropolitan area. Living in the capital has beoome a 

necessity. It is predided that by 2005, about 60-70 percent of the Thai population will /ive 

in the capital and in the major cities (of which only 3 or 4 will be equal in size to say 

Birmingham or Bristol) while the rest reside in rural areas. Between 1983 and 1989, 

around 340,000 new housing units were built in Bangkok (Hewison, 1996). Many of these 

were second homes in suburban areas. The expansion in housing during the period has 

been refleded in land prices, which have increased markedly. Land has become 

commodified and changes hands from one owner to another easily and very quickly. The 

profit from land disposal provided one of the major opportunities for the new middle-class 

to emerge. Additionally, The Nation newspaper (1989) reported that about one third of 

Bangkok's population in 1989 owned a vehicle. In other words, by 1993 Thailand was 
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ranked the seventeenth largest automobile market in the world. 

"A third of Bangkok income eamers are now classed as white collar, and 54 

percent of Bangkok's population are considered middle or higher income. 

Bangkok's population also owns considerable numbers of major and expensive 

consumer goods such as computers, air conditioners, TVs, hi-fis, refrigerators 

and, of course, mobile phones. n 

(Prateepchaikul, 1993) 

Since the 1980s, the influx of Westem lifestyles has spread dramatically all over Bangkok 

and other major cities. Affluent urban Thais adopted anything in the Westem style and 

perceive it as modem and therefore valuable and desirable. Visible evidence can be seen 

for example in the variety of housing styles: in the same area of Bangkok there can be 

found a Spanish-style house juxtaposed with Californian-style villas, opposite a New 

England house. Nowadays, it is difficult to find a Thai person living in a Thai-style house in 

the capital city of Thailand. Hewison quotes from Scott (1989) as follows: 

·Economic good times have a way of transforming cities and obliterating their 

pasts as ruthlessly as war ... Bangkok's boom ... has spawned a style of 

architectural excess unlivalled in Asia. Bangkok's fantasies in three dimensions 

are notorious: offio8 toMn which mimic gothic cathedrals or Roman temples; 

gargantuan Corinthian columns clinging to the sides of glass-sheathed 

skyscrapers; condominium developments stuffed with miniature Tudor mansions 

and rococo villas.· 

(Scott, 1989, quoted in Hewison: p. 40) 

Thai people did not only abandon their housing and traditional living styles, but also their 

shopping style. The disappearance of open-air local markets (now relegated to shopping 

places for the lower classes) was supplanted by shopping centres, department stores, and 

convenience stores. Shopping in an air-conditioned place becomes the most significant 

leisure activity for Thai people. It is fun for the Thais to have shopping experiences 

provided in an infinite number of shopping places, which do not demand particular 

allegiances. There are only a few department store chains in the UK, it could be said, 

because by contrast in Bangkok alone there are so many department stores from so many 

different countries and on such an enormous scale. These include Central, Robinson, The 

Mall, Big C, Justco, Carrefour, Macro, Tesca-Lotus, Yao Han, Merry King, Imperial, 

Dimaru, etc. Several of them have two or more branches, while many of them, such as 

Central and The Mall, have more than six branches in Bangkok. Table 8.1.3 (Bangkok 

Post Year Review, 2000) shows the rapid growth of discount stores in Thailand, with most 
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of them located in the capital. Moreover, there are so many non-chained shopping mal/s, 

including World Trade Centre, Siam Centre, Siam Centre Discovery, Maboonkrong, 

Kesom Plaza, Amarin Plaza, Emporium, Seri centre, Secon Square, etc. The proliferation 

of Shopping places indicates a wealthy economy and the consumption capability of an 

"affluent society". 

Number of Discount Stores 

Global Operation in Thailand 

1994 1995 1996 1997 1998 1999 2000 2001 
E 

Big C-Casino 4 6 11 18 20 20 23 29 

Carrefour - - 2 6 6 9 11 5 

Auchan - - - 1 1 1 - -
Tesco-Lotus 1 2 5 12 14 17 24 30 

Makro 9 10 13 15 16 17 19 21 

Total 14 18 31 52 57 64 77 80 

Table 8.1.3: The NUllber of Discount Stores in Thailand between 
1994 and 2001 (After Bangkok post, 2000) 

Bangkok has a unique role in establishing cultural hegemony for the whole country 

(Esterik, 2000). Shopping at a department store has become equivalent to leisure time for 

urban people. One of the reasons may be because there are just a few parks and open 

public spaces. Unlike the "squares" in London or "piazzas' in Italy, or Central Park in New 

York, Bangkok lacks social/cultural meeting places and or places owned by the piJblic. 

·Department stateS have become the parks of Bangkok, with fast-food outlets, 

mini-movie theattes, fashion states, and discount merchandisers providing much 

entertainment for the population. As air-conditioned pleasure-domes, at evenings 

and weekends see them filled to overflOwing with family groups and young people, 

dressed in the latest youth fashions, who meet in the fast-food shops. A recent 

survey has shown that 48 percent of 21-30-year-olds prefer shopping in 

department stores rather than small shops or open markets. II 

(Hewison, 1996: p. 151) 

The weather in Thailand is always hot, in some cases too hot for being outdoors, so 
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people prefer to spend free time in places with air-conditioning, such as shopping plazas. 

Whatever the reason, everything can be conveniently found in the shopping places, Le., 

fashion shops, fast food, restaurants, cinemas, games shops, etc. Even affluent rural 

consumers have to come to Bangkok for shopping because there is insufficient variety 

and complete facilities in their own rural area. 

The process of urbanisation in Thailand has been focused upon Bangkok, which is 

perceived as almost the only source and destination of modern life. Lifestyles of the Thai 

people in Bangkok these days differ from the rest of the country so as to marginalise its 

rural people into an insignificant minorityv. 

Consumer commodities are roughly classified into two markets: high and low, but also by 

style and utility according to whether they are perceived as urban or rural. For instance, 

music, fashion style, architecture, art and craft, shopping style, etc. can be used to 

exemplify this issue when discussing taste. Urban or rural Thai people can be roughly 

judged or distinguished by the differences in their levels of taste, lifestyles and outward 

appearance. 

In summary, the consumption practices of Thai people, especially the new rich in Bangkok 

are tied in inextricably with highly fluid and heterogeneous channels of consumption, 

which are engenc:Ienid by the wealthy economy. Newly available commodities are 

perceived as newer, better value, and modem, irrespective of the reality of their origin, 

which in some cases could be Westem surplus. Every aspect of consumption, such as 

houses, cars, shopping places and so on, is treated, in a similar way to fashion clothing. 

Consequently, the abandonment and re-possession of commodities ensures a rapid 

turnover. In other words, materialism is inevitably a by-product of consumption as 

practised by Thai people. 

8.1.4 Change of Image through the Object 

As previously stated, consumption is not a by-product of capitalism but rather a symptom 

of it, inasmuch as it is a self-generating economy. ·Capitalism powerfully generates an 

affluent impulse in individuals and society, driving them to possess things in order to find 

their position in their everyday life- (Beng-Huat, 2000: p. 4). This argument is reinforced 

by close analYSis of the contemporary shopping syndrome in South-East ASia. 

-The neutralised status of shopping has made plenitude seem normative, and this 

legitimation of possessive desire has displaced other more remote concems 
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which appear in the history and politics of the mass tumover of goods, namely, a 

salient concern with resource consumption, environmental degradation, chronic 

inflation, differential standard of living, economic inequalities and poverty. The 

emotional currency circulating around shopping, fashionabilify and consumption 

instaNs in these cultural practices as ethicS of desire which appears to promote the 

view that living weN is a virtue. And this sensibility persists even when larger-scale 

economic cilCumstances move through the boom-and-bust cycle endemic to late 

capitalism. " 

(Finkelstein. 2000: p. 227) 

It seems that consumption under the philosophical umbrella of capitalism promotes the 

idea of achieving a better living standard, and thereby ·stimulates impulses· to consume. 

Once one possesses a complete set of basic or durable objects, one is forced by the 

·stimulated impulses- to have new versions of those objects which supersede or update or 

fulfil some social function related to a sense of progress or improvement. It can be inferred 

that there are two steps within the mechanism of consumption. The first step is to possess 

baSic items in order to make life complete. which is a response to need. The second step 

begins when an -aspiration need" oc:curs and basic possessions camot serve that 

secondary need, which is a matter of social esteem. This could be regarded as a state of 

desire andIor a specific personal psychologicaf condition. H Is in this context that these two 

steps of consumption have a relevance to the "three layers of Identity" (see Chapter 7). 

'7he fTI8ttJIi8l and ideational dominance of fashion as a consumer force is 

important because it promulgates more than a propensity to consume and be 

receptive to marketing campaigns for new products. It is obvious that fashion is 

more than an economic activity which brings higher standards of living .and new 

trends in consumption. The pursuit of the fashionable entails much more than the 

simple acquisition of goods." 

(ibid.: p. 225) 

"Goods are in this context neutral, their uses are social; they can be used as fences or 

bridges· (Douglas and IshefWood, 1979). Consumer culture can be seen as a signifying 

system through which a social order is communicated and reproduced by individuals. 

-Each item in the constantly expanding aff8Y of goods and services which modem 

urban individuals and households have to consume routinely in·order to reproduce 

their everyday life is surrounded by its own systems of production, distribution, 

marketing, procurement and, finally, consumption. Each of these systems is in 

tum constituted by its own multifaceted and segmental economies in an 
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increasingly globalised capitalism. n 

(Beng-Huat, 2000: p. 4) 

The level of sophistication or evolution of the system in the South-East Asia is not quite 

the same in its details as 8eng-Huat suggested in the preceding statement. Furthermore, 

there is as yet no consensus of opinion, which may in part be due to the short time period 

of expanSion in what has come to be known as the tiger economy of the region. The 

question needs to be asked of what the impact has been upon the economic cycle 

(pattern) of the rapid industrialisation process, which has occurred and what its 

implications and influence are for or upon consumerism. 

-I atpue that the expansion· of a consumer ethic instantiates identiflBble pattems of 

SOCiality and public conduct irrespective of location in either the West or Asia. This 

appears 10 contrast with Robison and Goodman (1996: 3-4), in the first volume of 

this series on Asia's new rich, who emphasise the specific histOrical 

circumstances that characterise each developing capitalist society. • 

(Finkelstein, 2000: p. 225) 

The SOCial and political evolution and context of consumerism in South-East Asia 

(Thailand) is usually discussed as following the developed Westem models end usually 

understood as Westernisation. It cannot be assumed, however, that e retrospective 

analysis will hold true for the Mure or be asserted as 8 given in respect of the Thai 

economy. The wealthy economy stimulates people to consume. Moreover, consumerism's 

idea that ·,iving well is a virtue- is another catalytiC concept. Consumption practices in 

Thailand are nevertheless inevitably heading towards consumerism and Westemisation at 

the moment. 

"Every urban individual and household, whatever the lower income, was likely to 

consume a range of what might be called -discretionary" consumption goods that 

had become consfHutive elements of their every day life. However, the roots of the 

culture of consumerism remained relatively shallow in the region, unlike the 

situation in the developed West or Japan. " 

(8ang-Huat, 2000: p. 8) 

The question is, will this continue or is something else happening? 

The cultural development of Thai society has aimed at Westemisation since the period of 

King Rama IV. The idea of Westernisation was imposed on Thai society in different ways. 

Firstly, it was imposed by decree and law during the period from the reign of King Rama 
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IV to the administrations of Prime Minister Phibun. The development of Thai society 

carried on in the direction of Westemisation even though the role and power of the state 

declined after Phibun's nation-building campaign finished. Although the state has 

withdrawn this policy, there are some other factors that have encouraged this direction of 

development. They are. firstly, the liberation of class when Thailand abolished the 

absolute monarchy. Secondly, the possibility and desire created by that liberation for the 

Thai lower class to move upward and change class. The major factor that facilitating this 

Circumstance was the National Development Plan. All these plans paved the way for 

Thailand to become a N.C. and Westemisation resulted not only in the import of etiquette, 

but also of technology and finance. 

The development towards an industria'ised-baSed economy created some new classes, 

eSpecially the new rich and the labouring class. The classification of class in Thai society 

is more COmplex when considering many criteria simultaneously. The possession of 

means of production ;s one aspect, \W1ereaS the accumulation of capital, education and 

culture are other features (see Section 8.1.3.1). In fact, although Thailand has changed 

from the system, this system still influences the classification of class. Thai 

culm is very strong in respect of seniority. When these factors get mixed up, we can see 

the most complex network of class. This complexity is probably the major reason 

preventing Thailand from freeing itself from the culture of corruption. 

The aucia/ point here 'S the perception of development as Westemisation or 

modernisation. Thai people have confused these two ideas, and understand all the 

methods employed in social dewIopment to be modemisation. In fad, modernisation lies 

in self-motivation in creation, development, improvement and enhancement. The adoption 

of Western idea, on the other hand, without any consideration of their suitability to regional 

criteria, is best called Westemisation. 

The SOCial evolution of Thai society. as mentioned earlier, has been under the control of 

the Thai monarch, the state, and elite groups. The adaptation to Western ideas by those 

authorities to define and the essence of Thai-ness could be called a historical 

palimpsest. Thai-ness in terms of tradition, etiquette, culture, and dreSSing, for instance, 

has been superficially overlaid by Western elements and ideas. Thai Society is identified 

as archetypal presentation (Mulder, 1992). The borrowing skill of Thai people to enhance 

their civilised image in order to put it forward in political situations is the factor that chimes 

with the idea of modemism. When comparing the definitions of modemism and post-

modemismYII
, however, Thai society has been post-modem rather than modern, as Esterik 

(2000) remarks. 
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-(Thais) ... creating images of themselves based on their own Oriental ism, and 

representing themselves to others with consummates skill. Thus national identity 

was constituted intemationally from free-floating signffiers from Thai/and's past, 

but responsive to global pressures and opportunities. " 

(ibid.: p. 96) 

Ironically. O'Connor (1997) stresses that the modem invention of the Thai elite was the 

Westemisation strategy to save the country from colonialism. 

The recent popular Thai song ·Khun Lamyai" exemplifies the consumption perception of 

beauty, image and its practice by Thai people. Suwatnawanitch (2002) aiticises the hit 

song in an article titled "J<hun Lamyai: a contused woman in the era of consumerism". The 

theme of the song is about a Thai woman upset about her image. She cannot get rid of 

her countryside image although she consumes many Western products such as a 

CroCOdile bag, Levi's jeans, and imported fashions. She is also concerned about her 

physical body and has surgery to make her nose more prominent, and highlights her hair. 

The only problem for this woman is her name, "Lamyai", whose sound and meaning 

suggest a Thai girl from the countryside. She prefers male friends to call her some other 

Western name: Eve. May, Punch, Cherry or Vine. She asks these men to find out whether 

her value depends on her image or her heart. 

This is the point of confusion: she needs others to see her heart, not just her superficial 

image. On the other hand, she tries to be a good-looking, urbanised girl dressed in 

Western fashions with no link to her heart at all. 

This song reveals the perception of Western values that Thai people usually 

as "civilisation" and "modernisation" or "urbanisation". Lamyai uses Western fashion as a 

medium to signify her urban life. The way she denies her original name, "Lamyai", reflects 

the way Thai people usually abandon their original cultural roots and adopt the values of 

Western culture. 

8.1.4.1 Fashion and consumption Formation in Thailand 

The hegemony of Western fashion impacts throughout the rest of the world and it has 

spread tlTough Thai society as earlier mentioned in this chapter. Thai fashion has been 

dominated by the West; by the English in the beginning, then by the world fashion leaders 

at a 'ater stage and until the present time. Thai fashions are currently led by Western 

fashion trendsetters. 
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Both Thai and European fashions before the twentieth century were located in the court 

SOCiety. Since capitalism was introduced to society, the possibility of changing status has 

been feasible. Intermediate classes emerged at a later stage as the rationale of capitalism 

is focused on the acquisition of status in socio-economic terms. In other words, capitalism 

generates a plenitude of desired statuses, which are ranked by socio-economic situation. 

Objects become a tool to be used to represent that socio-economic situation, hence 

represent status. In other WOlds, the ability to consume or to possess objects becomes 

necessary in capitalist society. 

-The midcllfH;fasses imbued the experience of modernity with the values of 

capita/ism; thus, shopping became a way of life, solutions to problems could be 

thought of as purr;hasable, the art of living was equivalent to knowing where and 

what to consume. Accordingly, fashion as an aspect of modern consumerism is 

not limited to the economic Sphelfl but can be seen to impinge upon the 

development of cultural practices and everyday habits. n 

(Finke/stein, 2000: p. 226) 

As Finkelstein says -&hopping became a way of life". Suppliers try to serve consumers' 

needs by aeating shopping atmospheres. The strategy "solutions to desire can be 

PLI"Chased" has been used to stimulate sales. Regarding the fashion domain, aspirational 

image and identity ... the major concern these days. Williams (1982: p. 34) stresses that 

·consuming is about aspiring to be something other than what we are". Fashion 

consumers seek new items in order to locate themselves in a tribe to secure a sense of 

belonging, thus, life can go on withOUt emptiness. Meanwhile, suppliers try to create 

aspirational images and identities througtl the media in order to provide an aspirational 

site. It is a virtual site by means to which marketers devote a lot of effort and thought in 

order to stimulate fashion consumers. The desired ideal image and identity seem to be 

able to be attained by consuming. 

"The ideal consumer as deduced from contemporary advertisements is not a "hen 

or a "she- but an "it" ... It is young but powerful ". The ideal consumer is not the 

ideal productive worker of an earlier epoch - a sexually repressed nobody, 

alienated from sensual pleasure, subjected to the turgid, life-denying disciplines of 

the working week and the nuclear family. Instead, the ideal consumer ... is a 
complete social and psychologiCal mess. The ideal consumer as extrapolated 

from the barrage of contradictory interpellations from advertising billboards to 

magazine spreads to TV commercials is B bundle of conflicting drives, desires, 

fantasies, appetites '" The subject of advertising is not the rational sovereign 
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subject of Descartes ... It is DeJeuze and Guattari's -body without organs" - the 

absolute decentered subject, the irresponsible, unanchored subject: the psychotic 

consumer, the schizophrenic consumer. " 

238) 

The schizophrenic consumer became a ailical phenomenon in Thailand, particularly 

before the economic crisis in 1997. -Schizophrenic· needs to be defined in the way in 

which it is not in a clinical psychoanalysis way, rather in an ambiguous or contradictory 

characteristic of a certain group of consumers. 

There are some differences between Western and Thai when considering schizophrenic 

consumers. Firstly, Thai economics in the 8Os-90s was extremely prosperous, allowing a 

large population of the new rich to declare their status. In light of this Thai new rich 

consumers had more spending power and Simultaneously were driven by their status 

force to show-off their ideal and nt1N aspired class. Secondly, those pre-meaning 

commodities were produced to serve Westerners as they have been aligned Western 

concepts and were ready to assist consumers in sorting out their ambivalence. In 

Thai fasma') consumers fail to relate styfes, tastes and their real needs in a coherent way. 

They do not have a culture of seIf-4txpression, in other words, no self-subjectivity, a lack of 

true seIf;eftection. Instead Thais have relatively more receptive minds acccrding to the 

literature cited at the beg!ming of this Chapter. The brands praviously mentioned are not 

desired identities. They can be just 8 temporary image to satisfy power and order 

aspirations in material consumption. This poses two questions: Is this phenomenon due to 

a desire to acquire status, which ovenules their true needs? Or is it a symptom of a need 

for freedom by demonstrating a detachment of the self from traditional culturel values? 

Finkelstein (2000) desaibes this as an -anomie world of high consumers". 

There are two different stances in discussing this point in the Western fashion when 

comparing to Thailand. Fashion in the 80s, for instance, exercised through the theme 

"excessive" and "dress for success· styles (Steele, 1997) is on one hand. The pursuing of 

power of spending due to the prosperous economic or over-consumption is on the other 

hand. The first point can be explained by the principle of self-expression, where fashion is 

usually exercised by Westerners. However, the second point is not the significant 

evidence found in the West. 

Anomie is defined by the Chambers Dictionary (1993) as "a condition of hopelessnass 

caused or characterised by breakdown of rules of conduct and loss of belief and sense of 

purpose". In other words, it is a condition of the collapse of awareness of the connection 
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between self and cultural values. The results when consumers are perplexed in a virtual 

reality, is the illusionary power of ·conduction", which is an inability to control the rules of 

conduct. 

"It occurs when individuals are too free to remake themselves, when they are 

deregulated from society through a weakening of their ties to social groups. It 

signifies an indefinable discord, an absence of a sense of proportion, as when the 

ethical dimensions of social life are mystified. Anomie, like charivari, signals a 

world out of joint, a misalignment which is subsequently naturalized and then 

passes unnoticed. " 

(Finkelstein, 2000: p. 229) 

In Finkelstein's literature (ibid.), Emile Ourkheim is referred to as the first sociologist who 

proposed that an anomic environment was created by rampant consumerism. Paris was 

the first place to have such an environment, and many countries in the Far East replicated 

it at a later stage. Bangkok, it would appear, can be included in this category of society. It 

is a society, according to Durkheim (1952), of which social dysfunction is the most 

significant feature. 

On the one 1w1d, their purc:hasing power allows consumers to screen out the 

Undesirablelunfulfilling product through trial and error. On the other hand, their propensity 

to follow marketing strategies causes an unhinging of this. Ukewise, Hebdige (1993: p. 82) 

further explains that "the authority invested in fashion, the receptiveness with consumer 

items, makes the ideal consumer into a modem schizophrenic'. 

The critical problem of schizophrenia has emerged due to a number of concomitant 

Situations. Firstly, there is the rampant competition of suppliers striving for market share. 

These suppliers are driven by the capitalist system, whereby one who stays steady can 

easily be eliminated from the competition, thus losing market share. Turbulent competition 

provides a basis for consumers to express their power. Secondly, modem information 

technology and mass media imbue consumers with the fantasy that a dream can become 

real with little effort. Plenty of aspiring image categories are created. Thirdly, the impulse 

of socialising force stimulates consumers to concurrently ascribe more value to items 

chosen by the fashion leader or superior. Finally, it is the nature of human beings to 

display power and order to superior and/or inferior others in order to categorise 

themselves within a desired tribe. The possession of fashion objects can, therefore, signify 

a moral order. 

The schizophrenic reveals his or her symptoms through over-consuming. The unhinging 
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condition stimulates the subconscious and makes them susceptible to prominent 

marketing strategies. A bundle of conflicting desires is driven by over-abundance of 

choices. Unconscious schizophrenia makes consumers feel free from rigorous conditions, 

including a limited budget, true need, self-reflection, cultural value, etc. 

-AHhough the desires which propel us to shop may appear psychological or 

atomistic in their expression, they are simultaneously properties of a specific 

moral order which has elevated the material over the abstract, the system over the 

subjective. Anomie is the result; it is a of a particular moral order. • 

(Finkelstein, 2000: p. 231) 

The anomie emerges in a materialist society where the material object can directly 

represent subjective desires. The aphorism -I shop therefore I am" coined by Kruger 

(1994) can perfectly demonstrate the dominance of the material over self-reflecfion. In 

fact, the self cannot be truly or entirely fulfilled by thOse materials in a long lasting manner. 

This is due to the social context, which changes continuously. In other words, the 

materials serve desires but not true needs and the materials are subsequently 

abandoned. This can be noticed in the marketplace where there are stable goods 

available for basic needs and fashionable goods for desired needs. Thus, the essence of 

material abandonment is the inability to fulfil and fix individuals' subjectivity with objects in 

the dynamic fashion frame. 

The most recent economic aisis in Thailand and its surrounding region has caused a slow 

down in the frenzy of consumption, affording an opportunity to re-evaluate the direction of 

the economy and the required style and pattern of consumption. The formulation of 

economic policy is the privilege of the political class; however, consumers themselves will 

have a role to pfay in the process. As stated earlier, the consumer is receiving mixed 

messages inasmuch as guidance and or aspirational values come from differing vested 

interest groups, for exampfe magazines, the elite, the royal family and government. This 

new situation could have many outcomes depending upon how you evaluate the 

characteristic of the Thai consumer, and not simply in terms of supply and demand, 

reflecting social aspiration, but also in the global context of how they wish to be perceived 

by the rest of the worfd. 

8.1.4.2 Consuming and Exhibiting "Beauty" . 

"To understand Japanese traditions takes centuries ... to enjoy their culture takes hours'. 

That is an advertisement of an airfine, seen in London in March 2001. Indeed, aJlture is 
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not something easily understood at first glance. Tourists can acquaint themselves with 

Thai culture from tourism advertising campaigns. Thailand likes to promote itself to tourists 

through Thai culture (Esterik, 2000). Thais proudly display their costumes and classical 

dances to foreigners by means of postcards, in souvenir shops and through performances 

in tourist locations. Unlike Indians or Malaysians, most Thais never feel any desire to wear 

national costume in daily life nowadays. They rarely see the Thai classical dances, but 

they like to show their guests how proud they are of what they think is Thai culture. The 

only aspect of Thai culture that remains entirely Thai is the national cuisine, although 

some Thai recipes have been modified to suit urban lifestyles, and also to compete with or 

provide variety alongside the influx of international fast food. However, in daily life Thais 

never prepare such beautifully carved (and time consuming) vegetables and fruit as are 

always shown in tourist brochures and at Thai food festivals around the world. 

Thais like everything that is beautiful, especially in terms of physical appearance. 

7he apf)l8Ciation of grace and 8/egaflC8, and the evaluation of beauty, Is dBBply 

entrenched in Thai culture. " 

(ibid.: p. 155) 

Thais like beautiful women and are proud of their two Miss Universes. Beauty contests 

have become a major cultural event throughout the COl.ntry 8'1d provide a shortcut for the 

winners to become media stars. Most of the movie stars, TV stars, fashion models and 

even singers in Thailand have successfully passed through beauty contests at some 

earlier stage of their career. Once they have won a crown, they have many offers to 

promote them from media agents. Most actresses in Thai TV drama are gorgeous, which 

is more than can be said for the British TV soap opera ·Coronation Street·, for instance, 

where the drama looks real as it encompasses a variety of ordinary-looking actors suitable 

to their roles. Many music albums of those media celebrities are really not so remarkable 

for the quality of the vocals and rely on marketing and aim merely to make as much 

money as possible. Most of media celebrities will have made at least one music album 

when his or her popularity was at its peak. Ordinary Thai people have no chance of Joining 

the TV game shows, because these are prime advertiSing time for media celebrities to 

promote their new single or TV series. 

The aftermath of the Vietnam War left a young generation of half-breed Thai-Western 

children, particularly Thai-American. The beauty ideal of a mixture of Thai and Western 

features has been accepted socially nation-wide, especially in the media business. In 

major beauty contests the winners have often been "imported" from either America or 

and win because of their Western looks, language ability and Westemised 
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personalities. This generation dominates the media industry and provides the fashion 

icons nOwadays. Surgery and beauty businesses proliferate, providing simulacrum looks 

of a prominent nose, whiter skin, double eyelid, etc. 

What do Thai people actually consume? 

Gender practices and beauty concerns can be embodied on both the individual and the 

national scale (ibid.). Thai women are exploited to enhance the image of events, 

organisations, businesses, and society. During the nationalism campaign under Prime 

Minister Phibun Songkhram (1938-44, 1948-57) women were promoted as the "flower of 

the nation" or as·mothers of the nation" (Esterik, 2000; RaynoIds, 1991; Rutnin, 1983). In 

the latest Asian Games in Thailand. many beauty queens who had won major 

competitions, dressed in a variety of Thai costumes, were assembfed to carry the title of 

each nation and lead the of athletes in the opening ceremony. 

Thai people are very much conoemed with having a civilised face and image. When they 

appear in public, they have been taught to behave 8"Id dress cleanly, tidily and properly, 

as suits the occasion. The ThaI expression -l(a.(a.te-sa" Is subtle in meaning and means 

suitable to time and place. Mulder (1992) stnMseS the appreciation of beauty, that for 

Thai people things have to be beautiful before they can be regarded as property in order, 

yet this order also raquiras ha'd work and dependability, which is why It is women who are 

at the heart d Thai life. Whether or not they are ready far a situation, they have to be 

ready. The Thai expression tor this is, "CorIander on top of the food". This means 

something is cfec:orated in a meaningless and useless way in order to present it as being 

well prepared. 

The appreciation of aesthetic appeMIllC8 is very embedded, underpinning the 

construction of what modern civilisation is in ThaIland. Esterik (2000) comments that a 

casual attitude to appearance would be anathema to Thai sensibilities. Thai sensibilities 

were dominated by the desire to be civilised citizens. Thai leaders perceived that the 

adapting and adopting cA the superior or higher culture of Western peopfe was a short cut 

to being cultured and also a good way to avoid Western colonisation. Meanwhile, Thai 

people were forced by laws and regulations and also by social pressures, to adopt and 

pursue the political movements. Thai people have an embedded culture of following the 

leader. As a result, self-confident and progressive thought has been hidden under the 

control of adopted norms and 
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8.1.5 Analysis: Characteristics of Thai Identity 

After carefully investigating the macro- and miao-subjective realms, the above narrative of 

the self-development of Thai society reveals many facets, characteristics, and social 

patterns of Thai people, particularly of the middle-class. There can be seen the impact of 

political, economic and religious factors affecting Thai society. We can discuss and 

summarise some of the major features of Thai identity as follows. 

8.1.5.1 Social conditioning 

In common with many other aspects of modem capitalist societies, the hegemonic 

phenomenon of fashion diffusion can rarefy occur on its own; instead it appears along with 

the cult of consumption. Thailand is no exception to this rule and, therefore, its brand of 

consumerism is expressed by means of fashion phenomena. During the tremendous 

economic boom in Thailand, a new urban middfe..dass emerged and became a catalyst 

for consumerism via the economic power of spending disposable Income. Fashion was 

promoted by the over-consumption of that healthiest of socio-economic classes. Fashion 

in Thailand can, accordingly, be observed mainly through the consumption phenomenon 

of the middle-class. 

Thailand gradually became a fun-blown capitafist IOCiety after the establishment of the 

National Economic Development Plan In 1961 suggested by the World Bank (Dixon, 

1999). Walking In the shadow of the Wor1d Bank's policy direction seems to have been a 

safe option and one, which met the aspiration to become an economically successful 

country. The World Bank is sometimes thought of as a new colonial power. The National 

Economic Development Plan was gUided by the World Bank to lead Thailand into a new 

era of industrialisation. Whether intentionally or not, the World Bank seems to have guided 

its new colony (Thailand) into a developing economy Situation, which impacted upon or 

induced social changes. In terms of social policy, the direction of Thai cultural evolution 

and social change neglected to assist a smooth transition to greater prosperity for a 

broader class of people. On the one hand, the economy boomed and achieved the highest 

growth rate in the world during the 1980s. On the other hand, some sectors of Thai society 

exploded in protest, inducing the beginning of what could have become a chaotic, 

dysfunctional society in terms of civil disobedience and economic collapse. Hence, in 

1972 the word ·social· was added to the title of the National Plan, which reflected the 

concems of demonstrators and indicated an understanding of the necessity for 

govemmental intervention in the process of capitalism to protect the interests and 

cohesiveness of the culture (ibid.). 
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There were many layers of new classes emerging in the society: not only the new rich, but 

also an industriallabolr' class (Bello, et aI., 1998). People have striven energetically to 

move upwards through the class system. The fashion and consumption environments 

were accordingly stimulated by the essence of capitalism, which is ·status·. 

Thai SOCiety is becoming much more chaotic and lacking in cohesion as the individual 

identifies class and status as synonymous with capital accumulation and aspirant success. 

Education, together with other essential elements of culture and identity, was given over to 

Western countries who inculcated values and knowledge alien to the tradition of Thai 

culture. For instance, an individual who graduated with a Western educational qualification 

was classified as higher in the social order than another individual with the same degree 

gained in Thailand. Ukewise, one who is able to consume Westem fashion is likely to be 

more fashionable. 

According to 8.1.3.1, regarding the accumulation of three types of capital, the new middle-

class strives towards cultural accumulation by consuming commodities usually targeted at 

the higher cfass. The consumption of ready-made high taste can act in favour of the 

acquisition of cuftt.nl capitaf. Chan (2000) explains how taste can be significantly 

contributed to social reproduction via the consumption of higher taste commodities. 

fiefds whete taste Is I8COgnised as a fonn of cultural capital and is utilised for 

work-flfe mobility. Second, taste can be used as criteria against which entry into 

high-status social groups is evaluated. And thirr:l, by investing in the cultivation of 

taste in one's offspring, cultural capital can be instilled and incorporated into the 

habitus.-

p. 117) 

Because of the rampant striving to move towards the upper class, Thai people easily 

abandon their background Of connection to the past. The situation whereby the connection 

between self, background or upbringing, traditional value system and other cultural mores 

are weak or are completely severed by the class transition process, is a symptom of a 

SOCially dysfunctional condition. 

8.1.5.2 Receptiveness or passivity 

As previously discussed. Thai society has been constructed and reconstructed by the idea 

of borrowing models from others. The country's aim of reaching the rank of civilisation in a 
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short space of time, led to short cut developments being employed. Ready made civilised 

models have been mapped into the country without any realisation of the differences in 

background and context between the West and the East. The two nationalism campaigns, 

for instance, were the most difficult times for Thais to adopt and adapt themselves to new 

noons and cultures. Those sudden changes occurred in short periods especially in the 

urban area, forcing people to adopt them either by law or elite propaganda. Those major 

revolutions along with many minor social changes repeatedly shaped Thai society towards 

receptiveness. This characteristic receptiveness became endemic and brought passivity to 

the process of social change. This raises further issues for debate, focused on what the 

differences are between "Westemisation" and "modernisation". 

The receptiveness circumstance started when King Rama IV was forced by Queen 

Victory's envoy to sign the Bowring Treaty. Since then Thailand has had to trade with 

Western COlI1tries. Thais have, for instance, had to produce crops not only for domestic 

consumption but also for export (HOSkin, 1986; Malloch, 1852). 

-As a non-coIonised but -informslly colonised" nation, Thailand benefited from not 
having to fight old enemies who MeI8 now under colonial rule. As Anderson says, 
their old enemies MIe too WfJ8k to fight and their new enemies, too stnmg 

(Anderson 1977: p. 21). This sHowed Theiland to be more selective and open to 
We8tem and EutopBBn InfltJefICtI than her CXJIonIsBd neighbours whose exPOSUI8 

to the West was structured and controlled through colonial institutions. • 

(FEsterik, 2000: p. 96) 

The receptiveness reached its mature level in the 1960s when Thailand became fully 

incorporated into the world economy. the growth of the manufacturing sector during the 

1960s and 19705 was the period when many established technologies and muCh know-

how were imported into Thailand (Dixon, 1999). The manufacturing sector has largely 

achieved its undoubted success because the continuous process of adopting Western 

technologies and know-how has become routine. Thai manufacturers rely on these ready-

to-use intellectual packages, disregarding the necessity of modernising the industry on 

their own. The result of constant borrowing is a lack of intellectual properties and a lack of 

ability to achieve a form of independent economic and industrial progress based upon 

indigenous initiative. 

The country has been being developed into an almost industrialised economy under the 

guidelines of the capital creditor, i.e., the World Bank. The transmission of knowledge from 

outsiders to Thailand has been in the form of packages. Technology for developing 

countries is never, however, transmitted in a single package, so Thailand has to import it 
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continuously. Capitalism keeps Thailand stimulated in order to exploit the country 

continuously, especially when labour is cheap and resources not yet exhausted. Shortcuts 

in learning and adaptation by both the manufacturing sector and the social infrastructures 

have been a necessity. Lessons leamt in the industrial sector have taught people 

shortcuts to success in other aspects of life: education, politics and the economy have 

followed in the footsteps of the West, moulding Thai society into a "receptivity". 

This issue of receptivity dominates the potential and opportunities in creativity. This issue 

will be discussed at a later stage. 

In summary, social dysfutction occurs readily when a society is weak. Thai society is 

weak in the sense of lacking the ability to protect itself. It lacks curiosity and analysis and 

support for critical dissent The propensity to pursue indiscriminately whatever is marketed 

leads to detachment from or an impersonal short-term relationship with what has been 

purchased. The purchasing of objects or commodities becOme a means to an end rather 

than and end in itself. Western commodities are perceived as better than domestic made 

ones tam the point of view of their signification of change of status. \Nhen people are 

faced with an unhinging situation created by the influx of Western commodities, their 

decisions radically conform to the fashion leader, whoever that is. The receptive mind 

inspires them to follow onwards and upwards. 

8.1.5.3 palimpsest 

Another social phenomenon, which seems to have proliferated in Thai Society is the 

perception that Thai cultures and rituals have little value and are should increasingly be 

abandoned, only to be rewritten and reformed, resulting, in short, in a "palimpses{society". 

-The term palimpsest refers to parchment or slate from which old writing has been 

erased to make room for new writing. The aet of writing over an earlier draft 

version of something that has been wiped out suggests that the original version 

has disappeared. But palimpsests are never completely erased. " 

(Esterik, 2000: p. 41) 

As previously stated, the history of Thai culture, especially the Thai identity, has been 

wiped out many times. First, Kings Rama IV and V introduced European apparels to 

replace traditional Thai costume and military uniform. Thai people in those days had to 

dress in a Thai version of Victorian style. Secondly, this evolved into an Edwardian style 

when King Rama VI launched his nation-building campaign utilising elite propaganda. 
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Until that period, only urban Thais had worn Western fashions. Thirdly, traditional Thai 

dresses were swept away throughout the country by nationalism laws promulgated by 

Prime Minister Phibun Songkhram (see Appendix V and VI). 

Thais have had to adopt, adapt and then completely change their appearance into the 

Western style. It can be argued that this process of acceptanoe, adaptation and 

transformation was as general as colonisation would have been: that Thailand as a nation 

and Thais as citizens have been unofficially COlonised. The development of tha Thai 

nation and its identity has been dominated by "Wesfemisation". 

The idea of progress based on imitation is oentral to the nature of Westernisation. Hum 

(1968: p. 448) explains a social process via the idea of a sociologist (Tarde) that "society 

is imitation and imitation is a kind of somnambulism". Somnambulism implies that imitation 

is a process conducted in a situation. Imitation itself refers to being 

passive rather than active, so that it is a process perfonnecl by an inferior to conform to a 

superior's model. However, aocon:fing to Cuvillier (1954: p.119), the selection of a 

stereotype can be active and deliberate. Hum sums up his definition of imitation as 

follows: 

"Imitation Is a process of IaBmlng, end yet "" cannot equate Imitation simply with 

"S8me behaviour- due to similar tIOCio-CUItunII ftJcIIItatJon or the "same INPOnse" 

to identical conditioning. • 
(Hurh, 1968: p. 449) 

The two identical conditions between the model's ad and that of the imitator cannot 

actually exist simultaneously. There is, therefore, always some gap in between before the 

imitative &dion is en&ded. 

'The imitator can transform his actions so that they become similar to those 

evolved by his model, yet this transformation can never be total, but only 

segmental. . .. HoweWIt', in Older to become identical with the model, the imitator 

would have to possess identical dispositional properties or the same life history 

and this is Impossible in reality. ' 

(ibid.: p. 452) 

The above explanation is the crucial essenoe of the reason why 0J)9 has to perpetually 

carry on imitating the model. This is due to the fact that the inferior lags behind the 

superior's mode', in tanns of property or life history. The two will never be identical at the 

same time. This mechanism can be used to explain fashion diffusion, where the followers 
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strive to be identical with their ideal models, innovators or fashion leaders, i.e. media 

celebrities. On the other hand, on many occasions those fashion leaders are stimulated by 

the fashion suppliers to occupy new looks. Fashion innovators, fashion leaders, and 

fashion followers are all involved in the imitation process. They have to run after the new 

lOOks. Imitation is, therefore, a kind of catalyst of material abandonment. 

The history of Thai natiotrbuilding declares its Westemisation through imitation. The 

mechanism of imitation implemented by King Rama VI was vertical diffusion from the court 

to the urban Thais and to commoners, while that managed by Phibun was horizontal 

diffusion from the state throughout the nation. 

-At the tum of the century, members of royalty and the Thai elite travelled to 

Europe as students of civilisation, and took from the experience not a critique of 

how they Kere represented by the Europeans, but a blueprint for how to represent 

themselves to others. " 

(Esterik, 2000: p. 118) 

The blueprints of Western etiquette were repeatedly imposed on to society without 

concern for the differanoes between the model's and the local context. The lack of 

Western cuftu-al context caused shock to the societY, but because of the aitical situation 

from the colonial ttnat and because of the imposition by law, Thai society had no choice 

but to adopt these ideas. The mapping of those superior models on to Thai society could 

not make them result in their being identical, as discussed above. On the contrary, the 

result was social dysfunction. 

The perception of Western culture, technology, knowledge, etc. as invaluable has become 

firmly embedded. Western commodities are likely to be adopted easily. Thais· radically 

abandon the past and readily accept something new to replace it. This is due to their living 

with superficiality or cultural emptiness, which the Western cultures cannot fully replace. 

-Thais deal with the threatened disappearance of the so-called authentic Thai past 

by selecting pieces for retention, recollection, and adding them on the palimpsest 

that is Thai culture. " 

(ibid.: p. 109) 

The palimpsest situation is ongoing, even as Thais look back at what is disappearing. As a 

result, those parts of the past culture, which are retrieved are put together like a jigsaw in 

which the whole incoherent picture of the past fails to add up to an identity for the present 

day. They are living with a conflict of identity in the sense that the incoherent past identity 
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is a proud one but no longer appropriate to everyday life, while the Westernised identity is 

more suitable to the modem urbanised lifestyle but cannot satisfy their need for self-

reflection. The palimpsest s)'l1dtome is another major factor of the social dysfunction and 

cultural dislocation. Sequentially, it is a dimension of the characteristics of Thai society 

generated by the prior factor of receptivity. 

8.1.5.4 Subjectivity 

Subjectivity seems to be the ultimate individual and social destination in the quest for 

modernity. In a capitalist society, people establish their subjectivity through consumption. 

Abundant choices from various styles of commodities are, therefore, provided. This is the 

baSic reason why there are heterogeneous ranges of fashion commodities in the fashion 

world in which the variance in style is manipulated to serve different but stereotypical 

identities. 

In Westem society there are many minor identities that are not served by the commercial 

sector. Westerners are, however, obsessed by the sense of individuality (Haggart and 

Johnson, 1987). 

·A self-made man, another European OOl7C6pt, is an arrogant, worldly and 

individualistic phrase. It has Hnks back to the spirit of Protestantism, and implies 

that the individual must make his own way, both in the world and with God.. 

(ibid.: p. 84) 

When religious and civil laws are not compatible, ambiguity emerges. Westerners respond 

to the ambiguous situation by directly relying on their subjectivity. Their character is 

usually independent, confident, and expressive. Thai society, in contrast, is constituted 

from an tripartite coalition of monarch, religion and nation manifested, and 

some say supplanted, by a kinship of consumption and capital acquisition. The community 

as a whole is the main concern, and the individual Is always absent or subject to the 

direction of the herd. Haggart and Johnson (ibid.) argue of the characteristics of Oriental 

people: 

-It is received rather than considenKl, atpued about, analyssd, thought through. It 

implies a weak sense of individual responsibility or of rights, a strong sense of 

communal action and obligation.· . 

(ibid.: p. 87) 
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or make-up is simultaneously to express a cultural viewpoint. It is as if clothes 

represent complex ideas; as if there wele discernible connections between the 

visibHity of one's appearance and the invisibility of one's political and social 

values.-

(Polhemus, 1994: p. 15) 

When considering the recent history of fashion in Thailand, much of which has diffused 

from the Western fashion system, it ;5 important to note that since it was not speciflCBlly 

designed for Thai consumption, It carried only Western cultural values. None of the 

previously imported fashions carried any Thai cultural reference or reflected any Thai 

cultural values or any of the social context change necessary to enable aoss-cultural 

interaction ancuor the evolution of a regional style. The latter will be discussed later in this 

thesis. However, Finkelstein (2000) raises a aitica/ question. 

7his may seem a contradiction at those recent sites of fashionability where the 

new rich of Asia 818 ostensibly consuming foreign commodities from the West, 

which do not 8pp8BI'to CtIITY much cultural continuity. Yet the dynamic of fashion 

itself is seIf-msintenanoe. The continuity It is supporting is its own. And the ease 

with which matetisI goods are IICCIJI1IUIated encodes the I'8IIdy promise that 

desites can be gI'8IiIiad with each dsoeming pulChllse. By being fashionable, by 

suppotting the fashion system, '"' are also mtlBting ourown needs. • 

(ibid.: p. 238) 

Thai people in the recent period of eoonomIc boom were mad with the frenzy of shopping, 

consuming and spending on Western commodities to exercise and display their new-
found economic power. 

-... once manufactured and imported goods become abundant, which is the case 

for the newly industrialised societies throughout Asia, any direct correspondence 

between social identity and appearance becomes increasingly weaker. 

(Mckendrick, et al., 1982, quoted in Finkelstein, 2000: p. 237) 

Being fashionable is one discernible aspect, while adopting Western values perceived as 

superior is another vital aspect or key phenOmenon, which must be considered separately. 

A significant symptom of the madness of shopping frenzy is the condition of subjectivity, 

which is a state detached from the truth of need. It is. a situation where self-identity is lost 

when consumers are aroused by marketing strategy, bundles of commodities and bundles 

of illusionary images. 
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The point when the relationship between self and society is weakened is the point where 

consumers become passive towards marketing strategy and their fantasy aspiration 

towards that strategy is maximised. To be upper-class is such a general aspiration, and is 

distinct from the desire to become a member of civilised Western society. As discussed 

earlier, this is due to Western values having been defined by many Thai generations as 

superior to any other values in class classification. 

Material wealth generates abundance of commodities, which in turn generates abundance 

of meaning; various suggestions of precise gestures, and tremendous choices of desire 

achievement, create situations whereby the heterogeneous ranges on offer 

simultaneously create social ambiguity. 

Figure S.l. SA: The popularity of the Kipling Bag in Thailand 

This social ambiguity, which originated from the oversupply of Western commodities, is 

very much different from the ambiguity in the macro level of the conceptual model in this 

thesis described earlier (see Chapter 5). The former ambiguity contains no local cultural 

value, but purely status arousing impulses. It emerges from a conflict of too much choice 

and offered aspirational potential. On the other hand, the latter ambiguity emerges from 

social issues, beginning with the stage of nothingness in terms of commercial 

representation. This situation of social ambiguity is not, therefore, merely about status 

aspiration but about regional problems and interests. At a later stage people seek media 

to express their "gestures", as opposed to identity or opinion and solution, throughout 

social interaction. Commercial commodities, then, emerge as nuance reflection in relation 

to social ambiguity. 
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Fashion, which responds to the latter ambiguity, seems to contribute to the formation of 

self-subjectivity (illusionary) and social identity at the same time as reflecting cultural 

movement. Fashion of the former situation by contrast seems to carry nothing except 

some global issue, which only a small number of objective Thai people/consumers are 

aware of. Meanings contained within pre-existing and available Western designer 

products are inevitably ignored by Thai consumers. Most consumers don't even 

understand the simple significance of the pre-signified detail. An obvious example is the 
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nation-wide popularity of Kipling, a Belgium brand of nylon rucksack and bag, which in 

terms of its adoption is found across all age groups and genders and has become a must 

have. This item was originally designed for the adolescent and displays a representation 

of a monkey. Figure 8.1.5A shows the popularity of Kipling that diffuses to the lower 

market level as well as spreading throughout all age range consumers. 

likewise, the louis Vuitton handbag is another extreme phenomenon of snobbery and 

paradoxical devaluation of a commodity, which became available en masse but which in 

its original manifestation was supposed to be exclusive with limited availability. The Louis 

Vuitton shop in Paris, for example, does not allow Thai customers to purchase more than 

two items at a time. In some cases, passports need to be shown with a valid French visa. 
This is to protect aJStomers in Thailand from exploitation by Thais who bring the products 

back to Thai/and for ra-saIe, and also to retain its status as a rare product within the Thai 

market. It has been the experience of many when shopping in exclusive high class 

Western stores that being well dressed and groomed and possessing the right credit card 

will secure the pt.I'Chase of any amot.Ilt of goods, while less groomed individuals are 

prevented from making similar multiple purchases. 

These desired goods could be purchased either in a specific market stall or in the Thai 

web site. Figure 8.1.58 shows some samples of Thai shopping web site that provide new 

and second hand commodities of Kipfing and Louis Vuitton. 

A jet-set millionaire Thai lady revealed her hobby in a recent issue of a Thai fashion 

magazine: she has an almost complete collection of Louis Vuitton products. Mass 

availability and/or conspicuous consumption undermines exclusivity and debunks 

snobbery. However, this has to be a conscious act. If it is not, it becomes something else. 

If accompanied by geographical or cultural displacement the result could be "kitsch' or 

briccolage. In either case, the original is in some way diminished. 

-European items K>eI8 easily adopted as markers of status by royalty, elite and 

increasingly middle-class urban and /Ural households. But lUXUry objects from 

exaJusive stOleS are limited almost as soon as they become symbolic markers of 

elite status. Instant antiques and fake RoJex watches are prized by tourists who 

willingly butt into this recycling of status symbols. " 

(Esterik, 2000: p. 124) 

Figure 8.1.SC shows a sign in the Thai and Japanese languages at a duty-free shop in 

Paris. They read ·special section for Thai customers on the 2nd floor", and presumably 

• Japanese section on the 3rd floor". It is good evidence to support the above discussion of 
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the mad shopping frenzy, not only in their own country but also in some major shopping 

capitals. 

In the light of the previous discussion, we should ask the question whether there is any 

Thai cultural value or meaning in such products, apart from an aspiration to possess a 

certain Western image. 

. .;. 
;) 1 I I 

tr 
r 
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' .. 

Figure 8.1.5C: shopping sign "special Section for Thai Customers 
on the 2nd Floor" in the Thai Language Found in a Shop in Paris 

The answer is probably negative. Thai people may be less concerned about the in-depth 

value of a product than about its use as a transition object for social repositioning. The 

only ultimate aim in Thai urban life is to exercise power, declare ability in consumption and 

move status. A fayade of identity is accordingly built, a second skin is worn, a shell is 

decorated. The fashion function is truly deception, as quickly discarded as it is adopted 

once it has served its purpose. On the other hand, it may be argued that the new rich. 

particularly Thai people, still eat Thai food, watch Thai soap operas, speak the Thai 

language, place their family at the centre of their social and economic relationships, etc. 

and therefore maintain and continue their own traditions and identity irrespective of the 

Western fashion consumption process. Language, along with religion, law and ritual, were 

identified by Hegel (Mure, 1965.) as the rudiments of or defining principles of culture. More 

to the point, fashion as a carrier of culture is only significant if it emanates from an 

indigenous or common culture. With regard to this aspect, the foJ/owing observation on the 

whole of South-East Asia has a resonance when studying Thai culture. 

"Most of their people are dressed in Western suits; many of them speak English; a 

good portion of them travel, study and do business abroad. In their outward 

appearance these East Asian nouveaux riches are Westernised. Yet behind this 
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facade the people of these countries pursue a way of life that remains essentially 

Oriental." 

(Tai, 1989: p. 1-2) 

In some cases, although the houses they build are Californian or European in style and 

the fumiture and interior decoration may be, say louise XIV or Scandinavian 

contemporary, the way of living and exercise of living space remain in Thai style. Thai 

people feel comfortable sitting on the floor, on the mat, and that expensive fumiture is for 

receiving guests. Display cupboards in the living room are filled in with luxurious Westem 

objects, such as crystal models and glasses, limited edition dinner-sets, and designer 

ceramics as if they are displays of the house owner's taste, whereas in reality they are 

merely a facade. 

Thai people are superficially Westem but essentially Oriental. Pinches (1999: p.30) 

translates the above quotation as "the new rich of Asia have achieved all that Westem 

modernity has to offer, but more than that, they have done so while maintaining their own 

cultural distinctiveness·. The new rich are described by Pinches as the "Wesfs Oriental 

Other". 

Thai society does not lack cuItc.nI continuity. The a.dture is evolving behind the scenes. It 

is not what those foreign visitors initially notice. • Amazing Thallanet I a Thailand tourist 

campaign in 1999-2000, is an example of fa9ade aesthetic that sells to visitors as though 

-beauty" ;s the national taste prerogative. 

'Thailand encourages an essentialism of appearances or surfaces. These 

surfaces are gendered, and easily materialized and transformed through display, 

presentations, and everyday pt8Ctices focused on women as visual icons. 

Gendered practices such as beauty contests and state ritUals fetishize national 

images, which serve both to exoticlze and reify the essence of Thainess, 

enhancing the country's international reputation and tourist appeal. That is why 

the surface is so effective, the essence quickly grasped; the real is hidden and 

unchallenged. The surface is taken for the real. In the absence of critical 

examination of the discourses constructing these gendered surfaces, we al/ feel 

we know the real -AmaZing Thailand". n 

(Esterik, 2000: p. 4) 

Indeed, Thai people are concemed only with the ·fattade" or the outward appearance that 

is directly linked to status and class. With regard to fashion and clothing, Thai people do 

not use fashionable clothes to signify anything other than class status. In other words, 
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Western fashion in Thailand does not respond to cultural evolution or reflect the changes 

within the Thai social context. We cannot find any major significant social value and 

cultural form represented in fashion. We might, however, find some trace of Thai culture in 

the way they use fashion, the gesture when wearing it and the expression through its 

deSign, which seems to be detached from the pre-signified design and the original 

purposes. Western fashion serves Thai consumers in another dimension of use. Probably, 

the pre-signified designs are re-signffied by the Thai consumer facade construction, which 

is a transient means to an end. 

Although Western fashion in Thailand does not respond to cultural evolution or reflect the 

changes within the Thai social context, it can be assumed that the Western cultural 

context is part of the Thai social and cultlXal entity. The /evel of Western culture found in 

the envirorvnent of the younger generation should be expected to be greater than for their 

ancestors simply because of the era of globalisation. Due to the fact that Thai society is in 

a period of transition influenced by Westemisation, it can be assumed that there is a 

mixture of both local and global contexts in the evolving identity. Therefore, cultural 

change is not coming to an end, but rather it is continuing into a new entity that is neither 

original Thai nor exactly Western. It is a hybrid of globalisation. 

This account leads to the flrther issue of what is the future direction of Thai social change. 

The process of -social change in Thailand In the ,x.nuit of Wesfemisation brings some 

anxiety and tensiQ'1 to the notion of the self and the question of self-identity. This Situation 

is named by Gidden (1991) as ontological seaJrity, which combines three main processes: 

globalisation, de-traditionalisation and re-traditionalisation. 

'He sees the effects of globalisation as de-lradilionalisalion and re-

trsditionalisation: processes whereby local customs and traditions are being 

attacked and reconstituted in different forms. The process of reconstituting new 

values and traditions is only emerging, it is therefore bound to be experimental 

and uncertain .• 

(quoted in Gidden, 1991) 

Indeed, Thailand has gone through a/l three processes of "ontological security". Thais 

continue their experimentation, resulting in the emergence of a new hybrid between global 

and regional context. 
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8.2 Scenario of the objective Realm 

This is the second main part of this Chapter, which is investigating the development of the 

Thai fashion industry. The investigation is again approached through a narrative of 

discursive social relations and the response from the industrial sector. The sUb-sections 

are divided into three stages: pre-tndustrialised, industrialised, and the present era, which 

duplicates the pattern of argument and sequence established in the first part of this 
Chapter. 

8.2.1 Pre-Industrialised Era 

The Thai economy can be defined as having been an exchange economy long before the 

Bowring Treaty of 1855. One of the important results of the treaties signed with England, 

France and other European powers, was a rapid expansion of international trade. From 

the late nineteenth century there was a sharp inaease in the production of agricultural 

products, including raw cotton and coHon goods (Malloch, 1852). In the beginning of the 

Ratanakosin dynasty, Thai royalty and elite individuals preferred to order woven textiles 

from India, which could be specially made and designed for particular use in the palece. 

The sophisticated woven and sometimes print designs were far different from the textiles 

fOUnd in nnI Thailand. It is Important to remind ourselves that up until this period, the 

system of hieran::hy from King to peasants followed the model of Mogul India. Ukewise, 

the majority of cultural attitudes, values and rituals, including those related to food and 

costume, were imported through the Buddhist faith. 

After signing the treaties referred to, Kings Rama IV and V were the innovator adopters of 

Western style dress for special occasions, i.e. meeting with Westem diplomats. The need 

to import Western textiles, costumes and accessories grew rapidly. In that period we can 

be find from historical records that female Thai royalty and the elite wore a mixture of the 

Thai Chongkraben and Victorian blouses made with lace (see Appendix V and VI). When 

England tumed to what is now tanned the Edwardian style of dress, this coincided with a 

new monarch in Thailand, King Rama VI. King Rama VII like his predecessor was 

determined to follow prevailing Westem styles. Appendix VI shows the mixed style 

incorporation of Edwardian blouse and Thai skirt-like Pa-sin. 

In the provinces it was traditional for rural Thai women to leam to weave from their 

mothers or female relatives (Patana, 1993). The weaving techniques were gradually 

absorbed from early childhood because the weaving processes usually took place at 

home and around the vii/age. Thai people in the rural area at that time were keen to 

produce cloth for household use but did not know how to make garments. This is due to 
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the fact that the earlier Thai traditional costume was made from a single piece of flat cloth, 

Which was worn by wrapping it around the lower part of the body for both men and 

women. Women sometimes used a second piece of cloth to cover the top part of their 
body. 

When Western fashion was adopted, it is generally assumed that palace servants firstly 

learnt how to cut and sew garments from European missionary instructors. The increaSing 

demand for Western dress created a new role for Thai women, especially housewives, 

Who had to develop these new dressmaking skills. 

8.2.2 Industrialised Era 

The investigation in this section is split between the micro- and the macro- levels. 

8.2.2.1 Micro level 

During World War fI, with foreign imported cloth no longer available, the "civilised dress 

campaign·· of Prime Minister Phibun Songkhram continued, now urging Thai women to 

dress welf by using the local hand-made cloth to make Westem-style costumes (Patana, 

1993). 

After World War fI, the -civilised dress campaign- achieved its objectives by enshrining in 

law the requirement of adopting Western dress. As a result of the consequent increased 

demand for Western fashion, factory-made cloth and clothing were imported once &gain in 

large volumes. Patana (1993) points out that because the transportation was better and 

the price of goods lower, factory-made cloth spread throughout the country. 

"Provincial people did not want to spend time weaving for their families as they 

had in the past. The villagers accordingly mostly bought cloth from the market for 

their daily C/othes. This situation was repeated in viI/age after village, to the extent 

that in some villages hand-made textile production disappeared completely and 

girls no longer learned the weaving techniques. n 

(ibid.: p. 16) 

The former Situation, which had prevailed for centuries, was transformed during this period 

from Eastern dominance to Westem dominance in preferences for most things. Whereas 

in the former period the majority of cultural attitudes, values and rituals, including those 

relating to food and costume, were imported through the Buddhist faith. This new period 
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had cultu"al attitudes and vafues derived from the West, but strangely maintained a 

significant undercurrent of Eastern values well disguised. 

8.2.2.2 Macro level 

The 19305 are considered the initial stage of the modem textile industry in Thailand, when 

the ministry of Oefenoe imported Gennan spinning machines in order to produce yam for 

the military's use (Unger, 1998). Many of the early Thai industrialists got their start in 

business as importers and distributors. They later set up joint venture factories with 

foreign businesses, mostfy Japanese, partners when the state protected the local market 

With higher tariffs and quotas. 

The successful exporting of textifes and garments in the second stage, during the 19605, 

was contingent upon several conditions, including macro-economic and state policy as 

stated by Unger (ibid.). 

-A 8tJ()()esSfuI textile industry C8fI etnef(J6 in an institutional environment like 

Thailand's with good mactO-fIOOI7Ofn conditions, a rich array of trade institutions 

to finance operations and spt8Bd rfsIcs, and entrepteneurship. • 

(ibid.: p. 110-111) 

The industry's deo811balised structure and independence from the state was the other 

major factor. The government paid more attention to heavy industry rather than to small-

scale industries like textiles and gannents. The tow levels of social capitatl", and the low 

level of collaboration between textile and garment firms and the state, enhanced the 

deoentra/ised condition. The industry was fairly free and independent from state control. 

These factors as well as /ow capital in investment, standard technology needs, labour 

intensiveness and potentially huge export markets were conditions favourable to the 

expanSion of the industry (ibid.). 

Thailand embarked on its third national development plan from 1971-76, which 

emphasised the development of an export-oriented sector. In 1972 the industrial 

Promotion scheme was revised to give support to exports where JOint ventures with foreign 

investors were seen as an important part of the overall picture (Dixon, 1999; Unger, 1998). 

Japanese investment has played a key role in the textile industry's development, 

particularly since 1960s. This had some ramifications for textile mills in Thailand. 

-The rapid expansion of the textile sector was similarly accompanied by the 
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emergence of large corporations, notably SUkree and Saha-Union. These both 

developed broad interests in the textile sector closely linked to (principally) foreign 

CBpitaI. These developments were the most prominent part of the general 

increase in the size of manufacturing concerns. " 

(Dixon 1999: p. 102-103) 

In the 1970s a number of garment factories started to export. Many know-how 

technologies and much technical expertise came from neighbouring countries such as 

Japan, Hong Kong, and Taiwan. Most of the garment manufacturers were Sino-Thai 

family businesses. The techniques and management were developed locally and matched 

the requirements of the small family enterprise. In the early stages the Thai government 

did not pay much attention to the shortcomings of such a system of management, until, 

ilTlpOrtJexport taxing procedures highlighted them. Little was done to improve the 

businesses in the beginning until the garment industry reached the first rank of highest 

export value in the mid-1980s. State policy lagged behind the self-development of the 

textile and garment industry. The success of the industry can be credited to the macro-

economic environment rather than state policy or promotion. 

-A lack of clear goals, reli8b1e data. or an overall policy framework, however, 

ensured that in ThaIland regulatory decisions W8I8 more or less arbitrary and 

driven at times by rent-tllNJldng objedives. While the Thai state could soflCit 

information and advica from textile associations, conflicts of intetest within the 

latler as well as between them made such consultation problematic. • 

(Unger, 1998: p. 124-125) 

There is considerable evidence of saturation of domestic markets and over-capacity 

during the earty 1980s (Dixon, 1999). 

-The acceleration of the rate of growth of exports appears to have taken place 

with little increase in domestic investment. ... There is indeed considerable 

evidence of saturation of domestic markets and over-capecity in Thai 

manufacturing during the earfy 1980s. For example. in 1984 the Thai Textile 

Association reported that there was serious over-capacify in the industry which 

neither the government nor the trade association were capable of reducing. " 

(ibid.: p. 123) 

Dixon further explains that it was this excess capacity that was utilised by a dynamic 

export-marketing sector in the initial stage of the boom. Many small companies 

accordingly reoriented their activities towards the export market. 
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"It is apparent that some textile producers were beginning to become more export 

oriented dunng the early 19805 despite the less than conducive policy 

environment . ... The export-oriented sector was from the early 1970s the most 

rapidly growing manufacturing activity. However, because of the low base from 

which it started it was not until the early 1980s that the export sector began 

substantially to increase its share of manufacturing output. " 

(ibid.: p. 123) 

Figure 8.2.2 shows the dramatic figures of the successful period of the garment industry 

during the 19805 to the middle of the 1990s. Over the 1980s exports expanded elevenfold, 

with an average of well over 20 percent a year between 1988 and 1991 (Unger, 1998). 

ThG Thai textile industry ranked twenty-first globally in terms of exports in the early 19905. 

It was Asia's third leading exporter of garments (after China and South Korea), with over 

$4 billion in 1994. 

allion Batt 

Figure 8.2.2: Thai Garment Export value 1982-96 (After: Thailand 

Textile Institute) 

"Several factors help to account for this regeneration. Many of the problems that 

worried textile executives were not specific to the industry but were associated 

with the economic slump of those years. Macroeconomic factors, mainly the 
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devaluations of the baht in 1981 and 1984, bolstered the industry's 

competitiveness. Smoother and more rapid implementation of duty drawback 

schemes wem also important. Large infusions of new investment in the mid-

1980s, much of it foreign, strengthened the industry. Finally, the increasingly 

dominant garment sector, including newly established foreign investments from 

Taiwan, was especially well positioned to exploit rapidly emerging opportunities. " 

(Unger, 1998: p.121-122) 

The export boom during the 1980s (and consequently continued through to the mid-

1990s) owed a great deal to shifting factor prices within Asia. The garment sector gained 

enormous augmentation, but upstream industry was unlikely to gain from that change 
(ibid.). 

"With the spurt in growth during the late 1980s and early 199Os, garments'share 

of total textile exports increased from Jess than half in 1980 to about 74 per cent in 

1993." 

(ibid.: p. 124) 

During this golden age for Thai garment manufacturing, no hig#Hfuality producers would 

want to produce goods for the local markel To assure product unifonnlty'in terms of 

quality and production line or styfe of gannent, exporting manufacturers tended to reject 

domestic orders, which were usuaUy of cheaper quality and a /ower standard. This 

circumstance favoured the influx of imported goods, which nowadays share the major 

portion of the middle- to high-end market, and have become the leader in terms of 

retailing, marketing and particularfyfashion direction in Thailand. 

At present, the apparel and textile industries employ 1.2 million labourers, of whom 

800,000 work in appaRtI manufacturing. DesMarteau (1997) also reports that there are 

approximately 3,000 registered apparel firms. It is assumed that there are many cottage 

garment industry operations of less than the standard factory size, that is, with less than 

30 machines. The export manufacturing sector covers al/ ranges of the mar1<et from the 

high end market such as Prada, Calvin Klein, Pierre Balman, and Tommy Hilflger, to the 

middle market such as Nike, Lev;'., liz Claiborne, Marks & Spencer and Next, to the 

lower market such as Middle East and Asian markets. To restate, all this was achieved 

with the structures and systems appropriate to family businesses. Signs of stress were, 
however, beginning to show. 
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8.2.3 The Present Era 

The structure of Thai garment production is roughly divided into two markets, the export 

market and the market for domestic consumption (see Figure 8.2.3A). More than half the 

manufacturers in Thailand produce garments for export. Some of them produce for both 

markets, and the rest produce for domestic consumption. Exporting manufacturers are 

mostly medium and large-scale producers linked together through the Thai Garment 

Manufacturing Association (TGMA), which is the body that works with the govemment to 

distribute quotas proportionately to its constituent membersx
. Thailand has shifted contract 

manufacturing for the export market from mass production merchandise to high quality 

and high price branded products. One of Thailand's customers, Mr. Bart Bresky, an 

intemational buyer, reveals that Thailand is no longer his production source due to the 

less competitive prices. 

UMaking charges as well as quota charges are such that only quality designer 

branded apparel items can and are being made. There are no longer those 

·Special buys· available that in years gone by more than paid for one's trip to 

Thailand. Thailand has evolved the way of Korea, Taiwan and Hong Kong, in that 

manufacturers only cafer to high qualify, high price branded product. In prior days, 

I bought merchandise there to sell to the mass market retailers. Today, this is 

almost impossible to do. n 

Export Suppliers • 

(8resky, 1997: p. 40) 

Imported High Fashion 
Brands 

Imported High SI 
Brande 

DomestiC Suppliers 

Fi gu re 8.2. 3A: Structu re of Gannent produce rs and supp 1 i e rs in 
Thailand 
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For the domestic market, there are only a ffIN large-scale manufacturers and the others 

are on something of a cottage industry scale, with fewer than 30 sewing machines. This 

fact reflects the picture of retailing in Thailand as shown in Figure a.2.3A. First of all, there 

are only a few large manufacturers that engage with the domestic market, providing 

standard garments, stock items and foreign-licenCe middle-market brands. Secondly, the 

cottage industry scale manufacturers tend to supply goods for fashion labels, either to the 

middle or lower sections of the fashion markets. Meanwhile, some high-fashion boutiques 

run by Thai designers share the middle to high market with imported fashion brands. 

The development of the Thai fashion industry is quite peculiar compared to the Westem 

system. European fashion brands are usually popularised within the domestic market first 

and expand their target market to the regional and international markets when the brands 

are strong and well set-up. The Thai fashion industry, by contrast, is structured so that 

exporting manufacturers, who have never had their own brands in their own local markets, 

try very vigorously to invade the regional market, sometimes with inappropriate products. 

Although they have the capability to produce high quality gannents, this alone does not 

guarantee their suocess in creating a brand and thereby penetrating the regional market 

and beyond. Inexperience in branding, and especially the lack of in-house designers, are 

two major factors, which can thwart their ambitions. 

Thai manufacturers c::onceded a long time ago that they had to move upwards to 

POSition their 1I18IltIfadurin, being not only the channel for CMT production but also to 

sell their products with the added value of design, since cheap labour costs no longer 

provided a competitive edge. Branding, therefore, beCame the hOt issue for Thai exporting 

manufacturers in a competitive dec:ade, with 8 heterogeneous range of commercially 

viable sofutions. In fact, the manufacturers have gained a tremendous amount of 

experience in exporting but not in branding. It can be argued that Thailand is still far from 

becoming 8 fashion centre for the region, which is its ambition, because some of the 

following issues are still to be resolved. So far Thai manufacturers cannot originate their 

own distinct styfe, and to date they have been unable to win the domestic market and 

become to some extent consumer driven by understanding what local people need. 

Further, since Westem products imported by retailers dominate most of the domestic 

markets, how can Thai exporting manufacturers control the variables necessary to enable 

them to recfaim their dominance of the domestic fashion system. Their readiness to 

participate in the production of fashion lines, thereby orienting themselves towards the 

objective of becoming a fashion centre for the region, is frustrated by tariffs, trade 

agreements, and internal restructuring. 

Having said that, major manufacturers concentrate on exporting, with the advantages of 
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non-involvement in terms of designing, branding, advertising, marketing and retailing, 

thereby maintaining low overhead and/or cost StructUf8S. The smaller manufacturers, as a 

result, focus upon the domestic market Garments produced by small Thai manufacturers 

are Usually targeted at Iower-tnoome consumers and tend towards a lower quality 

standard. Also operating in the lower sector of the market are some limited numbers of 

lal'ge-Scale manufacturers, who may or may not be oriented towards exports that supply 

the same low quality st81datd items. 

Many of the mid to high domestic marlcet products are also produced by medium to large 

Thai manufacturers t.nder licensing .-rangement with the original brand owner. The style, 

image, and presentation of these products is, of course, fully Western. Figure 8.2.38 

shows the structure of domestic retailing of the .Thai market in relation to manufacturing 
sUpply. 

Due to the fact that most of the economic reviews only report export figures, while 

domestic consumption &'1d production EIt8 omitted, a clear picture of the true nature of 

patterns of production and consumption with specific, detailed brand infonnation is difficult 

to obtain. This is probably because manufacturing for the domestic market tends to 

feature cheaper goods of lesser ql.81ity (OesMarteau, 1997), resulting in less intel"8Sting 

statistics. Dwtng the 19808 8ld 1990s, however. there were a number of lOcal fashion 

brands including Fly Now, AnLrak, Greyhou1d. Mae Fah Luang, Nagara, Senada, Jaspel, 

etc. which emerged and represented a sJgnificant factor in the supply of domestic taste 

within the urban matket. These bta'1ds recently formed the Thai Fashion Brand 

Association (TFBA), ultimately aiming to go, in the first Instance, regional, and later 

international, in the development of their matkets. Among them, Fly Now seems to be the 

leader of the group as it is the first brand to have shown a 'trw collections at London 

Fashion Week. low-middle market manufacturers like Saha Group, who usually produce 

licenced goods, also launched a brand, SSC, to attack its market and to fill a gap at the 

bottom of the domestic market (Asian Reports, 1998). 

Bangkok Fashion Week 1999 was the first actual event where leading local brands 

grouped together to show their collections and fashions for the domestic market. This 

annual event, which is usually held in November, is organised by ElLE fashion magazine 

in Thailand. Its most recent show, the third in Its history, showed a considerable 

improvement in its standard and was generally agreed to have been elevated to an 

international standard comparable to Paris, New York, .Singapore and Hong Kong 

(Kosiyanon, 2OO2a). 
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Figure 8.2.38: Structure of Domestic Retailing in Thailand 

As stated earlier, the retail industry is dominated by the department stores. The retailing 

system in Thailand, particularly in Bangkok, is by and large the department stores. 

Although there are a number of bespoke tailors and dressmakers, ready-to-wear 

commOdities are far more convenient to purchase from the stores. The Thai fashion 

brands previously referred to have again departed from the usual practice inasmuch as 

they have created their own outlets in shopping plazas, although they do also operate 

from some leading department stores (see Figure 8.2.38). 

Most of the domestically produced brands found in department stores or outlets are given 

Western sounding names. This is due to the fact that, to Thai consumers, Western names 

sound more modern or convey a better fashion image than would be the case if they were 

given Thai names. No matter what the quality or style of the goods, this unfortunate 

association continues to trouble Thai brand names. 

Almost 100 percent of ready-to-wear commodities in the domestic market follow the 

Western fashion trend, with some minor adjustments to suit local taste, in terms of colour, 

material, size and degree of modesty. Such is the legacy of national planning. 

Only international brands and leading Thai fashion brands (members of Thai Fashion 

Brand Association) advertise their fashion products and images in the mass media, i.e. 

fashion magazines. Local brands found in department stores are unlikely to invest in 

advertising campaigns. leading fashion brands usually employ mixed race Western-Thai 

models. In some cases the brands want to upgrade their image by employing 

supermodels or international models for their presentations because, once again, West is 

best. Jaspal, for example, recently employed Cindy Crawford to enhance its international 

reputation. 
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8.2.3.1 Heading towards the Regional Market 

It is significant that at this time two groups of manufacturers have tried to push themselves 

towards the regional market the exporting manufacturers and the leading Thai fashion 

brand companies. The former group subscribes to the Thai Garment Manufacture 

Association (TGMA) and the latter are members of the Thai Fashion Brand Association 

(TFBA). The former group is equipped with high level modem technology and large-scale 

production lines with skilled labour as well as managerial experience in exporting. The 

latter group is usually small- to medium-scale, with an in-house design team, skilled labour 

and branding experience. 

For the purpose of positioning the Thai textile and garment industry within the Thai 

economy as a whole, the export figures for 2001 ranked its exports as being within the top 

ten wealth generating sectors. Indeed, an estimated 130,000 million THe-' worth of 

clothing and textiles was generated from an industry of some 3,000 SMEsJdi with 

1,200,000 employees. It is of considerable importance to the maintenance of the Thai 

economy that this substantial segment of the market is not lost to neighbouring economies 

such as China, VI8tnam and Indonesia. These competitor economies are at the present 

time receiving tremendous inward investment from the USA and Europe, 'a substantial 

amount of which is regenerating their textile and garment industry. 

The worsening situation for Thailand will be compounded when GATT removes all quotas 

and duties, thus Q'88ting a truly open market. Being In the circle of world gannent 

producers is like climbing the stairs, where the newcomers such as China and Vietnam 

start from a lower mass market supply position, which is the step formerly occupied by 

Thailand. This means that Thailand either is pushed down the stairs or has to move higher 

up the stairs. There are not many choices for the industry in stepping up the staircase of 

economic development in manufacture. A relative position on the staircase has been 

established related to cheap labour and the evolution of the market. The bottom of the 

staircase represents the cheapest labour costs and the mass-market supply, the top of the 

staircase represents a smaller market, quick response to fashion requirements, higher 

added-value, reduced labour, and investment in automation. At the moment, Hong Kong is 

top, followed by Korea and Taiwan, Singapore, Thailand, Vietnam, and with China at the 

bottom. Without any change in the relative positions of these economies on the 

development staircase, a ·value added" strategy becomes the obvious main direction for 

any economy below first position. This suggests that only one in three will move up; the 

other two may well be squeezed from the staircase. In order to avoid this disaster the 

other two economies must develop dual strategies which enable them to advance while, at 

the same time, maintaining their relative position. 
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8.2.3.2 The Regional Fashion Centre Project 

The TGMA and TFBA in co-operation with the Thai govemment have launched the 

biggest ever project that aims to secure Thailand the lead position and establish it as the 

"fashion centre of the region" within a period of five years (Kosiyanon, 2002b). A recent 

brainstorming seminar was held with many Thai experts as delegates, including people 

from the textile and garment industries as well as leading Thai designers and industrial 

managers. The outcome was the phased strategy shown in Figure 8.2.30 (Policies for 

rebuilding the Thai textile and garment industry), and generally characterised as a knock-

on effect illustrated in Figure 8.2.3C. 

Figure 8.2.3C: Refonning the Industry (After: Thailand Textile 
Institute) 

In order to establish the fashion centre, the seminar identified three key factors that were 

obstructing the project. First, Thai firms are weak in capability in delivering good design 

with high quality product finish. Second, the linkage management within the firm and 

among the supply-chain industries is poor and usually consists of a private, subjective and 

personal relationship system. It is unlikely that any family owned business would give 

priority in its dealings or contacts to an unconnected business over businesses within the 

family circle. Finally, the poor image and lack of capability in fashion design and original 

creation has to be addressed. The seminar did not suggest clear answers or practical 
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economic imperatives or mechanisms surmounting these obstacles. It only produced a 

strategic policy statement ·Shift the Industry". Figure B.2.3C shows a diagram of the 

strategic requirements relating to the four significant areas of dynamic forces in the 

fashion garment and textile economy: 

• world design brand; 

• 
• 
• 

commercial brand; 

wholesale and mass brand; 

OEM. 

At the moment the TGMA members are mostly classified in the third and fourth groups, 

while TFBA members are in the second group. Each group has to shift the industry 

upwards. The second group is encouraged to move upwards to become an intemational 

brand with "trend setter" as the task leader. The third and fourth groups are to launch 

commercial brands instead of merely producing to contract orders. The reward for this 

reform will be an expansion of market share in the region, with a subsequent increase in 

world share at a higher value level than at the moment. 

Business Level 

Figure 8.2.30: policies for Rebuilding the Thai Garment Industry 
(After: Thailand Textile Institute) 

In closer detail, support for the "reform strategy" divides into two levels: micro and macro. 

The micro-level represents local business, and the macro-level represents the total 

national business resources. The micro-level contains three sets of development 

requirements, which are market, product and branding developments. This means the 
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task of each finn, on the mia'o-scale, is to set up a new brand or brand image with a new 

range cA product development that suits the regional market. However, as discussed in 

Section 8.2.3, the in branding and the lack of in-house designers become the 

major considetable concern to this strategy. The Thai fashion industry has to provide 

some intensive training courses in -branding and product development" to their members. 

Alternately, there can be a close collaboration with established international brands or an 

ilTlpOrtation of foreign designers. However, in order to achieve this strategy, not only 

substantial marketing and consumer research but also the domestic research on socia-

style need to be lM1dertaken. 

While on the mac::ro-scale, the finns are supported by the Thai government and their 

aSSOCiations. There are four sets of policies that will pave a clear way for the whole of the 

industry to move forward as shown in Figure 8.2.30. 

1. Trade Policy 

The Thai government should negotiate with neighbouring countries to reduce 

trade barriers between and within the region or trading block. 

2. Investment Policy 

The Gowmment wi" provide a specific Investment loan resource, at the same 

time continuing to enc:ot.nge Inward investment. Facilities will be developed 

for des9l consuIfancy and IoteCasting, the cost of which and access to which 

wfll be shared 8Q"OSS the industty. 

3. Industry Policy 

The whole industry needs to establish an Information-chain system and 

suppIy<hain management system. In order to support the industry, all 

aspects of fashion education in tenns of human resources will be stimulated. 

4. Cultural Capital Policy 

The assoaations together with the government should invest in promotional 

events such as the Bangkok Fashion Week and the Intemational Fashion 

Fairs in order to create a high fashion profile for Thai fashion products within 

the regional and global market context. 

Figure 8.2.3E shows the master plan of the Thai Textile and Gannent Industry Association 

seminar, indicating that the Thai govemment and commercial sector are implementing a 

reform strategy from contracting to value-added manufacture. Categories of suppliers are 

shown in the horizontal axis, while the main vertical axis indicates the process by which 

each of the suppliers is invQlved. The middle of the graph reveals strategies and activities 

of each supplier, i.e., upgrading, branding and marketing. On the right vertical axis are a 

group of three strategies, including the creation of fashion people, the promotion of the 

country's fashion, and the information chain, all of which emanated from the supportive 
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strategies devised for the government by those associations. The ultimate aim is to 

elevate local brand names to the international level in order to create an environment 

conducive to a developing ethos of Thailand as a centre of fashion supply of the highest 

standard and excellence in the region. Thus, the new dynamics created by the strategy 

will both maintain market position and expand market share. The Thai Textile and 

Gannent Industry seminar estimated that export value should reach 180,000 million THB 

in the year 2006 (see Figure 8.2.3F). 

Figure B.2.3E: Master plan of the value-Added Reform Strategy of 
the Thai Textile and Garment Industry (After: Thailand Textile 
Institute) 

8.2.4 Analysis: characteristics of the Thai Objective 
Realm 

8.2.4.1 Fashion object as the Initial Basis of the Thai 
Fashion Industry 

It is significant that the reform strategy involves design and branding as crucial to its aim 

of establishing Thai fashion brands in the regional market. A major factor in the success or 
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failure of this strategy may be the extent to which the definition of fashion is interpreted in 

terms of "fashion branding". Fashion-led industrial and commercial policy implies fashion 

origination. Market-Jed fashion carries other implications. 

Export Value 

2002 2003 

Figure 8.2.3F: Estimated Export value after Implementation of the 
Reform strategy (After: Thailand Textile Institute) 

Thailand has developed its industrial policy to date based upon the contracted supplying 

of manufactured goods designed to the specification of clients. This is described as 

OEMXlli supply. The next stage of development has already begun and is manifested in 

companies, which not only supply goods to clients' specifications but also offer design 

services. These are companies, and the customer base remains by and large the 

export sector. Surpluses of in-house designed commodities from the OOM are often sold 

and promoted in the domestic sector of the market. This implies that a segment of the 

domestic market has been opened up to Thai designed fashion commodities. As it 

develops, this wedge will be vital to the third stage of industrial policy, which poses its own 

set of problems. These could be summarised as how to supply the right fashion for the 

market, and how to supply a market as yet to be defined. 

These factors are not directly concerned with or related to sub-factors such as marketing, 

branding and distribution. Instead they relate to concerns such as the mystery of fashion, 

how to lead the market with fashion leadership ability. If leadership ability cannot be 

acquired or developed intemally, how else can intemational buyers be persuaded to take 

up Thai fashion products? What will be the "unique selling poin!"? Thai garment 
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commodities are no longer cheap when compared with Chinese and Vietnamese, and are 

not of very high quality. Neither does the industry have an advantage in higher efficiency 

when COmpared with Hong Kong, Korea and Taiwan. In terms of supply-chain 

management, the logistics from Thailand to major world markets such as America and 

Europe, when compared, for instance, to South American and East European producers, 

are less mmpetitive in terms of transport costs and time. Given these factors, the 

Significance of fashion origination becomes a major strategiC issue. Analysis undartaken 

by the policy makers would seem to suggest only one course of action for the Thai fashion 

industry: fashion design and origination supported end manifested in a regional fashion 

centre could strengthen the Thai manufacturing sector and embody in its products and 

commodities the -unique selling point" much sought after in global marketing. 

The Thai government and the garment associations are encouraging the industry to 

establish brand names with a fashion image through a package of budget measures which 

enable manufactures to employ foreign design consultants and fashion forecasting agents 

in an initial stage of the industrial and development plan. I would argue that these actions 

and initiatives are insufficient as they are cunently being interpreted. 

My argument ;s that Thai garment manutactures have for some time experienced design 

input attached to their customers' on:Iar specification. The lack of Innovative experience in 

creative design may lead to a catching up with fashion trends already established as 

-Objects of fashion" (see The Fashion Transformation Process Modaf) and follow these 

world trends without considering the future beyond current popularity. The root of fashion, 

of consumer needs, and of world issues governing fashion change may be ignored. It is 

my analysis that the essence of the mystery in strategy of the Thai gannent industry is the 

understanding of the mechanism of the fashion process, particularly the, point of 

-transtonnation- from the macro-subjective realm to the macro-objective realm. In other 

wore/s, it is the interpretation from social issue to lifestyle to diverse needs pertinent to a 

segmented market where relevant fashion style has to be matched or negotiated. This is 

what lies beyond the brand, and is the underpinning of marketing strategies which must be 

taken into account in the second priority and embedded in the third stage of development. 

Regarding the employment of foreign fashion consultants and forecasters, this indicates a 

mechanism, which would lead the Thai fashion industry further into dependent territory 

dominated by Western fashion know-hoW. Previously, the Thai fashion industry was 

considered a subset of the world fashiOn system, whereas some parts of the industry 

responded to domestic needs. As witnessed recently, dependence is fine in world trade 

only when trading conditions are good. In the event of a downtum, manufacturers need to 

have secure domestic bases, which take up their productive output. 
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The guidance from foreign fashion experts might reorient the industry away from the 

natural balance of domestic demand and export supply to a position where it can only 

r9SpOnd to the international market. It would accordingly shift not only the industry but the 

Whole local cu/tlral movement in the direction of Westem hegemony. 

8.2.4.2 Infrastructure and Re-structuring 

It can be argued that no industry that relies on labour costs alone for its economic 

advantage is stable. Although the Thai gannent industry has been more successful than 

other COU1tries with the same or similar cost base and consistent economic conditions 

(allowing for fluctuatial throughout its history) this does not mean that the industry has 

achieved a permanently stabilised situation. World price fluctuation usually brings in new 

participators to the fashion and clothing supply chain, eliminating the least competitive 

from the game. In other words, any country in the world with lower production costs is able 

to join the world community of gannent producers, regardless of their geographic position, 

skill development level, industrial history and requirements of capital investment. World 

SO«.n:ing of fashion a1d cfothing commodities will reach out when the time is appropriate 

to secure supplies, which WIll yield a profit irrespective of the consequences, which befall 

their previous suppliers. 

For example, many British retaiJers recently asserted that the price of their products within 

the British l'I18It<et remains constant, while their profit margin has continued to grow even 

though their matket shant has not These odd results if investigated will indicate a 

relationship between price changes from product origin together with fluctuation in origin 

of sUpply. This suggests that over time a huge number of countries of origin have 

participated in the history of sourcing of the retailer branded goods. The purchase price to 

profit fluctuations, which are to the advantage of the retailer, are the consequences of 

retail sourcing policy rather than random economic or industrial development in countries, 

which have a cheap Jabou" reservoir. Whilst opportunism is a factor, sourcing policies are 

carefully evolved plans, which closely follow geo-economic and political policy. 

Thai/and was inevitably invited by the world market (through the geo-economic and 

political powers) to create a clothing manufacturing industry without developing their own 
initial perspective plan, proper policy or support system. Since then many manufacturers 

have striven on their own to exploit their own means of production. 

•... weaknesses in state textile promotion did not stem from a dearth of 
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appropriate policy instruments but from a lack of planning, inadequate c0-

ordination, uneven policy implementation, and the absence of data on which 

informed policies could be based. • 

(Unger, 1998: p. 127) 

However, as stated earlier, the macro-economic environment in Thailand did enhance the 

industrial boom. Moreover, the /ow level of "social capital-or collaboration or control from 

the state, in tum, became advantageous to the free expansiOn of maM8Cturing capacity. 

In fact, the low level of collaboration both between firms and between the finn and the 

state was an appropriate state of affairs in the begiming, when markets needed cheap 

Thai labour and low costs. As work.f trading conditions have changad, however, the 

cheap..competitive advantage has deserted Thailand. 

The new situation required a key policy shift to the new age where government 

intervention in terms of strategic support mechanisms is an essential for sustainabilily. 

The low 'evel of "social capftar is now a major hidden factor, which, If not addressed, 

could cause problems that might thwart the total ambitions implied in the third stage of the 

Thai industrial development plan. 

The "Reforming the Industry" policy is probabfy the first serious short n long tenn plan 

for coflaboration between the commercial sector and the state. The policy needs not only 

the support from the government, but also a high level collaborative network of structures 

or systems between the business sector itseJf and state officials. The aucial question In 

the new policy is how to reach the ultimate goal of a "regiona' fashion centre-, whose 

essence is fashionability, innovation and Cf88tivity. It is known that the fashion Industry 

relies on creative material from upstream industry, whereas innovation and 

usually come from the client or customer. 

The lack of collaboration between businesses or a fonnal network in the whole industry 

was seriously damaging to future prospects during the boom. The weaknesses of the 

weaving and finishing industries, for example, caused a lagging of development behind 

the requirements of the rest of the induStry. This became a major economic difficulty 

because of the high level of imports of finished material, while textile goods were exported 

in grey form. 

"Many small firms specialising in weaving or dyeing ware unable to produce high-

quality textiles or to make deliveries on time. As a result, the large local and 

foreign vertically integrated firms that dominated production, and especially 

exports, continued to ship mostly gray textiles. In addition, spinning and knitting 
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operations had far outgrown the weaving sector. These imbalances across 

diffetent sectors of the industry ensured continuing high dependence on imported 

textiles. • 

(ibid.: p. 127) 

Unger ftrther reveals that Thai firms were heavily dependent on imports of cotton, cotton 

yam, fabric, man-made fibres, knitted fabrics, machinery and parts. This Significant fad 

revsals, firstly, the limited capability of Thai industry as a whole. This situation is 

exemplified by small margins from the labour cost advantage left for aach sub-industry, 

less collaboration within the discontinuous process, and the failure of state support and 

J)rOmotioo. Indeed, the first factor became the crucial reason and motivation for the whole 

industry to reform its policy, targeting a different mari<et level in order to gain benefits 

other than the diminishing /abotr cost advantage. Meanwhile, as previously mentioned, 

the second factor becomes the main plank of the strategy, with the final factor becoming 

the navigator for the entire policy. 

8.2.4.3 Definite western prototype 

There are fine aspects that Thailand has developed their process towards the would-be 

fashion industry, inclucfmg the industrial structure, and retail structure and consumer 

perception. Indeed, these three aspects follow and adopt the Western pafhway as a 

model. Devefoping from labour..jntensive towards quality-oriented and then management 

know-how manufacturing is normal process. Thailand foresees the future mari<et, not any 

more as the garment supplier but to become a fashion supplier with branded goods. This 

jump, with the "fashion regional centre project", would take itself to close of the ideal 

pathway. Regarding the UK fashion industry in Chapter 4, the Thai faShion industry needs 

to differentiate their roles and functions from previously being apparel industry to the 

would-be fashion industry. 

The present loose stnJcture of association within the fashion supply chain servicing the 

domestic market has arisen spontaneously rather than being a consequence of planning. 

It should be explained that during the boom period Thai manufacturers chose to 

concentrate their efforts on supplying the export market. The few who did not follow this 

path supplied the domestic market, but at the mid- to lower levels, leaving a gap in supply 

to the higher level of the market which was fulfilled through the importation of fashion 

commodities, mainly from the West. However, this state of affairs also corresponded to 

the domestic demand for imported commodities in so far as imported goods were 
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considered superior to domestically made commodities in terms of quality, status 

perception and fashionability. This situation consolidated the structure of both fashion 

SUpply and retailing throughout the boom and was to everyone's advantage. The retail 

industry has actually been dominated by Western commodities from the beginning of the 

industrial period, because the Thai kings, and later the government, decreed that Thai 

people must adopt Western dress. From the times when society was innocent of fashion, 

Thailand has adopted Western fashion and etiquette as a prototype in which the standard 

of fashionability is supreme. Thai society has now become more prosperous and more 

discriminating in its taste. However, discriminating taste can only operate within the 

boundaries of what is available. In other words, Western commodities were automatically 

P8r0eived as standard for superiority. 

The adoption of Western fashion in the form of fashion as an object, therefore, started 

right at the beginning of the enforced introduction of fashion to society. The fashion 

prototypes keep coming into Thai society withOut the necessity of any Thai cultural input 

or an appraisal of needs or responses of the consumer. In part this is because the 

consumer has long been pre-oonditioned to accept automatically the dominance and 

superiority of Western fashion commodities. Once a sudden change was imposed, a new 
cu/tu'e was registered and this cuIhn beCam8 part of the main cultlre. For the purposes 

of this 8CCOI.R, Thai ca.ItIn ramainI conIInuoUs. Arty discontinuity should be regarded as 

being located In the realm d society where change is ntadiIy apparent. The SOCial practice 

of fashion comunption progressing ever mont towards gfobaflintemation styfe, was 

adopted in the first instance by a tiny and elite group favoured by royalty. This has now 
become a major trend and part of everyday life of ordinary people to the extent that pure 

Thai-Style dress has become a minority taste. One who dresses in Thai styfe might be 

asked by neighbours, "What's the special occasion?" or • Are you going to a formal festival 
or event?'" 

8.2.4.4 The position of Design within a Network of 
Collaboration 

The weak collaboration between firms and the state and within the commercial sector 

combined with the new initiative in the Thai textile and garment indUstry needs some form 

of co-on:fination. This Is not a movement devised by a Single firm but rather the beginning 

of a unification of the whole Industry. The declaration of Thailand as a regional fashion 

centre needs structure and unity, poUcy and the· pursuit of every single firm to enmesh 

them in a new, interdependent network. The new trading conditions make it impossible for 

all but the biggest and richest companies to take and maintain a share of the global 

market. 
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Fly Now is a leading Thai fashion brand name which has had some experience in 

spearheading an attempt to expand towards establishing a share of the London fashion 

market. At the end of the 1990s, Fly Now presented some collections in london to the 

fashion buyers who showed a willingness to purchase. The subsequent results in terms of 

repeat orders were seemingly not very impressive. Fly Now was unable to secure a 

reliable supply chain to their customers at the right quality, price, and delivery time. The 

brand at that time needed more support from many sources, such as material, which 

should have been obtainable from domestic production. Because of the lack of good co-

ordination duing the process of production, there were time delays impacting on cost and 

margins. Creativity also could not be found in the Thai industry during the dayS of the 

boom, because all the manufacturers were concentrating on production devoted to foreign 

orders. The few rnanufactuIers who had research and development departments were 

likewise focused on exports to estabfished cfients. Fly Now's avant-garde initiative, 

although not successful, was basically the correct approach and in the right direction. Its 

failures in collaboration with domestic material suppliers, coupled with a lack of 

government support, highJighted the necessity for some kind of restrUcturing of the 

industry. 

More recently, Ry Now hal become the most influential agent in the -Reforming the 

Industry" project. The firm leads the policy, focusing on the need for unity and c0-

ordination. resulting in the forming of commercial power towards maximising Industrial 

potential. 

The other significant aspect importantly highlighted by Fly Now is the requirement of a 

system for the Thai textile and garment industry which will integrate the a-eative process 

of fashion innovation. This established system is called -design managemenr and is an 

integral part of what makes Western fashion perpetually successful. DeSign management 

is a system, which is focused on maximising and enhancing the a-eativity of every single 

unit in the system. It is a system that views the mechanism of a-eativity not only as a 

solution from the designer, but rathar as something stemming from every part of the 

production process. The designer is no longer perceived as an absolute authority, but as a 

mediator in a complex system linking every unit of production, from material sourcing to 

packaging and distribution. Everybody and every step of production is part of a creative 

teamwork facilitated by the design management activity. This will be discussed further in 

the final chapter. 
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Endnote 

I By which I mean fashion in the context of Western Europe, America. 
I 
The heterogec I80US range of needs mutually reflects in the diverse options as shown in the fashion 

retail model in chapter 5 . 
• King Mongkut and Chulafongkorn (Rama IV and V, respectively), had triad to accommodate the 

Western powers at a time when their aggressive colonialism threatened Thailand's survival. On this 

basis, a policy of adaptation was of prime importance to Thailand's independence (Numnonda, 
1978). 

Iv Pibun's (or Phibun) nation-buIIding programme (or natlnallsm) was aimed at a new and grater 

Thailand for the Thais who "Would possess good culture, good etiquette, good health, good clothing. 

good acconmodatIon and good ptofession". However, Pibun was detennined that his most 

Important objective was • cultural revolution. The Thais had to appear ·civilized· to the outside world 

(Numnonda, 1978). 

Y ThIs means minority In the engagement of ptNIW. where the massive population of rural people Is 

less effective. 

III "Sakdina. ,.,.,. to • system of feudal ranldng baled on the amount of rice land and manpower 

under one'. confn)I (Esterik. 2000; p. 126) 

\II "The el'racemetll of the bcMMfary betwwen art and MI)'day life; the collapse of the distinction 

between high and mat/popuI« cuftuta; • stylistic promIscufty favouring eclecticism and the mixing 

of codes: 1*OdY, pastiche, IrOny. pIayfuIneu and the Clfebnltion of the surface .deptIes8n .... of 

c:uftIn; the decline of the 0Ifglndtyfgen/uS of the .nlstIc producer; and the assumption that art can 

only be repetition •• (Featherstone, 1991; P,7) 

\III Civilised Dress C8mpaign: Ironic tenn used to describe dress code aspects of the Thai nation-

building policy inttoduc:ed by Prime Minitter Phibun Songkhram, during 19308 and 19408. 

Ix Social capital is referred by social scientistS to a collaboration among groups, finns, and belween 

firms and state. 

l! Quotas are allocated through each country In develoPing economy via the World Trade 

Organisation (WTO). 

III Baht Is Thai cunency. In the year 2002, $1 and £1 are approximately equal 40 and eo Bath, 

respectively. 

xl SMEs ;s an abbreviation of "Small and Medium Entrepreneurs·, 

III OEM Is an abbreviation Original Equipment Manufacturer (The manufacturer who produces 

products by supply all materials (made to order, does not offer cleslgns) This also applies to 

manufactured goods. 

xlv OOM is an abbreviation of Original Design Manufacturer. The main point, which is different from 

OEM is these organisations offer design in the products to their customer. 
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chapter 9 

Model Comparison and 
construction of 

the Thai Fashion Process Model 

This chapter oomparea and contrasts the theoretical and empirical resa8rch fmings, 

which were tI1dertaken in the context of Western and Thai fashion consumption. It Is 

hoped that the coIIecIIon of researd1ln1'ormatfon together with Its subsequent analysfs can 

provide an apprq3riate condusion refevant to the objective of the thesis. This resean::h 

has been undertaken on the basis of different cuJttns, nation states, economic conditions, 

etc., and the comparison highlights correlation and diffenmces, making possible the 

construction of a new model. As with any research, which lOOks at aspects of 

development, whether separate and distinct or in parallel and related, the outcome is 

dependent on the vantage point from which such developments are viewed. 

"Without any compati8Ofl gfOUp, it is hard to know how good the results are, 
whether the results would have been as good with some other program, and even 

whether the program has any effect on the results at all" 

(FiIz-Gibbon and Morris 1987: p. 26) 

In the above quotation Fitz-Gibbon and Morris are speaking about comparative studies. 

They suggest that 1) the empirical research must be undertaken in both comparison sites; 

and 2) in order to evaluate the results, it is necessary to create a programme or 

conceptual model to test the finding oonsequential from the hypotheses or concluded in 

the thesis. At this point it should also be remembered that the base concept was derived 

from the SI theory, from which the subsequent initial conceptual model for the research 
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was created. In the developing of the initial conceptual model, a stage was reached where 

it appeared to be universally applicable to all fashion systems; however, since the 

empirical suveys lJ'ldertaken to test the model were simultaneous, the preliminary 

analysis revealed significant differences, suggesting that fashion systems in different 

cultt.ral frames need ditren!lnt models. 

This Chapter accordingly seeks to present the second empirical study undertaken in 

Thailand. At this level of analysis f make comparisons between the influence of the 

variables from the questionnaire results or accounts in interview transcripts, from 

documentary soun::es and field notes in observational settings. As pointed out by May 

(1993), it is in this way that we are able to compare the results from empirical studies 

within societies comparison) and between societies (inter-societal 

comparison). 

At the end of this Chapter it is hoped that the analysis will lead to the construction of a 

Thai Fastion Process Model, based upon the Westem conceptual model created in 

Chapters 5 and 7, but r8fRS8nled In a distinctive regional and cullu'al context, which 

distinguishes it clearly from the Western model. 

9.1 Comparison of Micro Level 

9.1.1 Empirical studies in Thailand: Methodology and 
Results 

The empiricaf studies undertaken in Thailand were set within the same parameters and 

conditions as those for the UK The Thai empirical study, therefore, used the same 

hypotheses, questionnaire and interview instrument, as well as the same aiteria and 

method of evaluation. 

Three hundred questionnaires were distributed to random samples in some major 

universities in Bangkok, Thailand, with a total of 134 returns representing a 47 % 

response rate. The populations of classified adopters in each category are 1.5 % 

innovator, 18.7 % earfy fashion adopter, 64.2 % fashion follower, and 15.7 % laggard. The 

major results are shown in Table 9.1.1. 

All major responses strongly supported the hypotheses in the same way as did the results 

of the survey in london. There are some different profiles of the Thai adopter groups, 
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particular1y the Thai fashion innovators and fashion followers, which are discussed in the 

following Section, but which are highlighted and of significanca, and should therefore be 

kept in mind when reading through this Chapter. 

T •• T lhi l'!J l1E -....... _--_ .............. _ .. -

Table 9.1.1: Results of the QUestionnaire Survey in Bangkok 

Table 9.1.1A shows the degree of searching for new or individual fashion. Of fashion 

innovators 50 % were ·always", and another 50 % "often", unable to find the right fashion 

style in the marketplace. The major result of early fashion adopters is 48 % ·usuallf, while 
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40 % of followers are ·often" unable to find fashion styles that they want. It is obvious that 

innovators, who keep looking for something new, have a/ways been unable to find the 

garment, which they want. This is because their primary need is not yet responded to by 

the fashion industry. 

In Table 9.1.1 B, al/ innovators said they rarely felt any conflict and all of them bought what 

they wanted. Early adopters' results are scattered. This implies that the degree of se/f-

confidence of early adopters varies. 30 % of them bought what they like while 40 % got 

influenced sometimes. Similarly, the results Of fashion followers are also scattered but the 

high responses mainly go to 34 % "sometimes" and 29 % "often", This means they have 

had conflicts when making dedsions, 57 % Of them bought what they wanted to buy but 

44% of them sometimes got influenced in what they purchased. The outcomes of their 

decisions are shown in Table 9.1.1C. The distinct response Of innovators is 100 % of "they 

bought what they like". The major results of the rest go to "sometimes influenced", 

Table 9.1.10 clearly shows that the degrees of differentiation in style and colour decrease 

from innovators to early adopters and to followers, respectively. 50 % and 50 % of 

innovators "usually" and "often", respectively, dress in a different styfe from others. 68 % 

of early adopters replied "often", while 55 " of followers replied "sometimes". Innovators" 

styles usually differ from existing styles. 

Table 9.1.1 E shows the highest responses cI innovators, which are 50 % annoying and 

also 50 % a little bit annoying. VVhile the highest responses of earty fashion adopters and 

followers are a Ottle bit annoying, and no problem, respectively. According to the principle 

of differentiating force, innovators, who want to be different, tend to be uncomfortable 

when they find the fashion they are wearing Is widely popular. They usually .feel that 

fashion has become boring. Early fashion adopters and followers, on the other hand, feel 

more comfortable when that fashion is widely adopted. 

Table 9.1.1F shows the degree of confidence when fashion adopters wear cutting edge 

fashion. All innovators said they were confident, while 36 % and 32 % Of early fashion 

adopters felt ·confident" and "just confidenr respectively. On the other hand, fashion 

followers' main responses are 37 % "just confidenr. This question is one of the indicators 

of how much differentiating force each fashion adopter has, 

The degree of conformity of each adopter group is shown in Table 9.1.1G. 100 % of 

fashion innovators and 52 % of early adopters were strongly confident. They do not care 

when their styles do not eonfonn to the majority of the group. However, 36 % Of the early 

fashion adopters would like to change their dress to conform to the majority. Meanwhile, 
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the results of followers are scattered, 37 % of followers said "don't care", 35 % said 

"change to the 60s style" and 29 % want to "persuade friends to dress like them". This 

question reveals a combination of differentiating force and socialising force, particularly 

when these forces operate within a small group. It can be seen that the degree of 

differentiating force diminishes from innovators to followers. 

The agreement and disagreement with others' opinions in fashion and colour concerned 

each adopter group to different degrees, and are as shown in Table 9.1.1 H. 50 % of 

fashion innovators said they did not care about a disagreement and another 50 % of them 

were sometimes concerned about disagreement. Most of the early adopters' responses 

were 40 % "sometimes·. Vllhile, most of followers' responses were 33 % "sometimes·, 28 

% "rarely" and 28% "quite concemed". The degree of how concerned theYi were about 

their style with regard to others' opinions increases from fashion innovators to early 

adopters and to followers. 

Homogeneous Range of 
CommOdItlK 

Fashion Retail Model 

Age 

Ideal Fashion Adoption Model 

Figure 9.1.2 Fashion Retail Model and Ideal Fashion Adoption Model 

9.1.2 Comparison of the Fashion Adoption Models 

The different models presented in this Section, each of which is developed from collected 

data of the same quantitative survey conducted in London and Bangkok, are constructed 

in the same method as the initial fashion adoption model. In the previous Chapter, the 

initial fashion adoption model called "the Fashion Retail Model" is presented in the form of 

a sphere. This fashion retail model was intentionally presented in the ideal graphical 

sphere shape for the purpose of simplicity in representation. The retail model 

representation contains some of the diffusion mechanisms that are located in the totality of 
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the fashion adoption processes, and the structures are therefore similar. 

In this Chapter the results from the surveys in Bangkok and london are to be compared, 

enabling the initial fashion adoption model to be reconstructed in a form as near as 

possible to the ideal fashion adoption processes. The Ideal fashion adoption model, 

therefore, can be a prototype for further comparative models derived from specific data in 

differing fashion situations, locations or processes. 

The ideal fashion adoption model of the Western fashion industry shown in Figure 9.1.2 is 

developed from the bell aJlVe proposed by Rogers but without the compensation built into 

the idealised curve. It therefore appears as a lantam shape, representing our 

"ideal fashion adoption model". 

The ideal fashion adoption model represents, as stated, the ideal classification of aI/ 

fashion adopters in teons of timing of adoption, level of fashion consciousness and level of 

fashion leadership, in which each vertical section represents each fashion style. In other 

words, the proportion of fashion adopters and the timing of adoption precisely confonn to 

the law of the bell curve. 

The comparison between proportions of fashion 8dopter8 from the II.n'eYI in London and 

Bangkok is shown as a percentage In Appendix IV. In order to pntSent a clearer picture of 

that data, the Ideal fonn is developed resufting In two distinctive fonns. Moreover, the 

models of both surveys are compared with the Ideal fashion adoption model at a latar 

stage, resulting in a third model. 

9.1.3 Forming the Model from the Surveys 

The data from the questionnaire surveys in both locations, London and Bangkok, is shown 

in Appendix IV. Here the original data is converted Into percentages and is also shown in 

percentage blocks overlaid with a profile curve. The curve of the london survey is shown 

in Figure 9.1.3A in comparison with the curve of the Bangkok survey, which is shown in 

Figure 9.1.3B. The curve line of each survey becomes a representative curve line of 

fashion adoption in each site. In the same way, the principle of fanning the ideal threa-

dimension model, a curve line, is assumed to be representative of the fashion adoption 

process of a fashion style. Since there are many fashions emerging at the same time, all 

the curve lines (fashion processes) are gathered to form the entire fashion adoptions at a 

particular time and place. The actual fashion adoption models of the london and 

Bangkok surveys are, therefore, shown in Figures 9.1.3A and 9.1.3B, respective'y. 
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9.1.4 Comparison wnth Rogers' Bell Curve 

The appearance of both curves is quite similar to the ideal bell curve of Rogers (refer to 

Figure 9.1.2). Thent are, however, some signiflCSnt differences. These differences can be 

clear1y seen when the curves are fonnecI into models and compared. 

When both QJrYeS are compared to the ideal bell curve of Rogers, the fashion process 

curve of the London survey is closer to the ideal curve than that of Bangkok. The former 

curve starts from an innovator group whose fig ..... is double that of the ideal proportion. 

However, the take up curve to the pinnacle has a very good angle of proportion of early 

fashion adopters and fashion followers. The peak of the curve is not much different from 

the ideal bell cuve. The curve tails off to a we"-balanced percentage of laggard adopters 
as wall. 

With regard to the Bqkok SLWVey, comparison starts with the figure of the curve, which 

seems to be of similar appearance to a bell shape. The start up figure of the curve, 1.5 %, 

is almost less than half the ideal figc.re of 2.5 ". The take up curve is very steep due to 

the huge difference between the proportion of fashion Innovators and fashion followers, 

even though the figln of e.wfy fashion adopters, 18.7", is close to the ideal figure of 

13.5 ". However, the downturn part of the curve Is a good shape. 

9.1.5 The True Innovator 

As previously mentioned, both curves emanating from the London and Bangkok surveys 

seem to be similar. The major diffelenc:eS between the two are: 

• a very high figure in respect of fashion followers in Thailand; 

• a small proportional figure of fashion innovators in Thailand. 

5.4 % of fashion innovators in the UK is almost four times the 1.5 % of the innovator 

POPUlation in Thai/and. Considering the huge difference of both innovator groups, there 

might be some differences in specific detail. The results of the questionnaires of both 

innovator groups are the! &fore re-investigated. Regarding the innovator group in Thailand, 

analysis found that they were cutting edge consumers in terms of high consumption of 

high fashion rather than ·high creativity". In the assessment of high creativity in the 

questionnaire, all the responses reveal that they never create their own fashion look by 

cutting and making dresses for themselves. However, their looks were mostly created by 

mixing and matching new and old clothes. According to the scoring system, their total 

scores certainly reach the level of innovator rank; they are then classified as innovators, 

but at the bottom level of that rank. 
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The innovators in the UK, on the other hand, have diverse responses with different 

characteristics, insofar as some of their profiles are similar to the innovators in Thailand, 

while the rest seem to have more creativity. In the classification of fashion adopters, it is 

important to restate that they are judged upon four aiteria, which are: 

• the lever of creativity and experience in creativity for self appearance (for 

example, cutting and sewing is the highest score, while mixing and matching is 

the lowest); 

• 
• 
• 

the level of consumption of fashionable commodities; 

the perception of themselves as a fashion leader; 

the perception of their image of fashion leader as viewed by others. 

The first criterion can be considered the most important of all in that it refers to the level of 

fashion involvement in the pre-time of fashion emergence as a fashion commodity, rather 

than merely consumption in the initial step. 

In some cases innovators are classified as such mainly on the basis of their creativity In 

creating their fashion looks. UK innovators can be differentiated Into two distinct groups. 

The group whose responses In the survey showed the same behaviour and whose 

assessment scores fell In the bottom of the range coufd be called -seconcklass 

innovators·. 

The "first-class innovators" are thOse samples whose creativity for self fashion looks Is 

more than mixing and matching; for example, decorating clothes with something, re-styling 

old clothes, and making new clothes in particular. Their total score should be in the range 

from middle to top. After carefully re-classifying the UK innovators, there are 4 second-

class innovators and 6 first-class innovators or 2.4 % and 3.5 %, respectively. The new 

graph is plotted and shown in Figure 9.1.3C. 

9.1.6 Comparing the Bangkok Curve and the New London 
Curve 

Figure 9.1.3 shows a comparison of the fashion adoption model of the Bangkok survey 

and the new model of the London survey. It can be clearly seen that the major differences 

between the two models are: 

• 
• 
• 

the proportion of fashion followers; 

the proportion of fashion innovators; 

the length of time of fashion diffusion within the initial process. 
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9.1.6.1 The proportion of Fashion Followers 

The proportion of the fashion follower population in Thailand in comparison with the UK is 

quite different. From the survey, half of the populations of each fashion adoption group 

are, in the UK, fashion followers. In Thailand, however, the proportion is two thirds of the 

group. The factors influencing the numbers of the follower populations can be investigated 

through the mirror side of consumption, which is the supply side. The retail industries of 

both countries are very different As a result, we must regard supply as a variable factor. 

Different retail systems naturally determine the mode and type of fashion diffusion and 

fashion adoption in different ways. 

It is known that the retail industry in the UK is powerful and competition is high between a 

limited number of fashion outlets. That is to say that the majority of British ·fashion 

followers-buy fashion commodities from the high street, which comprises both department 

stores and national chain stores, some of which have brand labels. Most of the retail 

outlets can be fOllld in the major high streets such as Oxford Street, Regent Street, Kings 

Road, and High Street Kensington, as well as in other major shopping streets in local 

areas of the capital. 

The British rvtafling system as repr8S8f1ted in the high street is monopolised by a limited 

number of British retailers. Each of the British brands accordingly finds It Is easy to target 

their customers, since they 818 wefl established and are large conglomerations 

represented in every high street in the country. A few have further extended and obtained 

branches in other COU1tries. In other words, each brand has its own fashion styles which 

supply the target mar1<et and compete with some others in a vertical competitive 

atmosphere at varying price points (see the fashion retail model in Chapter 5). 

British fashion retailers are able to systematically control the supply of fashion 

commodities to a clearly segmented market In other words, they are able to monitor and 

manipulate the diffusion of fashion. However, at the moment the British retail industry has 

to contend with many global fashion brands invading and taking a share of the market, 

i.e., such newcomers as The Gap, H&M, Mango, Zara and others. 

Many domestic retailers. including Marks & Spencer, Debenhams and Arcadia Group, 

have to renovate their images and identities in such a way as to present a more 

acceptable contemporary fashion appeal in tenns of style, display of product and 

advertising, thereby enhancing their brand value. This strategiC approach to maintaining 

market share is a continuous process. It should therefore be restated that, as the high 

street includes chain and department stores and international brands, retailers can be 
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regarded as the main and most significant supplier of fashion oommodities for "fashion 
followers-. 

Unlike the UK, the fashion retail industry in Thailand has long been dominated by 

department stores. Department stores in Thailand roughly divide into two market levels: 

high and low (see Chapter 8 and Appendix VII). The lower level provides space for 

domestic brands, while the higher level provides space for both domestic and imported 

goods in the higher price range. Many depattment stores locate within shopping plazas, 

where there can also be found leading domestic fashion brands, such es Fly Now, Jim 

Thompson, Jaspel, Greyhound, Atuak and Soda. Some shopping plazas in central 

Bangkok gather many international brands such as louis VuiHon, Kenzo, Armani, 

Versace, The Gap, Next, Chane( and OKNY. These International brands or imported 

commodities are perceived by Thai consumers as the most fashlonabfe, even though Next 

and The Gap, which are middle-market mass producers for West, are of a different 

fashion value order. 

This perception and its accompanying consuner demand create many small businesses 

located in market stalls, which sell Imported dieoounted fashion items from the latest 

COllections in correct sizes and the same quality. Alternatively, there are couriterfeit goods, 

either almost Identical or nearfy the same as Items made available to customers who 

cannot affon:I the originaf price level. Ccu1IerfeIt goods can be found almost Immediatefy 

after the original designer products have been launched Into the markel Some of them 

are made In the country, but many are i11egaiiy Imported from Korea and Hong Kong. In 

either case, the consumers of originaf or counterfeit products can be classified at the 

same level or in the same group of fashlon adopter. In evaluating the research findings in 

Thailand, it therefore becomes necessary to classify fashion adopters on the basis of the 

timing of adoption that shows their fashion leadership in expressing fashionabil,ty earlier 

or later than others in their social circle. A more precise way of classifying the fashion 

adopters in Thailand should perhaps refy less on the level of consumption in terms of price 

and quality, and instead mainly on other aitena. 

From the retailing situation in Thailand it can be seen that fashion followers have a vast 

array of choices in consuming fashion. They can choose either from domestic brands in 

department stores and shopping centres, or imported oommodltles which either emanate 

from original imports, in the high-class outfets, or counterfeit goods on the market stalls. 

The oversupply of hit fashion goods stimulates consumers to in a specific 

currant fashion. By nature Thai people unoonsciously adopt something that is established 

by fashion icons. This is one of the reasons why the population of Thai "fashion followers-

quantitativefy reaches two third of the whole of the population of fashion consumers in the 
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fashion adoption system. 

The above information also reflects another aspect of fashion classification. Thai fashion 

adopters adopt or buy fashion products not solely because they admire the concept of that 

fashion statement, but also in order to exercise their power of purchasing or consuming, 

and their sodalising impulses. The possession of newly arrivad goods, regardless of their 

suitability for lifestyle, age or occasion of use, is taken up by the majority of consumers. 

Individuality, appropriateness and subcultural divisions are not concepts, which have any 

place in a predominantly uniform culture. The issues surrounding -brand differentiation" 

referred to here will be discussed in the following chapter. 

9.1.6.2 The proportion of Fashion Innovators 

The situation above also affects the level of creativity of fashion innovators in Thailand. 

This is due to the that there are too many ways of achieving a high profile of 

fashion leadership based upon the vast amount and speed of availability of fashion 

commodities. The latest fashion commodities are available to the market at the same time 

as the count8ffait products catering to lower budget customers. The result is that Thai 

fashion innovators, either those who 81'8 wealthy or others with lower disposable incomes, 

are not necess.ily inspUad to aeate ardIor modify clothes for themselves. In the unlikely 

event that these small percentages of consuners need specially made clothing, tha'e are 

numerous made-to-orderlmeasure shops available at various Jeveis of price and quality 

with very quick tunaround times. These fashion adopters can have clothing made quickly, 

either to their own design or as a reproduction from something seen in a magazine. 

Appendix VI shows the hit fashions of 1960-1999 randomly selected from the fashion 

page of a well-known woman's magazine In Thailand, -Kwan Reun-. After investigating 

and comparing Western fashions with Thai fashions, most of the Thai fashions appearing 

in Thai fashion magazines seem to be copies or adaptations of hit fashions from the West. 

The dresses were made by leading fashion boutiques, which also provide a made-to-order 

service in a similar way to the made-to-measure shops previously mentioned. Fashion 

enjoyment or fuJfllment for Thai women is usually obtained by realising international hit 

fashion deSigns, which suit their taste and figure through made-to-order services. When 

there are so many easy ways and shortcuts to achieving fashion leadership, self-creativity 

of fashion innovators is less exercised and replication is the preferred route. The lesser 

concern with self-identity of Thai consumers is another issue, as discussed in the previous 

Chapter. 
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Unlike fashion Innovators in Western societies like the UK, who try very hard to express 

their seff-identity through fashion, Thai consumers do not. Economic forces exert 

differential pntSSlntS on the two socio-economic and cultural systems. For example, the 

price differential in the market for expensive cutting edge fashion commodities, combined 

with the illegality in the UK of d1eap counterfeit products, means that British fashion 

innovators with tow budgets are forced to create their ideal clothes for themselves. High 

budget innovators, on the other hald, can afford to pc.rchase the unique cutting edge 

items. The diffusion of fashion, then, carries on through less fashion conscious consumers 

where commodities are manipulated to serve the less fashionable market. There can be 

seen to be a good balance between the supply from the British fashion industry and the 

demand of British consumers. 

According to Armstrong (1999), O'Brien (1999) and the BBC television ·CooI-

Hunter-, broadcast on 7 and 14 November 2001, It can be said that fashion in the UK 

emerges from a group of cutting edge fashion innovators. Commercial fashion then starts 

with the sec:ond-dass innovators, along with the availability of high fashion ready-to-wear 

commodities. The consumption of high fashion commodities is considered innovative by 

the seoond-dass imovators. On the other hand, the first-class lmovators Initiate fashion 

concepts by fa8hlon looks for themsefves owing to the unavall8bility of the 

commodities they desire. -CooI-tkIlter" revealed that many International fashion brands 

like Hike, levf's and PhIlIps, .. seard*Ig for futIn fashion concepts frnm these people, 

the first-class Innovators. No first-class innoVatOrs are found In the survey In Bangkok. 

Fashion in ThaIfand starts when commercial fashion commodities beoome available to 

Thai consumers, with the exception (a tiny percentage) of bespoke (made-to-order) 

consumers previously mentioned. 

9.1.6.3 length of Fashion Diffusion within the Initial 
Process 

Fashions in the UK gain popularity quicker than fashions in Thailand because in the UK 

the population of early fashion adopters is greater than in Thailand. On the other hand, in 

Thailand, when a fashion is accepted by iMovators and early fashion adopters, the 

popularity of the fashion inaeases very quickly after an Initial and rather long delay, 

resulting in a huge number of Thai fashion followers (64.2 %). Meanwhile, fashion take up 

in the UK will normally lnaease to a level of mass adoption at 50 %, or half of the fashion 

adopters. The statistic of 64.2 % of Thai followers Indicates that nearly two third of 

fashion adopters are fashion followers. 

This is probably the reason that there are a lot of department stores and market stalls in 
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Thailand, especially in Bangkok, which provide mostly mass products for the mass 

consumers or fashion followers. In addition, most of the fashion products are made by 

domestic suppliers operating in either large or small factories. 

9.2 Comparison of the Macro Level 

The literature reviews in Chapter 8 explain the scenario of the development of Thai 

SOCiety, as well as the consumption phenomena initiated by the Thai middJe..class. This 

sheds light on the differences of consumption between Western and ThaI societies. From 

my point of view, the differences in class systems, the even and uneven roles of each 

class in consumption, and the distribution of income are all major factors, which dominate 

the mechanisms of all aspects of consumption. The perception of fashion is the result d 

these factors reflected through the historical context and the development of class 

throughout Thai history, relative to other class systems. The analysis, which fO/lows 

fOQJses on the macro level of the middle-class impacts on consumption. 

9.2.1 Class, Authority and the Reproduction of self 
through Consu.pt;on 

9.2.1.1 class and Middle-class consumption 

The class structu"e in Western society has long been developed to the point at which, tor 
some, it seems to have reached its ideal state of balance. Inasmuch as the gap between 

each class in economic and cultural ac:c:ess terms is not too wide, the populations of each 

class are proportionately distributed to facilitate a functioning society. There does not 

appear to be any hindrance in theory to individual mobility between the classes, which 

indioates the potential for maintenance of a dynamic aspirant culture, by which is meant a 

SOCiety and culture which ... evoIutionaIY and progressive. This balanced proportionality 

between the classes will have advantages to some and disadvantages to others. For 

those who find themselves disadvantaged, the system may be seen as dysfunctional; 

however, for the majority, who are to a greeter or lesser extent advantaged, the system 

will be seen as functional. \Nhatever the individual perception it has to be ntmernbered 

that in the context of a representative democracy, the majority view is the one, which 

needs to be maintained. A minority can, however, be influential in the evolution of society 

and culture insofar 8S those who are regarded as the intelligentsia can come from any 

class and can operate at the margin. Any other powerful infJuences, such as that of a 

president or constitutional monarch, would be deemed democratic if they maintained 
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disloyalty or inconsistency in relation to any standard except status through oonsumption. 

Many international brand names, which achieved popularity among the Thai new rich were 

quickfy devafued and dispensed with, failing to achieve brand loyalty status. In any 

economy, a supplier's fortunes ebb and flow, but in Thailand the period between the two 
can be exceptionally short, causing intemationa. brands to change premises and images 

in order to follow the crowd (see Section 8.2). Brand /oyalty requires a commitment, which 

the nature d Thai society inhibits. Thai consumers never feel they belong to a brand's 

community. In other WOlds, they do not consume fashion commodities because of the 

meaning attached to them through brand Identity or lifestyle signified, rather their 

motivations are different. 

The new ridl consumption requires what society defines as "classy", "cool" and "must-

have". 8eng-Huat (ibid.) suggests that Thai consumers in the context of South-Eest Asia 

reoonceptualjse themsefves from "passive automaton" to "active creator". This suggestion 

is to some extent contentious and not fully supported by the finding of this research, 

whereas, do agree with the point made that the consumer Is an "active" participant when 

they can liberate their power through consumption to a pattern pursued with vigour. 

However, consumers, eapeciaIy in the Thai· context, actually become towards 

SOCial Plafelences as well as marketing strategy. In summary, It can be said that Thai 

Individual ... dominated by their IOCiety in terms of their PI-alice, fIfeItyfe, choioe, 

desire and taste. ConamptIon in ThaiIa1d Is determined by aocial preferences 81 the 

facilitator of common spirituality. The "rvooncaptuaIiaation of themaelV88" I8fen'ed to is 

only partial and fleeting, because In reality they do not exercise individual choice as 

understood in the Western context. 

To develop the analysis, the Thai fashion industry has been dominated by the since 

"fashion" was introduced to Thai society as a way of modernising the country (see Section 

8.1). This domination has continuously led not only to Thai society looking to the West for 

its evolUtion but has also affected the way in which fashion suppliers and the retail 

industries are constituted (the infrastructure of fashion supply). The transformation of the 

Thai economy and the impact on the social system, which followed it took Thailand from 

its former feudalism to contemporary capitalism. Regarding the market-led policy of 

governments in the industrial era, all have allowed Thailand to freely develop economic 

conditions that support the current industry. Thailend CAtated macroeconomic conditions 

with a rich array of trade institutionS to finance operations, spread risks end encourage 

entrepreneurship, resulting in one of the world's most rapidly expanding textile. and 

garment industries (Unger, 1998). 

The abandonment of domestic demand during the boom time was the major factor, which 
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created and perpetuates the domination of Western suppliers over and within the Thai 

retail system. The domestic market was and is led by imported goods. The mid- to high 

market is mainly supplied by imported merchandise, while the lower is shared by a 

number of domestic suppliers who simulate foreign commodities. Just as the social 

change from feudalism to capitalism allowed a Thai middle-class to emerge and allowed 

people to move into the upper classes, so class mobility has been reflected in the 

expression of power, i.e., consumption, dressing and behaviour retfected through objects. 

Thai industry, the supply infrastructure and system are all in place to facilitate social 

change. The uftimate goal, motive and desire of Thai people is merely confirmation of 

·status· manifested in the appearance of Western modemity. Inevitably, Westem and 

imported commodities have become icons of .high status". Status-mania mediated by 

Western and imported goods in Thailand has been boosted and stimulated by fashion 

suppliers and buyers. Domestic manufadtnrs and importers/suppliers responses have 

resulted in the emergence of counterfeit goods and imitative design at the margins of 

middle and lower market levels. Thailand has notoriously been the world's biggest 

producer of fake commodities. 

"MBIIs and marlctJts are filled with objects which cannot be authenticeted. EIght 

local and IntemationBl OIfIanlzstions namt/KJ ThBIIBnd as the world's biggest 

PIfX/uoer of courtterfrJit goods, with ItBIy coning In second. French luggage and 

fashion ac:cessories are tire main tatgtlt of counterfeiters who copy the Idnd 01 

luxury products that the Thai efde have been bringing back from Europe since the 

tum 01 the century. • 
(Esterik, 2000: p. 123) 

Esterik further argues that "European items were easily adopted as markers of , status by 

royalty, the elite and increasingly by middla-class utban and rural households·. Esterik 

directJy aiticises the link between the establishment of Westem faShion icons via superior 

social status and the resultant diffusion through local availability. 

The influx of newly imported fashion diffuses through the Thai fashion industry in the form 

of fashion commodities. Fashion, in the peR;eption of Thai society, is as an object of 

status, taste, aesthetic discrimination and power of consumption. The imitation of new 

fashion forms can be found as soon as these become symbolic markers of elite status 

(ibid.). Louis Vuitton and Kipling counterfeit products, as mentioned earlier, together with 

other well-known brands are readily available in a general shopping plaza. 

The perception of fashion as an object by Thai fashion suppliers and consumers can be 

observed at two levels of the supplier and retailer scales. On the first level, TGMA1 
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employed foreign designers to produce original fashion collections for presentation at the 

Bangkok International Fashion Trade Fair in the mid-1990s. The purpose of this exercise 

was to stimulate fashion commissioners from abroad to appreciate the competence and 

flexible capability of the manufacturers to produce contemporary fashion commodities. 

Members eX TGMA facilitated their production and materials. The collection was superbly 

shown. However, there was no "fashion- attached to the collection, as those items were 

designed to follow the market and to be a prototype of commodifICation capability of each 

sponsored manufactLnr. The employment of foreign designers was intended to showcase 

Thai fashionability, however this was not really achieved because the international buyers 

could not see the fashion concept embodied in the collection. Instead, the buyers realised 

the potential d Thai manufacture in tenns of higher quality standards and improved 

materials. This may have been because Thai manufacturers were not accustomed to 

creating 8design briefs" and/or managing the design and imavation process. 

The second level in the ,.taiI sector can be obserVed through the Thai media and fashion 

COI'1Sl.mlption through fashion informatjon. ThaI fashion magazines usually report the latest 

fashion trends with a muHiplicity of picknS of Western designers' catwalks. When the 

iconic fashion is supplemented by verbal deIaiptIon refening only to form and colour, 

fashion is constructed In terms d feab.nS and appearances rather than of fashion themes 

or subjective feeling CI1derf)'ing the trendy faIhIon Items. 

9.2.1.2 Social Hegemony and Authority 

The pntvious section alluded to the Incomplete semiological process in fashion adoption In 

Thailand. According to the Fashion Translation Process Model created in Chapter 7, Thai 

consumers do not exercise their fashion consumption in the same way as Westerners do. 

The complete semiological process of Western consumers' self.xpression through 

fashion lies in individuals' responses to 8OCiallssues. 

It is the awareness or interest in the atmosphere of present currents of social movement, 

surrounded by the evolving perception of aesthetic and ethical values and goals 

responded to by individuals, which is missing from the Thai perception of fashion. 

Ironically, it is this very aspect of fashion, which Originates what becomes the fashion icon 

over time, and which the Thai consumer adopts without knowledge or interest. This 

strongly suggests that the trickle-down theory has considerable significance In the Thai 

fashion system. 

From evaluating the situation described, three points emerge: 
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• fashion for Thai consumers is not a true medium of individual self-expression; 

• there is a specific manner in which Thai individuals exhibit their goals, motives 

and desires; and 

• there may or may not be a semiological process hidden in fashion interaction with 

consumers. 

The research so far indicates that status acquisition via the consumption of fashion is the 

major factor, which drives Thai individuals to consume fashion, regardless of the 

meanings attached to commodities by suppliers. The lack of awareness or interest in 
sociaJ issues encoded into commodities imported from or originated in the West paves the 

way for the dominance in Thai society of fashion as object, resulting in a "pragmatic 

fashion phenomenon". It ;s an aocepta«toe of the direction of social norms without any 

curiosity or deSire to influence them through individual action. 

Belief or acceptance without question is a reflection of social "authority". Thai people have 

been governed by a central authority manifested in the king or monarch. Although in the 

relatively recent past authority has been partly devolved to a representative democratic 

system in which the monan::h maintains some powers of veto, totaJ political liberation Is 

some way off. As mentioned earlier in the 1It8ratUf8 reviews, for instance, Prime Minister 

Phibun 8orV<htan iqx)sed new ways of socialised behaviot.r, etiquette a1d dreHing. 

"Faith in the Ieadr was fhe strategy hidden in the nationalism campaign, fMtntUaIIy 

embedded in fhe heart of Thai society. 

-... a common theme in the Aslsn transition It Is that the state has generally 

played a central lOla. The new rich in AsIs emerge, not from societies where the 

tradition of the urban blJl'gher and merchant and trade guilds W8/9 strong, '" but 

from agrarian ptfI-CBpltaHst and colonial bulNucraciss and sometimes from 

communist party rule.· 

(Robison and Goodman, 1996: p.4) 

This theme is further amplified by Robison end Goodman (ibid.) that the state has acted 

as a midwife of capitalism In the way in which it has provided the political conditions for 

the flourishing of the new middlEH:Iass. 

Many aspects of everyday life in Thailand, including education, politics, art, refigion, ritual, 

etc., are manifestations of transmitted "authority". Hierarchical systems, either at the 

maao level, such as sociaf class and social environment, or the micro level, such as the 

family unit and the relationship between teacher and pupils, is where authority is implicitly 

embodied. 
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SOCial interaction among members of Thai society is not purely about an interpersonal 

contact in a group as 0CClrS in the West (see Chapter 7). It is rather that Thai people 

directly COliform or interact with the social nann or social authority as a first priority and 

interact between individuals as a second priority. The powerful cultural frame over Thai 

individuality becomes another conflict that all Thai individuals experience. The force of 

social conformity makes life cflfliCUlt for Thai individuals as it is attached to a package of 

Q8Sture, desire and attitude. The conftict craates ambivalence in the macro-scale in which 

the process of solving the conflict in this level could be called "negotiation with society". In 

a smaller scale, i.e. a social c::ircIe, human ambivalence emerges as the same as it is 

explained in the Westem fashion process model, consisting of two separate processes, 

namely "negotiation with others" and "negotiation with seIr. 

To recap, Thai people have 3 negotiation stages in their responses within SOCial 

ambivalence, namely; 

• negotiation wi1h others (objective social interaction through fashion objects) (see 

also Section 5.1.3); 

• negotiation wHh society (subjective social interaction with social authority); 

• negotiation with self (see also Section 5.1.4) . 

The domination fA Thai society 0VfII hIviduaIlty is the major force prescribing the 

absence or suppression of individual subjectivity (888 Section 8.1.5.4). 

To exemplify the Issue of social authority in respect of Imperatives, a recent observation of 

cosmetic commodities in a leading Thai woman's magazine revealed that the common 

significance or social appreciation of women's complexion is "white", Signifying the 

Western icon authoritative dictum. Of 15 advertisements for make-up commodities in the 

same magazine, 14 have a common hot spot campaign labelled -whitening", while the 

other one targeted skin treatment. The cosmetics were all Western originated and 

branded products representing a transient Western fashion statement, which paradoxically 

was concerned with the issue of decadence images, promoting health care. In terms of 

Western culture, this paradox represents a complexity of post-modem discourses, 

whereas in Thailand the issue was dark complexion bad, not progressive, non-status: 

white complexion good, wealthy, healthy status. 

Regarding Figure 3.5.1, «the upward movement of status-symbolic consumption patterns· 

explains the consumption process of the lower class adopting the "consumption pattern- of 

the upper class, while fashion commodities are provided in relation to market level within 

Western culture. In the case of Thailand by contrast, Thai consumers adopt Western 
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fashion commodities rather than adopt their consumption pattem. It can be noticed that 

Thai consumers use the imported fashion items but in different consumption patterns. 

Because society imposes a ready package of gesture, symbol, motive, and goal, the 

PI"OCess of interpretation and negotiation among individuals can be omitted. The manners 

and objectivity through which individuals exhibit their goals and motives are also delivered 

within the frame of authority. Meanings attached to fashion commodities are, therefore, 

ignored at the begiMing of the adoption stage. Commodities are purchased because of 

their suitability for social definition, or are significant for social aspiration. The way Thai 

people utilise fashion commodities is, thet8fore, detached from what the designer may 

have suggested or encoded into the products. 

9.2.2 production of the Fashion Context 

This section discusses an aspect of the limitations of how Thai people exercise and 

reproduce the fashion context. 

Although fashions usually originate ft'om the West, especially the world fashion capitals, 

and are di1fused throughout the rest fA the world at a later stage, their concepts are 

consumed, reproduced a1d exercised In c:Iffentnt ways. 

-A shirt or skirt bought as a part of an expedition to the big city can have a quite 

different personal fTNNJning from an identical item bought 1ocBJ/y or over the 

Internet.· 
(Gilbert, 2000: p. 11) 

Foreign fashions in Thailand are not well exercised. Their symbolic meanings are not 

recognised, accepted or given credence because of the domination of social authority. 

Commensurata with this is the lack of social space. 

Social space in the view of Gilbert (ibid.) refers to shopping space. Indeed, experiences of 

shopping in significant sites might be valued more than the commodities themselves (see 

discussion about brand identity and its community in Chapter 7). Shopping sites become 

the most extreme and delusional forms of commodity fetishism. Gilbert seems to be 

suggesting that the delusional forms of commodity fetishism when considering fashion are 

in reality the myth underpinning brand identity. This might have a particular relevance to 

our understanding of the -negotiation with others" in the micro-objective realm, which is 

missing from the Thai fashion consumption process. 
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Figure 3.4.4C shows comparison curves between acquisition and use of fashion. This 

refers to the fact that fashion consumption consists of two stages: acquisition and use. 

The aoquisition, especially from fashion outlets surrounded with the symbolic significance 

of brand identity and the atmosphere of brand community, is the process of "negotiation 

with others-. Fashion brands act as sub-cultural communities where consumers are able 

to negotiate their position in that virtual sub-society through the commodities of the 

brands. 

A heterogeneous range of brands, or styles or outlets can be found in london high 

streets. These are potentially available for all segmented consumers. Bangkok, as 

mentioned earlier, Is dominated by department stores and shopping plazas filled with a 

limited selection of imported goods which are copied by. local producers, thereby 

maintaining rather than augmenting the limited range of styles available. Superficially it 

might appear that both shopping resources are the same, a kind of international standard; 

however, under closer inspection the London high street has heterogeneity, whereas the 

Bangkok shopping plaza has homogeneity. 

The acquisition d the fashion object i. one thing, but In fact, there i. another side of the 

COin in fashion consumption, namely, the use or practice of fashion through a fashion 

object (Nystrom, 1928). It is at this stage that the process of -negotiation with self' takes 

pface. Fashion communication is fully functioning when consumers wear, use, practJoe 

and exercise their expression ttYaugh fashion objects. 

Fashion emerges within 8 parameter of factors including time and place. 

fashion items worn by laggards camot be fully functioning in tenns of communication 

because of the time lag. Fashion objects must be used to express at the right time. 

Evidence of this imperative can be notioed In the volumes of discounted garment. from 

the immediately preceding season, which are out of the time frame. 

Place is another significant factor In the constituting individuals' relationship between their 

practices and identity formation (Crewe and Beaverstock, 1988). london can be 

considered one of the perfect sites of fashion practices due to certain circumstantial 

factors: 

• London is a cosmopofitan city with mixed races and cultures, where fashion 

practitioners feel less constraint than in their original cultural frame; 

• there are many specific spaces for particular sub-cultures; 

• there are also many special events created for people to participate and exercise 

their fashion expression. 
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Bangkok, by contrast, lags behind in terms of public space availability for its residents, 

particularly for young people. Consumerism dominates the Thais' lifestyle, and 

indiscriminate consumption has become a oonstitutive element of their everyday life 

(Beng-Huat, 20(0). The significant public spaces in Bangkok are only department stores 

and plazas. 

-Department sIoIes have become the parks of Bangkok, with fast-food outlets, 

mini-movies theatres, fashion stores and discount merr:handisers providing much 

entertainment for the population. As air-conditioned plessure-domes, evenings 

and weekends see them filled to overflowing with 'amily groups and young people, 

dressed in the latest youth fashions, who meet in the fast-food shops. • 

(Hewison, 1997: p. 151) 

Although department stores provide some small public space within the shopping centre, 

those spaces are usually used for commercial promotion of new merchandise launches 

(Vanaspong, 1997). There is accordingly limited access for use determined by the public. 

ather public spaces usual in Western society, such .. art galleries, museums, parks and 

so on, are not available as spaces for the exercise of fashion. Bangkok which 

might have been anoIher available JP8C8, 118 .... activity and the space Is notoriously 

dominated by the I8X Industry. ReonIy, however, some new areas of night.fife 

a"ItertaimIent for people, IUCh • pubs, dubl and karaoke bars have become 

avaifable. UnrortutateIy, these youth night'" businesses are rON I8Stricted by a rigid 

gov&mment policy caNed ·AJOtderiIIg society" In order to control the level of drug sales and 

inappropriate sex. The regUatory frameWOrk established to Implement this new policy 

AtStricts age rw1g8, opening and dosing entry time, limits drinks, and bans drugs and 

prostitution. The policing and penalties are very strictly enforced. The limitation. of social 

space and oppa1unity to exercise young people's subjedivities in public space is 

controlled by state regulation. This is significant to the diSCUSSion, because young middle-

class fashion consumers are confined by circumstance and lack of space to the orthodoxy 

of authority. 

A notorious exampfe of confinement by circumstantial social orthodoxy was the youth 

public space, which was in the first instance sanctioned by social norms, known as 

"Centre Po/nr. ThIs was a shopping space for teenagers in the heart of Bangkok. It was 

not intentionally destined to become a boom place, but had an appropriate atmosphere, 

due partly to its hidden location between two buildings within a vast shopping area, which 

satisfied teenagers as a small, semi-c/osed community. It became a good place for young 

people to exercise their fashion, as the space was not too much exposed to the general 

public. A huge number of teenagers dressed in creative styles, some of which could be 
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considered cutting edge, would gather there. Many of them changed into their weird dress 

in a public toilet before entering Centre Point. Their activities were no more than a 

liberation of their creative design ability and their initial expression of developing sexuality. 

It was at this place that a particular type of fashion emerged and its fashionability spread 

through a large sector of Thai urban society. It was also a place where "first class fashion 

innovators' within Thai society could be found. The fashions that emerged from Centre 

Point were rapidly regarded by the authorities as indecent because too much was 

revealed of the teenage body (see Figure 9.2.2) and the space also became notorious as 

a meeting place for minority groups such as homosexuals. 

It became a big controversial issue, exploited by all types of media. At a later stage the 

reality of the self-expressive sexual liberation of young people, which each generation 

must grow through, was subjected to a hysterical campaign of distortion implying drug use 

and prostitution (Bangkok Post, 2000). Centre Point eventually came under police 

surveillance, its popularity declined and it is no longer an available space. 

Figure 9.2.2: Centre Point. Bangkok 

The incident discussed in the above paragraphs reveals both social and state authorities" 

attitudes towards the use of public space. The lack of public space and the opportunity to 

freely exercise fashion within it may be considered to be a radical impediment to the 

emergence of regional fashion. 

The arrangements for social space and encouragement of activities and use of it are 

fundamental to the emergence and proliferation of fashion because it is usually led by the 

young. The production of fashion context is accordingly dependent on the availability of 

appropriate public space that tends to encourage fashion consumers to participate and 

communicate, either at an interpersonal or intergroup level. 
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9.3 construction of the conceptual Model of the 
Thai Fashion process 

A conceptual model tor the fashion industry in Thailand is presented in this Section to 

describe the whole scenario of the fashion process. 

As mentioned earlier, the Thai fashion system should be considered a subset of the 

Western fashion system. The long domination by Westem culture manifested in fashion 

styles imported into Thailand should over time have resulted in there being no altemative 

fashion style, i.e., a total adoption of both Westem culture and its manifestation in fashion 

stytes. However, based on the assumption of diverse social responses (see Section 

5.1.1.1), is one source from which possible social responses can 

emanate, which could playa leading role in resisting the total adoption of both Western 

culture and its manifestations. 

"Confonnity" and ·concealment" are the major social responses that lead Thai society to 

accept the influences of imported fashion. "Modification", on the other hand, is so 

ambiguous that it can either be viewed as conformity, concealment or even anti-

conformity. 

The above grou'1d theory can be used to argue that Thai society might not be completely 

hegemonised by the West. Thailand as a subset of the Western fashion system differs in 

the way in which its appearance simulates Western fashion, but its function in so doing is 

a response to the four diverse reactions possible. 

The literatlXe review in Chapter 8 supports this idea in its conclusion that ·superficially 

Western and essentially Oriental" represents external conformity and internal modification. 

In short, Thai fashion superficially changes towards or along the Western direction in 

fashion, but the internal modification is different. This means that the Fashion 

Transformation Process Model for Western society cannot precisely explain the 

mechanism of the fashion transformation process in Thailand. The necessity is, therefore, 

to construct another transformation process model for the Thai fashion process. 

9.3.1 Construction of the Thai Fashion Transformation 
Process Model 

The model is constructed by using the same four fundamental divisions, which applied in 

the construction of the Western fashion process model. These are the macro-, micro-

subjective, and the macro-, micro-obj8Ctive realms, respectively. 
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9.3.1.1 Macro-Objective Realm 

From the literature in Chapter 8, it can be argued that the Thai fashion process starts from 

the macro-objec:tive level. This is because the historical context suggests that it is at this 

advanced stage of Western fashion and culture importation that Thai society's readiness 

to adopt has been so reinforced by its governing forces that it would be unthinkable to 

reject the adoption of Western fashion and culture. Historically, adoption of the 

commodities of Western civilisation was seen as a mechanism for resisting colonisation, 

eSpecially in the era of Kings Rama IV, V, VI and Prime Minister Phibun Songkhram. 

Decrees, either by propaganda or by law, legitimised Western looks and abandoned 

indigenous Thai styles. It became the starting point of a totally new socio-cultural impact 

on Thai people. Fashion suppliers initiated process with Western or foreign imported 

commodities. 

In the contemporary Western fashion model, the process begins at the micro-subjective 

leVel, which is the individuals' signal of future needs. 

It is important to remember that the macro-objective level is the third stage in the 

contemporary Western fashion model. It is at this stage, where fashion suppliers grasp 

SOcial needs and interpret the diverse IOCiaI responses into concepts of fashion trends for 

the process of commodification that the two cultures deviate. 

Due to these dusters of lifestyfe trendS having been interpreted by Western suppliers, 

Thai fashion importers and suppliers can skip stages one and two of the Western model. 

The process is actuaIised by imported trends and commodities. In other words, 

importation of fashion trends to Thailand is not responding to domestic consumers. The 

fashion objects are introduced with tangible concepts of fashion forms. 

Since Thai suppliers in this instance are not menufacturers but importers, they do not 

need to interpret the symbolic significance of new global lifestyles. Other suppliers who 

are manufacturers, likewise do not concern themselves with the initiation of symbolic 

significance. The process by which a Thai designer narrates his ·signified· concept 

through fashion commodities as ·signifiers" can be omitted. In fact, Thai leading deSigners 

get inspiration from these ready made ·shapes and forms' of new fashions and just vary 

their designs to suit their markets. 

Baudrillard (1980) referred to fashion as a "compulsion to innovate signs .. , apparently 

arbitrary and perpetual production of meaning - a kind of meaning drive". Fashion in the 

Thai context, on the other hand, can be said to be a kind of popular ·shape and form 
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drive-. With a shallCWI use of sign and symbol in the design process, popular shapes and 

forms are found across the heterogeneous range of fashion goods available in the Thai 

market. In other words, Thai consumers usually respond to a popular object, form or 

shape regardless of its classified market or Western social value signification. 

The lack of initial response by fashion design to inherent domestic social issues and 

lifestyle has synchronised with the development of the orientation of the textile and 

garment industry towards exports. The abandoning of domestic supply for the high market 

has widened not only the gap between high and low markets but also the value of fashion 

designed by domestic designers. The uneven development of domestic fashion supply 

gives the fashionability of their product little importance. The effect is that Thai fashion 

suppliers and designers tend to follow Western fashion as a prototype. This following of 

Western fashion can be found in various forms, including following a style, making 

variations on an imported original design, mimiclcing or copying, and faking products. 

The sufferers in this internal diffusion process are not only high-fashion importers but also 

some leading Thai 8C.4JPIiers, for instanCe Jim Thompson, the 1110$( famous Thai silk 

manufacturing and retail company. Due to the fimited number of dyeing and printing 

factories in Thaifand, almost aU printed fabric designs are produced utilising the same 

printing factories. Many print designs of Jim TI1ornpson are copied by the lower marKet 

SUppliers, who may introduce small changes in the colour scheme, sometimes using the 

same silk-screen blocks. 

The copying habit has long been established in order to secure sales, but it reflects two 

major aspects of market confonnity. Firstly, due to the fact that the market had plenty of 

growth potential, manufacturers felt it unnecessary to develop future markets. There was 

thus less concern to adjust or improve their capability, quality and design. Secondly, there 

has been a lack of research and development and especially in-house design capability in 

the firms. It was the fortunate situation for the industry in Thailand that fashion 

commodities sold regardless of design ability. Also, design input as interpretation of social 

meaning was not a feature in a market whose requirement was primarily for object shape 

and form. 

9.3.1.2 MicrO-Objective Realm 

The above discussion of a "shape and form driven- fashion industry which serves popular 

taste by providing garments similar to those of proven sale success is a significant feature 

of "market-led" policy and ;s driven by established trends. Indeed, those companies who 
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employ designers do so to adjust their brand concept or style to suit the direction of 

fashion trends rather than initiate fashion to lead the market. 

The structure of retailing in Thailand can be found in two systems that parallel each other. 

The difference between the two retail systems is the level of brand value. The first level 

and major structure is shown in Figure 8.2.3A, which leads the high market through high-

fashion imports. This level ;s followad by the high-street fashion imports together with 

leading Thai brands. The lower market, in contrast, is shared among Thai domestic 

producers. This retail structt.re encompasses proper brand policy, targets particular 

markets, and attempts to annex imported brand concepts. 

The market-led fashion process can be exemplified in Thailand by a huge number of 

market stalls found in most shopping plazas in Bangkok, which sell /ocal/y-made popular 

fashion garments and which are not innovative. The peraltel retail system includes small 

retail businesses, which attempt to serve al/ levels of fashion goods whether imported or 

domestically produced. Thai fashion consumers with /ower disposable incomes eagerly 

pun:flase the latest fashion commodities, reinterpreted to the required price point, with no 

need for brand values (copied or fake products). Their commercial policies are quick tum 

around, low price, in trend fashion and rare products that are unavailable locally. Market 

stalls are able to cater for fashionable product demand at the same time as the 

international brands do because of the rapid tum around times. 

It is in this retail system that consumers can buy fashion items that are not available In the 

franchise fashion outlets. or fashionable items that are copied and very similar to original 

designs but reasonably priced, or fake branded goods. It is also in this system that 

consumers can behave like "fashion innovators·. They differ. however, from their Western 

counterparts inasmuch as they use affordable items to exhibit their leadership in fashion 

through high and quick consumption. 

Since the commodification and design processes do not recognise local inherent demands 

and domestic social trends, commodities pass through the retail system with a full 

complement of Westem signifying schemes. Communication from brands to consumers is 

therefore shallow in its focus on tangible concepts of global issues, but deeply promotes 

the goods in terms of status and dass (shape and form drive). 

Fashion perception in Thai sensibility is not concerned much with signified concepts 

provided by the products and brands. Instead, Thai consumers purchase fashion 

garments because new fashion items are newer, more modern, fresher, and 

internationally more popular than the previous style, regardless of the suitability to their 
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personal styles, codes or meanings. The more friends and/or people in the buying circle, 

the greater the stimulus to produce the commodities. 

Brand loyalty in Thailand ;s often weaker than the impulse for fashionability. The status of 

louis Vuitton decreased considerably when Kipling reached its peak of popularity. The 

lOUis Vuitton case supports the view of the dominance of the status impulse in Thai 

consumption patterns. When louis Vuitton, one of the most expensive handbags, became 

a "must-nave item", particularfy for female university students, those who possessed it 

were considered to be high class and tasteful. The shifting taste from louis Vuitton to 

Kipling bags is an example that reflects the erratic fashion perception changes in fashion 

PUrchasing behaviour, which sometimes goes to extremes. The Kipling monkey bag was 

described in the previous Chapter. 

It is important to remind ourselves that this stage is equivalent to the micro-objective realm 

in the Western fashion process, which ;s classified as "negotiation with others·. At this 

stage, fashion brands provide symbolic meanings through their seasonal advertising 

campaigns, which suggest gestures 81d lifestyle concepts through the use of their 

commodities. Const.mers deal with c:ommoditiea in order to Hleet the best description of 

their status, rofe, social Issue inter88t and communication function, which l)'I1ChronIaes 

with their position in society. 

The JUChasing behaviour of Thai people, on the other hand, i8 'es8 c:oncemed with the 

communication function and social issues that attach to fashion goods and more 

concerned about a good. classy look and reflection of status. In this context, the fashion 

process equivalent stage in Thailand lacI<s the major part of the semiotic mechanism from 

the very beginning. Simultaneously, on the demand side Thai consumers do require 

much symbolic function apart from appearance and status. This can be labelled as 

"negotiation with status· rather than ·negotiation with others·, and also classified as solely 

a SOCiological process. Although the global issues which are attached to imported fashion 

trends are a minor part of semiotic responseJrecognition or impact in the choice and take 

up of fashion items, the degree of negotiation with them is greater than the excluded local 

issue. Thai people are, then, inevitably dealing with "others·, which in this sense is the 

"global issues· of what constitutes class and status in the world. 

9.3.1.3 The Macro-subjective Realm 

In moving through the Fashion Transfonnation Process Model, this Section is concerned 

with the objective to subjective level, and other differences begin to emerge. According to 
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the Westem fashion process, the following stage, which is the micro-subjective level, is 

"negotiation with self'. It is at this subjective stage that ambivalence appears at both social 

and individual fevels. Peopfe arrive at their solution of how to react to a new social 

interest. Westem individualities tend to be subjectively independent in their thought and 

behaviour from social influences. On the other hand, Thai individuality is dependent upon 

SOCial authority. In other words, Thai subjectivity is submissive towards social influences. 

Thai peopIa are more careful d the cultural frame and social order; they tend not to be 
subversive. 

In this 8CCOU1t, accordingly, at this point the fashion process in Thailand moves from the 

micr(H)bjective realm to the macro-subjective realm, unlike the Westem fashion process, 

which moves from the miao--objective realm to the micro-subjective realm. 

As mentioned above, Thai society as a whole is a consensus force, which responds to the 

imported social ambivalence emerging from a new fashion trend. In other words, the 

current around social responses, known as a -social trend-, emerges in reaction to the 

incoming trend from abroad en masse. Thai people respond to the cu/turalambivalenc:e in 

diverse ways, corresponding to the major four possible reactions shown in Figure 5.1.1 C, 

Chapter 5. Simi_ to the Westem model, a cluster of social trends is transformed into a 

cluster of lifestyles, including COIlformity, anti-conformlty, concealment and modification. 

These lifestyles, formed by the social responses, suggest or pave ways tor Thais as 

individuals to act upon what is appropriate. 

9.3.1.4 The Micro-subjective Realm 

According to Section 9.2.1.2, the process of negotiation with self of Thai individuals 

consists of three steps which are: negotiation with social authority, negotiation with others, 

and negotiation with self. The process changes from the macro-subjective, offering a 

ready made package of gesture, defined taste, appreciated fonn, etc to micro-subjective. 

It is at this stage in the Western Fashion Process Model that human ambivalence occurs 

and needs to be negotiated through two psychological tendencies: differentiating force 

and socialising force. Instead, Thai individuals encounter a less ambivalent situation 

because society has already defined what is appropriate with a suggested package of 

goals, motives and desires. The only minor task that Thai individuals need to sort out is to 

match up their preferences with bundles of commodity choices. 

Thai fashion iMovators, as discussed in Section 9.1.6.2, act as an active fashion leader 

rather than innovator in the sense of creativity, and they are the first persons who respond 
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to social issues. Their earlier consumption of new fashion contributes to the fashion 

process as the initiator of adoption. Their differentiating force is merely to separate their 

looks from the previous fashion. Instead of giving a signal for new change or a new issue, 

the Thai fashion innovator group is not able to signify any further direction of future socio-

mood because way to their response to the fashion is paved by society and their 

consumption is merely about speed and level of adoption. Neither does their consumption 

respond to domestic social issues. The fashion process then ends and a new fashion 

process begins again at the macro-objective realm with a new cargo of Western images. 

This situation can be recognised in the rapid changes offashion (merchandise) in the Thai 

markets, regardless of the seasonal collection of Western fashion culture. 

Macro-Subjective Realm Macro-Objective Realm 

Neg 

Micro-Subjective Realm Micro-Objective Realm 

Figure 9.3.1: Thai Fashion Change process 

Figure 9.3.1 shows the eight-step process of fashion transformation of Thai society, 

starting from macro-objective to micro-objective, shifting to macro-subjective and ending 

at micro-subjective. 
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9.4 strategies 

The ultimate aim of this thesis is to aeate a conceptual model for the apparel industry in 

Thailand, which will focus on domestic origination. The emergence of domestic fashion 

has to take the above mentioned six fashion change-agents into account. At the same 

time, literature reviews and empirical studies suggest that the Thai fashion system lacks 

innovation either by consumers or by suppliers, since both are passive to Westem 

fashion, commodity and marketing strategies. Meanwhile, the Fashion Translation 

Process model suggests that Thai fashion diffusion and adoption lack a complete process 

of semiology and their process starts from the objective realm. 

It is accordingly my prime ooncem to insert some strategies to enhance and maximise the 

·semiological zone-in the Thai fashion process as sh9wn in Figure 9.4.1. The following 

conclusion will be discussed and linked to the roles of change-agents together With the 

activities that lead to and enhance the emergence of -innovation- and true fashion 

symbolic interaction. 

Finally, as this thesis is undertaken from the supplier side that attempts to attain a holistic 

view of the fashion system, in which consumers and society are categorised as the major 

factors in fashion d1a1ges, the strategiC suggestions In the following conclusion are the 

ideaf concepts far the ThaI fashion suppliers as If they have virtual authority to manipulate 

or reorient the system. The aim is to find a way in which they are abfe to penetrate market 

share at the top-end market and in the and are able to originate their own fashion 

significance that ultimately serves domeStic needs and desires. 

9.4.1 The Subjective Realm 

One of the main arguments of this thesis is that Thai social authority hegemonises the 

SOCial norm, condition, perception and also expression of individualism or subjectivity 

(Esterik, 2000). The idea that social action plays a significant role in the innovation 

process is supported by Borras (2002), and Sundbo and Fuglsang (2002). 

-First, by setting the context where innovation takes p/BCfJ through imporlant 

public functions like regulation, the generation of knowledge, the element of 

connectivity. And second, by inducing a collective reflexive process where a self-

perception of the innovation system/context can emerge." 

223) 
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Indeed, the postulate provided in the literature reviews in Section 9.2 supports the idea 

that the constituting of individual se/f1'8rception of innovation is shaped by the process of 

negotiation between individual and social context. This process resembles the process of 

"negotiation with others- in the conceptual model. In slightly different detail, the latter is 

forced by the need and in order to internally balance the two psychological impulses and 

the purpose of negotiation is to position oneself in society. The former, on the other hand, 

is aimed solely at differentiating. 

However, the above principle suggests that the degree of innovation in Thai society, in this 

case, the innovative expression of fashion innovators, can be varied depending upon the 

SOCial context and the intenSity of social authority. In the light of this principle, social 

authority can actually contribute an encotnging atmosphere, instead of discouraging 

innovative competencies. The mechanism can be enhanced in either of the following 

ways: 

• By reducing social authority 

• By enhancing interpersonal communIcation . 

9.4.1.1 Reducing Social Authority 

Social authority is the primary and major condition that authorises or facilitates the 

process of innovation. Social authority, according to Section 9.2, consists of state controf 

and a cultural fi"ame. The cuItc.raI frame is the more difficult condition to change, as it is 

constituted by a coflective fonnation. State control, on the other hand, i8 dependent upon 

state policy, as exemplified in Section 8.2. and is more easily implemented. During the 

economic boom of the 19808, state policy shaped the macro-economic conditions that 

directed the devefopment of the textile and gannent industry into a passive-role worId-

supplier. Ukewise, "Reordering Thai society". as mentioned in Section 9.2.3, controlled or 

shaped the way young people exercised their leisure time. Rules, regulation and policy 

are the means through which social authority is able to dominate innovative activities at 

different levels, as well as limiting and setting standards, roles and gestures for individuals 

in dealing with social issue. 

If the Thai government or society understands thIs significant point and reduces or 

balances its role and regulation, this could contribute greatly and encourage innovative 

activities. 

The best way to encourage the formation of innovative fashion is to provide "space" and 

"activities· for individuals to exercise their innovative expression and collectively form the 
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so-called "fashion". Social space and activity provide conditions for collectivities to gather 

to form a subculture. In fact, if a society consists of diverse subcultural groups, this is likely 

in any case to reduce social authority, because the responses of these groups are unlikely 

to be unified. This also creates a heterogeneous cultural living style, providing abundance 

of marketing opportunities, and in turn creating innovative activities for individuals in the 

fonning of self-subjectivity. 

Macro-Subjective Realm Macro-Objective Realm 

Micro-Subjective Realm Micro-Objective Realm 

Figure 9.4.1: The Thai Fashion process Model writh Strategies 

Fashion, then, would be produced by members of society and would proliferate through 

the fashion practitioners who use fashion as a means of constituting their self-subjectivity 

relative to their subcultural lifestyles. 

9.4.1.2 Enhancing Interpersonal communication 

In Section 8.1, fashion was proliferated when King Rama VI encouraged his people to 

have a more socialising lifestyle. Balls, parties, the theatre, clubs, etc., were not just social 

spaces, but also activities that people could use as an "excuse" to dress up and display 
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their individual styfe. Among Thailand's Asian neighbours, fashion in Hong Kong is one of 

the most rapidly changing and fully exploited areas of consumption due to the abundance 

of outdoor social activities and events. Hong Kong's higher class have long enjoyed 

dressing luxuriously at the colonial ch,bs and horse races, where the middle-class like to 

SOCialise outside their own homes owing to the lack of indoor living space. A huge variety 

of activities are supported by society and the government. 

Thai individuals need not onfy social space but also a heterogeneous range of social 

activities where people can arrange themselves into subcultural grouPs. Bangkok is full of 

shopping spaces where people can initiate the vital acquisition of fashion, but these 

spaces cannot perfectly act as space to process their ·use- of fashion. In the light of this 

principle, fashion cannot be investigated, only its consumption, which refers solely to the 

acquisition of fashion commodities. 

Interpersonal, interconnection and communication among members of a subcultural group 

are functions and also results of the production of fashion entity. When we take account of 

the factors cI adopting time and categories of adopter, fashion emergence needs 

initiatives. Fashion innovators are the initiators and needed to be encouraged with 

opportLrlities to 8Xpf8SS their attitudes towards new social issues. Social space thus 

needs activities for heterOgeneous ranges of people, cultural organisations need to 

stimulate them with new social events, Issues, activities, etc. This 's the way to a-eate 

SOCial interaction, where individuals will arrange themselves Into their subgroups with a 

common sense of belonging, resulting in the COI"1fidence to form their tribe'. cha'acters 

and manners. These resufts require a deaeasing of social and state authority in order to 

enhance the -negotiation with others-and -negotiation with sa'" stages. 

9.4.2 The Objective Realm 

The literature reviews develop the notion that the fashion process in Thailand starts with 

the importation of foreign ideas of new fashion in the form of tangible concepts such as 

fashion fonn, silhouette, texture, line, colour, etc. This means that Thai fashion suppliers 

process the commodification without any realisation of real domestic needs. They are 

passive to extemal innovation, resulting in the need to import innovation continually and 

perpetually. 

Thai fashion suppliers need to build a system of "innovation- that involves two layers of 

activities, First is an internal collaboration among supply finns and between finns and 

institutions such as the Thai Fashion Brand Association and a govemmental organisation. 
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I suggest setting up -design management" as a flexible collaborative network among the 

above, with the ultimate aim of maximising design innovation at every step of the 

oommodiflCStion process (see Section 8.2.4). The innovation in fashion design should not 

be focussed solely on fashion designer, but should be implemented in both the up-stream 

and down-stream industries, from fibre to yam, fabric, finishing, printing, garment 

assembly and gannent finishing. This kind of network can create not only innovative 

quality in deSign but also in the supply chain system. 

Secondly, fashion suppliers need to be good observers and sub-society creators at the 

same time. Suppliers need to keep monitoring social movements and public actions and to 

try to catch the incipient mood of each sub-society. This has become a universal method, 

used by such leading international fashion suppliers as levi's, Prada, Nike and Reabok 

(Armstrong, 1999; O'Brien, 1999) who view the world population as a single community. It 

is believed that regional or domestic social movements create social moods, which need 

fashion objects to represent their entity and context. The observation of social movements 

and Social interaction Is therefore the original and ideal research that brings the freshest 

ideas for imovating regional commodities, and in tum enhancing the status of supply to a 

competitively "active" role. 

The most successful strategies of worId-fashion suppliers are the creation of brand Identity 

and brand community. Consumers do not acquire goods on'y to I8IV8 their functional 

needs but also their subjective desires. It Is one's desires that deaf with external forces to 

position oneself in the dynamic social movement. The negotiation with others through 

fashion objects becomes the initial crudal part in fashion consumption, when fashion 

retailers must be able to give suggestions or provide sufficient symbolic fashion objects for 

customers to have their desires served. Providing substantial choices and precise 

symbolic goods can be considered as a passive commercial role. The active role is to 

suggest the creation of a brand community with identity and suggested gestures, 

characteristics, and attitudes to other members of the community. This proactive strategy 

also pulls in new members and creates consumer loyalty. 

To summarise this section, the semiological zones inserted into the fashion process at this 

stage are: first, the observation of social interaction and social movements to catch 

subjective Societal moods, resulting in an interpretation of real domestic needs; and 

second, building up a flexible collaborative network of innovation among firmS, and 

between firms and organisations. Finally, what is needed for the creation of brand 

communities is to create a virtual space for individuals to interact with society via fashion 

commodities. 
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The strategic conclusion in Sections 9.4.1 and 9.4.2 will be effectively achieved if there is 

systematic co-operation between the state (e.g., the Ministry of Commerce, the Ministry of 

Industry, and the Ministry of Culture), the commercial sector (e.g., the Thai Fashion Brand 

Association), fashion designers, manufacturers, retailers, and the media. 

These suggestions can be realised if they are mutually reflected in each other, and if a 

sufficient level of interaction occurs between eager and collectively involved fashion 

change-agents and a set of heterogeneous social action functions. 

Endnote 

I TGMA Is the Thai Garment Manufactu ...... AssocIatIon 

• PnIgmatic fashion phenomena Is fashion a. a rnNn.lo an end 
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chapter 10 

conclusion 

This final Chapter focuses upon the research findings, stressing the key features d the 

various models developed. reviewing fashion change process mechanisms and 

discussing these in relation to the models. The lignJficance of imovation Is also cfisc:u888cf 

and, prior to the Conclusion, ruther research is suggested which is needed in relation to 

the main models Since the reinforcement and support of the development of 

the Thai fashion industry is a motivation for the research, analysis of the data underlying 

the models directs the final diSCJJSSion towards a definitive conceptual lI'lderstanding of 

the ideal fashion system. 

Firstly. the major conclusion of the previous chapters and empirical research will be 

reViewed. Secondly. they will be reviewed in terms of their roles and functions, providing a 

holistic and insightful intermingling within the mechanism of the fashion change process. 

This should conceptualise the universal process of fashion change. Finally, we shall 

review the application of the universal model, as a framework in the formation of a 

conceptual model of the fashion process in Thailand, aimed towards fashion origination for 

the Thai domestic market. 

Although the main discourse of this thesis lies in its purpose, which is to provide a 

conceptual model for the apparel industry in Thailand, focusing on domestic fashion 

origination, the major contribution to knowfedge is not merely the amalgamated model 

modified for Thailand. It is important to emphasise that the major contribution to 

knowledge is also the Fashion Process Model that becomes a universal framework, 
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providing a holistic mechanism for the fashion change process. Because of this, the 

Universal Fashion Process Model becomes the theoretical model, while the research in 

Thailand is the case studies. This explains and supports the necessity for regional 

variation. In other words, the Thai Fashion Process Model is the result of an adjustment 

when local factors and variances are incorporated into the universal model. 

10.1 Research Findings 

Throughout this thesis I have attempted to conceptualise the mechanism in the faShion 

change process of Western society and extend my understanding of Thai society as it 

relates to the fashion process through detailed empirical and literature researches. My 

findings have enabled me to create three main conceptual models and a number of 

subordinate models as follows: 

• the main models; 

• the Fashion Transformation Process Model (shown in Figure 5.3.1) 

• the Fashion Translation Process Model (as shown in Figure 7.4.1) 

• the Thai Fashion Process Model (as shown in Figure 9.4.1) 

• the subordinate mode's: 

• the Cross-relationship Model between attitude, interest and involvement 

(as shown In Figt.re 5.1.1C) 

• the Fashion Retail Model (as shown in Figure 5.1.30) 

• the Degree Scale of Socialising and Differentiating Forces as applied to 

adopter groups (as shown In Figure 6.2.1). 

10.1.1 The Fashion Transformation Process Model 

This thesis presents a new perspective on fashion process by the mechanism of symbolic 

translation throughout fashion transformation. 't sees fashion changes transform from 

subjective to objective to subjective, or from concept to commodification to object of 

individual expression and to collective social-identity formation. It can be seen that fashion 

starts from socia' concepts and ends as a reaction against that social concept as a loop. 

Actually, there is not only one loop, but many at any time because the adoption and 

diffusion of fashion is participated in by different groups of adopters at different times. The 

sequential loops of fashion change process start at different times because each adopter 

group has a different level of psychological impulse driving them to adopt fashion. The 

empirical studies provide supportive evidence confirming that the fashion innovator has a 

greater degree of differentiating force and a lesser degree of socialising force. whereas 

the relative degree of these two forces in other' sequential adopter groups decreases 
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and/or inaeases in opposite directions. The investigation found that the proportion of each 

adopter group resembles the form of a bell curve. Although the bell curve is a genera' 

representation of fashion proportions in the thesis, the curve indicates that fashion is 

started by a small population of imovators and reaches its peak in fashion followers. 

Fashion innovators need new fashion objects that differ from the existing and popular 

ones. This is not merely because of materialism or because they have got bored of the 

previous fashion, but also because they need new forms or concepts of fashion objects to 

respond to new social issues. It is because imovators have the greatest degree of 

differentiating fon::e: this is why they are the first group of adopters to start a new loop of 

the new fashion process. The condition of newness in concept and fonn of new fashion 

required by fashion innovators is matched up with a new range of commodities that differs 

from the current hit collection. That new concept of fashion is later on redefined and 

simplified by suppliers to suit the differing degrees of psychological faces of the rest of 

the adopters. In the light of this, fashion innovators and innovative commodities are the 

most important factors in the emergence and continuation of the fashion process. 

The other aspect of the discourse is that innovation, whether in consumption or 

prodl.lCtia1, needs reflection, and thrOUgh their reflection they mutually respond to each 

other. This thesis ctHtes a framework for predicting social responses when society 

encounters 8 new issue. The four potential responses shown in Figure 5.1.1 C mcplain the 

diversity of the dynamic natl.re of fashion. 

The predction framewot1< shows tour major potential concepts of new lifestyfe versions. 

One fashion can possibly be diversified into four different styles. Premier a Vision by 

Cathefat (1998) demonstrates in Figure 5.1.10 the transformation d social issues as the 

root of fashion into socia-trends and finally to a number of different fashion sty/es. A 

fashion style in that range of diversified fashion styles Is adopted by a number of people 

who, whether a large or small population, are called a 'subcultural group', whose living 

preferences, perception of values, reaction to social issues and pattern of consumption 

and behaviour are recognisably similar and unique. 'n this framework we can see a range 

of heterogeneous lifestyles adopted by a range of heterogeneous subcultural adopters. 

This framework also demonstrates that fashion suppliers segment their target through this 

idea of heterogeneous lifestyles. On the other hand, the classification of each adopter 

group based on their degree of differentiating and socialising forces segments another 

dimension of the market in terms of price and level of fashionability. 'n this light, one 

fashion brand is usually marketed for a very specific lifestyle preference, providing a 

certain 'evel of fashionability commodities, with a specific fashion style, at the right price 

and particularly at the right time. Any fashion brand that fails to clarify this complexity. 

usually confuses its customers and is likely to be eliminated from the retail competition. 
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At the time a fashion mood is incipient among fashion innovators and fashion leaders, 

fashion suppliers need to observe and forecast future fashion on the assumption that the 

fashion initiated by innovators will reflect the tastes of the majority. Fashion 

commodification is processed by transfonning the subjective concept into a tangible 

concept, and finally into fashion form and detail in order to manufacture goods in advance. 

The collective fonning of a popular fashion by initial adopter groups is simultaneously 

responded to by the launching of hig/1-market commodities. The newfy launched 

commodities at this stage are usually targeted at early fashion adopters. The observation 

of fashion suppliers through the fannation of fashion style preferences in the initial 

commercial stage helps designers and fashion buyers in the lower market to design and 

select a safe collection for the mass market. The more the fashion develops, the more the 

styfe is simplified and homogenised in order to suit the general preferences of the mass 

fashion follower population. At this level of market strategy it can be seen that most 

brands try to provide dominant popular features and details, although those features are 

sometimes borrowed from other fashion styles. For commercial purposes, we sometimes 

notice some particular features dominating the mass middle and lower markets. At this 

fashion peak, fashion followers are Ukay to follow the popular mood and pursue the 

marketing strategy, supported by their high degree of Inherent socialising force. 

Homogenlsation of a gfobal styfe can be manipulated at this stage when a fashion has 

been adopted by the mass of fashion followers. Global brands such as The Gap, 

8enetton, Levi's, Diesel and Nike are all marketed Internationally, 81d their styles are 

usually simple, wearable and suitable for the majority. When these brands want to expand 

into the higher level market, they cannot simply launch a more highly fashionable range of 

goods into the same brand atmosphere. Some of them, such as Diesel and Levi's, affiliate 

their higher fashion range in a different scheme, such as Diesel Style Lab or Levi's 

Engineered Jeans. 

The conceptual model sees it as crucial that brands are able to maintain their power over 

a certain group of customers if they can maintain their brand identity while evolving new 

fashion features. Brands have to provide the right fashion commodities for a suggested 

lifestyle to guide their customers. In other words, the brand has to act as an agent who 

provides an ideal sense of community, which encompasses altitudes, identitY, motives, 

goals and desires. Because of this, brands are likely to heve a limited space for appealing 

to their particular targeted lifestyle or subcultural groups. In order to reposition the brand 

target for a new market, brands have to redefine their identity or ideal sense of 

community. This is likely to lead to the loss of old customers as well as the gaining of the 

new targeted customers. 
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The thesis argues that there are two stages in the fashion phenomenon: the acquisition 

and the use of fashion. Shopping for homogeneous style commodities can be considered 

as the first stage, and can be tanned 'negotiation with others'. The use stage is the 

moment when 'negotiation with self comes into operation. The fashion phenomenon is 

complete if consumers can exercise both their 'negotiation with others' and their 

'negotiation with self. In other words, the popularity of fashion cannot be measured by the 

volume of production or commercial sales. Instead, fashion becomes a phenomenon 

when it is used to enable the wearers' to express themselves at a particular time and 

space. To exemplify this, the return of the 1980s style at the present time could not fulfil 

the context of its original entity, as the use of fashion differs in both time and space. The 

fashion phenomenon needs the right time and a particular space. It must be a space 

where members of a subculture feel supported or encouraged to express their fashion 

context in the company of each other. TtYOugh correct calculation by fashion buying and 

merchandising departments, commercial commodities must be available at the time that 

customers need them, othetwise they are ignored, resulting in a management disaster. 

In this complexity, the Fashion Transformation Process Model is able to clarify and 

provide both a hoIi8tic view and also a specific division of each stage of the fashion 

Change process. 

10.1.2 Critical Review and Limitations of the Model 

The fashion transformation process model is intended to provide a conceptual framework 

in or upon which to base theoretical propositions based upon empirical data might be 

devefoped, and it is lIliversally applicable to any fashion change process if the correct and 

or appmpriete analysiS of regionalllocal fashion culture based empirical data is made. 

The model contains no structural safeguards against incorrect assumptions made in the 

development of theory based upon it or the Inadequacy of the empirical data collected. 

Although the model is universal and provides a holistic mechanism, it is important that 

there should be a critical understanding of the assumptions underlying the creation of the 

model, as listed below, and of what the appropriate ways are for it to be employed by an 

analyst who wishes to make use of it. Accordingly, it seems necessary to stress again 

here the key features that are important to and which underlie the construction of the 

model. These include: 

• At the micro level, fashion is a tool of self-expression; 

• At the macro level, fashion is a social product; 

• Fashion is a formative process or a process of collective selection; 
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• 

• 

• 
• 

Fashion is a tool for social interaction, and this interaction in tum influences 

human conduct; 

The chain of translation or interpretation is a vital process of fashion 

communication and expression; 

Changes in the model are the development of the fashion context. 

The model consists of several layers of processes in which fashion change that 

adopted by fashion innovators is the initial layer. 

When one wishes to make use of the model to explain fashion change in any particular 

case. the model's limitations are not to be found in terms of whether it is able to explain 

the fashion change process. Rather, its actual limitations will be found to arise from the 

scheme being used to make the analysis. In other words, outcomes from different 

applications through the conceptual model might be diverse. Indaed. diversity of 

outcomes is to be expected as the result of differing schematic approaches. 

When applied to the empirical world, as represented by the assembled data evaluated to 

its correct anafytical collusions, the conceptual model, acting as a resuftant theory, should 

not primarily become an fnterpletation, which force. the real wortd to fit Into its mould. 

Rather, what ;s needed Is a sfudioUS examination and consIdetation d empirical facts to 

see if the theory fits thetetont the data analysis as, subsequent theory pennltted by the 

model framewotk, must be an accurate reflection of reality. It I. Important that we should 

cast the model In terms, which are testable, rather than Indufging In the practice of merely 

interpreting phenomena to fit the model. In other words, we have to adapt the model In the 

light of vast bodies of accumulated research findings retrecting the proportional 

deference's in the relationships estabfished In the elements and cycfes given in the model, 

and to develop theory in the light of such empirical findings. 

We can see on the basis of the case study of the Thai fashion context that the final 

outcome does not exactly follow the pathway of the original conceptual model. Instead, it 

is necessary to be flexible and adaptive in the way theory (is developed based upon the 

facts on the ground) and applied to distinguish the Thai model (adaptation) in order to 

analyse it in a manner appropriate to the empirical facts and findings of this research or 

future change situations relative to the Thai fashion change cycle. 

The model therefore can only be regarded as a blueprint or archetype upon which to base 

other models, which are culture or circumstantial specific to given situations. 

It is necessary to analyse the relationship between the conceptual view and its 

expectations and the actual empirical observations resulting from work in the field in order 



to discover what may have to be done if that relationship is to be improved and made to 

correlate more closely. The vagueness of a fashion context can have the effect of making 

it difficult to observe clearly the thing to which the context is presumed to refer; the 

difficulties of knowing what to observe, of being able to observe it, and of knowing how to 

observe it, are a crucial obstacle to bringing the concept into the realm of empirical 

Science. 

Indeed, we need to clarify the factors that play the major role in affecting fashion change. 

These are, firstly, the fashion context; secondly, the people interacting with and being 

acted on by the fashion context; and, thirdly, the results of the interaction. 

The model gives no guidance as to underlying factors for consideration other than those 

stated features listed above, upon which the annalist can base the theory development. 

Nor offer safeguards against miss use, because the rational and evolutionary logic for the 

creation of the model is integral to this thesis and have not been presented as a discreet 

and separate set of model advice guidance for use. The entire thesis must be read to fully 

comprehend the implication of the model 8ld even then there is an implicit presupposition 

that the experience of the amaIistlannaJists who might adapt the model for specific 

application 81'8 to some extent experts In the local or regional field of fashion change. 

Therafore since fashion context becomeS the centre of investigation because of the way In 

which it is developed, actively and passively, throughout the process of change. I should 

stress that the fashion change process as presented in the model is the development of a 

fashion context from the vagueness of the Influence of social Issue. lIltil these give birth 

to tangible forms and details. All other ingredients, such as inputs from the media, fashion 

suppliers, designers, marketing, retailing and advertising, etc., are only minor change 

agents in the formation of the fashion context. Each of them plays a role or roles at 
different stages of this. As a result. the way for us to be able to see the devefopment of 

fashion context clearly is to investigate the influence of each of these minor change 

agents on the fashion context at particular stages of its davelopment. These agents and 

the impact exerted upon context are proportional variants which are detectable in differing 

ratios in the different locations where in the fashion context is found and subject to a 

required analysis relative to the use of the model. The model dose not offers variant 

proportional ratios but rather acknowledges their existence. 

As far as the concerns of issues relating to people interacting with or operating in fashion 

contexts are a consideration, its importance lies in the fact that social interaction is a 

process that forms human conduct instead of being merely a means for the expreSSion or 



release of human conduct. It is a very challenging matter to understand this mechanism, 

and the basis for doing so is to be found in terms of symbolic and social interaction. In 

reflecting upon the fashion translation prooess model in Chapter 7, the roles of fashion 

consumers participating in the chain of translation shift from active to passive and vice 

versa. As a resutt, it is possible for us to come lO the conclusion that fashion context is 

formed by fashion consumers and that, simultaneously, the consumers' attitudes and 

behaviours are formed by the context of fashion. These are not separate and independent 

factors, but can be seen to be mutually interacting influences. 

The essence of this conceptual model is that it Is not static. Instead, It is important to 

understand that it is both dynamic and transformable. Accordingly, it would not be 

appropriate for us to attempt to view this model In the same light as we might view and 

apply a mathematical formula, where one seeks to isolate a definitive and stable relation 

between the main factors. In other words, one may say no more than that a specific 

influence acting on a specific type of population will lead to a specific outcome. The 

conceptual model should not be regarded as a way of automatically applying established 

mechanisms In a static environment, but as a formative process in which fashion context 

is used and revised as an instrument for the guidance and formulation of action. Therefore 

the model doses not offer guidelines for the dynamics of fashion change Only the fixed 

constraints Of" govem/ng factcn in principle but rather a frarnewoI1( structure, which can be 

adapted for dynamic Iftuations if constructed In dfgfta/ or tome other space In such. way, 

which allows for the dynamics of new or different data, refreshment Input. 

As we have stated above, there are many stages in the process of fashion change, and 

each stage may see the Involvement to a greater or lesser degree of a whole range of 

different change agents. The resutt of a fashion context which has been altered as a result 

of interaction from the previous stage becomes a new version of the fashion context which 

will play its part during the next stage of the process of change. To study such a world 

implies the following: 

• The items used for study and analysis should not be treated as discrete but 

should be recognised as being in a state of interiacing. The aim should not be to 

isolate them cleanly as separate items, but to handle them with full awareness of 

their lines of attachment; 

• The Items must be construed not as qualitatively constant but recognised as 

undergoing 8 dynamic process of formation; 

• Peopfe must be viewed not as responding to stimUli but as forging definitions 

Within their experienoe; 

• The network of relations must be seen and taken as being involved in a 

developing process, and thuS moving out in new directions. 



The process of analysis is accordingly not a simple addition or combination of single lines 

of influence coming from discrete and fixed items, acting on a fixed and neutral audience 

and leading necessarily to specific changes. Instead, the under1ying features acting on this 

process of analysis, and needing to be taken fully into account, would seem to be: 

• the variant and changing character of the fashion context; 

• 

• 

the variant and changing character of the sensitivities of people influenced by the 

fashion context; 

a process of interpretation that intervenes and affects all the minor change 

agents; 

• the fact that minor change agents, and fashion consumers find themselves in a 

dynamically developing world that imparts an evolving character to each of them. 

What seems to be needed is a different scheme of analysis. In other words, the process of 

fashion change does not conform to any single formula. Instead the process itself can be 

diverse and require formulae peculiar to it which relate to space, time and the roles of 

change agents at each stage. Each particular change process needs different ways of 

investigation. For instances, fashion change in the macro-aubjective realm is a kind of 

phenomenon and rather abstract, and the more .uitable reseerch approach will be 

phenomenological observation. The phenomenological research approach Is 

characterised by a focus on the meanings that research subjects attach to social 

phenomena (Saunders, Lewis and Thornhill, 1997). 

The fashion change process In the mlcro-objec:tive realm, on the other hend, is folnfed 

on the way in which fashion consumers intenICt with fashion commodities, seeking their 

identity through negotiation with others in the group. The research approach can be 

positivist here, meaning that a hypothesis can be deduced by relating theories (ibid., 

1997). This stage can be examined using the techniques either of quantitative or of 

qualitative researoh, depending on the focus of the hypothesi •. 

The model therefore dose not offer separate or individual frameworks or structures for the 

analysis or determination of these disaeet part but rather endeavourers to suggest 

indicators,( methods?) or locations where integration takes place. Much of this is indicated 

in this critique however but is integral to the thesis and not separated out for the user 

application of the model for the development of situation specific theoty. 

To accommodate these features satisfactorily is dearly going to require a different type of 

approach, a different way of setting hypotheses, a different scheme of sampling, a 

different selection of data, and a different fann of relating diverse data. At this stage the 

construction of an appropriate analysing process can only be presented as 8 hope for the 
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Mure. , wish merely to enumerate some of the principal considerations that should guide 

the task. 

• The approach is going to require the provision of a historical dimension in 

order to trace the line along which people become prepared or sensitised to 

respond to fashion context-influence; 

• The approach is going to require also an extended spatial dimension if it is to 

be able to catch the way In which people are defining to one another the 

content of the given fashion context-influence under study; 

• The approach is going to require the treatment of the fashion context-

influence not in isolation but in refation to other soc.rces of communication, 

which challenge, oppose, merge with, or reinforce its play; 

• The scheme of the sampling should represent the population as a dynamically 

developing organisation and not as an array of differentiated Individuals. The 

data would have to be selected to reproduce a dynamic process and not to 

isolate disparate and simple, static relations. 

In summary, although analysis may start off with the same fashion context, or social Issue, 

a di1rerent group of people (meaning here, people ftm1 a dHrerent c:uItur8, a different time 

or spatial location) interacting with or being acted on by that fashion context, can diversify 

the outcome and produce qI.ite cflfJerent, new V8t'8ions of fashion context. This is why a 
fashion originated In a world fashion capital can evolve Into something quite dffl8rent In a 

different part of the world. Oittarent cuttures raepond, interact and 1nterpf8t • fashion 

context in difrantnt ways, resulting In the adoption of different valun. The most Important 

people in the evolving of a fashion context are the fashion fmovatcn, who Initialise the 

pathway of response and valLJ8i)8l'C8Ption, and who guide the attitude of others in the 

indefinite ambience of the fashion context. The different schemes of approach, which have 

been discussed above do, however, provide the key idea of adaptability in application. 

The process of fashion change will not, if this is borne in mind and implemented in 

practice, prove to be beyond the analytical reach of which the fashion transformation 

process model is capable. 

10.1.3 The Fashion Translation Process Model 

The previous model explains the fashion change pr0c818 in a holistic manner, whereas 

the Fashion Translation Process Model demonstrates a more detai/ed mechanism. The 

development of the model was prompted by Roland Barthes' (1983) idea' of the fashion 

system, where he suggests that the fashion process can be seen as consisting of two 

layers of the mechanism, which are the sociological and the semiological. These two 



layers play different roles, but their functions are correlated and intertwined throughout the 

change process. It is important to emphasise that it is at the semiological level of the 

mechanism that the change process is interpreted or translated. In other words, 'signify' 

becomes 'signified' or vice versa. It is also at this stage that fashion Is transformed from 

subjective to objective, or from objective to subjective. The model sees the mechanism of 

change as a chain of translation. The sociological level of the mechanism, on the other 

hand, has the function of positioning members of society among their peers, superior and 

inferior. 

The chain of translation also declares the interchangeable role of subject and object 

between passive and active throughout the process. For instance, in the negotiation with 

others at the level, fashion consumers are passive to commodities 

because consumers require fashion objects to signify their need. The need of consumers 

makes them become passive to marketing and especially brand identity In the way In 

which consumers tend to confonn to the implied lifestyle. In this context, a brand acts as a 

community suggesting to its members (buyers) how to act, behave and conform to the 

brand's identity. Once consumers acquire those fashion objects, their role i. swiftly 

transformed from passive to active. The mec:hanl.m of the use stage a'1COUf'8g8' 

consumers to be active in expression and communication via the fashion objec::fs worn on 
the body. 

In the light of this, for fashion consumers who are able to manipulate their roles In ., 

appropriate position, either passive or active, fashion becomes their reflection. By 

contrast, consumers who are passive at the acquisition and use stages become vfctim. of 

fashion, because they fail to distinguish themselves from the brand Identity. 

10.1.4 The Thai Fashion Process Model 

It needs to be stressed again that the above two models are universally applicable to all 

fashion phenomena. However, when the different change-agents of different social 

contexts become influential in fashion emergence and its changing processes, the model 

may require local adjustment to produce an alternative version, which while appearing 

similar, on closer reading reveals radical differences. To exemplify this, the fashion 

change process in Thailand is perplexing to the outsider. Its fashion processes start, 

continue and end at different points, all of which are contained within the universal mode', 

but the direction or routes through the model combine with addition elements which 

displace others in the original model, all of which conspires to confound us. The major 

difference factors lie very much in the key fashion change-agents, particularly the political 
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and social conditions, and the formation of the Thai individual and collective characters. 

The Thai Fashion Process Model is based on and constructed against the specific 

conditions and discourses of the history of Thailand, its political and economic 

development, class system, and the collective fashion formation revealed by the new 

middle classes. These fashion change-agents shape fashion through a different process 

within the universal. The Thai fashion process starts from the macro-objective level and 

moves to the level, then, prompted by macro-subjeelive forces, finally 

responds and diffuses to the miao-subjective level. Although there is a Signal for change 

from some Thai fashion innovators (1.5% of the total fashion population), the need is not 
fully served by suppliers because the new loop of fashion starts at the macro-objective 

level as a consequence of foreign fashion Imports leading the market. It can be seen that 

the domination of the starting point, from the macro-objective level or the importation of 

foreign fashion, constructs the Thai fashion in its commodification and retailing as well as 

desires, goals and motives of ThaI life. The importation of English and other Western 

etiquette, whidl at one time suppfanted 11lal cuftu'e, and the Importation of Western and 

foreign fashions nowadays, can be said to be the same. The responses from Thai people 

opposed to the importation of the hegemonic culture was to Instantly form a culture of 

fa98de identity, which is perplexing bOth to obsetverI and to Thai seIf-subject;vlty. The 

lack of seIf-aubjectivity of Thai people is problematic where fashion Is oonsidered to be a 

medium of 

From the 1itarat1.n search Into the history of Thailand, it Is obHrved that the power of the 

mac:ro-Ievel i.e., political, economic and cultLral governance of the direction of Thai life, 

has resuited In high levels of passivity in Thai society. ThIs thesis strongly suggests that 

the only way to redirect the fashion d'lange process in Thailand is to withdraw the 

elements which perpetuate macro-power dominance, i.e. socio-po/itical doininance. 

Simultaneously, the tiniest ingredient of the fashion system, which is individuality, needs to 

be enhanced and encouraged. Individuals should explore their new role in fashion 

consumption in terms of eelive consumer participation, alternative to the current passive 

acceptance of the commodity and marketing forces. Once Thai individuals freely use 

fashion as a tool of communication, relating to their sub-groups (rather than the whole of 

society), while at the same time society becomes less dominant, it is believed that fashion 

will emerge in its local context as a unique system. 

10.1.3.1 lack of 'Innovation' in the Thai Fashion 
System 

The theoretical considerations and empirical studies developed throughout the thesis 
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argue that a lack of innovation is the major key problematic aspect of the Thai fashion 

system. Innovation as defined in this thesis occurs at the two poles of the fashion system, 

demand and supply, but conSUfTl8f'S as fashion innovators and suppliers as leading 

fashion brands do not exist within the system. 

From the literature reviews, the lack of fashion Innovators and cutting edge suppliers is not 

the cause of the failure of the Thai fashion industry to dominate the domestic market. 

Instead, it is a result of the development of the Thai fashion context throughout history 

since Westem fashion was introduced to Thailand in the colonial era. The context of 

fashion in Thailand has developed In accordance with its history and tradition, tempered 

by specific political and economic imperatives. These imperatives have changed and are 

changing as a consequence of the partial collapse of the regional economies and forces of 

globalisation. 

A new perspective when dealing with the complex facets comprising domestic fashion 

origination was discussed in the previous Chapter. Innovation needs to be enootngad in 

the fashion supply process as welt as in the consumption process. Each link in the fashion 

process chain is affected by the position and natU"8 of every other link. If one link is 

changed, It impacts upon all the rest. ThIs thesis suggests that the Issue foCused on, the 

lack of innovation, can only be resolved through attending to Its root cause. Its roots are 

seen to be embedded in the many-elded domination by the state and Thai society over the 

behaviour of Thai individuals, together with the policies and regulations, which govern the 

fashion supply industry. This is further emphasised In the thesis by the conclusion that 

fashion Is not solely about the acqtisition of fashion objects, as perceived by Thai fashion 

suppliers, but also about the use of those objects as a medium for expressing one's 

subjectivity. The latter is highlighted by the shortage of fashion commodities in Thailand 

which reflect Thai character, combined with recent sub-cultural events suggesting the 

desire of young people for social change, allowing greater individual expresslon. 

VVhat then are the significant changes required in order to transform an objective-led 

model of fashion to a subjective-led model, and the consequent changes in 

govemment/fashion supply policy to ac:commodate innovation as a response to social 

change and consumers' requirements? Firstly, the creation of a collaborative network 

between textile and gannent firms and state organisations would help the whole industry 

to maximise its design capability and develop policies encompassing the new perspective 

of globalisation. Secondly, a development of the domestic market which fosters the 

for individuality in fashion as self-expression and communication. Thirdly, to facilitate the 

second requirement, government social policy needs to focus on design education, socIei 

change, movement towards the a8ation of a liberal society where individuality and self-
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expression are perceived as beneficial and contributory to the future of Thailand rather 

than as deviant activity. Finally, it should be stressed that the key to revita/isation of the 

Thai fashion system in tenns of its transformation from the objective-led to the subjective-

led lies in the adoption of the mechanism of the successful model of Westem culture, at 

the same time fostering the Thai context of cultural sUbjectivity. That is to say fostering 

and questioning the notion of Thai identity within the dynamic of modem national and 

global culture. 

10.1.5 The var;ous Response Model 

The Various Response Model, which relates to new social issues, is constructed in the 

context of the investigation of the mysteriOuS mechanism when fashion is transformed 

from the macro-subJective level to the macro-objective level. It is at this mechanistic level 

that the SI theory of fashion shows its gaps. Consequently, the debate resulting from 

Burn's question (1991), 'VVhat is involved with the interpretive manner in which symbolic 

meanings are constructed by consumers?', has considerable significance in cross-linking 

theories. 

The way in which consumers construct symbolic meanings In refation to a new social 

issue Is indirect. In other words, messages by consumers are not sent straightforwardly to 

fashion suppliers. Instead, future needs observed through diverse responses collectively 

fonned when society encounters a new issue are noticed and communicated via market 

researd1 to fashion suppliers. The Various Response Model, .ba8ed upon the three main 

activities impficit in their decision-maklng prooess, has been distilled by Robertson (1971) 

to suggest a linear process. The model of the process based upon this research, however, 

suggests that the process consists of a cross-relationship between interest. inV9fvement 

and attitude, which is multi-directional. 

This trio amalgamation suggests four possible outcomes, which are interpreted into 

confonnity, antJ-conformlty, concealment and modification. At the initial stage of fashion 

emergence, fashion innovators as the forefront adopters signify their potential responses; 

cutting-ectge designers meanwhile catch the mood and transfonn it into commodities. 

Subsequently, the following adopter groups collectively signify their chOices of responses, 

while different levels of fashion suppliers sarve consumers with suitable commodities. 

Fashion prediction need not be shrouded in mystery if observation is promptly undertaken, 

focused on a social issue, and attention is paid to the responses of fashion innovators. 

The four possible responses from the trio relationship can be a guideline for prediction. 
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10.1.6 The Fashion Retail Model 

The Fashion Retail Model is one of the significant conceptual models, although it is 

subordinate to the Fashion Transformation Process Model. The model gives a holistic 

structure to fashion retail, encompassing all fashion diffusion processes in the same 

model. Positioning each retail business in its place and distinguishing homogeneous and 

heterogeneous target markets is not an easy process. Since retailing is a dynamic 

entreprenelXial process subject to many changes, sud"! as relocation of outlets, closure, 

expansion and new outlets, databases, which inform the model need constant updating if 

accurate monitoring ;s to be achieved. 

In ths construction of the model, each fashion diffusion Is represented by an ideal bell 

curve in which a bundle of all diffusion ClIVes represents all fashion pathways from 

Innovation to obsolescence. Each diffusion curve indicates that the same fashion style is 

diffused, starting from the high market level to the lower level. In other words, a 

homogeneous range of commodities at different price points serves different market levels 

with the same fashion style. It can thus be seen that 8 number of homogeneous ranges of 

commodities are provided for the same targeted market. Commodities of the same fashion 

styfe competa with each other on price. AlternatIvely, the cross section of the modef 

shows a rarige of hetemgeneous fashion styles at the tame market level or price level. 

These dM'erent styfes of products compete with each other not on price, but In style. 

The fashion retail model is also usefuf for focati1g new entry retail and positioning the 

brand to fit a gap in the model created by the fall .... of otfw ratailers. In other words, the 

structure of the model reveafs, after a survey has been I.M1dertaken, the market share of 

each brand, gives guidance to 8 brand on how mud"! market space is available for 

expanding its business and/or to fill gaps in the market left by others. 

10.1.7 The oegree scale of Socialising and 
Differentiating Forces 

The Degree Scale of Socialising and Differentiating Forces of three major adopter groups: 

fashion innovator, early fashion adopter, and fashion follower, is presented in Figure 6.2.1. 

The model is conceptualised through empirical studies linking and suggesting that there Is 

a range of specific forces that drives fashion to change and proving the notion that fashion 

innovators are one of the fashion change-agents. 

In the light of this research, different adopter groups and different kinds of forces are 

merged for the purpose of conceptualising and hypothecating 'why' and 'how' fashion is 
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adopted at different times by different adopter groups. 

The survey results shows excellent support for the hypothesis that fashion innovators 

have a greater degree of differentiating force and a lesser degree of socialising force. The 

subsequent adopter groups have lower profiles conforming to the descending degree 

scale as shown in Figure 6.2.1. The survey also reveals different pattems of how different 

adopter groups adopt a fashion. 

One advantage of the survey results might be to guide fashion forecasters to a closer 

inspection of specifically the adopter group of fashion innovators, in order to observe the 

very first responses to a new social issue. 

10.1.8 patterns of the Decision-Making Process 

The study of fashion adoption focuses on the micro level and explores individual 

behaviour in relation to the acceptance of new styles unlike the study of fashion diffusion, 

which involves a macro analysis of fashion as collective behaviour. In order for fashion 

diffusion to OCCU', styles must be adopted by Individuals. By studying Individuals' levels of 

personal involvement with fashion, and the stages of fashion adoption, we can Increase 
our undeI8ta1dIng of inc:Ividual differences In orientations toward new styles. 

This thesis has established that the declslon-making process of fashion lmovators and 

fashion followers in adopting a fashion are different. The finding has been surveyed 

through an empirical study; a seml-struct1.l'8d interview of 59 fashion adopters in London 

(see Section 6.3.1 for details). 

The significance of the finding supports Hypothesis II, where the innovators' decision-

making process in accepting a new style differs from the process of the fashion followers. 

The Significant processes of fashion adoption can be categorised into two different 

pattems, in which the pattern of a fashion followers' decision-making process can be sub-

categorised into two similar pattems, as follows; 

PattemA: Feeling to Change Trial Be Fashionable; 

PattemB1: Be Fashionable Trail Feeling to Change; 

Pattem B2: Be Fashionable Feeling to Change Trail. 
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Regarding pattern 81 and 82, 'to be fashionable' is the starting step in the prooae8 for 

fashion followers while the I8COI'1d a1d third are quite limilar to be either 'trial' or 'feeling 

to c:ha1ge'. On the OUW hand, 'feeling to change' is aigllific.nt .. the starting step d the 

innovators' process. TheIe cbtingutshIng pattemllhed light on the new notiOn as foIfowe; 

• The deciaiorHnIking pI'OCII8 model (IN FIgUre 5.1.18 In page 69) propoMd by 

8OCioIogiIt Robertson (1911) can not be universally applied to an fuhion 

adoptera In other warde, different faIhion adopter groupe have dIfFerent pathwaya 

and do not COIlbm to the aeme pattern. BaliCllffy, the Robertson's model is the 

'"-' Itep8 commencing from problem pelception to adoption and then 

diatonanoe In which this thelia hal grouped thOle eight steps into three groups d 

field or activity, namely, cognition, attitude and behavIcx.r. , would .-gue that 

aflhough IOcioIogiats are able to conamer behaviour thr'oLV1 
empirical reel.ch, in many .... it doe8 not mean that ev«y consumer, In this 

caae faIhion adoptaIl, woufd canbm to the .-ne behavIcu or pattern 88p8Ci8IIy 

in the field d faItdon. The RobertIon's Model ptq)OIed qUtla runber d ItepI 

with • preciN IinNr paIt8m, in whk:h I would argue that coneumers might skip 

some steps and might retwn to the previoua Itep and fInaf, .. their deciIiori-

making prvcea. For in8ta1ce, one might _ 'trial', or one might not start the 

procell tam 'problem perception'. AJao, one might have ,. mindIet legitimated 

by brallding and mari<eting 1tI"" of a favourite bra1d, hence when • new 
fIIIhion it Iau1ched by that brInd. one might IkIp 'compehenliOn', 'attitude' 

a'td/or 'triaI'. This probfematic linear process shede light on the .,.. in the way 

in which the empirical ...... ch should mInimiae the ""-' rnuItHtape to three 

simple but 8II8I'ItiaI field groupe .. stated at the beg/rit iIIlg. The ttne major 

groups d ac:tMtieI became the "amework for the 1rweItigIIIion. 

• BaaicaIfy, PaItem 82 ia the min/miIed pattem d the RObertson's modef. In oIh8r 

words, it Itarta from oagniIIon (to be fashionable) to attitude (feeling to cha'1ge), 

and then behIIvfcu (Trial) flektI. While Pattern 81 .... with cognition but goea 
on to behaviow and then attitude. The tigtdftc:a1t point d theIe two IimIIr 

ptIlt.-na is that the simi'" deciaiorHnIking pr'C)OINAI8I of the faahIon foIoMra 

*" 8X8CIIy at 1he ...,. .... the Robert8On's model. RegIwdIng the fuhIon 

IIdopter daaIII'IcaIion by Rogerw (1982), fMfion fDIIown .. the m8jor f8Ihion 

pqJIltation which Is 6ft of 34" of earfy rI1IIjority 8dopIers and .-dw 

34" d late majority lidop4IIIa). It can be stated that major fashion 8Cfoptaa do, 

mont or ..... COIIf'otm to the 1ir1M' muIti-MIPI prOCIIIa d the RobertIan'. model. 
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for a product, perhaps for a specific occasion or function. Rogers would say that 

individuals do not always perceive the need for a product but nevertheless are 

exposed to it at the awareness stage. The awareness stage in the model refers to 

the individual's first exposure to the product intended to fulfil a stated need. During 

the comprehension stage, the product is better understood. Then an attitude is 

formulated toward the product, and the fashion followers may seek further 

legitimation of the style by obtaining further infonnation or by picking up cues in 

social interaction. During the trial stage, the innovative style is tentatively adopted 

on a small scale in order to examine its suitability for one's own Situation. Another 

form of a triaJ may be the actual pc..rchase of a style, after which one may wear the 

clothes for the first time and be partlcularty attentive to any sociaf feedback. If the 

feedback is negative, the clothes may be put away and never worn again. Fashion 

followers decide to continue or dscontinue the full use of an imovative style 

during the adoption stage. Adoption means that the trial results have been 

favourably evaluated, and the peru1 i. prepared to wear the clothes on at least a 

semi-regufar basis. Similar clothes, in the same style, are then likely to be 

purchased. During this stage fashion followers also may decide to reject the style, 

due to the decision-making processes ntSUIting from the previous ..... 

• Fashion innovators, on the contrary,do not It8rt their pattern in· the way in which 

they .. exposed to a ,.,.." produCt. Fashion innovators start with the attitude in 

the attitudinal field that repreeerita their reaction toward ., Innovative style. For 

many fashion innovators, they need some tool. or a medium to react to or 

respond to or to express a tociall88ue, IOCio-trend or IOCio-flfestyfe. Clothing Is 

automatically the medium for one'. seIf.xpresslon regardless of any 8tage of 

'problem perception', 'awareness', and 'comprehension'. In other word8, fashion 

innovators express their 'feeling' and it Is the 'feeling to change'. Thi8 i8 because 

existing clothes In the wardrobe can no longer be a signifier to the extent to whicl1 

fashion innovators would like them to be. For the true fashion innovators, this 

stage often emerges before the oommercial fashion product8 are available in the 

marketplace. As a result, fashion innovators have to create their own look or 

innovative style through the use of their own clothes or re-styling, mixing & 

matching old and new clothe •. Many innovators often create their new style by 

using their cutting and sewing skill.. There i. very strong support for this 

discussion from the questionnaire survey in London. The survey result shows that 

all fashion innovators have experience. In creating a look for themselves. The 

same survey in Thailand shows that Thai fashion innovators have Jess activities, 

opportunities, and experience in doing 80. It might be the fact that world fashion 

capitals like london, Paris, Milan, New York and Tokyo are the prime locations for 
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the trend forecasting agents to conduct their 'cool hunting' activity. This notion of 

self-styling creation of the fashion innovators superbly links with the first stage of 

fashion adoption, 'feeling', together with the in-<fepth monitoring activity over the 

'cool look' of the innovators by the trend forecasting companies. 

• Therefore, it can be concluded that fashion innovators are the earliest 

communicators of a new style for other fashion consumers. They provide both 

visual display and the initial exposure of the style. With regard to social-

psychological characteristics of fashion innovators, they appear to be more inner-

directed than non-innovators. That Is fashion innovators are not likely to need or 

seek conformity with others to as great an extent as other fashion consumers. 

FaShion innovators underconform with social norms. It takes some inner-direction 

and individuality to dare to be the first to adopt a new style. Moreover, fashion 

innovators feel more socially secure than no-innovators. The results from 

HypothesiS f also support that fashion innovators are driven by the high degree of 

psychological differentiating force. 

• A fashion context that emerged from the creation of the fashJon Innovators is more 

extreme, strong and straightforward reacting to the Issue than the one that Is 

pt"C)duced by other fashion 00I'I8CMlNIf'I. When a new faahlon dlfru8es;thrcugh the 

mass-m8lket, consumers, elements, silhouette and details are usually simplified 

by the fashion suppliers in order to provide the commodities to suit the mass-

market. The context of fashion, as a result, Is automatically altered and declined. 

This is the reason why Pattern 8, starting from 'awareness' or 'to be fashionable', 

is suitable to the majority of adopters. They do not need to originate the context in 

fashion, but, consume it as it Is already simplified Into a ready-made package in a 

fashion context. On the contrary, the fashion innovators are more independent 

and unlikely to be dominated by the ready-made fashion context. Their starting 

point of fashion adoption is not like the pattern of the majority. 

• In summary, the two major different patterns of fashion adoption or decision-

making processes are one of the research findings in this thesis. It finally sheds 

light for the sociological and psychological fashion researcher showing that the 

investigation of a fashion adoption process has to be separated into specific and 

distinguishable pathways depending on the category of the adOpter. 
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10.2 Further Research 

VVhat has become apparent as a result of this thesis is that two parallel systems have 

been researched. One has to be considered an established standard; the other is an 

anafysis-based response, set against that standard at a particular stage of economic 

development. All the research conclusions referred to in Section 10.1 are presented as 

conceptual models in terms of a holistic view and ideal mechanism. The investigation into 

the complexity of fashion has been limited in this thesis in accordance with the research 

proposal, which directs us towards a problem existing in the Thai fashion industry rather 

than within world fashion per se. To uncover the complexity of fashion is not an easy task, 

but this thesis has originated holistic conceptual models that might be useful for further 

researches. 

The need for further inwstigation is highlighted in this thesis through its focus on the 

appfication of the holistic fashion change process model as a universal standard with 

which an individual region can interact. Fwther research might continue to extend these 

research findings in order to achieve plausible and appficable usage potential in the Thai 

fashion system. Additionally. other Individual regions could conduct research using the 

same framework, methodology and models. Alternatively, the existing models could be 

dynamlcaUy developed through information technology and used as monitoring or 

predictive tools. 

10.2.1 The Fashion Process MOdel 

The fashion Industry Is desperately seeking for a model that can precisely predict the 

direction d fashion. Although the conceptual models created in this thesis are unable to 

precisely predict fashion changes, the overall idea of the mechanisms Indicates a common 

route for the direction of change. This means that if further empirical studies are 

undertaken in depth, i.e., qualitative and quantitative researches, we may be able to catch 

up with and precisely Identify the triggers of fashion change. The semiological and 

sociological processes within fashion change suggest that fashion is not a stable entity. 

Instead, fashion cha'lge is a d1aln of translation. It. most vital precipitators are 

accordingly the change-agents and It can assist fashion prediction by anticipating each 

interpretation of fashion at each step of change or link in the translation chain. 

The conclusion arising from analysis and the subsequent conceptual models is that 

fashion forecasting appears unabla to predict effectively from demographic profiling of 

consumers. On the contrary, forecasting must be based on monitoring, observing and, in 

particular, interpreting the movement of social moods and the consequential innovation of 
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fashion concepts as they emerge, relative to the disappearance of the previous fashion 

innovation. The developed model clarifies the mechanisms and significant points of 

change which are useful in the predictive process. Further, the results and analysis can be 

forwarded to those fashion suppliers who have established modem production 

management systems such as "quick response", '1ust-in-time", and "supply chain 

management", and who have the ability to respond to market needs promptly. 

We need to undertake a series of observations and empirical studies of the prime 

signification of fashion innovators in reacting to specific dominant social issues. A further 

in-depth investigation with full statistical significance as suggested above is believed to be 

capable of creating a much more precise mechanism for converting subjective movement 

into an objective reality embedded within a refined model. 

10.2.2 The Fashion Retail Model 

The Retail Model created in this thesis is very much conceptual in form. this ideal 

sphere shape model can, however, be vety useful to fashion suppliers If al/ the necessary 

data and Information are entered. Thi.needs a set of fieldwork surveys for a particular 

market, such as the British fashion retail market. Each retail oompany must be 

investigated in terms at styfa, time at pR)duct 1arIch, level of fashIonabIUty, Identity, 

and targeted ·customers' profiles in terms of age range, disposable lneoma, occupatfon, or 

consumption pattams. These parameters are useful in positioning n categorising them 

in a spac:ific space in the sphere shape model. 

At this first stage of fitting each retail brand into it. place It is possible to see the density 

and gaps within the totality. It is useful for suppJiers who are seeking an opportunity to 

penetrate a new market or to reorientate their brand into the vacant space of a less 

competitive market. 

The Fashion Retail Model will be much more useful If It Is able to Indicate the movement of 

fashion from high-end down to middle and lower markets. This means that we need to 

computer/sa the model, feeding it with a regular report of the sales volume of each style, 

colour and size, as well as consumers' profiles. In this way, the model will be able to show 

the movement of each fa.hion direction in term. of it. speed, direction, and the population 

of each fashion adopter group. 

This uHimate ideal computerised model would enhance the Fashion Change Process 

Model and make possible more precise fashion forecasting. 
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10.2.3 The Thai Fashion Process Model 

Coincidentally, the Thai government is launching the biggest ever-collaborative project 

with the Thai textile and gannent industry, aimed at establishing Thailand as the fashion 

centre of the South-East Asian region. Apparently, the project is fOQJsed on the supply 

side, investing in and facilitating options and opportunities for the Thai textile and garment 

industry, but omitting the demand side of the system. However, to create a fashion centre 

needs more than solely stimulating the market with an abundance of fashion items from 

which to choose. This may lead to over-supply and rejection by consumers. Consumer 

demand is inextricably linked to social change and spending power, without which 

economic progress is limited at best and stagnant at worst. 

This thesis is primarily concerned with the demand side of fashion consumption, 

suggesting a series of strategies to enhance the emergence of fashion via innovative 

responses to social needs as opposed to the industrial imperative. The reorientation 

strategies discussed in the previous Chapter can accordingly be of much benefit to the 

government project. 

Practical problemS of the Implementation of such reorientation strategieS may require 

further research. If the anafysis contained within this research thesis Is correct, Thailand 

and the r8giCn need to eecure the futunt d their manufacturing Industry by managing 

fashion. Further, by becoming truly a mediun for social mood change and by creating a 

strong domestic market for itS own brands, It 18 suggested that manufacturers should 

influence people to define themselves through brand identities. In this context, regional 

fashion emerges and ends within Its unique system as a subset of the wor1d fashion 

system, not dominated by world fashion but rather engaging in global fashion exchange. 

On the macro scale, interest in the reorientation strategies requires further studies 

focusing on the proactive Input roles of all fashion change-agents within the Thai system. 

Their contributions, it is hoped, will lead to domestic fashion change in a proper process 

starting and ending in the subjective realm. 

On the micro scale, it can be expected that the effect of the macro level will change the 

fashion consumption behaviour of Thai individuals. This is potentially the most interesting 

investigation, since it would look at how Thai fashion consumers acquire and use a new 

version of fashion. The conflict or liberation associated with the emergence and exercise 

of fashion within the present strict cultural frame are a prerequisite transitional stage on 

the way to a new and stable system. 
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Fashion Evolution and social changes 
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ernp/Ia./Zed comfbrt and prUiceIIty raIfIw ffIan ... wlIM IIIId aynIboIIa 00I1tiII11POIW, eaIiYe 

ayntIoIiIm. Fa.hIon empMeized on JOUI'G .... 1n aen-I. on 1ncIMduaIlem. CommIIIIIIMng in 

PenIa bec:arM 11'1 ,...... wanwt'a faIhIon. MkIIIIdrt .' '*"'" popuIafIort _ eegmene.. 0InIni1ly. I cIecIda fit 

___ In .. a.ptance. DcnbIe PfIII cIaItIIng .m-. IIOcIII rwIcnne. 

1WOS 

fIIhlon,.,..,.. -W mill. Fulln d...u- RIIuIng fit IOCiIII MIl IlXUllIIOI'IIII, gI'IIIiIr belief In 

8UIt chaiIIellgld. 0/wwaIty In --. .. ..,... ...... QnMIiIIt and Awdom d choice. ChanGinG II1II'I'IIge IIIId 

In r.tIion hIIb,.,.,. ..... "*" __ 1InQIhI. verfIt1ln fImIIy ....... Hlgh/ydlwloped".. IIId 

color and WriDchoIaI. MIn'I ......... and ...... communIcIIIon.,an. New _ wIIh erMIlII'"*1t end 

trwncIe. ..."., dNlOll'Oll. women In .. 

IIbGrfGrw. , ... 
A ....... dflllhlan .......... pn:rm/nInt. -0.-. DivwIIIr-In ..... and ... a 0InIr'II ............. -IIIW*-....... - ...... _ 1IICIIetJ. lncNduIIIIm IIId ......... d dIII'wNnoe 

GrVW\h In ......... 1IId .............. BlrthdlllW ... wIdIfr pI'OIIIIIIId. c.... ..... lOIIlIIIItfarwamen 

..., .... (e.g. Donna --. MIcMII!(aN). RIIOk .... ..... a nann. 
IIId IUpII'IIIIIdIII a.o.n. _1IItIIon ...... cr.t.. U.s. .. 
prIlducIIIon Ind fmparfIrv _ eppINIlnd _ ••• alfll nwfcIIIIng inaNIIId. ChwftIIn _1IIII ..... 1IId df. 

IrIcr-.d I'IpidIy (lmpaItiI1COOIoIIIIng far IIIIf d .. cIanIIIIIo _,....... MIrgIng ClClqlllIIII wIhIn"1MhIon 1nduItry. 

1IWtGIt), _cIII'uIIon dfalhlon .... QuIck MlV ...... Pula-. and ueedVCRa IIIdIct lilt IrIcnIIt uee 

RIIPOnN tIatIolCllolD CII..e.d "piI' .,... wWI/n ... d vIcMo tIatIo 1CIIogy. 

1ncMCry. 

1110s 

V.t.ty In faIhIon trwncIe and .-.fuI1nIlMnced fnIm" CCIIIIpN d ... 80IIIIt Unim and ImIr'IIInCI d EuroP-n 

18Il0l CIITIId CMl'IIIt .,. ..., 1"'. EnvIroIomenIII Economlo CGmmc.n/tyc:rellled __ for upart or 

_/elided to _ t.GhnoIogy marbling" d expIIIIion III CIOIIIPII'III OWI'IRI. EoonomIo '*'lIlIan 

erMI 1111 ........ ..,. ..".,... ."., CuIIunII cIw-fly epLII'ICI CI..ad Clulion ooneumere. a poIIInIIaIlnIIuence on 

fIRIWIh In eIhnIc goode. t.IhIon chqe. 

WII fMhlon changed be InIIuenced by growing eoonomiC 

Ind IGwwma-tal/emlmone---? 

plate 1: Fashion Evolution and social changes (After: Sproles and 
Burns. 1994) 
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Appendix II 

Targeted Age Chart 
Core customer 

Brands 15-20 20-25 25-30 30-35 35-40 40-45 45-50 50-55 55-60 

1 M&S 
..L 

2 Dorothy Per1<ins 

3 Top Shop 

4 Evans 

5 Principles 

6 Richards 
-,.. 

7 Miss Selfridge 

8 WallIS 
-,.. 

...-

9 Warehouse ... 
10 Next 

11 Austin 

12 Benetton 
-,.. 

13 C&A 

14 lJtIIew00d6 . 
15 Bhs 

16 Alexson G. 

17 fcuk 

18 Nocioe Farhl 
-,.. 

19 Episode 

20 Gap 

21 H&M 
-,. 

22 Hobbs 

23 Jaeger 

24 Viyena 

25 Jigsaw ..... 

26 Joseph 

27 Karen Millen .... 
28 Koolcai .... . 
29 Laura Ashley 

30 Monsoon I""'" 

31 Morgan 

32 Oasis 
..... 

33 Talbots 
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Appendix IV 

Fashionnaire Results 

London Samples 

20.00% 

10.00% 

0.00% 
INNO 

[3001 

EARLY 

Bangkok Samples , 

FOL LAG 

plate 4.1: population of Fashion Adopter Groups in 
London and Bangkok 

[3001 

.Bangkok 

BLondon 
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plate 4.2: Results of Questionnaire Surveys in London 
and Bangkok 

London Results Bangkok Results 

...... )IOu ewr haS an Idea about)"OW' b* mCl not able to 1Uw)lOU eWf'had an ktu not been nnd 

flnd the fKhlon a_ems In the shops? 1M f .. gannents In the shops? -- E '" V ... OIIen N., .. E '" Ve..,Often 

, 2 • • • , 2 • • • '- a .R ... "" a .R 5.R ' .R 'Iooaard .. " .. " 29% ,." 0'4 - U" 25.8% G .1% 11.ft. 2.3% - 15% 1'" - 23% '" 
1.3" 33."" -'" 10.0'11 10.0'4 Ealfv_ ." 20'4 20'4 48% B% 

,......- O.D!l 10.0'11 4O.D!I 30.0% 20.0'4 , ........ "" 0'11 0'4 50'4 0'4 50'4 

When buying. tu:l\1on garment, haw)Ou .....,.fett. c::onfUd: When buying a faShion garment. hlW:)Ou .verrelt, conflict 

,Ucad/w."tId end wftIt)'OUrtnendS" between wf'Iat you IikedlWlntecl .nd what your fri.nd .. sugGested? - E " V..,.Often -or E '" V...,OIIen 

1 2 • • • 1 2 a • 5 

1- 11.3% 20.0'4 20.0'4 33.3'l 10.0'4 2S.0'4 ".0% " .0'4 t4.D% - t.2'JI 2O.O'JI 45.B% 2SAtI a.." _ 1 • .0% 21.0'4 ".0'4 2S.o% '.0% 

to.O% 2C.1!1 IS.'" 25.0% 5.0'4 Ealfv_ fl .0'4 ".0% 40.0'4 20.0'4 0.0'4 

,......- 40.0% IO.DI 20.0% 10.DI 0.0% '''''''"'''' 0.0'4 100.0% 0.0'4 0.0'4 0.0'4 

__ 1M _ • • 1 ... _doel_cIOyou _IV .... ? Wbat .... ",._ •• I .... "",.docftlons do you ..... llVm.U? 

M,_......., SomIItimes I ... , bougIIl MytriendJUIUIIy Sometin-..I V4I , bought 

_"'''WIII inIUtnced in WlIt _1- irIIuenoed me In 'tIha1 ir&enced in w.t _I liked 

,- II bought ........ , """"It '''''''''''' moo1W 

''-""' au" 46.ft 20.0'4 Iaooard t • . O% .8.0'11 oa.0'4 - ... % .. AtI .... " -- 5.0'4 " .0'4 '7.0'4 

EIrIy_ 0.0'4 au" 63,." Ealfv_ 0.0'4 " .0'4 " .0'4 

1......- 0.0'4 20.0'4 tIO.O'4 InnOt'atar 0 .... 0.0'4 100.0% 

00 you always drealn I dHrerwrt ttyle or co&our from othWS? Do you dresll" I dlff,rent styfl or colour trom om ... ? 

-- E '" -,.. N.,., E '" AIwa,. 

, 2 • • • , 2 • • • 
"000"", :!S.R " .0'4 33.3" 0.0'4 0.0'4 ... oard 1 • . 0% ...... ...... 0.0'4 to.O% 

F_ ' .1% ... " ., .... 11.'"' 3.5" F_ to.O% " .0'4 37.0% ' .5% 0.0'4 

Eartv_ 0.0% 23.n .... " 23."" 5.0'4 Eartv_ 0.0'4 20.0'.4 68.0% ,2.0% 0.0'11 

Innovator 0 .... 0.0% " .0% 20.0'4 40 .... Innovator 0.0'11 0.0% ".0'4 50,0% 0.0'4 
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Wewtng I trwtctyco6ouror I tHhton gannen( ttl. m..". 0Ch.- W..-ing I trwndy colour or I ,.....kwt garment that m.rryotner 

people wear m akat you feeL. I peopl. we.r mikes you fH4 ..• 

Vert Confidon ............ EO " A""";"" 

1 2 • • 5 1 2 S • 5 

i_ani 0 .... t3."" ...... 20 .... 19.0% UO% 38.0% 10.0% 0.0% - 0-,", 23.S ,1." 283 7.0%,1_ 12. ... 1'.0% .s.0% 28.0% 2.3% 

lEon._ t .... 18."" _ .• 1. ... 31."" 
10.0% ,_ 

0.0% 20.0% S6.0% .e.0% ' .0% 

"n""","" 0.0%' 10-,",' '0.0% 50 .... 30.0% . 0.0% 0.0% 0.0%, 50.0% 110.0% 

Wuring I faahkwt P""'.,t that Is wty cuutng edge tuItion Wearing I ,. .... ton g.rm.ntthllf: ft;wtycLltttng edge ,..hlon 

Ind YItY dHftm1t In IItyte rro ... tIM present rn ... you feel ••. .,d Wf)'dltlorontln tile proMn1 mlkes)'Oll f .. 1... 

NoI Ccnfidon -... - NoIax-.. EO " ' ... .-
1 2 S • 5 1 2 S • 5 

llIOoanl .a.0% {i .n 1:1.3% 0 .... 0.0% 29.0% 31 .... tt.O% 0.0% - US 29AS .s.t% lUS 20 .... 27 .... S7.0% U .O% • . 0% 

'Eor1y odopIer s.n 5.0% 1:1.3% 5US " .n 1&",,- 12.0% ' .0% nO% SII .... 12.0% 

'1......- 0.0% 0 .... 0.0% 50.0% 50 .... 0.0% 0 .0% Q.O% 100.0% 0.0% 

ran l'Ourfrtondo _ '" _tile SlxllHotytt fo< one 01 1"&11 to wurtM Sbctia It)1e for Ontl of 

1110 .,/I'""n1UIlI>OI1I' ...... )'OU juoC 1l0l00111 • .-gl"""l111 I>0I1l'. - )'OU juoC boughl. n_ gl-..g 

./llonnfu,. ... ,..-.... ' __ . ,7 .. _ .. 'outt/1,WM,..,uld)'OU, ,7 

Not_ IChangoIo Iod_ INoIcon .... INoI_ 10Iatv01o I_·friondlod- INoIcon .... . 
.go.. '1110800_ ,Pa_ 'go •.. 

, .... eo._ '.,.'"" ...... _1""_ 
IIIQganf "" 2US 21.ft .. 

1_", 0.11'4 38.0% 20.0% 

,- 0 .... 21.111 21.111 S.5'll 15.0% 29.0% n.O% 

I .ft Il.ft ta."" IUS 1&.,- 0.0% Sl.0% 12 .... 82.0% 

I'""""",,, 0.11'4 0.011, 0.011 101l0l1 1'- 0.011 0. ... 0.011 

How much WOLIId)OU be concerned tf)OU d'Ng"'" .boutlr)4e.nd 'How much would you be cone.meld ")OU dfugr.d lbout 8fyIt and 

coloUr with 0IIIe10 In)'OUr oodal cltelo? coktur whh OChers In your sodal eire .. ? 

N_ N",. V.,., Much 

2 • • 5 • 2 • -' 5 

,- ts .... ...... 20 .... " .W c,!'!. -"' 11 .... " .0% 14.0% 5.0% - 20 .... .7.011 23.5% e.", I.1S IF_ 14.0% ...... ...... ".0% ' .5% 

le-t. _ 'US .s_ ... " .3% ' .ft .J.!'!. & •• -
12.0% 28.0% ...... 20 .... ""0lI. 

11<>-,,,,,- ...... 50,,,,, '0.0% 0 .... ' 0.01\. I,,,,,,,,,,,,, 50.0% 0 .... 50 .... ! 0.0% , O·O% i 
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Appendix v 
Historical chronology of 

Ratanakosin period, Thailand 
(After: Hoskin, 1986) 

1782: Chakri was proclaimed King Rama I and established the current dynasty. The 

new capital moved from Thonbury to Bangkok. 

1809: Phra Phutthaloetla, son of Rama I, ascends the throne as Rama II. 

1822: Or John Crawford, envoy of the British East India Company, visited Bangkok in 

an unsuccessful bid to secure trade relations with Thailand. 

1824: Phra Nangklao, son of Rama fI, ascended the throne as Rama III. 

1844: Bangkok's first printed matter, the Bangkok Recorder, a fortnightly newspaper in 

Thai, came off the press. 

1851: Mongkut, half-brother of Rams III, ascended the throne as Rams IV at the age of 

47 after spending 27 years in monastic life. From that point on Bangkok's 

development increasingly followed the Western lines. King Rama IV also 

expanded the city limits with the construction of a new enclosing canal. He 

preferred his buraauaat orderly mode of dressing with a shirt when having an 

official meeting (previouSly high ranking court dress was naked from the waist 

up). King Rama IV appeared in Western dress in some photographs (particularly 

in portrait and pictures of official meeting). 

1855: King Rama rv and Sir John Bowring, envoy of Queen Vidoria, concluded a 

treaty opening up trade between Thailand and Britain. Treaties with other 

European powers and with the U. S. followed in quick succession. 

1857: King Rams IV orders the construdion of the city's first roads capable of taking 

wheeled traffic. 

1862: Anna leonowens arrived in Bangkok. She became for a while govemess of King 

Rams IV's children, and later grossly misrepresented life at the Thai Court in her 

published reminiscences, The english Governess at the Siamese Court and The 

Romance of the Harem. This misleading works inspire Margaret Landon's book, 
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Anna and the King of Siam, which later spawned the stage and film musical, The 

King and I. She further fostered King Rama IV incarnation towards adoption of 

Western dress and English etiquette by educating the royal children to Victorian 

values and codes and commissioning clothing in contemporary Westem style for 

an offICial banquette. Most effected by these style changes were the women who 

later adopted Thai Jongk.aben and Western tops. In the begiming period of 

Ratanakosin (the anent dynasty), Thai men and women wore Jongkaben. They 

wrapped the bottom of the body with a piece of cloth from waist down to floor, 

tightened the waist with a belt, rolled both ends of the cloth vertically, passed the 

end from front ttYough legs to put that end at the back of waist and tightened the 

waist. Women had a long piece of cloth (i.e., plain or pleated cloth called Sabai] 

to warp their chest. Men wore top in Winter but wore nothing on top in Summer. 

Whenever cloth was worn over the shoulder it usually represented individual 

status and/or referenced a specific occasion. 

1868: Chulalongkom, son of King Rams IV, ascended the throne as Rama V. His reign 

introduced far-reaching reforms and the increased Westernisation of Bangkok, 

both in its internal workings and its outward appearance. In his reign, men's hair 

style changed from partIy-shaved to short-cut as in Western style .. 

1872: Rams V aeated a uniform shirt called, 'Rajcha-Pattern' for civilian use. Some of 

the institutions of state began to have their own uniforms, wearing trousers, 

helmet, socks and shoes. Women's hairstyle was changed from the 'Wing style' 

(parted in the middle at front and hairless at the back) to a long or short Western 

style. later, women wore Western shirt underneath Sabai and the shirt 

developed to a Western style blouse with 'mutton leg' sleeves. 

1884: The Grand Palace was equipped with electric lights and over the next 13 years 

the electrical supply was extended to cover the entire city. 

1893: Bangkok became the first city of the East to have electric trams. By the turn of 

the century the network covered 20 kilometres and the tram company operated 

2800 carlmiJes per day. 

1897: King Rams V visited Europe, the first Thai monarch to do so. He made a second 

tour 10 years later three years before his death. 

1908: Bangkok had about 300 motor cars. 

1910: King Rama V died. His long reign and many enlightened reforms made Bangkok 

a truly modem city and an effective capital of the nation. His son, Vajiravudh, 

ascended the throne as Rama VI, the first Thai monarch to have been educated 
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overseas (in England). European lace and fabric became a widespread fashion 

among the elite, while the Jongkaben was replaced by a short skirt-like garment, 

called Pa-Sin. 

1911: An aeroplane landed for the first time in Bangkok, piloted by a Frenchman. The 

occasion prompted the sending of four Thai army officers to France to be taught 

how to fly. They formed the basis of what later became the Royal Thai Air Force. 

1912: A plot to overthrow Rama VI, hatched by a small group of army and navy 

officers, civil servants and civilians, was discovered and nipped in the blue. 

1917: Thailand entered World War I on the side of the allies. In the same year 

Chulalongkom University, Bangkok's premiere seat of leaming, was founded. 

Also in 1917 Rama VI succeeded in getting his way and closed all gambling 

houses in Bangkok, effectively depriving the government of a significant income 

from duties levied on such establishment. 

1921: Compulsory primary education introduced. 

1925: Prajadhipok, brother of Rams VI, ascended the as VII. He was the 

country's last absolute monarch. In his reign, women fashion changed from long 

sleeve to short sleeve blouse wearing with Pa-Sin. Premed hair (American style) 

became \/elY fashionable. 

1932: A bloodless coup changed the system of government from an absolute to a 

constitutional monarchy. This would be the first of some 16 coups, both 

successful and attempted, to disrupt government up to mid-elghties. Also in 

1932 Pra Buddha Yat Fa, or Memorial Bridge, over the Chao Phya river was 

opened as part of Bangkok's 1 so'" anniversary celebrations. 

1933: Thammasat University (University of Moral and PoUtical ScIence) was fOunded in 

Bangkok. 

1935: King Rama VII, while in England for an eye operation, officially abdicated. He 

stayed in England until his death in 1941. He was succeeded by King Aananda 

as Rama VIII. The reduced power of the king was taken up by the prime minister. 

1938: Prime Minister Phibun Songkram (1938-44 and 1948-57) announced his nation-

building program and imposed new dress code. Men had to wear a shirt with 

sleeves, trousers, hat, socks and shoes. Women had to wear a blouse, skirt, hat, 

and shoes, while groves and stocking were for formal occasion. 

1939: The official name of the country was changed from Siam to Thailand, which 

literally means 'land of the free' although full democracy and civil liberty were yet 
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to be achieved. 

1941-45: Thailand was occupied by the Japanese and was ostensibly linked to Japan for 

the duration of World War II. This, however, was largely an acceptance of a de 

facto state and there was widespread unofficial support for the allies. 

1943: Bangkok's School of Fine Arts was raised in status to become Silpakom 

University with Italian sculptor Professor Sillpa Bhirasri (Corrado Feroei) as its 

first principal. 

1946: King Rams VUf was found shot dead in his bedroom. He was succeeded by his 

brother, the reigning monarch, King Bhumipol Adulyadej, Rama IX. 

1949: In a move primarily aimed at restricting the influx of Chinese, a foreign 

immigration quota of 200 per nation was enforced. 

1960: Bangkok's population exceeded 1.5 million. Queen Sirikit, consort of Rama IX, 

aeated a set of national costume for women, consists of 8 styles for different 

occasions. 

1963: Generals Thanom Kittikac:hom and Praphas Charusathian came to power and 

established dictatorial rule. 

1973: Student demonstrationS in Bangkok succeeded in toppling the Thanom-Praphas 

regime. A demoa &tic coalition goverrvnent was set up. 

1976: The retlm of exiled 1hanom and Praphas to Thailand trigger off bloody fighting 

between Ieft- and right-wing studentS at Thammasat University; 40 students 

were killed and nearly 200 WOlI1ded. 

1980: A bloodless coup brought in Prime Minister General Prem Tinsulanonda. He 

created the national costume for Thai men called, 'Prarajchathan', which is a 

jacket with mandarin collar and cut in the same style as Westem suit. 

1982: The Ratanakosin BicenteMial celebrated Bangkok's 200 years as the nation's 

capital. Among the many colourful dispfays of pageantry was the rarely seen 

Royal Barge Procession down the Chao Phya River. From this period on 

affluence and conspicuous consumption demonstrated the saturation of Thai 

clothing and apparel markets with every kind of Westem fashion. The garment 

industry flourished creating cloth to European designs and became the 8
th 

biggest global producer. 

1997: The South-East Asian economic recession crisis began in Thailand and 

spread to other economies in quick succession. 
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Appendix VI 

Costume and Fashion Evolution in Thailand 

Era King Rama IV-V King Rama VI-VII 

Plate 5: Costume and Fashion Evolution in Thailand 

Period of Transition 
Prime Minister 

Phibun Son 
1960's 1970-1974 1975-1979 1980-1984 1985-1989 1990-1994 1995-1999 
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